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To improve its light conversion efficiency, NaYF4:(Yb
3+, Er3+) upconversion (UC) phosphor, which generates one visible photon

by absorbing two or more near-infrared photons, was coated with SiO2 nanoparticles. The surface modification of phosphor was
performed by using a modified sol–gel method as a function of the concentration of colloidal silica employed as the surface
coating precursor. It was found that the PL intensities depend on the concentration of colloidal silica. When a 2.7 wt%
concentration of colloidal silica was used, the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) phosphor exhibited a homogeneous coating with silica and
an approximately 9% increase in the PL intensity, as compared with that of the non-coated sample of NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+)
phosphor. This increase in the PL intensity can be explained by the suppression of the nonradiative recombination of
electron–hole pairs via surface defects. The experimental results suggest that the surface modification of upconversion
phosphors with a silica coating of the appropriate concentration is a simple and effective solution to improve the light
conversion efficiency of upconversion phosphors used in optoelectronic devices.

1. Introduction

Thus far, hexagonal NaYF4 nanocrystals with sizes in the
20–30 nm range have been the most efficient host materials
for green and blue upconversion (UC) phosphors exhibiting
visible emission by IR excitation [1]. In the host material,
Y3+ can be replaced at any ratio by the rare earth ions
Yb3+ and Er3+ for green UC phosphors. Meanwhile, sig-
nificant research has been accomplished to improve the
material properties of lanthanide-doped upconversion
nanoparticles (UCNPs), particularly the quantum yield
(QY) of solar cells and biochips. Among such research,
studies on the influence of shelling with meso- and micro-
porous silica on fluorescence characteristics are notable
examples [1, 2].

Figure 1 depicts the UC processes of Er3+ and Yb3+

codoped NaYF4 phosphors. The main absorption process
of Yb3+ is the 2F7/2→ 2F5/2 transition at 980nm [3]. The
most dominant excitation path in Er3+ is 4I 15/2⟶ 4I 11/2
⟶ 4F 7/2, which requires two energy transfers for the
2F7/2⟶ 2F5/2 transition of Yb3+. Subsequent multiphonon

relaxation populates the emitting 2H11/2 and 4S3/2 states.
Through further excitation and cross-relaxation processes,
the populations of the 2H9/2 and 4F5/2 states were also
obtained [4, 5]. A previous study using a delicate photolumi-
nescence measurement reported that the QY of UCNPs was
lower than 0.3% for the green emission in NaYF4:(Er3+,
Yb3+) UCNP phosphors, whereas a QY of 3% was measured
for an upconversion microparticle (UCMP) phosphor [6].
Despite extensive research [1, 2, 7–10], satisfactory QYs have
seldom been obtained. Therefore, the QY of UCNPs should
be improved using a specific method. UCNP phosphors
exhibit a larger surface area/bulk volume ratio than UCMP
phosphors. The surfaces of the phosphors exhibit inevitable
surface defects that are formed when they are synthesized.
Therefore, the surface defect density per unit volume of
UCNP phosphors can be larger than that of UCMP phos-
phors. It is well known that nonradiative decay can occur
via the surface defects of emissive materials. This could
explain why the QY of the UCNP phosphors is significantly
lower than that of the UCMP phosphors. It is of interest that
research based on the energy transfer mechanism [3, 11] for
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the improvement of the QY of UCMP phosphors has been
accomplished. From the viewpoint of the QY, UCMP phos-
phors are more promising than UCNP phosphors.

Earlier studies [12–14] related to the surface modifica-
tion of microphosphors have suggested that surface coat-
ing with oxides is an important technique for improving
phosphor characteristics, such as luminance. The present
study is aimed at substantiating the same and suggests a
silica nanoparticle coating on the surface of the UCMP
phosphors. To obtain nanoparticle-coated UCMP phos-
phors with improved luminance performance, we prepared
NaYF4:(Yb3+, Er3+) microphosphors coated with SiO2
nanoparticles using a modified sol–gel method and inves-
tigated their optical properties. The modified sol–gel
method used for surface treatment in this work is a simple
and low-temperature (below 100°C) process, as compared
with other chemical methods [15].

2. Materials and Methods

Commercially available hexagonal NaYF4:(Yb3+, Er3+) (18%
and 2% doped, respectively) microphosphor (KPT 980nm,
Shanghai Keyan Phosphor Technology Co., Ltd.) was coated
with SiO2 using a modified sol–gel method in which colloi-
dal silica (LUDOX-AM-30; Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals Pvt.,
Ltd.) with an average particle size of 12 nm was employed
as a precursor. As reported in our earlier studies [12, 13],
the SiO2-coated phosphors were obtained as follows: (1)
Various concentrations of colloidal SiO2 nanoparticles were
prepared by dilution using deionized (DI) water. (2) 10 g of
NaYF4:(Yb3+, Er3+) was added to 100ml of diluted colloidal
SiO2 with continuous stirring using a magnetic bar for 3 h.
(3) The resulting phosphor suspensions were washed twice
with DI water. (4) SiO2-coated phosphors were obtained
by filtering and drying the washed phosphor suspension at

80°C for 12h. The morphological properties of the coated
and the noncoated UC phosphors were compared using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). To perform surface
analysis, an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) system
(ULVAC-PHI Quantera SXM) equipped with a monochro-
mated Al Kα source and a hemispherical analyzer was used.
The energy resolution of the XPS system for high-resolution
core-line scans was set to 0.1 eV. The spot size was set to
0.4mm.

As shown in Figure 2, a PL measurement system was set
up to determine the UC efficiencies of the phosphor samples.
A simple IR laser diode with a wavelength of 980nm was
used for excitation. An equal amount of phosphor powder
was placed in a quartz cuvette. The laser and quartz cuvettes
were reproducibly positioned on an optical table. The optical
spectrum was acquired by configuring instruments manu-
factured by EG&G Princeton Applied Research. All mea-
surements were performed at room temperature. The
emitted light was coupled into a fixed optical fiber and
measured in the 384–716nm range using a zzodel 1237
dual-port optical modulation amplitude (OMA) spectro-
graph with a Model 1420 photodiode array (PDA). The
metal pipe holder is used to fix the optical fiber. The electri-
cal signal acquisition was performed using a Model 1461
detector interface.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 presents the SEM images of the NaYF4:(Yb
3+, Er3+)

phosphors coated with nanoparticles at several colloidal
silica concentrations and the noncoated phosphors. The size
of the non-coated UC phosphor was in the 1–10μm range,
as shown in Figure 3(a). As shown with dotted circles in
Figures 3(b)–3(e), it can be easily observed that the surfaces
of the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) phosphors are covered with fine
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Figure 1: UC processes in Er3+ and Yb3+ codoped NaYF4 phosphors.
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nanoparticles featuring a size of ~100nm. As expected, it
was observed that the silica concentration significantly
affected the surface morphology of the UC phosphors. For
the 0.3wt% and 1.5wt% concentrations, the coverage of
nanoparticles was insufficient to coat the UC phosphors
homogeneously, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). For the
2.7wt% condition, a homogeneous coating was obtained,
as shown in Figure 3(d). For all higher mole concentrations
such as 5.0wt%, the uniformity of the coating on the UC
phosphors was observed to deteriorate, exhibiting a type of
cluster. As shown in Figure 3(e), the existence of large
clusters of nanoparticles implies that, before adhesion to
the surface of the UC phosphors, the nanoparticles aggregate
and then couple with the UC phosphors. However, at this
point, it was difficult to confirm whether the fine nanoparti-
cles in the SEM images were SiO2 nanoparticles. For this
purpose, surface analysis, such as XPS, was required.

Figure 4 shows the XPS spectra of the respective ele-
ments of the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) phosphor, with respect to
the SiO2 concentrations. Figures 4(a)–4(f) illustrate the sur-
vey scan, Si 2p, O 1s, Na 1s, Y 3d, and F 1s XPS spectra,
respectively. In Figure 4(a), to compare between the relative
XPS peak intensity, only peaks for silica concentration of
2.7wt% are introduced because we could not draw all peaks
for five silica concentrations in a graph without overlapping.
The survey scan spectrum reveals the presence of Si, O, Na,
Y, and F elements. As shown in Figure 4(b), Si peaks were
observed only in the SiO2-coated phosphor, unlike the non-
coated phosphor (0wt%). From the NIST Standard Refer-
ence Database 20, it is found that Si 2p peak shown in
Figure 4(b) originates from the convolution of the peaks
related to the Si-O bonds. In addition, as exhibited in
Figure 4(c), strong O peaks are observed in the SiO2-coated
phosphor, compared to the noncoated phosphor (0wt%).
The weak O peaks observed in the non-coated phosphor
are probably related to the presence of residual oxygen in
the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) phosphor, which is an intrinsic
impurity. Thus, the presence of SiO2 nanoparticles covering

the NaYF4:(Yb
3+, Er3+) phosphors can be confirmed by the

Si 2p and O 1s spectra. Further, it can be confirmed that
the nanosized particles observed in Figure 3 are composed
of SiO2. In addition, as expected, it was observed that the
Na- and F-related peaks decreased to a large extent after
silica coating. It should be noted that, for all the samples
coated with SiO2 nanoparticles, the Na 1s, Y 3d, and F 1s
peaks yield slight shifts (0.2–0.3 eV) to higher binding ener-
gies, as compared with those for the noncoated phosphor.
This suggests that the residual NaF compound affects the
chemical binding energy of the respective elements of the
NaYF4 host crystal, causing a small shift to lower binding
energies in the case of the noncoated NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+)
phosphor. To the best of our knowledge, no references for
any elements consisting of NaYF4 have been registered in
scientific databases. However, a similar stoichiometric com-
pound such as sodium fluoroborate (NaBF4) can provide a
reasonable explanation. According to the NIST Standard
Reference Database 20, version 3.5, for NaF, the Na 1s and
F 1s reference peaks are observed at 1071.2 eV and
684.5 eV, respectively. However, for NaBF4, the Na 1s and
F 1s reference peaks appear at 1072.7 eV and 687 eV, respec-
tively. Thus, it is suggested that these shifts are due to the
absence of NaF. These results are consistent with the XPS
results described above. In addition, Y 3d peaks shown in
Figure 4(e) have well-resolved spin-orbit components
corresponding to the total angular momentum J = 3/2, and
J = 5/2 states. The peak observed in the vicinity of 153 eV
in Figure 4(e) is associated with Si 2s.

Figure 5(a) shows the PL spectra in the visible region for
the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) phosphors coated with silica at
several concentrations. In Figure 5(a), the main emission
wavelength regions labeled A, B, C, D, and E are associated
with the emission transitions shown in the energy-level dia-
grams depicted in Figure 1. For clarity, enlarged figures of
the specific wavelength ranges in Figure 5(a) are also shown
in Figures 5(b)–5(e). For all the wavelengths in the emission
spectrum shown in Figure 5(a), the integrated area was
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calculated to enable a quantitative comparison. The esti-
mated calculation demonstrated that the intensities of
the silica-coated phosphors at the 0.3wt%, 1.4wt%, and
2.7wt% conditions were higher than those of the non-
coated samples (0wt%), without exhibiting any wavelength
shifts in the core-level transition regions, thereby indicating
that the presence of SiO2 particles on the surface of the UC
phosphors affects the PL intensity. For the 0.3wt% and
1.4wt% conditions, an increase of approximately 2% in the
PL intensity was observed. The maximum PL performance
was observed for the concentration of 2.7wt%, whereby a
PL characteristic improvement of approximately 9% was
detected, as compared with that of the noncoated UC
phosphors. These results suggest that the increase in the PL
intensity is strongly related to the uniformity of the surface

modification with oxides, as shown in Figures 3(b)–3(d). In
contrast, for the 5wt% condition, a decrease of almost 10%
in the PL intensity of the coated phosphors was observed,
as compared with that of the noncoated UC phosphors.
These results can be easily analyzed based on the morpholog-
ical properties acquired by the SEMmeasurements, as shown
in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 3(e), a homogeneous nano-
particle coating is barely obtained. This was caused by the
aggregation of SiO2 nanoparticles, which hindered the
impinging light from being absorbed by the phosphors and
the emitted light from being transmitted. The influence of
SiO2 coating on the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) UCNP has been
reported in earlier research [1, 2, 15–18]. It is known that
SiO2 coating causes the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) UCNP to protect
UCNP from dissolution [1, 15], to improve the temperature

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 3: SEM images of NaYF4:(Yb
3+, Er3+) phosphors coated with nanoparticles at several colloidal silica concentrations and noncoated

phosphor ((a) noncoated 0wt%, (b) 0.3 wt%, (c) 1.4 wt%, (d) 2.7 wt%, and (e) 5.0 wt%). The dotted circles represent nanoparticles coated on
the surface of NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) microphosphors.
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stability [2], to restore the chemical activity in aqueous media
[16], to protect core from degradation in proteolytic solvents
[17], and to enhance the adhesion of metal particles. But, as a
whole, these studies report a decrease in PL intensities after
SiO2 coating on the NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) UCNP. The reason
for it has not been argued in detail besides the light scattering
effect on both emission and incident light by the SiO2 layer.
Meanwhile, it is known that SiO2 @metal coating on the
NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) UCNP results in an increase in the PL
intensity by means of exciton–plasmon coupling, resulting
from the metal coating [18].

Our samples consist of SiO2 nanoparticles coated on
upconversion microsized phosphors(UCMP), in contrast to
those reported in earlier research [1, 2, 15–18]. Our
NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) UCMP is not a nanoparticle but a bulky
particle with lots of surface defects. Therefore, if SiO2 coat-
ing reduces the surface defects, it is expected that the SiO2
nanoparticles in our samples are a significant factor contrib-
uting toward the PL intensity, in contrast to the results
reported in earlier studies [16]. Generally, radiation excites
the bulky phosphor and generates free electron–hole pairs
(e-h pairs). These e-h pairs diffuse into the surface defects
and recombine nonradiatively, resulting in a decrease in
the PL intensity [19]. SiO2 nanoparticles coated on micro-
sized phosphors could reduce surface defects and suppress
the nonradiative recombination of e-h pairs via the surface
defects, thus resulting in a higher PL intensity. Thus, the
increase in the PL intensity due to the surface coating of
the phosphors with oxide nanoparticles can be explained
on the basis of the suppression of nonradiative recombina-
tion via surface defects, among the several other mechanisms
discussed in an earlier study [13]. However, there is still no
direct tangible evidence in favor of this mechanism in
SiO2-coated NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) microsystems. To achieve
this, a powerful tool for detecting the defects on phosphor
surfaces, such as electron spin resonance (ESR) analysis, is
required. Nevertheless, distinguishing between surface
defects, bulk defects, and their entities in small phosphor
grains using ESR signals [20] is considerably difficult. We
expect that our results will be useful for the surface modifi-
cation of other UC materials, such as KBaY(MoO4)3:Yb3+,
Er3+ and NaYF4:Yb,Er@SiO2, which are promising candi-
dates for use in optical sensors [21, 22].

4. Conclusion

In this study, to improve the light conversion efficiency
of upconversion phosphor, silica nanoparticle-coated
NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) microphosphors were prepared by a
modified sol–gel method using colloidal silica as a function
of concentration. The optimal concentration of colloidal
silica was determined by comparing its morphological and
optical properties. The NaYF4:(Yb

3+, Er3+) phosphor coated
with colloidal silica (2.7wt%) yielded an approximately
9% increase in the PL intensity, as compared with that
of the noncoated phosphor, likely because of the suppres-
sion of nonradiative recombination via surface defects. The
experimental results suggest that the surface coating of
phosphors with an appropriate oxide is a simple and effec-

tive solution to improve the light conversion efficiency of
UCMP phosphors.
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This research concentrated on material characteristics such as tensile property (TS) and hardness (HV) for AA-5083
manufactured using the stir casting (SC) process. The reinforcing elements silicon carbide (SiC-7.5%) and flyash (FA-5%) in
the form of powders will be added to Al alloy to improve the characteristics of composites. Response surface methodology
(RSM) was a scientific technique to make optimizing task at stir casting parameters. As per central composite design (CCD),
20 samples (L1-L20) were fabricated at a variation of factors such as stirrer speed (A) 350-550 rpm, stir time (B) 15-35min,
and stir temperature (C) 750-950°C. The result presented that best TS and HV exhibited at experiments L5 (A2-450 rpm, B1-
15min, and C1-750°C) and L6 (A1-350 rpm, B1-15min, and C1-750°C). Design expert software (DES) is one of the
optimization tools that employed to determine analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the best optimal parameter levels of SC.
ANOVA helped to check contribution of SC factors on TS and HV, and it was noticed that mechanical properties were
improved with increasing stir speed and stir time but it was reduced with rising of temperature.

1. Introduction

The chemical element like Al lacks sufficient strength when
used to manufacture components in industrial business
areas [1]. To address these challenges, particles or particulate
reinforcements such as alumina, silicon-based carbides and
oxides, Tib2, and Tio2 are blended with Al to increase the
strength of heavy items [2]. Al 5083 is made from many
chemical elements including Mg, Mn, and Si. This kind of
alloy is generally used in different application such as ship
construction, automobile bodies, mine skip work [3], and
pressure containers [4]. Stir SC routine is implemented in

cheap wise which was able to create difficult designed prod-
ucts among various fabrication techniques powder metal-
lurgy, plasma sintering, etc. [5, 6]. Numerous researches
suggested that using a single metal would not be able to pro-
duce the needed material properties [33, 34]. It is applied in
several production enterprises [7]. B2O3, B6O, and BN3O6
are added to the primary matrix as reinforcements to
improve material properties [8, 9]. TiC is to improve resis-
tance [10] and wear property while adding on Al alloy
[11]. SiC is one of the ceramic metal which had less density
compare to titanium carbide [12]. Most of the researchers
chose it to add up with different metals to develop properties
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of material [13]. Nowadays, AMC products are made with
light mass [14]; FA powder possesses light weight that avail
due to burning waste items of steam boiler plants. Ravi
Kumar et al. [15] prepared AA7075 composites by adding
Al2O3 (2-6%) and SiC (3-9%) through stir casting route
and found reduction of tensile strength at 180°C for Al2O3
(6%)-SiC 9% strengthened with 7075 Al which happened
due to not properly mixing of particles in heat treatment
process. SAESSI et al. [16] examined the wear performance
and tribological behaviour of grained Al5083 alloy/boron
carbide at room and prominent temperatures. Low wear rate
was observed at 200°C during application of 80N load.
Christy et al. focused on properties, optimization of stir
casted specimens of scrap Al alloy reinforced with Al2O3.
Four factors were considered in the optimization progress
such as squeeze-pressure, time, preheat-temperature, and
speed of stirpart. It was detected that the highest UTS
(433MPa) was occurred at L5 sample of 100MPa, 45S,
250°C, and 525 rpm from ANOVA outcome [17]. Karthik
et al. [18] studied the optimization of squeeze cast process-
ing factors of Al2219 alloy through Taguchi routine. Opti-
mized factors for Al-2219 alloy was found at squeeze
pressure of 650MPa, temperature of 225°C, and melt tem-
perature 700°C that make to improve metallographic
arrangement and mechanical characteristics. Amra et al.
[19] prepared samples via casting method and studied about
structural analysis and wear rate of Al-5083 strengthen with
CeO2/SiC. All prepared composites possessed greater hard-
ness and wear opposition compared to base metal 5083.
Generally, 5083 alloys have been applied in variety of fields
such as rail cars, vehicle bodies, tip truck bodies, mine skips,
and cages. AA7068 with boron carbide samples were pro-
duced by SC method with variant of parameter levels and
also studied about corrosion rate. The mixture of reinforce-
ment and stir-time were chief influencing factors which is
improving corrosion resistance [20]. Akhlaghi et al. [21]
explained the influence of casting hotness on distribution
particles and porosity for SiC-A356 composites. Zhang
et al. examined the effect of stir speed, time of stirring, and
temperature on Al-6.8Mg-SiC [22]. Li-na et al. [23] noticed
that the tensile properties increased due to an increment of
homogeneousness reinforcement, reducing stirring tempera-
ture in AA6061/ABO+SiCp hybrid composites. AA-5083
and FA were effectively produced through FSP method with
different speed and feed rate. The higher hardness value was
measured at 1400 rpm and 25mm/min [24]. A popular
mathematical and statistical technique for simulating and
examining a process in which the variables and the objective
by many variables is called response surface methodology
(RSM). This first of three in-depth instructions demon-
strates how to utilise the Design-Expert® programme for
RSM which is helping for optimization process. Taguchi-
related RSM technique was utilized to conduct optimal pro-
cess on AA 6061 alloy; effects of HV and UTS were analyzed
by ANOVA test [25]. Pal et al. have investigated to deter-
mine the ultimate tensile strength and hardness of AA
5456 alloy particles produced with SiC/flyash powder using
a stir casting device, and there was more improvement of
hardness and UTS around 87HV and 109MPa due to

proper mixing of reinforced powders [27]. Metal matrix
composites made by stir casting and made of aluminium, sil-
icon carbide, and aluminum and boron nitride were studied
by Reddy et al. When compared to pure aluminum, they dis-
covered that the produced hybrid metal matrix composites
had better mechanical and metallurgical characteristics
[32]. Gugulothu et al. analysed wear behavior of Al5052 with
addition of alumina/Zrsio4 with aid of Taguchi optimization
techniques, in which load is the dominant characteristic that
determines wear behavior of prepared samples by roughly
45%, followed by reinforcing weight percentage 29.5% and
sliding speed 25.5 percent [28]. Outputs with the help of
design expert software, optimizations of Ts-156MPa, and
75HV were measured from impacted optimal parameters
(speed of stirrer A: 309 rpm, time B: 13min, temperature
C: 840°C on AMCs samples) [29]. A metal matrix composite
made of Al 7075 and SiC was created by Suresh et al. They
discovered that the composite material had a lower rate of
wear than the basic metal. They noticed that when the sili-
con carbide content increased, the wear rate decreased
[31]. The work presented that an increase of stirrer rotation,
squeeze pressure, and time duration affect behavior of com-
posites [26]. After understanding various literature reviews,
we aim to fabricate 5083 material which added on FA/Sic
for optimizational experimentations.

2. Experimental Arrangement and Testing

Generally, Al-5083 has higher yield strength and is used in a
variety of sectors, including engine body fabrication. Table 1
has mentioned Al compositions. Silicon carbide particle is
with a diameter of 25 microns and a density of 3.6 g/cm3.
Initially, 7.5% SiC and 5% FA were heated separately around
400°C and heated 5083 plate around 650-700°C at 7-10
minutes before addition of molten particles to furnace. Stir
them well with a stirrer at different speeds ranging from
350 to 550RPM, at temperatures ranging from 750 to
950°C for 15 to 35 minutes. Inert gas-Ar was used as an oxi-
dizing avoider throughout the entire experiment (Figure 1).
Afterward, formulated mould metals transferred into pre-
ferred shape dies to create 20 sample according to central
composite design (CCD). This procedure is to be continued
for remaining casting influences of stir speed (450,550 rpm)
and time duration (25.35min) at temperature of (850,950°C)
mentioned at Table 2. Hardness tester (UH-350 model) was
utilized to determine specimens hardness with help of (1/16)
ball indenter apply the load 150 kgf at 10 seconds dwell time.
As per ASTM E3, samples have been prepared to find tensile
strength using load of 10KN by universal testing machine.
The basic parameters which is frequently used in the inves-
tigation of wear processes are stirrer speed, time, and tem-
perature. The so-called wear factor is also computed using
these values.

3. RSM Technique

Response surface methodology (RSM) is an arithmetical tool
to achieve superior process control so that manufacturing
feature can be enhanced considerably. CCD method was
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applied on casting process parameters of Al5083/SiC/FA. To
determine best process parameter, DOE was constructed
and produced for twenty samples at three variables. Process
factors such as stirrer speed, stir time, and temperature were
changed as per L20. Based on the experimental design, out-
put responses (TS and HV) are acquired after exposing the
samples to various mechanical property characterizations
[30]. SN ratios (signal to noise) is log functions of output
that aid for predicting the best process outcomes. The S/N
ratio is calculated using the response variables received from
the experimental studies. Depending on that whether the
variable has to be maximized or reduced, Equation (1) is
employed to transform the variables into S/N ratios.

S
N = 10 log10

Ps

Pn

� �
: ð1Þ

4. Result Discussion

Tensile strength is assessed with UTM. This is equipped with
a load cell that measures tensile force. A tensile test is also
frequently used to gauge tensile strength among other char-
acteristics. Totally, 20 samples have been prepared for con-
ducting the experiment to find out TS and BHN. From
Table 3, it can be noticed that tensile strength (TS) for L8
and L5 were maximum, trailed by L16. In this study, inter-
preting the influence of a single process parameter was

extremely difficult, because the process factors were altered
consecutively using the CCD technique. For applications
purpose, greater tensile strengths should be required, so L8
and L5 process parameters may be considered. TS values
(126.1-178.2MPa) were improved because of reinforcements
distributed evenly in matrix and followed increase parame-
ters of speed and time. The standard error have identified
from 0.41 to 2.59 and average error -1.04 in whole exper-
iments. TSmin was obtained at L2 (350 rpm, 25min at 850°C)
due to the deficiency of reinforcement and more tempera-
ture, whereas maximum TS was identified at L8 (450 rpm,
15 minutes with 750°C). Figure 2 showed the effect of inter-
action of stirrer rotation vs. stir time vs. temperature on ten-
sile strength and hardness for made Al5083 composite. From
the graphical illustration, there was an increase in TS when
the B and A were increased up to 5-10min and 300-
320 rpm. However, at speed more than 400 rpm, there was
a substantial negative or reduction of TS; when interaction
between speed and temperature is until 720-750°C and 380-
400 rpm, there was an improvement of tensile strength
obtained. At constant stirring speed of 400 rpm, the outcome
of the interaction influence of B and C parameters in TS of
generated composites 5083. Increasing temperature up to
800 and time 25min enhanced tensile strength; however,
there was a loss in TS when B and C were more than 25
minutes and 810°C. Similarly, the maximum hardness is

Table 1: Aluminum alloy 5083 compositions.

Elements Silicon Iron Copper Manganese Magnesium Zinc Titanium Chromium Aluminum

Contribution (%) 0.50-0.60 0.40-0.50 0.2-0.30 0.75-0.80 4-4.5 0.3-0.40 0.15-0.20 0.10-0.20 Balance

DC Motor

Reinforcement
Stirrer

Graphite
crucible

Molten
liquid

Induction furnace

Ar

Figure 1: Stir casting process setup.

Table 2: SC input factor details.

Factors Level I Level II Level III

Stir speed (A) 350 450 550

Stirring time (B) 15 25 35

Stir temperature (C) 750 850 950

Table 3: Tensile property and hardness observations.

Runs A (rpm) B (min) C (°C) TS (MPa) HV

L1 350 15 750 150.2 85.0

L2 350 25 850 126.1 75.2

L3 350 35 950 145.8 81.3

L4 350 25 850 138.4 72.5

L5 350 35 750 175.7 74.6

L6 350 15 950 152.5 75.4

L7 350 35 850 163.6 70.2

L8 450 15 750 178.2 83.7

L9 450 25 850 164.9 83.5

L10 450 35 950 159.2 76.7

L11 450 25 850 145.5 81.8

L12 450 35 750 129.8 77.9

L13 450 15 950 138.4 80.9

L14 550 15 750 159.4 79.6

L15 550 25 850 169.4 75.9

L16 550 35 950 170.3 82.2

L17 550 25 850 153.7 73.5

L18 550 35 750 148.8 68.5

L19 550 15 950 158.6 74.9

L20 550 35 850 161.3 78.6
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Contour plot of hardness (HV) vs 
stirrer speed (A), stir time (B)

Contour plot of tensile strength vs
stir time (B), stir temperature (C)

Contour plot of hardness (hv) vs 
stirrer speed (A), stir temperature (C)

Contour plot of hardness (HV) vs
stir time (B), stir temperature (C)

Contour plot of tensile strength vs
stirrer speed (A), stir time (B)

Contour plot of tensile strength vs 
stirrer speed (A), stir temperature (C)
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Figure 2: Contour plots of UTS and BHN with stir casting factors.
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attained at A of 340–380 rpm and B of 5-15min when graph
is plotted between A and B. HV was improved at B (330-
420 rpm) and C (650-750°C) while interaction plot between
parameters B and C.

The L1 sample had the highest hardness, followed by the
L8 and L9 samples. Increasing the stir speed and time
resulted in enhanced matrix density, dislocation contain-
ment, and increased hardness values. Furthermore, the
inclusion of SiC particles inhibits plastic deformation of
the composites during force applied by indenter on sample
surface that improving hardness (HV). L7 sample exhibited
the lowest HV due to more porosity or gaps in the matrix.
Highest and least hardness (85 and 68.5) were observed at
L1 (350 rpm, 15min, 750°C) and L7 (350 rpm, 850°C at
35min) correspondingly. From Table 4, two interactions
(BC and AC) and squared interactions (A2, B2, C2) are not
significant due to p > 0:05, whereas stir speed (A), stir time

(B), and interaction of AB are most significant parameters
since p < 0:05 and the contribution of A and B variables
are more comparing to stir temperature to improve TS prop-
erty. In the case of hardness, A is the most influence factor
that gives more contribution followed by B and C in
Table 5, and also, the model is outstanding because Fisher
ratio (F) was not higher than 5.

5. Conclusion

Al 5083 with two reinforcements (silicon carbide/fly ash) at
different weight percent composites were produced through
stir casting (SC) process. The central composite design at
response surface approach were used to assess the impact
of individual and combined interactions of three processing
parameters of SC on the formation of Al 5083-SiC-FA com-
posite. The modifications of SC input considerations that
give effects on mechanical properties of tensile strength
and hardness. The ANOVA findings revealed that the stir-
ring parameters impact each attribute, with chosen two-
way interactions (stir speed and time) having a significant
effect at a 95% confidence level. Maximum amount of TS
and HV was obtained on L8 and L1 specimens and lowest
values identified at L2 and L3, respectively. According to
the response surface technique. Temperature and speed
values of less than 750°C and 390 rpm were shown to have
a favorable influence at TS and HV responses, whereas
values beyond that might have less mechanical properties,
due to proper distribution of particles with base metal
5083 alloy tended to make changes in material characteris-
tics and improving the mechanical behavior.
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1. Introduction

Anthropogenic activity-induced ecosystem toxicity is a com-
plex and significant issue that society, scientists, and regula-
tory agencies are struggling around the world [1, 2].
Synthetic dyes have been used extensively in the industrial
processes of food, fabrics, health supplements, and pharma-
ceutical products [3]. Synthetic dyes raise carcinogenic levels
in the ecosystem, such as sulfur, phosphorus, nitrogen, and
other heavy metal ions, which promote the growth of algae,
fungi, and cyanobacteria [4]. The negative consequences of
synthetic dye manufacture and application, such as mutage-
nicity and toxicity, have prompted health-conscious con-
sumers to seek out more eco-friendly and greener
colorants known as natural dyes [5–7]. Synthetic dyes have
been prohibited worldwide by environmental organizations
from the USA, Germany, and Italy due to their fatal and car-
cinogenic impacts, and natural dyes are being promoted to
conserve the environment around the world [8].

To combat the drawbacks of synthetic dyes, natural dyes
have attracted the interest of researchers and industrialists
due to their non-hazardous, bio-degradable, sustainable,
nonallergic, anticancer, and environment-friendly properties
[9, 10]. Natural dyes have also performed a significant role in
preventive medicine, including anti-inflammatory, antihe-
molytic, antipyretic, antifungal, antioxidant, and antibacte-
rial activities [11]. Natural dyes are recognized to be safer
for the environment and produce less harmful waste during
textile dyeing than synthetic colorants [7, 12].

Natural dyes have a variety of advantages, including light
stability, heat stability, and pH stability [13]. Similarly, the
use of natural colorants as a textile fabric has gained much
importance as a result of similar qualities. The production
of natural colors in the food coloring industry has been
increased to 10-15% per year, and growing perception of
food colorants and the detrimental effects of synthetic color-
ants is the key reason behind the growing demand. There is
a global prohibition on the manufacture and import of syn-
thetic dye-based colors and clothing accessories in several
nations throughout the world [12].

Natural colorants generated from microorganisms are
commonly employed as dyeing agents because of their inex-
pensive production costs, ease of extraction, higher produc-
tivity through strain creation, and lack of temporal
fluctuations [13]. Natural colorants produced by bacteria,
fungi, algae, and cyanobacteria were used in textile indus-
tries [14]. Due to the high demand for natural dyes, indus-
trial manufacturing of these products is rapidly rising. As a
result, new varieties of natural colorants have been intro-
duced, dramatically expanding the paradigm of hygiene
and protection. The annual rate of the dye industry is pre-
dicted to increase about 7%, and the demand is expected to
increase $7.79 billion by 2020 [15].

For dyeing fabrics, microbial dyes have been used exten-
sively. C. violaceum has been widely investigated in the pro-
duction of violacein, while different bacterial species have
been identified in diverse amounts and process parameters
[13, 16]. Due to its therapeutic potential and mechanism of
action, violacein pigment produced by Chromobacterium

has received extensive interest [17, 18]. Violacein has a wide
range of therapeutic potential including broad-spectrum
antimicrobial properties, potent bactericidal and anticancer
properties, and antimalarial, antiulcerogenic, antiviral, anti-
biotic, antitumor, and antiparasite properties [19–21]. Many
bacterial strains synthesize violacein, including Chromobac-
ter [22, 23], Pseudoalteromonas [24, 25], Janthinobacterium
[26, 27], and Duganella [28]. In addition, bacterial strains
producing violacein have been isolated from various geo-
graphical regions.

Mordanting takes significant use of the materials, both
color and severity, by combining three types of complexa-
tion [29]. In natural fibers, the use of mordants offers great
color strength. The most often used mordants are alum,
nickel, chromium, iron, copper, and tannic acid [30]. Bio-
mordants are non-toxic to humans and the environment,
are eco-friendly, and are less expensive for dyeing [12, 31].

Radiation technique is gaining prominence in the fabric
industry, particularly in dyeing process, because of its tech-
nical and economical efficiency, as well as its acceptability
[31, 32]. The low color intensity derived from natural dyes
has led to the use of advanced approaches such as irradiation
techniques in the fabric industries to overcome this con-
straint [12, 33]. These radiations not only improve the color-
ant extraction efficiency and improve the dyeing technique
faster, but it is also significantly more efficient in terms of
duration, expense, manpower, and energy [34]. The ultra-
sonic radiation process, as a green technique in natural dye-
ing, offers a lot of potential for isolating colorants from
natural sources [35, 36].

In this study, we identified a new bacterial strain of hal-
ophilic C. violaceum PDF23 that produces a compound of
violet pigment with a wide array of biomedical applications.
The violet pigments showed wide range of antimicrobial
properties, antioxidant capacity, and application in textile
dyeing of fabrics. In future, researchers should aim to study
whether these properties could be imparted to textiles to
obtain fabrics for special applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sampling Site. Soil sediments were collected from 12 dif-
ferent locations at Great Salt Lake located in Chennai, India
(Lat.12°43′ 53.99″N Long. 80 °13′ 0.41″E) (Figure 1). All of
these samples were obtained aseptically in sterile plastic con-
tainers, which were placed in the icebox and transported for
processing to the laboratory.

2.2. Bacterial Strain Isolation and Purification. Serial dilution
and plating methods were used to isolate bacteria, according
to the method of Verma et al. [37]. The 10-1 dilution was
made by mixing 1 g of soil in 9mL of 0.85% saline. An ali-
quot of 0.01mL was taken from each dilution (10-2 to 10-6)
and plated on petri plates containing nutrient agar and incu-
bated at 25°C. A total of 5 distinct morphological colonies
are identified for 12 isolates (PDF11 to PDF23) as shown
in Table 1. The violet-colored bacterial isolate was identified
as PDF23 among the various bacterial isolates. The PDF23
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isolate was purified after three consecutive streaks on nutri-
ent agar medium and stored at -80°C.

2.3. Biochemical Analysis of Bacterial Isolate PDF23. Gram
staining, cell morphology, and pigment synthesis were used
to identify the violet-colored bacterial isolate PDF23.

Enzyme activity such as oxidase, catalase, urease, triple sugar
iron agar test, citrate test, indole, MR-VP test [38, 39], and
motility test were carried out according to method of Litch-
field and Gillevet [40].

2.4. Molecular Analysis

2.4.1. DNA Extraction. The bacterial isolate PDF23 was
grown to reach an A600 of 1.0. After growing, the cells were
harvested by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 5min at 4°C.
As previously mentioned by [41], total genomic DNA was
extracted from bacterial cell pellets. Genomic DNA was
resolved on a 1% agarose gel with 1X TAE buffer, and
DNA was imaged using a gel documentation unit (Bio-
Rad, USA) [39].

2.4.2. Analysis of 16S rRNA Gene by PCR Amplification.
Total genomic DNA was employed in PCR amplification
of the 16S rRNA gene using primers 27 F (5′-AGAGTT
GGATCTGGCTCG-3′) and 1492R (5′-ACCTTGTTACG
ACTT-3′) [42]. The PCR cycling conditions were set as ini-
tial denaturation at 94°C for 2min followed by 35 cycles of
denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 52°C for 30 s,
and extension at 72°C, 2min, with a final extension of

INDIA

CHENNAI

TAMILNADU
BAY OF BENGAL

Figure 1: Map of India, Tamilnadu showing Chennai, Great Salt Lake (10° 50′ N 78° 46′E), where the halophilic sediment samples were
collected shown in red.

Table 1: Pigment-producing bacteria were isolated from various
sites around Great Salt Lake in Chennai, India.

S. No. Organism Pigment Gram staining

PDF12 Yellow (–ve) rod

PDF13 Yellow (+ve) cocci

PDF14 Red (–ve) rod

PDF15 Yellow (+ve) cocci

PDF16 Red (–ve) rod

PDF17 Orange (–ve) rod

PDF18 Pale yellow (+ve) cocci

PDF19 Red (–ve) rod

PDF20 Yellow (–ve) rod

PDF21 Pale yellow (+ve) cocci

PDF22 Red (–ve) rod

PDF23 Violet (–ve) rod
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10min at 72°C. The PCR product was separated on 1% aga-
rose gel.

2.4.3. Sequencing and Phylogenetic Tree Construction. The
16S rRNA gene PCR product was purified and sequenced
on both strands using 27 F and 1492R primers using the
PCR cleanup kit (Qiagen, USA). MEGA X was used to gen-
erate a phylogenetic tree using the neighbor joining method
[43]. The PDF23 bacterial isolate 16S rRNA nucleotide

sequences were submitted to the GenBank database, and
accession numbers were received (MT176501).

2.5. Growth and Violacein Production. The growth and syn-
thesis of violacein from PDF23 strain were evaluated in a
modified nutrient broth with sodium chloride deprivation.
An overnight culture dissolved in saline solution was used
as the inoculums at a 5% (v/v) concentration. The experi-
ment was carried out in a 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask and
incubated at 25°C under agitation (180 rpm). To determine
the increase in biomass and violacein, 1mL of distilled etha-
nol was added to the pellet-pigment extract and homoge-
nized to attain the ethanol-phase pigment and 1mL of
culture broth was extracted and separated by centrifugation
at 10,000 rpm for 10min. The filtrate was agitated again,
and the pellet and supernatant were extracted. The absor-
bance of ethanolic supernatant was measured at 575nm to
assess the presence of violacein. For biomass quantification,
the pellet was dissolved in 1mL saline, and the absorbance
was measured at 600 nm [44].

2.6. Extraction of Violacein Dye. The violet pigment was
extracted from a 24-hr-old C. violaceum cell suspension
using the following procedure. Bacteria cells were harvested
after an incubation time of 24 hrs, and the cells were col-
lected by centrifugation simultaneously at a speed of
7,000 rpm and 4°C. Pellets were obtained by the extraction
methods, and three different solvents were applied to each
separate pellet, methanol, acetone, and ethyl acetate, where
the solution was also separated by centrifugation at
7,000 rpm for 4°C. The separation technique was replicated
till the pellet turned colorless. Violet and blue dyes were
extracted from C. violaceum using this extraction process.
To remove methanol, acetone, and ethyl acetate from the
pigments, the rotary evaporator was used to obtain the

Figure 2: Isolated violet pigment producing bacterium C.
violaceum PDF23.

Table 2: Biochemical characterization of selected violet pigment
producing isolate PDF23.

Characteristics PDF23

Catalase +

Oxidase +

Methyl red —

Voges-Proskeur —

Citrate +

Urease —

Gelatinase +

Hydrogen sulfide production —

Triple sugar iron agar test A/A

Glucose +

Mannitol —

Sorbitol —

Rhamnose —

Sucrose —

Arabinose —

Lysine —

Arginine +

+ denotes presence and – denotes absence; A/A indicates alkaline slant/
acidic butt.

Table 3: Partial 16S rRNA gene sequence of C. violaceum PDF23
submitted in NCBI database.

GTGCCAGCAGCCGCGGTAATACGTAGGGTGCGAGCGTTA
ATCGGAATTACTGGGCGTAA
AGCGTGCGCAGGCGGTTGTGCAAGTCTGATGTGAAAGCC
CCGGGCTTAACCTGGGAACG
GCATTGGAGACTGCACAGCTAGAGTGCGTCAGAGGG
GGGTAGAATTCCACGTGTAGCAG
TGAAATGCGTAGAGATGTGGAGGAATACCGATGGCG
AAGGCAGCCCCCTGGGATGACAC
TGACGCTCATGCACGAAAGCGTGGGGAGCAAACAGG
ATTAGATACCCTGGTAGTCCACG
CCCTAAACGATGTCAACTAGCTGTTGGGGGTTTGAATCC
TTGGTAGCGTAGCTAACGCGT
GAAGTTGACCGCCTGGGGAGTACGGCCGCAAGGTTA
AAACTCAAAGGAATTGACGGGGA
CCCGCACAAGCGGTGGATGATGTGGATTAATTCGATGCA
ACGCGAAAAACCTTACCTGCT
CTTGACATGTACGGAACTTGCCAGAGATGGCTTGGTGCC
CGAAAGGGAGCCGTAACACA
GGTGCTGCATGGCTGTCGTCAGCTCGTGTCGTGAGATGT
TGGGTTAAGTCCCGCAACGAG
CGCAACCCT
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pigments in crude form. The time required for condensation
at 45°C was 1 h per 250mL. For 1 L of solution, crude extrac-
tion yielded around 0.2 g of pigments [45].

2.7. Characterization of Natural Dye

2.7.1. UV-Vis Spectral Analysis. The methanol extract of
crude pigment was evaluated using the UV-vis spectropho-
tometer (Shimadzu UV-1601PC) between 800 and 200nm
for maximum wavelength [46].

2.7.2. Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR). FT-
IR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu FTIR-8400S) was used to
determine violet pigment derived from C. violaceum
PDF23 in the wave number range from 400 to 4000 cm-1.
On the diamond glass of the spectrophotometer, approxi-
mately 2μg of dyes were mounted [47]. Various functional
groups found in the pigments were identified using the FTIR
spectrum.

2.8. Applications of Violet Pigment in Textile Dyeing

2.8.1. Fabrics. Two types of fabrics, silk satin and cotton,
were used to evaluate the dye-ability of pigments.

2.8.2. Dyeing of Fabric Samples. For all fabric samples of liq-
uid C. violaceum PDF23 dye for both silk and cotton, stain-
ing was performed at boiling temperature (100°C). Silk
fabric dyeing was performed at a dye concentration of 2%,
with a fabric: liquid proportion (1 : 50) and varying mordant
concentrations at 60°C and an interval of 60min. After
staining, the colored fabric was rinsed at 60°C for 15min
with 3 g/L of nonionic detergent, then washed with cold

water, and allowed to dry at 37°C. For staining of silk satin
and cotton fabrics, four parameters affecting color efficiency
and intensity were evaluated: mordants, mordant concentra-
tion, fabric pretreatment, and natural pigment strength
characteristics [48].

2.8.3. Mordant. Ferrous sulfate, sodium silicate, alum, cop-
per sulfate, and calcium hydroxide were used in the forms
of mordants [49].

2.8.4. Pretreatment of Fabric. Before proceeding to the pre-
treatment process, about 1 g of fabric was soaked in alum
and Na₂CO₃. The solution was heated for 2 hrs along with
the fabrics to ensure that the fabrics were processed effi-
ciently. The fabric was rinsed and dried at 37°C. Silk was
pretreated in a similar manner, except sodium carbonate.
Pretreatment of the fabric was done to remove pectic com-
pounds and cotton wax found in cotton weave fabrics, as
well as particles on the surface of silk fabrics. The sample,
which includes alum and Na₂CO3, was prepared for pre-
treatment of cotton fabrics by dissolving 0.2 g alum and

KJ716449_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_VIT-JPD

MN548423_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_RPD50

KY129626_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_NCIM5573

NR_074222_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_ATCC_12472

MG938492_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_726249P

KY292417_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_BF-R1

MH790126_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_08022018

KJ806351_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_M-X1F

MN880157_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_HHM_1

KF574990_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_AEDB9

MF144240_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_RG1

MT176501_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_PDF23

KY824051_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_CV4

MH910118_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_14

EU372837_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_ESBV_4400

KJ634484_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_M10

MH910142_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_38

KT215433_Chromobacterium_violaceum_strain_P4595

KY937900_Chromobacterium_vaccinii_strain_CV5

LC484659_Chromobacterium_sp._LRSZR53

MN993916_Chromobacterium_Piscinae_strain_WBJR0303

0.003

Figure 3: C. violaceum PDF23 (shown in red line) is closely linked to other violacein-producing C. violaceum species, according to a
phylogenetic tree based on 16S rRNA gene sequences received from the NCBI. 0.003 substitutions per nucleotide position are indicated
by the scale bar.

Table 4: Extraction and production of natural pigment from C.
violaceum.

S.no. Solvent extraction Production of natural dye

1. Methanol +++ (blue)

2. Acetone ++ (violet)

3. Ethyl acetate ++ (violet)

4. Water + (colorless)

Dye strength graded as follows: + – low, ++ – moderate, and +++ –
extremely high.
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0.06 g Na₂CO₃ in 30mL of distilled water, heating and thor-
oughly mixing by homogenization [50].

2.9. Assessment of Dyed Fabric

2.9.1. Color Strength and Colorfastness Standard Tests. The
colored fabrics were analyzed in compliance with ISO stan-
dard techniques. The transmittance of the colored materials
was measured using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Premier
Color Scan, Model: SS 5145A, India). The Kubelka-Munk
equation was used to calculate absolute color characteristics
(K/S values) [47].

K
S
= 1 − Rð Þ2�

2R −
1 − Rð Þ2�

2R0 ð1Þ

where R is the decimal fraction of dyed fabric reflectance, R0
is the decimal fraction of undyed fabric reflectance, K is the
absorption coefficient, and S is the scattering coefficient.

2.10. Antimicrobial Activity by Minimum Inhibitory
Concentration (MIC). The antimicrobial efficacy of violet
pigments was used to evaluate the percentage of inhibition
against human pathogens such as S. aureus, B. subtilis, E.
coli, P. aeruginosa, and C. albicans [51]. The bacterial strains
were seeded in Mueller Hinton broth incubated at 37°C for
24 hrs, while the yeast grown in Sabouraud dextrose broth
incubated at 30°C for 24 hrs. All the test strains were
adjusted to 106CFU/mL (McFarland standard) and used
for assay. Different concentrations of violet pigments (0.25,
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Figure 4: UV-visible spectrum of violacein pigment produced by C. violaceum PDF23.
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Figure 5: FT-IR spectra of violacein pigment produced by C. violaceum PDF23.
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0.50, 1.0, and 2.0mg/mL) were loaded into the wells to
obtain final volume of 200μL in microtiter plate. For bacte-
rial strains, microtiter plates were incubated at 37°C and for
yeast strains at 30°C. After incubation, the plates were
recorded for bacterial and fungal growth inhibition using
microtiter plate reader.

2.11. Antioxidant Efficacy of Violacein Pigments. The DPPH
analysis was performed based on the decolorization effi-
ciency of this molecule in the presence of antioxidants and
robust technique for measuring the scavenging ability of free
radicals [52]. Ascorbic acid was used as the standard control.
In 1mL of 3mM DPPH solution, different concentrations of
violet dye (5–100μg/mL) were added and incubated in the
dark for 30min at 30°C. The color transition from violet to
yellow was measured at 517nm. The IC50 value denotes
the dye concentration required to scavenge 50% of the free
radicals generated by DPPH.

Using the following equation, the percent inhibition was
quantified:

%Inhibition = Ac − As/Acð Þ × 100, ð2Þ

where Ac denotes control absorbance and As denotes pig-
ment absorbance.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Isolation of Bacterial Isolates. Samples of soil sediment
were obtained from 12 distinct locations at Great Salt Lake
located in Chennai, India (Table 1). Different bacterial iso-
lates were obtained from soil samples, including C. viola-
ceum, which was rapidly identified due to its distinctive
violet colonies (Figure 2). Bacterial strains were isolated
using both enrichment and filtration methods, and they
thrived at temperatures between 22°C and 37°C. On nutrient
agar plates, the colonies were violet in color, oval, slightly
elevated, with a whole margin, shiny, clear, and smooth sur-
face. C. violaceum is a nonsporing, motile, gram-negative
coccobacillus.

3.2. Biochemical and Physiological Characterization of
Bacterial Isolate PDF23. The bacterial strain C. violaceum
showed positive results for oxidase, methyl red test, and cit-

rate utilization test whereas negative for catalase, urease,
indole production, and Voges-Proskauer test. The TSI test
was positive for glucose and no production of sulfide. Casein
and fat were hydrolyzed by our isolate of C. violaceum, but
not starch. It has ability to oxidize and ferment glucose,
but it has not capable to oxidize or ferment sucrose. It did
not produce hydrogen sulfide or indole on SIM agar, but it
did show motility. C. violaceum exhibited an alkaline slant
and an acidic butt on TSI medium, with no hydrogen sulfide
or gas production. Lactose and sucrose were not used, but
proteolysis and glucose fermentation were identified.
Table 2 summarizes the results of biochemical tests per-
formed on C. violaceum PDF23 used in this study.

The bacterial species identification was influenced by
characterization of the isolate through various physiological
and biochemical studies. Further, molecular phylogenetic
study and the comparison of different biochemical test
results with those published from other countries have
authenticated its identification [53–55]. Chromobacterium
sp. has capability to metabolize various organic substrates
and provides the bacterium the advantage of living in natu-
ral environments with minimal amounts of carbon or nutri-
ents. Chromobacterium sp. showed uniform phenotypic and
biochemical characteristics and were documented from dif-
ferent natural habitats, while diverse physiological character-
istics are adapted to adverse environment [53, 54, 56].

3.3. Molecular Phylogenetic Analysis. The 16S rRNA gene
was amplified by PCR, yielding an amplicon of around
1500 bp, which was used to identify the bacterial isolate
PDF23. Following amplification, sequencing of the 16S
rRNA gene produced a 602 bp amplicon, which was then
submitted to Blast analysis (Table 3). The 16S rRNA gene
sequence of PDF23 showed 99.67% identical to 16S rRNA
gene sequence of C. violaceum strain RG1 (MF144240). C.
violaceum PDF23 nucleotide sequence has been submitted
to GenBank with the accession number MT176501.1. The
16S rRNA gene sequence analysis of our bacterial isolate
showed 99% similarity with C. violaceum.

The first 20 16S rRNA gene sequences of C. violaceum
PDF23 showed >99.67% similarity in BLASTN, indicating
that the C. violaceum PDF23 isolate grouped together with
other C. violaceum strains in a separate clade assisted by
99% bootstrap values. It belongs to a separate clade and also
phylogenetically distinct from the three Chromobacterium
species previously identified (C. vaccinii strain CV5, C. pisci-
nae WBJR0303, and Chromobacterium sp. LRSZR53)
(Figure 3).

C. violaceum, a gram-negative bacteria, present a wide
range of tropical and subtropical environments in the atmo-
sphere as a saprophyte, especially in water and soil [57]. It is
a β-proteobacterium that has reignited biotechnological
interest due to its wide economic, therapeutic, and ecological
potential [58]. This free-living bacterium has a high degree
of adaptability, allowing it to survive in extreme environ-
mental conditions [59]. Similar to our study, a violet pig-
ment producing bacteria C. violaceum UTM5 (HM132057)
was isolated and characterized from soil samples taken from
wastewater treatment system at oil refinery in Negeri

Table 5: L ∗ a ∗ b ∗ value for C. violaceum violet pigment dyed
with silk fabric.

S. No. Fabrics Solvent L ∗ a ∗ b ∗

1. Silk satin

Methanol 81.23 12.82 30.94

Acetone 60.47 5.61 18.21

Ethyl acetate 63.89 8.93 22.85

Water 42.57 1.47 12.37

2. Cotton

Methanol 72.14 10.53 24.71

Acetone 51.10 4.65 8.49

Ethyl acetate 58.35 6.47 16.12

Water 31.85 0.98 7.95
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Sembilan, Malaysia [49]. This is the first evidence of the vio-
let pigment-producing halophilic C. violaceum PDF23 being
isolated from Great Salt Lake located in Chennai, India.

3.4. Production of Natural Dye from C. violaceum. Three dif-
ferent solvents include methanol, acetone, ethyl acetate, and
water and were used to extract natural pigment from C. vio-
laceum, whereas ethyl acetate extract from the broth
medium was used effectively as a dye. Compared to ethyl
acetate and acetone extract, methanol solvents have been
shown to contain high concentrations of colorants. While
extracted using methanol solvent, C. violaceum developed
blue colorants, whereas acetone and ethyl extracts generated
violet colorants (Table 4).

The natural dyes have been synthesized in the media
intracellularly inside the cells. C. violaceum could therefore
produce various types of pigments from various extraction
techniques. Earlier studies have shown that dyes derived
from different microbial sources, such as fungi, plants, and
other bacterial species primarily extracted from intracellular

cells. Similarly, Hiroshi [60] stated that a bluish violet dye
was extracted from Janthinobacteriun lividum using various
solvents at different concentrations.

3.5. Characterization of Natural Dye

3.5.1. UV-Vis Spectral Analysis. The strong absorption spec-
tra were observed between 500 to 700nm. For C. violaceum,
the maximum wavelength at 575nm is shown in Figure 4.
Study by Lu [61] observed that the C. violaceum dye in
methanol developed a greater absorption at 576nm. There-
fore, both the maximum absorbance wavelengths agree with
existing studies to suggest that bacterial colorants are of the
same genus.

The violet dye in methanol showed a sharp peak with
absorption maximum at 575nm and confirms the formation
of chromophore groups including alkene and carbonyl,
which are responsible for electronic absorption. While the
carbon atom absorbs positively at a narrower UV-Vis wave-
length, due to the presence of n-electrons, the intensity sig-
nificantly reduces at longer wavelengths. Therefore, the

Table 6: Colorfastness qualities of natural dyed cotton fabric and silk satin in the presence of different mordants.

Fabrics Mordant

Colorfastness

Light
Washing

Rubbing/
crocking

Perspiration Water

DC S Dry Wet CC DC CC DC

Silk satin

No 1 2/3 3/4 5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5

Alum 1/2 4/5 5 5 5 4/5 5 4/5 5

Fe2(SO4)3 1 3/4 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 5 4/5 5

CuSO4 1 4/5 4/5 5 5 3/4 4/5 4/5 4/5

Ca(OH)2 2 4/4 4/5 5 5 4/5 4/5 5 4/5

Cotton

No 1 1/2 2 4/5 4 4/5 4/5 5 5

Alum 1 4/5 5 4 4/5 4/5 5 4/5 5

Fe2(SO4)3 2 4/5 4 4/5 4/5 3/4 4/5 5 5

CuSO4 2/3 4 4/5 4 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5

Ca(OH)2 1 4/5 3/4 4 4/5 5 4/5 4/5 5

S: staining on white fabric; DC: determining color; CC: color change; 1 denotes very poor; 2 denotes poor; 3 denotes fair; 4 denotes good; and 5 denotes
excellence.
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Figure 6: Antimicrobial activity of violacein pigment from C. violaceum PDF23 showing inhibition against selected human pathogens.
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significant characteristic of the alkene groups in relating to
the cross-linking effect would be that the higher the influ-
ence of double conjugated bonds, the greater the wavelength
of absorption (bathochromic shift) [62].

3.5.2. Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR). The
structural detection of violacein was done using FT-IR spec-
troscopy (Figure 5). The crude methanolic extract results
from the FTIR study are as follows: 3700-3000 cm-1 (OH),
3447 cm-1 (N-H), 3061 cm-1 amide, 2878 cm-1 (C=O
amide), 1641 cm-1 (C=C), 1544 cm-1 (C-O phenol), and
1422 cm-1 and 1362 cm-1 (C-N). The low absorption wave-
length for the carbonyl group could be formed due to the
aromatic ring cross-linking effect, resulting in the π elec-
trons of both unsaturated groups being delocalized. This
decreases the double bonds formed between the carbon
atoms, resulting in a decrease in the wavelength from
1176 cm-1, i.e., typical carbonyl group absorption wavelength
at 1039 cm-1, and alkene stretching frequency from 783 cm-1,
i.e., typical alkene absorption wavelength at 689 cm-1. The
vibration function of the carbonyl group in the double bond
structure was formed due to these conditions [62].

3.6. Dyeing of Fabric Samples

3.6.1. Color Measurement. The measurements of CIE L ∗ a
∗ b ∗ for silk satin and cotton fabrics stained with C. viola-
ceum dye are shown in Table 5. The properties of L ∗ reflect
the lightness or darkness interpreted. The number 0 denotes
black, while the number 100 denotes white. The scores of
(+a ∗) are red and (−a ∗) are orange, whereas yellow are
(+b ∗) and blue are (−b ∗). Cotton fabrics have lower L ∗
scores than silk satin in terms of dyes. The L ∗ score for
methanol extract of both silk satin and cotton fabrics has
the maximum values of 81.23 and 72.14, respectively, indi-
cating that the dye is similar to the white colors. Ethyl ace-
tate extract yielded the darkest colors as previously
described; moreover, they showed higher L ∗ scores that
were 63.89 and 58.35 for silk satin and cotton fabrics, respec-
tively. The a ∗ and b ∗ scores of colored fabrics are provided
in Table 5 and indicated that all the textile fabrics were

stained with C. violaceum extract and were found in the
red–yellow region.

In contrast, Yusoff et al. [28] stated that the dye extracted
from actinomycetes provided a low a ∗ score in the red
region range (+a) as well as a lower L ∗ score indicating
the closest to white color. Similar findings were reported
from the extract of C. violaceum indicating the values (+a)
and (-b) as colored on microfiber cloths and polyester fab-
rics suggesting the red-blue region even when these dyes
were processed at different temperatures, although the value
of a ∗ remains unchanged (+a) as in the red zone. Moreover,
the L ∗ score for these dyes was more than 50, reflecting
white color shades [49].

3.6.2. Colorfastness Properties. Natural dyes also need a
metallic mordant to improve the adsorption capacity
between the textile fabrics and the dye, and various mor-
dants often significantly reduce the dye from fading or wash-
ing out after exposure to light. Colored cotton fabrics and
silk statin were mordanted with alum, ferrous sulfate, copper
sulfate, and slake lime in this analysis, while the control fab-
rics were not mordanted. The stained fabrics were tested for
rubbing, washing, transpiration, and light colorfastness
properties. The assessments were done based on MS ISO
specifications with a rating scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates
worst and 5 denotes the best. The data for the evaluation of
transpiration, washing, rubbing, and light fastness are pro-
vided in Table 6. Wet and dry rubbing durability received
a grade of 4 to 5, indicating fair to excellent performance.
The fabrics colorfastness to light was assessed by comparing
them to blue wool standards on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being
the least and 5 being the highest.

In both cotton and silk satin, the use of slake lime mor-
dant appears to result in darker color than the control fab-
rics. A golden colored fabric appeared in Fe2(SO4)3,
whereas CuSO4 changed the colored fabric into shades of
grey. Conversely, alum produced no substantial variation
was observed between the color produced on the dyed fab-
rics and the control samples.

As shown in Table 6, Fe2(SO4)3 and CuSO4 improve the
light fastness of cotton from 1 (control) to 2 and 2/3,

14.40±0.45

28.66±1.18

IC
50

Figure 7: DPPH was used to assess the antioxidant activity of C. violaceum PDF23 violet pigments. Results are based on an average of three
separate experiments and standard deviation is represented by the error bars.
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respectively, while alum and slaked lime improve the light
fastness of silk satin from 1 (control) to 2 and 2/3, respec-
tively. Similarly, Ahmad et al. [49] also stated that the light
fastness ranking of silk satin stained with natural violacein
dye along with mordant alum and slaked lime was observed
to enhance from 1 (control) to 2. It could be attributed to
interaction with transition metal ions, which decreases the
chromophore valence electrons, resulting in increased resis-
tance to photocatalytic degradation [63]. The findings indi-
cated that in particular, the colored silk and cotton showed
low light fastness, giving grades between 1 and 2/3. In gen-
eral, it is well documented that the characteristics of light
fastness were weak among natural colorants that generally
offered low grades. For example, the grade of bluish-violet
dye derived from Janthinobacterium lividum was as low as
1 [64], whereas dye extracted from the barks of Ixonanthes
icosandra Jack offered a score of 2 for the characteristics of
light fastness [65].

In this work, when alum is being used as the mordant,
good colorfastness of the fabric was observed for washing.
This is although Al3+ could act as an effective electron accep-
tor to form link bonds with the dye molecule, preceded by
the development of an insoluble complex, thus improving
the pigments binding interactions to the fibers [66]. Some
colorfastness studies have proven that in the absence of mor-
dant, cotton and silk satin have fair (4) to excellent (5) col-
orfastness characteristics for transpiration, rubbing/
crocking, and water. The strong affinity of the dye to cellu-
lose and protein could be attributed to this effect [49].

It has also been demonstrated that dyes would function
as both direct pigment and mordant stain, because without
the aid of certain other additives, the dyes would bind to
the fabric molecules. It could also function to bind it to the
fabric in the presence of a synthetic agent known as a mor-
dant. Compared to un-mordanted fabric, the colorfastness
result of dyed fabric mordanted with alum is good. A poten-
tial perspective for this finding is that the auxochrome
groups present in the dye (-OH and -NH2) resulted in the
effective production of metal compounds with the fabrics
and the ability to form very strong bonds with the dye and
fabrics.

The evaluation of colorfastness to perspiration is shown
in Table 6. The result for colorfastness provided a good to
excellent grade of 3/4-5 for color change, while the rating
for color staining was fair to excellent ranged from 4 to 5.
In contrast, the bluish-violet dye derived from Janthino bac-
teriumlividum provided a fair score of colorfastness charac-
teristics [64]. The effect of colorfastness to washing
provided a color change score between 1/2 and 5. It clearly
demonstrates that the ranking is comparatively low to
excellence.

For staining, the grade was high, from 4/5 to 5, for both
silk and cotton. As a consequence, this could be attributed
that the dye in soap and water faded quickly, and did not
affect silk and cotton stains. However, a good ranking of 4
for red and violet dyes derived from Serratia marcescens
and C. violaceum was demonstrated by Zulkifli et al. [67].
While the scores for colorfastness to light and washing were
poor for both colorfastness measurements, the ranking

towards perspiration and rubbing was excellent providing
grades between 4 and 5. Conversely, more advancement
would make to enhance the quality of the pigments, particu-
larly for light and washing to colorfastness.

3.7. Applications of Violet Pigment in Textile Dyeing Fabrics

3.7.1. Antimicrobial Efficacy of Violet Dye. In the initial
screening, crude methanolic extract of C. violaceum culture
was evaluated for the antimicrobial efficacy against two
gram-positive (S. aureus and B. subtilis), two gram-
negative (E. coli and P. aeruginosa), and one fungal strains
(C. albicans). Violacein-containing culture extract was capa-
ble of inhibiting growth of all tested strains between 12 and
54% significantly at a high concentration of 2mgL-1 com-
pared with control. The growth of S. aureus was inhibited
for 39% even at concentration of 0.5mgL-1, whereas the
least affected strain was P. aeruginosa. C. albicans was the
most susceptible fungal strain with 50 and 15% growth inhi-
bition at 2 and 0.25mgL-1 of the extract, respectively
(Figure 6).

3.7.2. Antioxidant Activity of Violacein Pigments of C.
violaceum PDF23. The radical scavenging assay evaluated
the antioxidant activity of violet pigments. The IC50 value
was 14.40μg/mL and 28.66μg/mL for violet pigments and
ascorbic acid, respectively (Figure 7).

These findings suggest that the violet pigments of C. vio-
laceum PDF23 is more potent in scavenging free radicals
than ascorbic acid. The plausible reason for the absence of
catalase activity in C. violaceum PDF23 could be the signifi-
cant antioxidant potential of violet pigments. A crucial role
in the advancement of a wide range of pathological chronic
diseases such as diabetes and cancer has been proposed for
the generation of free radicals [68]. Consequently, treatment
with free radical scavenging antioxidants such as microbial
dyes C. violaceum PDF23 has the ability to prevent, prolong,
or alter many of these diseases.

4. Conclusion

Microbial pigments are a potential source of natural dyes,
with a wide range of applications in the textile industry.
The study highlights the natural dye production from
microbes isolated from Great Salt Lake in Chennai, India.
The PDF23 bacterial isolate was identified as C. violaceum,
which differed from other members of the genus phyloge-
netically. Violet pigment was observed to be capable of
dyeing both cotton and silk satin. Interestingly, fabrics
dyed with violet pigment scored fair (3/4) to excellent
(5) in all of the colorfastness properties (except light). Vio-
let pigment was efficiently used in textile dyeing in this
study, highlighting that it can be used as a substitute for
synthetic dye. This is the first report of violet colored pig-
ments isolated from C. violaceum PDF 23 (Great Salt
Lake) with antimicrobial and antioxidant properties and
textile dyeing applications.
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The current research is concerned with the production of an LM25-FE3O4—Gr metal matrix hybrid composites (MMHCs) and
the analysis of its dry sliding wear conditions. The hybrid composites were made out of 3 wt% Fe3O4 and 4wt% Gr particles with
a mesh size of 200 meshes and were made using the stir casting method. Wear test on Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal arrays employs
three process parameters: load, sliding velocity, and distance, each changed for three levels on a pin-on-disc tester position.
The wear behavior of hybrid composite was investigated using loads of 20N, 40N, and 60N; velocities of 2m/s, 4m/s, and
6m/s; and distances of 1,000m, 2,000m, and 3,000m. The major parameters were developed utilizing the signal-to-noise ratio
by selecting “smaller-is-better” wear rates and COF features. FESEM was used to look at the worn surfaces of the composite
specimen in order to determine the wear mechanism. Wear properties are enhanced in materials having aluminium hybrid
metal matrix composites. According to the ANOVA table, the load parameter has the greatest impact on wear resistance and
coefficient of friction, with maximum load values of 35.64N and 5.782N, respectively.

1. Introduction

The applications in engineering and technology are increas-
ingly using hybrid composite materials. Compared to natu-
ral composite materials, they provide a number of benefits
including increased mechanical and physical properties [1].
Aluminium alloys are commonly used to manufacture aero-
space, defense, medical equipment, and automotive spare
parts due to their superior strength-to-weight ratio. With

adding suitable amount of metallic or nonmetallic reinforce-
ments and manufactured them as MMCs, the properties of
aluminium alloys can be improved. In the aerospace,
defense, automobile, marine, medical instruments, and other
mechanical industries, MMCs are increasingly being used to
replace traditional metallic alloys. To meet the recent
demands of advanced engineering applications, researchers
have looked into aluminium alloy-based MMCs [2]. Electri-
cal, food, chemical, and marine applications are just a few of
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the many applications for the LM25. It is widely used in the
automotive industry, where it is commonly used to cast cyl-
inder blocks, wheels, heads, and other parts [3].

AMCs reinforced with iron oxide (Fe3O4) were recently
developed utilizing a simple and inexpensive industrialized
method [4, 5]. This composite’s excellent physical and
mechanical properties make it an exceptional multipurpose-
ful, lightweight, and proficient material for engineering and
technology intentions. This research is required to improve
the composite’s electrical conductivity due to the effect of
Fe3O4 [6].

The hardness of the AMCs reinforced with Gr particles
decreased with a linear increase in the Gr content, regardless
of the manufacturing process used to create the composite
materials [7–10]. Because the structure of a bony lubricating
film by Gr particles barred straight contact of sliding sur-
faces and abridged ploughing effects of Al fragment, the
wear resistance of AMCs toughened with Gr particles was
superior to that of pure aluminium matrix, resulting in eas-
ier machining of these composite materials pretend by a
variety of techniques [11–14].

With 5% wt of graphite reinforcement, composite com-
pression strength increased by around 108 percent. With
15% graphite reinforcement in the copper matrix, however,
there was a significant reduction in compression strength.
The wear properties of composite materials have been
improved by incorporating graphite into the copper matrix
[15]. Suresh et al. manufactured LM25-B4C-Gr-Fe3O4-
based hybrid composites by stir casting route and mechani-
cal behaviors. The consequences explained that LM25-B4C-
Gr-Fe3O4 hybrid composites must be investigated as an
outstanding material wherever high strength, ultimate ten-
sile strength, and wear resistance are enhanced [16, 17].
Radhika et al. calculated mechanical properties and wear
characteristics of LM25/SiC/Al2O3 hybrid MMCs and fabri-
cated by utilized liquid metallurgy route. The results of worn
out surfaces of composites were investigated using SEM and
it was found that the mechanical properties and wear resis-
tance augmented as the weight percentage of reinforcement
augmented [18]. Siddesh Matti et al. synthesized and evalu-
ated the wear behavior Al7075 alloy composites reinforced
with mica, fly ash, and red mud particles prepared by stir
casting route. The findings of the hybrid composites were
subjected to microstructural studies and wear properties
testing is improved [19].

Nagarajan Lenin et al. investigated manufacturing and
machining of LM25 reinforced with fly ash and boron car-
bide (B4C) hybrid composites by using stir casting and
WEDM. The results showed the composite’s mechanical
and machining properties are improved and to be used
in several engineering applications [20]. Radhika and
Raghu developed LM25/TiC MMCs using liquid metal-
lurgy process and the mechanical properties such as hard-
ness and tensile strength were enhanced on the composite.
The microstructural assessment divulges that uniform
spreading was achieved in the composites [21]. Gowtham-
kumar et al. modelled the influence of solidification and
flow rate of the molten alloy in a recycled aluminium
LM-25 alloy with a high Fe concentration. Mechanical

and microstructural characterizations were used to assess
the flow ability and mechanical behavior of cast alumin-
ium scrap, which was compared to a FEA model through
simulation [22]. Squeeze casting was used to study and
investigate the sliding wear behavior of LM 25, Al/10 wt.
percent fly ash composites, AA/10 wt. percent steel parti-
cles composites, and AA/5wt. percent FA/5 wt. percent
SP hybrid composites. However, Al/FA/SP hybrid compos-
ites outperformed Al alloy, Al/FA, and Al/SP composites
in terms of wear resistance [23]. Hiremath investigated
LM25-borosilicate glass particle composites using the stir
casting method, and the findings show that the hardness
improves linearly as the reinforcement amount inside the
matrix increases. It is also clear that the cold material’s
Volumetric Heat Capacities have a significant impact not
only on the quality of the castings produced but also on
the hardness of the AMCs [24]. Elango et al. [11] studied
the wear properties of LM25 and composites supple-
mented with SiC and Titanium Dioxide (TiO2). The
strengthening enhanced the wear resistance of the LM 25
alloy, according to the findings [25].

Table 1: Chemical composition of LM25 aluminium alloy.

Composition %

Si 7.23

Fe 0.73

Cu 0.12

Mn 0.14

Mg 0.29

Cr 0.02

Ni 0.02

Sn 0.01

Ti 0.02

Pb 0.01

Zn 0.14

Al Balance

Figure 1: Casted LM25-FE3O4-Gr MMHCs specimen.
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In Technology and Science, the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is defined as a calculation that compares the level of
a chosen signal to the level of background noise [26]. In this
case, SNR is calculated by comparing the signal inside a
material’s imperfection region to the signal within the mate-
rial’s sound area. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the sig-
nal intensity recorded in the ROI, i.e., the inhomogeneous
area of the specimen, to the standard deviation of the signal
intensity in an area outside the ROI [26].

The SNR can be calculated in a variety of methods,
according to scientific literature. A list of seven commonly
used SNR equations in the scientific community is shown
below [27].

SNR = ALS
SD ð1Þ

where
SNR = signal-to-noise ratio
ALS= the average level of the signal in the defect region
SD= the standard deviation of the noise in the reference

or sound region
According to the literature, LM25 aluminium alloy

hybrid metal matrix composite reinforced with 3wt%
Fe3O4 and 4wt% Gr particles was produced by stir casting
route to improve the wear properties for automotive, aero-
space, and industrial tenders. The tribological behavior of
the composite is still being investigated using Taguchi’s
method to estimate the wear rate and coefficient of
friction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material Selection. The LM25 aluminium alloy, with a
density of 2.68 gm/cm3 and properties such as weight,
toughness, and temperature transfer, was chosen as the base
medium due to its use in automotive pistons. The reinforce-
ment of Fe3O4 particles with 200 mesh sizes was chosen to
improve wear resistance. It has a density of 5.24 gm/cm3, a
superior hardness than SiC, WC, and TiC, and exceptional
substance and thermal permanence, making it an ideal
reinforcement for improving the alloy’s wear performance.
The graphite, which has a density of 2.26 g/cm3, is also used
as a reinforcement material, and the composite hardness
diminishes as the adding percent of graphite (Gr) augments
[28, 29]. The substance compositions of the LM25 alumin-
ium alloy were determined using spectroscopy, as shown
in Table 1.

2.2. Stir Casting Method. Owing to its outlay—value, the
stir casting method was used to manufacture and fabricate
the composite. The LM25 major matrix was liquefied in a
stir casting setup furnace, encased in a crucible. The alloy
was dissolved in a static gas ambiance, which barred sub-
stance reactions and resulted in a casting. The preheated

Pin holder

(a)

Disc

Test sample Load

Figure 2: Wear testing machine.

Table 2: Process parameters and their levels.

Levels Load (N) Sliding velocity (m/s) Sliding distance (m)

1 20 2 1000

2 40 4 2000

3 60 6 3000

3Journal of Nanomaterials



reinforcements were added during the usual intermission
behind liquefy and stirred for 8 minutes at 450 rpm to
ensure uniform reinforcement particle distribution. The
liquefied metal was then poured into preheated (400°C)
moulds with dimensions of 100 x 14mm and allowed to
solidify at 840°C, as shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Wear Test. Figure 2 shows the results of wear tests using
a pin-on-disc apparatus provided by DUCOM on a variety
of work pieces.

The cast component was turned in a circular specimen
with dimensions of 12mm x 30mm. The sample was sub-
jected to dry sliding wear tests using a DUCOM pin-on-
disc apparatus in accordance with L9 orthogonal arrays
[30]. A rotating steel disc (EN-31) with a hardness of
VH114 held test pins (12-30mm) in place. Throughout the
experiment, an 80mm path diameter was maintained. The
cantilever beam, which imparts an equivalent amount of
energy to the sample that will come into contact with the
opposing visage, remained loaded.

The pin is forced into contact with the disc by the
applied load. As a result of surface wear, the pin’s size adjusts
slightly, allowing the lever arm to be transferred. The LVDT
measures the separate wear by disarticulating the switch
limb. Before and after the experiment, the specimen was
dressed appropriately. The sample’s mass loss was taken into
account and rehabilitated as volume thrashing and, as a
result, wear rates.

During standard intermissions, friction sensors were
used to calculate the CoF between the pin and the revolving
disc, which was then confirmed using the WINDUCOM
software. The average coefficient of friction is stretched by
taking the average of those values.

2.4. Taguchi’s Method. The L9 orthogonal array and Tagu-
chi’s method were chosen to achieve the best results with
the fewest trials possible, and the experimentation plan
remained unchanged (Table 2). The S/N ratio and ANOVA
were used to calculate the wear rates of the specimen and the
average CoF by using Mini Tab software. The experiment
was guided by the following parameters: applied load, sliding

velocity, and sliding distance, all of which differed between
levels (Table 2).

2.5. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM).
In the microanalysis and failure analysis of solid inorganic
materials, field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM) is widely used. High exaggerations, high-
resolution imagery, and precise measurements of very small
facial features and objects are all possible with scanning elec-
tron microscopy. FESEM presents absolute elevated declara-
tion descriptions of the sample by focusing an electron beam
transversely across the surface.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Tribological Behavior. The composite’s tribological
behavior was assessed, including wear rates and coefficients
of friction. The results and their S/N ratios are shown in
Table 3. The investigation’s findings were assessed using
ANOVA, which is used to investigate the stimulus of the
considered wear strictures, namely, applied load, sliding

Table 4: Response table for S/N ratios–wear rate.

Level Load (N) Speed (m/s) Distance (m)

1 35.64 27.16 27.16

2 26.16 20.69 20.69

3 13.68 27.63 27.63

Delta 21.96 6.94 6.94

Rank 1 2 3

Table 5: Response means–wear rate.

Level Load (N) Speed (m/s) Distance (m)

1 0.006918 0.007063 0.007783

2 0.009143 0.007167 0.008070

3 0.005987 0.007817 0.006203

Delta 0.002187 0.001650 0.001870

Rank 1 2 3

Table 3: L9 orthogonal array.

S.No
Process parameters

Wear rate
(mm3/m)

S/N ratio
(db)

COF
S/N ratio
(db)

Load
(N)

Velocity
(m/s)

Distance
(m)

1 20 2 1000 0.017 35.38 0.527 5.56

2 20 4 2000 0.016 35.71 0.513 5.79

3 20 6 3000 0.016 35.82 0.502 5.98

4 40 2 1000 0.051 25.99 0.583 4.68

5 40 4 2000 0.049 26.04 0.564 4.97

6 40 6 3000 0.047 26.44 0.573 4.83

7 60 2 1000 0.098 20.11 0.543 5.30

8 60 4 2000 0.096 20.31 0.532 5.48

9 60 6 3000 0.093 20.61 0.521 5.66
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speed, and sliding distance, all of which have a significant
impact on routine measures. Using analysis of variance, it
is possible to determine unambiguously which independent
variable rules over the others, as well as the percentage con-
tribution of those independent variables.

For the aluminium alloy LM25, 4% Gr, and 3% Fe3O4,
the ANOVA results for wear rate and COF for three factors
varied at three levels and interfaces for three levels and inter-
faces. The lower value of wear rates is 0.00355 at a velocity of
6m/s and a load of 20N. The higher value of wear rates is
0.01367 at a velocity of 2m/s and a load of 60N.

Table 3 shows that as the composites’ velocity aug-
mented, the wear rates of the composites decreased. The sig-
nificance level for this analysis is =0.05, which corresponds
to a 95 percent confidence level. Sources contributing to
the performance measures with a P-value of less than 0.05
were considered statistically significant contributors.

3.2. Analysis of Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Taguchi’s technique
uses an S/N ratio to specify the position of structure based
on their stimulus. Tables 4–6 show S/N ratios of wear rates.
For this study, “smaller-is-better” characteristics were used.
The delta value of conforming structure is determined by the
variation among the peak values. The plunging mandate of
the delta value retained its assigned position. In terms of wear
rate, load remained the primary constraint, with distance and
velocity as its stimuli. The conforming ranking of structure is
specified in the last row of Tables 4–6. Finest wear behavior
was observed at third levels of load (1st rank) and speed (2nd

rank) and 2nd level in sliding distance (3rd rank).
The influence of each parameter on ANOVA results has

been calculated, and the load is a major contributing factor
that influenced wear performance by 35.46 percent; the next
significant parameter is speed percentage, which influenced
wear performance by 29.63 percent; and sliding speed, which
influenced wear rate by 25.85 percent (Table 6).

The stimulus on the coefficient of friction was ranked
first by distance, followed by load and sliding velocity
(Tables 7–9). It is possible that the distance rank is due to
the presence of tough reinforcements. As the distance
between the sliding surfaces grows, the reinforcement parti-
cles that protrude from the surface become fissured, aggre-
gating the contact area between the sliding surfaces and
reducing friction. The best CoF was found at the third levels
of load (1st rank), speed (2nd rank), and sliding distance
(2nd level) (3rd rank).

The load is a major contributing factor that influenced
wear performance by about 5.86 percent; the next significant
parameter is speed percentage, which influenced wear per-
formance by about 4.975 percent; and sliding speed is the

last influencing factor that influenced CoF by about 3.569
percent (Table 9).

3.3. Influence of Wear Rate Parameters on the Responses. The
effects of process variables on wear rates and friction coeffi-
cient were studied. As a mean plot, Figure 2(a) depicts the
trend of the corresponding responses. Figure 2(b) shows
the optimal level of parameters using S/N ratios. The follow-
ing sections go over the effects of parameters on responses in
detail.

3.3.1. Effect of Load. Wear rates increase as the applied load
increases, as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The fringe
surge of wear rate remained pragmatic from 20N to 40N,
whereas the severe surge from 40N to 60N was severe.
The material’s elastic distortion is to blame for this drift.
Temperature increases to the sliding surface had fewer
effects on the elastic distortion at low loads (20N and
40N). Adding a load (60N) to the specimen causes a tem-
perature spike over the sliding surface, even at slow sliding
velocities. The high temperature caused plastic deformation
of the surface, resulting in the adhesion of pin surfaces to
the disc. As a result of this adhesion, more material is
removed, dramatically increasing wear rates [31].

3.3.2. Effect of Distance. Wear rates were found to be
decreasing as distance increased. The converse kin is con-
strued by this diminishing to drift, as shown in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b). When comparing the wear rate
between 1,000m and 2,000m to the wear rate between

Table 6: ANOVA result.

Sources Degree of freedom (DF) Squares sum (seq SS) Mean square (adj MS) F value P value Contribute level (%) Error (%)

Load (N) 2 12.191 6.575 0.88 0.641 35.46 2.8

Speed (m/s) 2 7.391 4.196 0.56 0.577 29.63 1.5

Distance (m) 2 8.356 4.628 0.63 0.743 25.85 1.7

Table 7: Response table for S/N ratios–coefficient of friction.

Level Load (N) Speed (m/s) Distance (m)

1 5.782 5.185 5.185

2 4.833 5.418 5.418

3 5.483 5.495 5.495

Delta 0.950 0.311 0.311

Rank 1 2 3

Table 8: Response means–CoF.

Level Load (N) Speed (m/s) Distance (m)

1 0.005842 0.008496 0.006584

2 0.008456 0.006892 0.007965

3 0.006852 0.009512 0.005431

Delta 0.003258 0.002478 0.002974

Rank 1 2 3

5Journal of Nanomaterials



2,000m and 3,000m, the wear rate between 1,000m and
2,000m decreased significantly. The behavior be capable
of stabilized through the incidence of stiff reinforcements
that appear as piercing brusqueness on the composite
specimen’s surface. Reinforcement particles that protrude
from the composite surface reduce the area among the

specimen and the disc at first, which augments the wear
rate and CoF.

The distance among the sliding surfaces increases; these
asperities become compacted and blunt, escalating the area
among the sliding surfaces [32]. This possibly explains the
improved wear behavior at long distances.
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Figure 3: (a) Main effect plot for means–wear rate. (b) Main effect plot for S/N ratios–wear rate.

Table 9: ANOVA result.

Sources Degree of freedom (DF) Squares sum (seq SS) Mean square (adj MS) F value P value Contribute level (%) Error (%)

Load (N) 2 10.782 5.658 0.75 0.598 5.86 2.5

Speed (m/s) 2 6.235 3.259 0.61 0.657 4.975 1.6

Distance (m) 2 9.456 4.980 0.54 0.862 3.569 1.4
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3.3.3. Effect of Velocity. With increasing velocity, the rejoin-
ders were pragmatic to be diminishing (Figures 2(a) and
2(b)). The formation of a tribo-layer can help with this.
The aluminium has the ability to form an oxide layer on
its external fringe. The temperature of the contact surface

rises when sliding at high speeds, causing the material to
corrode. This miracle refers to the transport of materials in
the form of a mechanically mixed layer, also known as a
tribo-layer. This film determination acted as a barricade or
lubricant among the surfaces during velocity upsurges,
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Figure 4: (a) Main effect plot for means–coefficient of friction. (b) Main effect plot for S/N ratios–coefficient of friction.
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reducing wear rates [33]. The stumpy load (20N), superior
sliding velocity (6m/s), and greatest distance were the
best parameters for improving the composite’s tribological
behavior (3,000m).

3.4. Influence of Coefficient of Friction Parameters on the
Responses. The consequence of progression strictures on
the CoF was still being assessed. Figure 4(a) depicts the drift
of the agreeing reply angrily, while Figure 4(b) depicts the
finer echelon of strictures utilizing S/N ratios. The effects
of strictures on reply angrily were conversed in depth in
the progressive segments.

3.4.1. Effect of Load. The coefficient of friction increases as
the applied load increases, as shown in Figures 3(a) and
3(b). The fragmentation of the oxide layer can cause an
increase in coefficient of friction. At stumpy loads, the parti-
cles that were hauling lacking throughout downhill react
among the impression and structure of the film. The temper-
ature over the contact surface had a big impact on this boron
oxide film. The friction among the sliding surfaces is
increased as a result [34].

3.4.2. Effect of Distance. As the distance between the two
points grows, the CoF appears to be diminishing. The con-
verse kin is construed by reducing to drift, as shown in
Figures 4(a) and 4(b). When comparing the CoF between
1,000m and 2,000m to the COF between 2,000m and
3,000m, the CoF between 1,000m and 2,000m decreased
significantly. The occurrence of stiff reinforcements that
proceed as piercing brusqueness on the surface of the com-
posite specimen can brace the behavior.

3.4.3. Effect of Velocity. As the velocity augments, these film
acts as an obstruction or lubricant among the surfaces,
diminishing the CoF (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)).

3.5. FESEM Analysis. The use of a FESEM to examine wear
surfaces fashioned into dry sliding wear in a stable environ-
ment is an important tool for determining composite wear
and tear behavior. Figure 5 shows composites with morpho-
logical decorations such as cavernous permanent undula-
tions, micro pits, debris, and broken particles on their wear
surfaces. The dilapidated façade of the Al-Fe3O4-Gr com-
posite (Figure 5(a)) shows the presence of delaminated
layers. The sliding surface depicted in this diagram has been

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a–c) Typical SEM micrographs of composites.
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clearly stimulated by the stratum. The surfaces appear
smooth as well, thanks to the graphite reinforcement. On
the surface of the Al- Fe3O4-Gr composite, deep grooves
can be seen (Figure 5(b)), which may have contributed to
the increased wear loss.

The surface of the Al-Fe3O4-Gr composite (Figure 5(c))
clearly reveals fragments and kaput particles. Imprecise
dances and fine scuff had formed on the worn surface. The
wear mechanisms are defined by the structure of undula-
tions, which are shaped by the humanizing exploit of stiff
abruptness on the counteract disc and toughened dilapi-
dated fragments. If the amount of boron carbide was
increased, wear would be reduced. At high speeds, the tem-
perature rises faster than the sliding surface, causing the
material to oxidize and the material to transfer between the
pin and counter face, resulting in the formation of MML.
This layer contributes to good tribological properties at high
speeds [35–37].

4. Conclusions

The following explanation was faded commencing this pres-
ent investigative work:

(i) The stir casting route was used to successfully fabri-
cate an LM25 aluminium alloy hybrid metal matrix
composite reinforced with 3wt% Fe3O4 and 4wt%
Gr particles

(ii) The wear rate and CoF have an unswerving rela-
tionship among the load, but are inversely related
to the sliding speed and distance, according to tribo-
logical findings

(iii) The wear and tear rate was determined primarily by
load, pursued by distance and sliding velocity,
whereas the CoF is influenced disproportionately
by distance, pursued by load and sliding velocity

(iv) Stumpy load (20N), superior sliding velocity
(6m/s), and most distance were the best circum-
stances for attaining superior tribological charac-
teristics (3,000m).

(v) At high velocities, SEM analysis exposed the wear
mechanism. This research into tribological behavior
can be put to good use in determining the supreme
materials for use in the automotive industry, wher-
ever sliding contact is predictable

(vi) For a longer component life, conformist automotive
elements such as pistons, piston liners, brake rotors,
and cylinder heads can be replaced among these
AMCs
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The mechanical properties of different polymer matrix composites are discussed in this research study. These composites are
multiphase materials in which reinforcing elements and a polymer matrix are suitably combined. The mechanical properties of
18 PMCs, including nylon 66 reinforced with 5, 15, and 25% wt% silicon carbide (SiC) and nylon 66 reinforced with 5, 15, and
25% wt% boron carbide (B4C), were evaluated using an injection moulding technique at three different injection pressures in
this study. The optimization of process parameters like reinforcement material, reinforcement quantity, and injection pressure
to maximize the tensile and impact strength of nylon 66 composites are the main focus of this study. It is observed that the
specimens 25% SiC with an injection pressure of 90MPa has optimised tensile strength, while the specimen 5% B4C with an
injection pressure of 90MPa has optimised impact strength.

1. Introduction

Factors including wear, vibrations, and noise influence the
strength and reliability of the materials used to make the
gears. The gears can be made out of metal or nonmetallic
materials. Gears are made up of both metallic and nonmetal-
lic materials. The most common metal gears are cast iron,
carbon steel, stainless steel, cast steel, and alloy steels. For
lighter load applications, aluminium alloys, brass alloys,
bronze alloys, magnesium alloys, nickel alloys, and other
nonmetallic materials are employed. Nonmetallic materials
including wood, jute, compressed paper, and synthetic poly-
mers like nylon are used in gears to reduce noise, wear, and
other concerns. Because of their light weight and desirable
qualities required in particular applications, composite
materials have recently found applications in gears. Nylons,

Teflon, and other composite materials are widely utilised in
office equipment, textile machines, and other light-weight
devices. Due to their superior mechanical qualities and light
weight as compared to their base metal, many polymer and
metal-based composites, such as Al-SiC composite, have lately
found utility. Composite gears are a promising material for
gear drive in the future, according to continuous research.

The importance of gearing in power transmission cannot
be overstated, according to the author. Polymer gears are
becoming more commonly used as a result of their advan-
tages. When evaluating any gearbox that is used in a car,
temperature is a crucial issue to consider. Nylon 66 gear’s
superior dampening and self-lubrication properties consid-
erably reduce temperature. Experiments were undertaken
to measure the temperature that occurs in the gear box of
a moped when nylon 66 helical gear is used instead of metal
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gear [1]. For over 50 years, thermoplastic resins have been
used in dentistry. Their applications are becoming more
popular, as is public interest in nylon-based materials. Ther-
moplastic resins will almost certainly find new applications
in the future to help patients with damaged or missing teeth
as new properties emerge. Dentists must meet the increasing
demand for prosthetic rehabilitation as the population ages
and quality-of-life expectations rise. In this paper, we will
go over the properties of nylon-based materials in detail, as
well as their numerous dental implications [2]. The effects
of theoretical and numerical approaches to stress at the
tooth base were compared. They discovered that the out-
comes were strikingly similar. In addition, they predicted
how the tooth would respond to dynamic loading in terms
of stress and displacement [3]. However, there is a signifi-
cant disadvantage of nanoparticles; increasing the amount
of reinforcement increases the amount of porosity, which
is an important factor in strength reduction [4].

For strong, exact, and calm power transmission equips, a
more precise examination of stuff attributes is required. The
FEM helps analysts in foreseeing twisting and contact pres-
sure and assists them with considering the pressure convey-
ance without playing out an actual test or testing. With the
improvements in FEM innovation, it is currently conceiv-
able to play out various tests by changing the stuff bound-
aries and materials significantly quicker and at a lower
cost. On account of its accuracy in expectation, the FEM is
regularly used to confirm test discoveries. Fatigue, crack,
wear, and stress crack are the disappointment modes in
diminishing request of recurrence [5]. Injection moulding
is one of the most widely recognized polymer handling tech-
niques, due to its high creation rate and capacity to make
exceptionally perplexing calculations for a minimal price
and surprisingly fast. Explore the impact of different infu-
sion shaping boundaries on gear proficiency, including melt
temperature, form temperature, pressing strain, pressing
time, infusion time, and cooling time [6].

To improve the mechanical properties of nylon, which is
widely used in science and engineering, various reinforce-
ments were tried with pure nylon 6 and nylon 66. The
ceramic microparticles have slightly increased the strength
of these materials, which have reached a certain standard
with the elements of the alloy. The most common of these
ceramics are silicon carbide and boron carbide [7]. B4C par-
ticles are suitable for use as strength enhancer materials due
to their superior properties on a wide scale [8]. As a result,
researchers set out to create high-strength composites by
combining B4C with aluminium alloys in order to achieve
synergistic and complementary behaviours between nylon
and ceramic particles [9].

The impact of manufacturing methods on machine cut
and injection moulded polymer gears was studied, as well
as the wear rate behaviour of polymer composites, princi-
pally acetal, nylon, and polycarbonate. The author discov-
ered that the manufacturing process had no effect on acetal
or nylon gears [10]. On a twin-screw extruder, researchers
created a composite of nylon 66 with varying quantities of
Al2O3 nanoparticles. The research revealed that alumina
reinforcement improves tensile, flexural, and impact

strength, and various new composite applications were pro-
posed [11]. CNT-reinforced nylon 66 nanofibres electrically
spun straight into normal Portland cement were used to cre-
ate a cementitious material. Hardened cement’s mechanical
strength and microstructure were also greatly improved
[12]. Electrospinning was used to make nylon 66 nanofibres,
which were used to interleave mode II analysis of unidirec-
tional glass and carbon fibre composites. The failure modes
of nylon 66 spur gears of both unreinforced and fibre rein-
forced were investigated. Increased wear on the gear tooth
surface, gear tooth deformation, and a skin crack at the tooth
root part were all observed as major failures [13].

Using moulding simulation software, they discovered
that gate styles and positions have a significant impact on
the polymer flow front filling pattern inside the mould cav-
ity. The melt temperature and packing time have a greater
effect on the quality characteristics of the moulded gear
observed using the grey-based Taguchi optimization
approach than the other examined parameters [14]. Infusion
embellishment was used by researchers to create an example
made of normal fibre and glass half breed composites for
gear applications. They calculated the elastic, flexural, and
impact strength of an example built to ASTM specifications.

Figure 1: Silicon carbide.

Figure 2: Boron carbide.
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They discovered that woven fibre glass mixture composites
exhibit a significant increase in rigidity. Composites made
with banana glass banana (BGB) and glass banana glass
(GBG) overlays had more grounded mechanical proper-
ties [13].

The value of gearing in power transmission cannot be
overstated. Polymer gears are being more commonly used
as a result of their advantages. Temperature is a vital param-
eter in performance testing for any gearbox that is used in a
car. Nylon 66 gears excellent damping and self-lubrication
properties greatly reduce temperature. Experimentation has
been carried out in this regard to assess the temperature that
occurs in the gear box of a moped when nylon 66 helical gear
is used instead of metal gear [1]. Through the analysis in
polymer composite gear with reinforcement of E-Glass
GSM in various proportions, detailed analysis concluded
that polymer composite gears have less wear rate related
with conventional cast iron gears [15]. Composite was made
using nylon 66 with various percentages of silica fume partic-
ulates through injectionmouldingmachine to examine tensile,
compression, flexural, impact, and heat distortion tempera-
ture (HDT). The improvements in tensile and HDT properties
of nylon 66-silica fume composites were concluded [16]. This
study introduces the fractional effort of fostering a polymer
composite gear utilizing nylon 66 with silicon carbide and
boron carbide as reinforcement materials.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Matrix Material—Nylon 66. The word “nylon” refers to
a group of synthetic polymers. Polyamides that are aliphatic
or semiaromatic are used. It is a thermoplastic substance
that can be formed into fibers, films, or fibers. It is a syn-
thetic fiber that comes in a number of grades, including
nylon 6, nylon 66, nylon 11, and nylon 12. Nylon 66 is a
common term for a group of synthetic polymers referred
to as aliphatic polyamides. It is one of the most widely used
plastics. The materials used to produce gears, sprocket
wheels, chains, and other rotating spares are determined by
their strength and service conditions such as wear, tear,
and noise, among other factors [9]. In general, improved
mechanical properties with weight reduction can be
achieved primarily by introducing reinforcement materials
in nylon polymer matrix, design optimization, and use of
better manufacturing processes.

2.2. Reinforcement Materials—SiC and B4C. SiC is a
chemical compound made up of carbon and silicon. It is cre-
ated through a high-temperature electrochemical reaction
between sand and carbon. SiC is a fantastic abrasive material
that has been used to make grinding wheels and other abra-
sive products for over a century. SiC has progressed to
become one of the highest-quality professional ceramics
with superior mechanical properties. In a range of high-
performance applications, it is used as abrasives, refractory
materials, and ceramics. Figure 1 depicts the SiC powder.

Boron carbide (B4C) is a hard material that ranks third
in terms of hardness after diamond and cubic boron nitride
(CBN). Carbon is reacted with B2O3 in an electric arc fur-
nace; carbo-thermal reduction or gas phase methods are
used to produce B4C powder. B4C powders are frequently
treated and filtered to remove metallic impurities before
being utilised commercially. Figure 2 depicts B4C in granular
and powder form. Table 1 lists the properties of nylon 66,
SiC, and B4C.

2.3. Composite Fabrication. Because of its high crystalline
nature, nylon has exceptional physical and mechanical qual-
ities, according to the literature. It has a broader range of
uses for gears used in office machines, textile machines,

Table 1: Properties of silicon carbide and boron carbide.

S. no. Properties
Values

Nylon 66 Silicon carbide Boron carbide

1 Chemical formula (C12H22N2O2)n SiC B4C

2 Density (kg/m3) 1140 kg/m3 3210 2520

3 Melting point (K) 507K 3000 3036

4 Young’s modulus (GPa) 1.6 to 23 476 450-472

5 Flexural strength (MPa) 80-260 324 375

6 Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) 60-240 310 261-569

7 Thermal conductivity (W/km) 0.24 41

Table 2: Moulding machine parameters.

Sl. no Parameter Value

1 Oven preheating time 1 hour

2 Oven preheating temperature 40 to 60°C

3 Injection pressure machine maximum 200 bar

4 Holding pressure 70 bar

5 Clamping pressure 110 bar

6 Injection pressure 80bar

7 Holding time 8 sec

8 Sample cooling time 75 sec

9 Mould open time 5 sec

10 Setting time 40 sec

11 Moulding time 20 sec

12 Bottom or nozzle zone temperature 275 to 295°C

13
Top zone temperature
(thermostat controller)

80°C
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Figure 3: Semiautomatic moulding machine.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of tensile test specimen.

Figure 5: Tensile test specimen.
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of impact test specimen.

Figure 7: Impact test specimen.
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and even large equipment for noise/vibration reduction,
among other things. Particles are put to nylon polymers to
improve their qualities and minimise the over cost of com-
posite products. In general, reinforced nylon polymers out-
perform base nylon in terms of characteristics. In this
study, nylon was utilised as the basis material for the com-
posites preparation. As foundation ingredients, two grades
of nylon are used: nylon 6 and nylon 66. The particles of
SiC and B4C are used as reinforcing materials. SiC and
B4C are thought to have good thermal conductivity, a stable
crystal structure, low toxicity, high hardness, and a low
price. The addition of reinforcement improves the mechan-
ical properties of these nylon composites, making them
excellent for gear applications.

Injection moulding is a widespread method of making
products out of thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers.
The materials are mixed in a heated barrel before being
forced into a mould cavity, where they cool and harden to
the shape of the mould cavity. Injection moulding is used
to make a wide range of parts, from minor components to
whole car body panels. The injection moulding process com-
prises four stages: clamping, injection, cooling, and ejection.
It takes between 2 seconds and 2 minutes to complete.

After enough time has passed, the cooled component can
be evacuated from the mould by the ejection mechanism,
which is attached to the back half of the mould. When the
mould is opened, a mechanism is employed to force the part
out. After the component is removed, the mould can be
clamped shut, allowing the next shot to be injected. After
the injection moulding cycle, any postprocessing is usually
required. Granules, pellets, or powders can be used to com-
pute the initial raw materials required. The following param-
eters are set in the unit to get good quality components from
injection moulding shown in Table 2. The semiautomatic
injection moulding machine is shown in Figure 3.

Table 3: Process parameters and their levels.

Terms Factors/parameters Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

A Type of RM SiC B4C —

B wt% of RM content (%) 5 15 25

C Injection pressure (MPa) 80 90 100

Table 4: Experimental results.

Sl. no.
Type of
RM

wt% of RM
content (%)

Injection pressure
(MPa)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Impact strength
(J)

S/N ratio
Tensile
strength

Impact
strength

1 SiC 5 80 54.66 1.96 34.75 31.73

2 SiC 5 90 50.66 1.97 34.09 32.59

3 SiC 5 100 48.45 2.00 33.71 33.40

4 SiC 15 80 45.33 1.88 33.13 33.56

5 SiC 15 90 46.33 1.82 33.32 32.79

6 SiC 15 100 46.33 1.85 33.32 32.80

7 SiC 25 80 53.85 1.87 34.62 33.17

8 SiC 25 90 55.85 1.96 34.94 34.58

9 SiC 25 100 49.85 1.96 33.95 34.58

10 B4C 5 80 45.65 4.0 33.19 30.53

11 B4C 5 90 44.65 4.0 33.00 31.03

12 B4C 5 100 43.65 4.1 32.80 31.55

13 B4C 15 80 41.33 3.2 32.33 31.28

14 B4C 15 90 43.33 3.33 32.74 31.73

15 B4C 15 100 42.33 3.0 32.53 32.80

16 B4C 25 80 46.85 2.2 33.41 32.78

17 B4C 25 90 47.85 2.1 33.60 32.82

18 B4C 25 100 41.85 2.0 32.43 32.58

Table 5: Response table for signal to noise ratios of tensile strength.

Level Type of RM % of RM content Inj. pressure

1 33.98 33.59 33.57

2 32.89 32.89 33.61

3 33.83 33.12

Delta 1.09 0.93 0.49

Rank 1 2 3
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2.4. Mechanical Testing

2.4.1. Tensile Strength. Young’s modulus, elastic limit, elon-
gation, proportional limit, yield point, yield strength, tensile
strength, percentage of reduction in area, and other tensile
parameters are all determined via tensile testing. Specimens
are frequently subjected to the tensile test [10]. The most
common specimen geometries are the dog-bone shape and
straight side type with end tabs. All of the specimens in this
investigation were injection moulded in the shape of a dog
bone with a dimension of 159 × 18 × 2mm as per ASTM
D638. Figures 4 and 5 depict the schematic diagram speci-
men and injection moulded tensile test specimen,
respectively.

2.4.2. Impact Strength. Material properties at greater defor-
mation speeds are assessed through impact testing. The
impact testing is used to assess the toughness and notch
sensitivity of engineered materials. It is used to assess the
toughness of metals, but polymers, ceramics, and composites
are also subjected to similar testing. The impact of a heavy
pendulum or hammer, descending at a predetermined
velocity through a fixed distance, breaks the notched test
specimen [11]. The energy absorbed by the fragmented
specimen is measured in this test. Figure 6 shows a sche-
matic representation of an Izod impact test specimen.
Figure 7 depicts the notched impact test specimen. A notch

was cut into the specimen before it was placed on the impact
testing equipment.

2.5. Optimization—Taguchi Method. The application of the
Taguchi methodology is highly desirable because it gives
phase and analysis phase. The quality of the gears produced
is influenced by injection moulding process parameters, type
of the RM, and the content of the RM. As a result, determin-
ing the optimal parameters is critical [12]. The reinforce-
ment materials SiC, B4C, wt. percent of reinforce materials
content, and injection moulding pressure are considered
influencing characteristics for this research effort since they
affect the mechanical strength of the composite specimens
created. Appropriate parameter level with a small number
of experiments. It is a method for performing experiments
and analysing the effect of many parameters on the response
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Figure 8: Effect of control factors on tensile strength of nylon 66 composites. Optimum levels: type of RM=SiC; wt% of RM content = 25%;
Inj. pressure = 90MPa.

Table 6: ANOVA table for tensile strength.

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F value P value % of contribution

Type of RM 1 5.3438 5.3438 43.47 0 50.73

% of RM content 2 2.8308 1.4154 11.51 0.002 26.87

Inj. pressure 2 0.885 0.4425 3.6 0.06 8.40

Error 12 1.4753 0.1229 14.00

Total 17 10.5348 100.00

Table 7: Response table for signal to noise ratios of impact
strength.

Level Type of RM % of RM content Inj. pressure

1 5.657 9.016 7.639

2 9.536 7.687 7.645

3 6.087 7.505

Delta 3.879 2.929 0.14

Rank 1 2 3
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that is based on a systematic statistical approach [14]. The
Taguchi approach is carried out in three stages in general.
Planning, experimentation, and analysis are the three phases
[13]. Composite specimens are constructed with two base
materials, nylon 66 and nylon 6, as well as two RMs,
SiC and B4C, which are added in weight percents of 5%,
15%, and 25%, respectively. Injection moulding is used
to create nylon composite specimens at a specific pressure
and temperature.

2.5.1. Planning Phase. The main goal of this research is to
develop controllable aspects in order to improve mechanical
strength qualities. At three stages, the type of reinforcing
materials, the weight percent of support content, and the
injection moulding pressure are all monitored [15]. In light
of the writing overview, the reaches for the cycle boundaries
are set. Because the collaborations are of minor importance,
it was decided in this focus on that the primary impacts are
the most important [16]. Table 3 lists the variables and their
levels for nylon 6 composites. Minitab 17 is used to create
the experimental arrangement.

2.5.2. Experimental Phase. In this stage, the analyses are
directed according to Taguchi’s test plan involving L18 sym-
metrical cluster for nylon 66 composites [17].

2.5.3. Analysis Phase. The investigation is carried out using
Minitab 17 programming at this level. The product calcu-
lates the normal value of the S/N ratio of each border at a
given level. The S/N ratio is important for achieving a higher
boundary level. The product plots the S/N ratio in accor-
dance with the quality brand selected [18].

3. Results and Discussion

Table 4 shows the results of the experiment.

3.1. Tensile Strength of Nylon 66. Response Table 5 can be
used to see how different characteristics affect tensile

strength. The response table shows the average response
characteristics for each level of the individual element in
the experimental design. Based on their delta values, the fac-
tors are ranked from most to least influential. Table 5 clearly
indicates the importance and rank of the criteria studied, as
seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows the principle impact plot for S/N propor-
tions obtained from the product. The figure reveals that the
variables, reinforcement material (A), and wt% of reinforce-
ment material content (B) largely affect S/N proportion
relating to rigidity of nylon 66 composite.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to investigate
the model association between the response variable tensile
strength and the independent factors (A, B, and C). The
ANOVA findings for tensile strength are shown in Table 5.
The P value can be used to verify the relevance of the com-
ponents. At a 95% confidence level, the elements that are sta-
tistically significant are validated. The parameter makes a
significant influence to the performance if the P value is less
than 0.05 [10]. This indicates that the parameter has a stron-
ger influence on the mechanical strength of the nylon 66
composite material. The kind of RM has the largest impact
on tensile strength, as shown in Table 6. It is followed by fac-
tors B and C. The ANOVA table also shows the percentage
influence of each parameter on mechanical strength.

3.2. Impact Strength of Nylon 66. Response Table 7 can be
used to determine the effect of various parameters on impact
strength. It also demonstrates the relevance of parameters in
ranking, as shown in Figure 9.

The ANOVA result for impact strength is shown in
Table 8. The importance of the components can be validated
using a P value at a 95% confidence level.

3.3. Confirmation Experiment. The final stage is to look at
the best interaction parameters after acquiring the ideal col-
laboration parameters through exploratory data analysis.
Confirmation tests are performed to check if the Taguchi
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upgrading process produces accurate finishes. According to
the confirmatory study, the ideal level of boundaries derived
will actually deliver closer quality features, with individual
values being 15% closer to the certifiable ones. Table 9 dem-
onstrates the improved properties of nylon 66 composites as
a result of the response analysis.

4. Conclusion

The foremost goal of this research paper is to investigate the
tensile and impact strength of polymer composites as a pre-
liminary study for the development of polymer composite
gears. In this study, the emphasis was solely on the optimiza-
tion portion of analysing the role of RM type, RM content
percentage, and injection pressure. In this study, 18 PMCs
were made using nylon 66 reinforced with 5, 15, and 25%
wt% SiC and B4C using an injection moulding machine at
80, 90, and 100MPa injection pressure in each case. The ten-
sile and impact tests were carried out in accordance with
ASTM guidelines. The Taguchi technique was used to estab-
lish the optimal value of tensile and impact strength with
variations in wt% of RM content and injection pressure. It
is believed that the load transfer mechanism and dislocations
contribute the most positively, while porosity has the most
negative effect, based on mechanical testing and morpholog-
ical analysis. In mechanical strength analysis, the load trans-
fer mechanism was shown to be the most important factor
for both reinforcements. In addition, geometrically essential
dislocations discovered in boron carbide particles signifi-
cantly contributed to the increase in strength. As a result,
the manufacturing process and volumetric content parame-
ter for spur gear design can be claimed to be congruent with
current studies and to be suggestions for future research.
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Human ear is equivalent to nanomaterials as it has nonporous membrane which decides the hearing ability. The water content
and its movements in that tectorial gel membrane are controlled by nanoscale pores. Apart from many disease threats and the
age and other issue-related disabling hearing impairment, loss of sensitiveness of nanomaterial, namely, nanopored tectorial gel
membrane, is a serious issue. Appropriate supplement must be provided to compensate age-related hearing loss by measuring
some innovation methods. The test for hearing loss and cost of hearing aid are another threat. Many studies reported that
people do not feel comfortable with their hearing aid and avoided to use it after purchase. The telephonic survey was
conducted at Tamil Nadu, India region, which discloses that the hearing aid center is doing continuous motivation over the
phone to wear hearing aid after purchase; many people do not turn back for even battery purchase. Very rare people report for
free service too. This piece of research is aimed at analysing the root cause of not wearing hearing aid and addressing various
possibilities to support them with IoT-based solution requirement to discard this issue. The two kinds of test were conducted
for the same patient, and hearing aid was provided to give supplement to compensate sensitiveness loss of tectorial gel
membrane. Their effectiveness was measured and analysed scientifically. The Taguchi method was incorporated to formulate
the experiments with the natural cases like age, gender, and method of testing the nanomaterial, namely, nanopored tectorial
gel membrane sensitiveness (hearing loss/or hearing ability) and existing nature of sensitiveness (severe loss and minor loss) at
2 levels. The observations were analysed with Taguchi analysis and discussed. An integrated solution of IOT-based measuring
system was discussed to rid the issues.

1. Introduction

The ability of nanopore tectorial gel membrane (nanomate-
rial) or loss of hearing is accountable when it exceeds 35
decibels [1]. The World Health Organization (WHO) dis-
closed some facts that 2.5 billons will be the victims in this
case by 2050 and at least 700 million may demand rehabili-
tation for hearing. Unsafe hearing practice is another issue
which will affect 1 billon people (young adults). The statis-
tics further extended that nearly 432 million youth and
adults as well as 34 million children require support for their

disabling hearing impairment. The pathogenesis of hearing
impairment is poorly understood, and no diagnostic tools
to distinguish among subgroups are currently available.
Patients are generally left with broad therapy alternatives
like cochlear implantation, hearing aids, or steroids [2].
Magdy et al. explored localised delivery methods and effec-
tive distribution, at ear anatomy, ear obstacles. Also included
are the applications of hydrogels and nanocapsules via local-
ised distribution of medicine to the middle ear, as well as
middle and inner ear illnesses [3]. Investigate the time nec-
essary to attain equilibrium of kinetics of the adsorption
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process or as the molecular sieving by Nano porous mem-
brane, to investigate time of our of equilibrium processes
[4]. Loss of hearing ability is a progressive happening in
human life; it will become high at old age [5]. Such loss
could be generally notable at 40+ age, and loss growth steep
will linearly up with respect to age still 80 [6]. Globally, 30%
of 60+ aged people are suffered by age-related hearing loss
[7] and estimated that in 2030, age-related hearing loss can
be among the top 15 leading burden diseases [8]. Apart from
common gathering for any family or social occasion, this
issue is severely influencing in quality of life especially
answering doctors’ queries, responding to sound horn at
crowd, busy road work place, etc. [9]. Hence, the age-
related hearing loss not only affects successful aging by birth
[10] but also other aging of human body like productive and
healthy aging [1, 10]. In smart cities, people have facility to
check their hearing loss and adopt suitable hearing aid. As
reported in earlier studies, 23% of hearing aid holders are
not using their hearing aid due to behavioral intention [11,
12].

2. Need for This Research

Nanosensitive human ear test for hearing deficient could not
complete with physical alone successfully, and it needs psy-
chological aspect too. A sample survey released by WHO is
that in the populated China, 65+ aged people population
was 9.5% (123 million) at the year of 2000, at 2015, it was
16.5% (214 million), and based on the growth rate, such
population will be 25.6% (332 million) in the year of 2050
[1]. Internet-based healthcare assistance must be improved
to compensate healthcare of such aged people to ensure their
life’s quality [13]. Apart from other care, hearing loss affects
their basic life and it is classified as one of the top prevalent
age-related chronic diseases [14]. But it can be compensated
by adopting appropriate hearing aid [15]. Hearing aid sup-
ports them to compensate the deficiency at acceptable level
[16]. But after adopting hearing aid, the patient is not using
that hearing aid due to his dissatisfaction. This investigation
addresses the solution for complete test of ear material for
making his appropriate choice of hearing aid to compensate
by a hearing aid with complete satisfaction.

3. IoT Technology

IoT technological support extends to connect hearing device
to the online healthcare services [17]. The IoT technology
helps the hearing aid user to fix appointment with doctors,
booking their periodical or special checkup. IoT devices are
internet-based, and they are utilized for collecting the
required data, monitoring specific thing, and also utilizing
for control purpose too [18]. IoT is highly supported for
developing the smart grids [19], smart cities [20, 21], smart
weathers [22], smart transportation [23], smart healthcare
[24], in particular E-Health [25], M-health [26, 27], and S-
health [28]. IoT is a technology to help to people share
and communicate at real time including audio, video, text,
doc, files, and simulation with online signals [29]. Hence,
IoT is a promising solution to many human-related disabil-

ity issues. The nanopore human ear gel membrane (nano-
material) sensitiveness could be measured more accurately
with IoT technological-based test setup.

4. Nonuse of Hearing Aid

Most of the hearing-deficient patients adopt hearing aid, and
they did not use. The technological advancements improve
the clarity of hearings but may not fulfil in test methodology
which was used to measure hearing supplement needed.
Psychological barriers for nonuse of hearing aid are demon-
strated in Figure 1. People behaviors are some of the applica-
ble behaviors which are discussed below.

(i) Planned behavior is one of the highlighted reasons at
this stage that human in the state of lack of control
perceived feelings while interacting with new persons
[30, 31]. This usually overcome by availing the facil-
ity to meet such situation [32] and manage such situ-
ation by self-efficacy [33]

(ii) Lack of acceptance to adopt new hearing aid is
another thing by which the people hesitate to it
[34]. This can be overcome by perceived usefulness
and attitude. The perceived usefulness means the
human must have strong belief that new hearing
aid will strongly help, useful, and supports at all sit-
uation to execute their doings [35]. And attitude is
one by which human has intention to try new
things to do or update himself periodically or adopt
new hearing aid by considering fashion, etc.
[35–38]

(iii) According to first version of unified theory of
acceptance, the people seeks facilitating conditions,
effort, and performance expectancy as well as social
influence [39]

(iv) According to second version of unified theory, the
people adapt and accept new hearing aid based on
degree of playfulness, price factor [40], own habit,
age, gender and experience [38], and intention
[41]. They need people’s rating, reviews, comments,
advertisements, etc., about the usefulness particular
hearing aid [19, 42–44]

(v) As per the senior technology acceptance model, the
elder people decide new thing or hearing aid based
on the usefulness and usage of the same [45]

(vi) Based on the self-determination theory, people
adapt hearing aid by intrinsic (just for enjoyment
or fun) or extrinsic (realizing its purpose) motiva-
tion [46]

(vii) The theory of reasoned action said that the people
adopt the hearing aid based on the subjective
norms and attitude. The people adopt hearing aid
with trust on results of audiology [47]
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5. The Experimental Setup

The experimental design is followed by Taguchi analysis.
Age-related hearing loss is a common issue but managing
such hearing loss by male and female is not common. The
responding to new voice is difficult, and at the same time,
female and male voice echoes to responder is common.
Impact of selection of hearing aid based on free mobile
app and paid audiometric app effects may influence in the
selection hearing aid. People adopted reading glass majorly
based on the shop level reading test [48–50]. Such trend
now spreads on society to adopt hearing aid too. People
adopted hearing aid by online market too. Hence, this paper
analyses the influence of such practice in the response on
human voice [51, 52]. All the samples considered are the
self-fitting hearing aid users. The hearing loss category is
carefully selected on the range; the 3 male and 3 female sam-
ples have almost equal loss 70% and 45% according to the
respective class like major loss as well as minor loss patients
as well as age group 2 ðmajor andminor loss categoryÞ × 2 ð

male and femaleÞ × 2 ðage groupÞ × 2 hearing aid; hence, total
samples are 24. The test was conducted at test room with 3-
feet distance. The hearing air fitted to them was based on
two-category adoption of hearing aid by mobile app-based
test performance and also hearing aid. According to the
design, the variables considered are young female with major
hearing loss in the age group 40-50 and 60 to 75 are pre-
ferred as a sample with two categories of major and hearing
minor loss category; hence, there are 12 samples from female
category. Similarly, samples were considered from male side
from two age groups and affected by major and minor hear-
ing loss. The consolidated sample details were utilized for
creating the Taguchi design of L8 in the Minitab v.18. The
general linear model was created to feed the input to the
software for experimental designing and analysing responses
shown in Table 1. The design summary is presented in
Table 2. The numerical 42 and 48 are codes for 40+ age
group of male and female samples, respectively, similar to
64 and 73 codes for 60+ age group of male and female sam-
ples, respectively. The hearing loss is almost the same for the
respective category of male and female. Figure 2 demon-
strates the sample selections for investigation.

The LED TV was connected to computer to feed the ran-
dom questions to the patients. The deployed question is to
be asked by one patient, and it must be answered to oppo-
nent patients. This was evaluated by the perforce by 50
marks, and then, the patients interchange their position;

Facilitating
conditions

Facilitating conditions

Facilitating conditions,
satisfication and physical

functioning

Self-determinaton
theory

Theory of planned
behavior

Unified theory of
acceptance and use

of technology-II

Unified theory of
acceptance and use

of technology-I

Technology
acceptance

Senior technology
acceptance

Non use of hearing
aid

Self-determination
theory

Trust between
audiology and 

patients Self efficacy

Playfulness

Intrinsic motivation

Extrinsic motivation

Experience and
habit

Hedonic motivation

Price value

Social influence

Effort expectancy

Performance
expectancy

Perceived
usefulness

Perceived ease of
use

Anxiety, self-reported health
conditions, cognitive ability, 
social relationships, attitude 

to life
Gear on-technology

self-efficacy

Figure 1: Behavioral theories behind the nonuse of hearing aid.

Table 1: General linear model: factors and their levels.

Factors Type of factor Varying level Level 1 Level 2

Male patient (age in years) Fixed 2 42 64

Test method (choice of testing) Fixed 2 App (mobile app) Audiometry (conventional testing method)

Female patient (age in years) Fixed 2 48 73

Hearing loss (classification) Fixed 2 Minor Major

Method of factor coding (-1, 0, +1).

Table 2: Taguchi experimental design summary.

Taguchi array L8 (24)

Factors 4

Runs 8
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the next patient asks questions, and opponent patient is now
responding for the question; this is also evaluated for 50
marks. The total response for the respective experiment is
the sum of these two marks. Hence, the response measure-
ment is based on the answer of male patient for female
patient’s queries which is displayed on the backside of
responder vice versa. This experimental procedure followed
for 8 different combinations of patients without repeating
the questions for queries for any turn for both female to
male patients. The five different observers evaluated the per-
formance, and their round off average score is considered as
experimental observations. Table 3 shows the L8 Taguchi
experimental design and net responses observed on respec-
tive experiment.

6. Results and Discussions

The observations are analysed by Taguchi analysis. The
Taguchi analysis results are presented in Table 4, in which
the average outcomes of three different observers were con-
sidered for avoiding the observational error. The signal here
mentioned is favourable response, and noise is unfavourable
response. Table 5 shows the factor wise level signal to noise
ratio for the response of net response. Usually when quality
character set is larger and better, the values come as negative.
But high signal to noise ratio is a matter on this (Table 5).

High value in that column indicates the level at which factor
favours to the response. That is, the signals were observed
for method of testing for adopting hearing aid, male category
patients. Female category patients and loss category of them.
The delta value indicates the nature of influence various fac-
tors on total response. The higher delta value indicates
higher influence. Such a way that as the delta value is
2.067, the hearing nature of loss is a major influencing factor
in attaining the response. The next higher influencing factor
is method tested to adopt the hearing aid (delta = 1:90; refer
to Table 5), the third influencing factor is male patients
(delta = 1:90; refer to Table 5). The least influencing factor
is female patients where delta value is 0.73.

Figure 3 shows that the nature of influence of four differ-
ent factors was considered in this experiment as variable.
The first plot shows the higher signal (Table 5, S/N ratio =
−2:881, level 2, first graph of Figure 3) for aged male patients
(senior citizen)). That is, the senior citizen responses found
better than the young people. During the discussion, they
disclosed that the young adults (age group 40-50) feel dis-
comfort by mismatch of hearing aid for two different ranges.
The adoption of new hearing aid degraded their ability as
they are feeling about their inability. In the case of elder peo-
ple, they said that as they feel something better than nothing,
they can perform well but they could not understand some
questions though they answered for the question of the same
patient.

The second plot in Figure 3 resembles that high app-
based hearing aid selection gave high signals than the
audiometry-based selection hearing aid for the same patients
(Table 5, S/N ratio = −3:373, level 1, 2nd graph of Figure 3).
The group response was much higher sound on hearing than
another hearing aid (audiometry test-based selected). So,
they can perform much better when compared to use of
audiometry test-based selected. They added higher noise
may shorter duration of wear for hearing by discomfort.

In Figure 3, third plot shows that signal is higher for
young female adults (aged 40 to 50 years) than senior citizen
category (Table 5, S/N ratio = −2:789, level 1). Though that
factor did not influence significantly in the overall response
(Table 6, P = 0:153; P > 0:05). But discussion disclosed the

Human

Male samples
Female samples

Major loss
Major loss Minor loss Minor loss

60+ 60+ 60+60+
40+ 40+ 40+ 40+

S81

S82

S83

S71

S72

S73

S61

S62

S63

S51

S52

S53

S41

S42

S43

S31

S32

S33

S21

S22

S23

S11

S12

S13

Figure 2: Samples from four different patient population.

Table 3: Taguchi L8 experimental design.

Expt
No.

Male
patient

Test
method

Female
patient

Hearing
loss

1 42 App 48 Minor

2 42 App 48 Major

3 42 Audiometry 73 Minor

4 42 Audiometry 73 Major

5 64 App 73 Minor

6 64 App 73 Major

7 64 Audiometry 48 Minor

8 64 Audiometry 48 Major
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acceptance of the inability and lack of confident on support
of the hearing aid. The young adult group females had inten-
tion to prove themselves as they are not deaf so they paid
over concentration on the examinations. There was contro-
versy on senior citizen side that by habitual, they respond lit-
tle and have doubt on the hearing. In Figure 3, the fourth
plot resembles the nature of hearing loss influences on com-
pleting the conversation between patients (Table 5, S/N
ratio = −2:705, level 1). The hearing loss is highly influenc-
ing factor (rank 1, delta = 2:07, Table 5) to complete the con-
versation cycle (response). The signal is high when the loss is
less; that is, those samples under the minor loss responded
well than the major loss persons.

The experimented statistics was further analysed by
ANOVA by considering the general liner model. Figure 4
confirms that the observations are obeying the natural law
that is statistical assumption well. The observations are
closely appearing to the mean line.

Table 6 demonstrates statistics results for the experimen-
tal observations which were obtained from ANOVA output
from the statistical model developed in Minitab v.18. The
results of ANOVA confirm the contribution which was clas-
sified in the Taguchi analysis. The lower P value indicates
the higher contribution in generating the response. Accord-
ing to value of P, if it is less than 0.05, the factor is signifi-
cantly influencing on generating the response. If the P
value is greater than 0.1, it is said to be insignificant in gen-
erating the response. Apart from 4 factors, only one factor is
found insignificant so the model can be accepted. The P
value is very low for hearing loss (P = 0:007; P < 0:05). It
meant that hearing loss nature has low sensitiveness of
nanoporous membrane. The next high influencing factor
was test method as P = 0:011 and P < 0:05. Then, age is
one of the influences but less than nature of loss and test
method. The gender is either not influencing significantly
or the influence of the gender factor is not significant in

the measurement of sensitiveness of nanoporous membrane.
Figure 5 shows the percentage of contribution in the
response generation was 40% by nature of hearing loss. Sim-
ilarly, for method of testing employed in adaption of hearing
aid, it was 30% and patient of male category found 26% and
female found very little, that is, 4% only. Table 7 gives the
validation of statistical model and observations recorded.
In the model summary, the R2 must be at least 95%. As
the statistical model yielded 97.28%, the model is fit which
did not violate the statistical assumptions.

Table 8 discloses the deep analysis results though the
hearing loss highly influences on response generation as
the low hearing loss patients (P = 0:007; P < 0:05) performed
well in the experiments conducted. Similarly, in the male
patients, particularly young adult performed well, and the
young adult man contribution influences positively
(P = 0:013;P < 0:05) in completing the conversation, and in
selection of hearing aid with the test results, mobile app
method influence (P = 0:011;P < 0:05) is better than audi-
ometry in completing the conversation cycle. The response
relationship is diagrammatically depicted in the 3D surface
plot (Figure 6). The mathematical relation between variable
on net outcome of response is presented in the following
equation:

Net response = 0:6625 − 0:0625male patient 42
+ 0:0625male Patient 64 + 0:0675
∗ testmethod appð Þ − 0:0675
∗ testmethod audiometryð Þ + 0:0225
∗ female patient 48ð Þ − 0:0225
∗ female patient 73ð Þ + 0:0775
∗ hearing loss minorð Þ − 0:0775
∗ hearing loss majorð Þ

ð1Þ

As Table 7 shows that R2 > 95, the above mathematical
prediction model exhibits good agreement with the tested
results.

7. Experimented Model: Evaluating
Hearing Attainment

In this experimented model, interacting the male and female
completes conversation. Though the samples (patients)

Table 4: Experimental observations and Taguchi output of signal to noise ratio.

Expt. No. Trail 1 Trail 2 Trail 3 Average Net response SNRA1 FITS

1 71 82 78 77.00 77.00% -2.270185497 0.7675

2 64 59 61 61.33 61.00% -4.2934033 0.6125

3 58 53 59 56.67 57.00% -4.882502887 0.5875

4 47 43 46 45.33 45.00% -6.935749724 0.4325

5 83 81 84 82.67 83.00% -1.618438152 0.8475

6 69 73 70 70.67 71.00% -2.974833026 0.6925

7 81 77 79 79.00 79.00% -2.047458174 0.7575

8 59 57 54 56.67 57.00% -4.882502887 0.6025

Table 5: Results of Taguchi analysis-signal to noise ratio and
ranking of parameters.

Level Male patient Test method Female patient Hearing loss

1 -4.595 -2.789 -3.373 -2.705

2 -2.881 -4.687 -4.103 -4.772

Delta 1.715 1.898 0.729 2.067

Rank 3 2 4 1
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possess similar as well as different hearing loss, all patients
(samples) were compensated with their hearing loss by
adapting 2 different hearing aids based on the test result of
audiometry as well as mobile app test. The experimented
results not only depend on the instrument supplied, test
for hearing loss, male and female voice, etc., but something
beyond according to the behavioral theories. So, the supply
of hearing aid must increase the confident and really support
for them when they use. Most of the patients do not know
how to handle the situation when hearing aid is not support-
ing as per their expectation/need based on the situation and
environmental condition, especially at interviews, some
important meetings, etc.

8. Proposed Model

It is a magic model so this can be fulfilled by IoT technolo-
gies, which will increase the trust on hearing aid for new
patient. The mismatch of requirements of hearing supple-
ment which measured (at tested condition/environment/
state of mind) with performance while using at real-world
environment made him hurt and induces the nonuse of
hearing aid. The allowances and ranges provided shall be
insufficient for some occasions for many reasons. Based on

brainstorming with doctors and hearing aid center experts,
it was found that trust on device supplied plays vital role.
Such worthful trust cannot be completely made by simple
sweet motivational words but his experience can do it easily.
So, the proposed method is allowing the patients to validate
the use of hearing aid many of his real-world situations. This
allows him to adapt a suitable hearing aid to provide almost
complete solution for his hearing deficiency.

This proposal measures exactly how much supplement
the patient needs to compensate his hearing loss. In the pro-
posed measuring system, a voice sensor or a mind sensor is
coupled to self-fitting hearing aid through the IoT device.
The IoT device extracts the data and stores in the cloud as
well as supports for online monitoring and supports to the
patient as and when he needs. Initially, self-fitting hearing
aid for testing hearing supplement requirement for the
patient is measured by means of audiometry test. The wire-
less connection will be provided between the IoT device and
hearing aid. The voice sensor regulates the hearing aid. The
voice sensor acts when the patient says “pardon” to augment
the supplement (receiving capacity) until the patient says
“okay.” If he feels loud, he must say “please” to reduce the
hearing supplement. The patient must add “okay” if he
understands conversation either from person or media or
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Figure 3: Results of Taguchi analysis nature of influence of factors for completing the conversation of two patients with respect to mean
signal to noise ratio.

Table 6: ANOVA results on net response.

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F value P value

Male patient (age in years) 1 0.031250 0.031250 22.99 0.013

Test method (choice of testing) 1 0.036450 0.036450 32.64 0.011

Female patient (age in years) 1 0.004050 0.004050 3.63 0.153

Hearing loss (classification) 1 0.048050 0.048050 43.03 0.007

Error 3 0.003350 0.00111

Total 7 0.123150
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accepting the music or sounds from various nonverbal
sources like birds and instrumental music, to maintain the
level of supplement. The okay is the level which is to be mea-
sured and considered as sample observation of required sup-
plement. From these observations, the real supplement
requirements could be identified.

Limitation of this study may be stated as the hearing loss
level of major and minor are considered but could not found
the patient samples with the same hearing loss at the same
age but age group considered as 40+ and 60+. But after
experimented, it was coming to realize that it is sufficient
to justify the deficiency on methods.
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Figure 5: Percentage of contribution of factors in completing the conversations (response).

Table 7: Model summary—a result of model validation.

S R-sq R-sq (Adj) R-sq (pred)

0.0334166 97.28% 93.65% 80.66%
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9. Conclusion

Ability of nanopore tectorial gel membrane (nanomaterial)
or loss of human ear testing is considered as sensitive mate-
rial and measured its physical capabilities to measure the
compensation/supplement need. This investigation
addressed that measure of supplement requirements for
understanding the nonverbal sounds/nonverbal vocaliza-
tions is not enough, and of measure supplement require-
ments for understanding the verbal sound is mandatory to
supply appropriate hearing aid to compensate the deficient
of the ear material. The following are the findings:

(i) It was found that the nonuse of supplement instru-
ment for compensating nanopore tectorial gel
membrane not only depends on the instrument
supplied, test for hearing loss, male and female
voice, etc., but something beyond that according to
the behavioral theories

(ii) From the experimental results, it reveals that mea-
sure of supplement need for ear material is to listen
well, not measure to hear well, because many
patients repeated this reasons that they heard the
sound but could not understand. From the behav-

ioral theory, it is suggested that understanding can
be improved by enhancing the trust on device by
the proposed testing method and based testing and
supply of the hearing aid based on the IoT-based
test outcomes

(iii) Hence, the supplement for compensating nanopore
tectorial gel membrane (hearing) is to be highly per-
sonalized and must take personalized care on
observing supplement requirements. The patient
himself believes that the supplement works for com-
pensating well supplement instrument for compen-
sating well the sensitiveness loss of his nanopore
tectorial gel membranes on his respective ear. The
conversion of patient requirements into technical
data by the hearing aid center is through IoT.
Hence, the supplied device will bring the entire sat-
isfaction on hearing for complete day to day conver-
sation through his best responses at his living
environments

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included in the article. Should further data or information

Table 8: The ANOVA results on level of individual factor.

Term Coef SE Coef T value P value

Constant 0.6625 0.0118 56.07 0.000

Male patient (42) -0.0625 0.0118 -5.29 0.013

Test method (app) 0.0675 0.0118 5.71 0.011

Female patient (48) 0.0225 0.0118 1.90 0.153

Hearing loss (minor) 0.0775 0.0118 6.56 0.007
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Additive manufacturing techniques (AMTs) evolved quickly from simple prototype options to promising additive manufacturing
techniques. The additive technologies, which include point-by-point material merging, full melting, and solidification of powder
particles, provide potential unique braves and advantages with nanometal powders. In the fabrication of A356 aluminium
alloy-based hybrid metal matrix nanocomposites, graphite (Gr), iron oxide (Fe3O4), and boron carbide (B4C) are used as
nanoreinforcement. Famous AMTs like selective laser melting have created A356 hybrid nanocomposites (SLM). The ingot
was made out of a cylindrical slot measuring 14 × 100mm. The percentages 2%, 4%, and 6% are added to the reinforcements
Gr, Fe3O4, and B4C. Microtensile and microhardness tests were used to determine the outcome of the reinforcement.
Microtensile and microhardness parameters are assessed using microtensile test equipment and a Vickers hardness tester, with
the specimen prepared in accordance with ASTM standards. A356 with 2, 4, and 6% reinforcing has a Vickers Hardness
Number (VHN) of 144, 163, and 188, respectively. As the boron carbide reinforcement is increased, the load value of graphite
and iron oxide (2, 4, and 6%) rises. The greatest ultimate tensile strengths are 260.10, 290.06, and 325.43N/mm2, respectively.
The bonding structure of nanocomposites is assessed using an OM, and then, microtensile specimens are assessed using a SEM.
As a result of the superior effect of the diverse reinforcements Gr, Fe3O4, and B4C, more increased tensile and hardness qualities
have been attained.

1. Introduction

Nowaday’s rapid developments in engineering and technol-
ogy have a huge demand for lightweight and high-strength
materials with good tensile, wear, and hardness properties
for particular use in aeronautical, automobile, medical,
marine, and defence departments. Aluminium and their
alloys are espoused in enormous applications, in particular
aeronautical, automobile, medical, sports, defence, petro-
chemical engineering, and marine, outstanding to their
superb properties like high strength, good thermal conduc-
tivity, high wear, and corrosion resistance [1–3]. Most of
the researchers used casting [4, 5], powder metallurgy

[6–8], and heat treatment techniques [9–11] to improve
the mechanical properties of aluminium alloys. These tradi-
tional techniques are inadequate to meet technological
demand. The application of modern advancement to the
manufacturing of products and parts with high mechanical
properties is the major intention of material processing.

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are an essential role
in lightweight and high-strength materials that venture to
coalesce the high solidness, stiffness, and sturdiness pro-
vided by a metal matrix [12–14]. Research shows that
the formation of metal matrix composites with the addi-
tion of the different reinforcements into the matrix can
improve the mechanical properties appreciably. Generally
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used reinforcements include particle, whisker, and fiber.
When comparing whisker and fiber, particle reinforcement
has more benefits produced in the matrix such as processing,
uniform microstructure, and cost [15]. Consequently, parti-
cle reinforcement MMCs have been used in aeronautical
industries, automotive industries, and medical and defence
departments. Nanoparticles by adding a metal matrix
improve the strength of MMCs extensively due to disarticu-
lation and dispersal strengthening. Nanoparticles assist to
enhance mechanical properties such as strength, wear resis-
tance, and hardness of MMCs [16].

When high strength is required, A356 aluminium
casting alloys are employed in the manufacture of aviation
components. The need for lightweight, high-strength com-
ponents is expanding all the time. Aluminium matrix com-
posites are being touted as a new generation of possible
materials for a wide range of technical applications. For
Aluminium Metal Matrix Composites (AMMCs), generally
used nanoparticle reinforcement contains B4C, SiC, Gr,
TiB2, Al2O3, and TiC [17–19].

B4C is an elegant reinforcement material because of its
superb strength, microhardness, wear resistance, high spe-
cific stiffness, good damping capacity, excellent thermal con-
ductivity, chemical and thermal stability, high melting point,
high wettability, low density, and good interfacial bonding
property with aluminium comparable to Al2O3, TiB2, TiC,
and SiC [20–22].

Dirisenapu et al. [23] reported that the tensile strength of
the nanocomposites increased with an increase in B4C nano-
particles and percentage of elongation; density is decreased.

Chandrasekaran et al. [24] investigated Al-B4C cermet
fabricated by additive manufacturing; the hardness of the
composite reached as high as 80Ra with an increase of
59.3Vol% b4c particle.

Poovazhagan et al. [25] studied the added Nanob4c in
AMCs and enhanced its hardness, tensile strength, wear
resistance, and good ductility, and impact resistance of the
Al alloy was retained.

Graphite is another important secondary reinforcement
material because of its constructive dry sliding wear condi-
tion for AMCs. In the current research, graphite favoured
in AMCs improved both wear resistance and machinability.
The incorporation of graphite diminishes the surface poros-
ity and enhances mechanical and tribological properties
continuously [26–28].

Saini et al. [29] observed that hardness of the hybrid com-
posite had increased significantly to added nanosilica particles
and graphite flake as reinforcements. These new hybrid com-
posites can be used for various applications including engine
piston, automobile components, and microelectronic devices.

Zhang et al. [30] prepared two variety composites Al-
Sic-graphite and Al-Sic-graphene and observed reinforce-
ment and microstructure by using SEM, TEM, XRD, and
Raman spectroscopy. The added graphite flake reinforce-
ment is partly desquamated into thinner ones, and the clus-
ters of graphite with a size as large as 10μm can still be
observed in the Al-graphite sample.

Alaneme et al. [31] developed Al-Mg-Si alloy with steel
and graphite particle composites prepared by stir casting.

All the mechanical properties are reduced slightly with an
augment in graphite content and trailed the composite rein-
forced with 8wt.% steel.

Fe3O4 is a third reinforcement, and it plays an important
role in the aerospace industry. The addition of Fe3O4 nano-
particle reinforcements in the AMCs enhanced the magnetic
permeability of composites and thermal properties lacking
mechanical degradation [32]. Fereiduni et al. [33] used
Fe3O4 nanoparticles in the welding process to Al-Fe inter-
metallics due to their small size and heat generated.

AMCs produced with selective laser melting (SLM) have
attracted all embracing attention in the lightweight applica-
tion fields [34]. AMCs manufactured by SLM efficiently
can accomplish greater mechanical properties compared to
conventional manufacturing. Martin et al. [35] reported
crack-free AA7075 elements achieved by mixing nano-
ZrH2 particles with 7075 powder before SLM. All through
solidification, the recently shaped Al3Zr phase obviously
assisted granule modification, because of which the mechan-
ical properties are enhanced. Gu et al. [36] discussed that the
effect of nanoparticle reinforcement on the strength and
ductility of materials is enhanced simultaneously as manu-
factured by SLM. Zhang et al. [37] fabricated SiC/AlSi10Mg
composites by SLM technique, and the microstructure and
mechanical properties of composites are investigated. The
AMCs show the highest yield strength and modulus among
values of 408MPa and 90GPa, respectively. In the current
research work, the AMCs-B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 hybrid composite
is fabricated by selective laser melting (SLM) and investi-
gated tensile, hardness, and microstructure.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Powder Preparation. The experiment’s matrix materials
were A356 alloy powder (60m, =2.662 g/cc) acquired from
Bhoomi Metal & Alloys in Maharashtra. B4C powder
(30m, 2.25 g/cc), Gr powder (100m, 2.26 g/cc), and Fe3O4
powder (60m, 4.9 g/cc) were acquired from Intelligent Mate-
rials Private Limited in Punjab and Saveer Biotech Limited
in Uttar Pradesh, respectively. In a planetary ball mill, three
samples (2, 4, and 6) of the A356-B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 hybrid
composite powder were prepared. The details of the sample
powder are mentioned in Table 1.

2.2. SLM Process. The A356-B4C-Gr-FE3O4 specimens were
created on an SLM machine designed by ARCI in Hydera-
bad, India, as shown in Figure 1. An SLM machine is fitted
with a fiber laser with a wavelength of 1076 nm. The entire
experiment was carried out with a continuous-wave laser
with a power of 400W and a spot size of 110m. To prevent
the specimens from oxidising, the SLM procedure was car-
ried out in a vacuum, as described in earlier literature
reviews [25–27]. The pressure in the chamber was fixed at
6 × 10−3 Pa. In addition, an argon gas flow was incorporated
into the experimental setting in order to evaluate the impact
of atmospheric conditions on the make superiority. The
chamber was emptied to the abovementioned pressure. Dur-
ing laser irradiation, the chamber pressure was adjusted to
1.5·103 Pa by using argon gas to produce flow. Table 2 and
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Figure 2 show the process parameters and SLM procedure.
The experiment was carried out with each combination of
process parameters to construct single-layer samples with a
dimension of 14mm × 100mm.

3. Testing of Composite

3.1. Microstructural Investigation. The optical microscope
was used to examine the SLM specimens, as illustrated in
Figure 3. To produce a better disparity, the samples were
ground with 220, 400, 600, and 1000 grades of emery paper,
then refined with diamond suspensions of 6, 4, and 2mm
diameters, and etched using Kroll’s reagent (15mL of HF,
40mL of HNO3, and 60mL of water, ASTM E407) for 30
seconds. Optical microscopy was used to investigate the
microstructure (1000x magnifications, GX51, Olympus).

3.2. Microhardness.When test samples are very small or thin
in a composite sample, microhardness testing is a technique
for estimating a material’s hardness on a microscopic scale.
Microhardness was assessed on this specimen using UHL
VMHT digital microhardness equipment, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Ranges of indents may be completed on the sample
with the aid of computer control, and the hardness can be
computed (load range from 0.3 to 30 kgf) for the purpose
of detachment from an orientation point. This microhard-

ness apparatus is very well suited to create fractures on the
sample surface, allowing the rupture robustness to be
assessed.

3.3. Tensile Test. Microtension tests are used to measure the
strength and ductility of nanocomposites under uniaxial
tensile stresses in the development of novel alloys for quality
control, commercial shipment acceptance testing, and
structural design assistance. It was validated in accordance

Start

Draw and prepare 3D model of
the required specimen

3D CAD model converted into
.stl file format

Manufacturing process:
Physical model start

Sliced work start: Layer by
layer sliced by using slicing

Build the full specimen of 3D
CAD model

Final specimen with accurate
dimension

Figure 2: Flow chart of SLM process.

Figure 3: Optical microscope.

Figure 1: The SLM experimental setup.

Table 2: The list of SLM process machine specifications and laser
process parameters.

Fiber laser 400W

Spot sizes 80-115 μm

Scan processing speed 10m/s

Build area 280 × 280 × 365mm

Layer thickness 20-100 μm

Platform heating 200°C

Table 1: Sample powder details.

Sample no. Composite powder A356 B4C Gr FE3O4

1

A356-B4C-Gr-FE3O4

94 2 2 2

2 88 4 4 4

3 82 6 6 6

Figure 4: Microhardness tester (UHL VMHT digital).
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with ASTM B-557M standards using three specimens, each
measuring 100mm in length and 14mm in diameter, as
illustrated in Figure 5 for each AMC family. The microten-
sion was customary in any form at room temperature specif-
ically the methods of determination of yield strength, yield
point, elongation, tensile strength, and reduction of area.
The multipurpose microtensile testing machine type (Max.
static load ± 3000N andMax. dynamic load ± 2500N) among
dutiful seize is used to hold the tensile specimen as shown in
Figure 6.

3.4. SEM. In the microanalysis and failure analysis of nano-
composites, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used
very professionally. It is done at high exaggerations, pro-
duces high-resolution pictures, and precisely measures very
small facial features and objects. By rastering a focused
electron beam across the surface and distinguishing between
generated and backscattered electron signals, SEM offers
comprehensive high-resolution images of the material.
Figure 7 shows the SEM.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Microstructure. Figure 8 shows the fascia microstruc-
tures of A356 with 2, 4, and 6% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 at magnifica-
tions of 100. The nanocomposite specimen remained
sophisticated in terms of removing particles from the sur-
face. Optical microscopes are expected to support particle
distribution vestiges. The additive manufacturing process
was inspected under an optical microscope to determine
the specimen reinforcement pattern. The homogeneous dis-
persion of nanoparticles in the matrix material of the A356
alloy was clearly visible. The presence of nanoparticles leads
to the formation of cracks, which leads to elastic deforma-
tion with increases in load. Composite rupture is represented
by dimples, voids, clusters, and cracks. Fragile composite
fracture in the form of cracks and rupture is due to the
strong interfacial bonding between the reinforcements and
the A356 matrix.

ø 14ø 11.5

20

50

100

R 5

20

Figure 5: Microtensile test specimen.

Figure 7: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Figure 6: Multipurpose microtensile testing machine.
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4.2. Microhardness. The specimen for the microhardness test
was prearranged with a length and diameter of 10mm × 12
mm. The surface to be examined should have a metallo-
graphic finish; hence, emery sheets of various grit sizes
(100-1000) were used to finish the surface.

Dimples

Microstructure of A356 with 2% of B4C-Gr-Fe3O4

Microstructure of A356 with 4% of B4C-Gr-Fe3O4

Microstructure of A356 with 6% of B4C-Gr-Fe3O4

Dimples

Void

Void

Particle clusters

Clusters

Clusters

Clusters

Clusters

Cracks
Cracks

Gr
B4C

Porous

Porous

Fe3O4
A356

Figure 8: Microstructure of A356 with reinforcement B4C-Gr-Fe3O4.

Table 4: Ultimate strength value of A356 with B4C-Gr-Fe3O4
hybrid composites.

Ultimate strength value (N/mm2)

A356 with 2% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 260.10

A356 with 4% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 290.06

A356 with 6% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 325.43
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Figure 9: The microhardness values.
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Figure 10: Stress vs. strain (UTS value in N/mm2).

Table 3: Microhardness value of A356 with B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 hybrid
composites.

Microhardness value (VHN)

A356 with 2% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 144

A356 with 4% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 163

A356 with 6% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4 188
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Equation (1) calculates the microhardness:

MH= MAL
AI , ð1Þ

where,
MH is microhardness
MAL is maximum applied load, and
AI is the area of indentation.
The Vickers Hardness Number (VHN) for A356 with 2,

4, and 6% reinforcement is 144, 163, and 188, respectively.
With the reinforcement of 4% graphite and 3% ferrous
oxide, the microhardness value of LM25 was 112. As the per-
centage of graphite (Gr) in the composites increases, the
hardness of the normal particles falls [38]. When compared
to matrix A356 alloy, the combined BHN value of A356/Gr/
B4C is 63.1 and the hardness value of the hybrid composite
increased by roughly 56.1 percent. The harder B4C ceramic
particles are responsible for the increased hardness [39–41].
The research used A356 nanoparticles and reinforcements
to achieve the better improvement in microhardness demon-
strated in Figure 9 and Table 3.

4.3. Tensile Test. The ultimate tensile strength and stress-
strain of the composites are improved with increased rein-

forcement, as shown in Figure 10. The variance in ultimate
tensile strength with the AMMCs is shown in Table 4. The
load value of graphite and iron oxide (2, 4, and 6 percent)
increases as the boron carbide reinforcement is increased.
260.10, 290.06, and 325.43N/mm2 are the maximum ulti-
mate tensile strengths, respectively [40, 41].

4.4. FESEM. When the manufactured composite material
was subjected to fracture analysis, the results were as indi-
cated in Figure 11. The FESEM image of the broken surface
shows the mixing behaviour of ductile fracture, brittle frac-
ture, and ploughing of reinforced material. Ductile fracture
behaviour is caused by plastic deformation of the material
prior to fracture, which results in the creation of a hollow.
The quick and sudden fracture under stress causes brittle
fracture behaviour. Transverse ruptures cause the ploughing
fracture, which results in a deep hole-like cavity. All of these
point to the fracture mixing behaviour [41].

5. Conclusion

SLM successfully created hybrid nanocomposites of B4C-
GFe3O4 with varied reinforcements (2, 4, and 6). The
microstructural analysis demonstrated that particles were
distributed uniformly throughout the matrix material.

A356 with 2% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4

A356 with 4% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4

A356 with 6% B4C-Gr-Fe3O4

Figure 11: FESEM of tensile specimen (fracture analysis).
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Fractographic analysis was used to examine the tensile char-
acteristics of the produced MMCs. The following are the
results and conclusions of the hardness and tensile test:

(i) The microhardness of nanocomposite A356 with 2,
4, and 6% reinforcement is 144, 163, and 188 VHN,
according to the findings of a microhardness test

(ii) Tensile testing of nanocomposite A356 with 2, 4,
and 6% reinforcement yielded 260.10, 290.06, and
325.43N/mm2, respectively

(iii) The fractographic images reveal a combination of
ductile and brittle fracture behaviours, as well as
ploughing of reinforced material

(iv) Ductile fracture behaviour is caused by plastic
deformation of the material prior to fracture, which
results in the creation of a hollow. The quick and
sudden fracture under stress causes brittle fracture
behaviour. Transverse ruptures cause the ploughing
fracture, which results in a deep hole-like cavity
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The aim of this study is to evaluate the wear and micro hardness of a Ti-6Al-4V matrix reinforced with 10% and 15% tungsten
carbide particle (WCp) composite manufactured using the squeeze casting process. Optical microscopy is used to determine the
microstructures of the composite. A pin-on-disc wear test equipment and Vickers hardness at atmospheric temperature were used
to examine the wear behaviour wear rate, CoF, and micro hardness qualities of primed samples. Loads of 10N to 80N, velocities of
4m/s, and distances of 1000m to 2000m are considered for analyzing the wear behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V composites. The wear rate
values are 25.683 for 10% WCp, 30.957 for 15% WCp, and 37.683 and 30.957 for 20% WCp. A scanning electron microscope
(SEM) is utilized to examine the worn surface of the composites. For 10% WCp, the CoF values are 0.82 and 0.87, and for 15%
WC, 0.88 and 0.956. The micro hardness values are 692VHN for 10% WCp and 835VHN for 15% WCp. The wear rate,
microstructure, SEM images, coefficient of friction, and hardness of TMCs for totaling reinforcing tungsten carbide particle
(WCp) possessions were discovered to be improved.

1. Introduction

Importance in the development of innovative materials with
elegant properties is growing on a regular basis, and com-
posite materials, which are primarily developed of composite
materials, are marketed as a simple and improved method of
obtaining materials with exceptional properties [1–3]. Metal
matrix composites (MMCs) are a form of manufacturing
and technology material that incorporates a strong rein-

forcement addicted to a metal matrix to increase qualities
with particular stiffness, specific strength, wear resistance,
good corrosion resistance, hardness, and high elastic modu-
lus [4, 5]. Titanium and titanium alloys have a number of
unique characteristics, such as high specific strength and
lightweight, which support the use of titanium and titanium
alloys as a matrix material in future structures [6–8]. TMCs
have a wide range of applications in the automotive, aero-
space, and marine industries [6, 9].
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In recent years, a growing number of studies have been
carried out to improve metal matrix composites by utilizing
reinforcement [4–6, 10]. As a result, if researchers can dis-
cover a suitable reinforcement to improve the mechanical
characteristics of Ti–6Al–4V matrix composites, the Ti–
6Al–4V will be able to overcome some shortcomings, such
as reduced hardness and Young’s modulus [11, 12], and find
new uses. Because of its high hardness, high thermal stabil-
ity, high modulus, approximate thermal expansion coeffi-
cient, and Poisson’s ratio to Ti–6Al–4V matrix, tungsten
carbide (WCp) is a preferred choice for reinforcement
[13–15]. As a result, WCp is likely to be a good reinforcing
material for Ti–6Al–4V matrix composites, which should
have outstanding mechanical characteristics.

Particle-reinforced TMCs exhibited considerable routine
increase in terms of strength, creep resistance, wear resis-
tance, low density, high toughness, corrosive resistance,
thermal stability, and erosion [10, 16]. Particularly, squeeze
casting possessed the strong interfacial rapport strength to
accomplish the superior intensification effect, further than
the conventional augmentation method.

Titanium dioxide, silicon carbide, titanium carbide,
boron carbide, aluminium oxide, titanium nitrate, zirconium
carbide, graphite, tungsten carbide, titanium diboride, alu-
minium nitride, and carbon nanotube are often used in
TMCs. The physical, chemical, and mechanical properties
of this reinforcement were excellent [11–16].

Chen et al. [17] applied WC/W2C eutectic reinforce-
ment in TMCs owed to the subordinate interfacial reactivity
amid W2C and Ti. Such W solid solution interface is addi-
tional effectual to relocate anxiety from the matrix to the
WC/W2C than to facilitate of the TiC layer.

Sivakumar et al. [18] fabricated Ti–6Al–4V (Ti64)/
SiCp with improved hardness and compressive strength.
The ideal density was attained at a compaction pressure
of 6.035MPa, and microstructure annotations indicated
that TMCs exhibited improved wettability and bonding
structure.

Li et al. [19] produced novel combination composites
TMC/CNT that show potential in industry due to their
higher-quality features such as high elastic modulus and
low density. Fabrication procedures have an impact on the
characteristics of TMCs, which has a considerable impact
on their machinability, according to the findings.

Ren et al. [20] used powder metallurgy to fabricate tita-
nium matrix composites with 20% Wp. Due to the charisma
of many strengthening mechanisms, such as tungsten seg-
ment strengthening and firm elucidation strengthening,
20WP/Ti reveals outstanding perfunctory properties. The
addition of Wp reinforcing phases masks the composite’s
adiabatic shear sensitivity. Kellen and Amit [21] created
titanium-boron carbide-boron nitride composites, with
overall results of crack-free titanium-matrix composites with
superior hardness of 700HV and 99.1 percent density, as
well as a staggering 33% reduction in corrosion bunch
growth in the air when compared to commercially pure
titanium.

Yang et al. [22] investigated Ti/CaTiO3 particles, finding
that the CaTiO3 particles effectively increased Ti strength

Table 1: The compositions of titanium Ti-6Al-4V alloy (grade 5).

Alloying elements Chemical composition (wt%)

Al 7.83

Fe 0.36

C 0.06

N 0.04

O 0.3

H 0.0236

V 6.35

Ti 85.04

Table 2: The chemical composition of WC.

WC elements Fe Cr Ni C W

WC chemical composition (wt%) 0.6 5.7 8.8 4.4 Remaining

Figure 1: Squeeze casted specimen: (a) Ti-6Al-4V with 10wt%WC
composites; (b) Ti-6Al-4V with 15wt% WC composites.

Figure 2: Pin-on-disc wear test machine.

Table 3: Wear test parameters.

Load (N) 10 to 80

Sliding velocity (m/s) 4

Sliding distance (m) 1000 to 2000

Dimension (dia × lengthmm) 30 × 100
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without sacrificing elongation to malfunction. It is situated
with the goal of increasing yield strength from 450MPa for
pure Ti to more than 850MPa for TMCs with only a
2.5wt% addition of CaTiO3, while maintaining a 30 percent
elongation to failure.

Sun et al. [23] looked into how Ti/TiB composites were
made using vacuum induction melting and multidirectional
forging techniques. A spheroidized-phase, uniformly dis-
tributed TiB and dual-scale silicides were visible in the
micrograph of the consequential composite. Its agility
was greatly improved, with an elongation of up to 120
percent. The easy instigation of fractures at grain bound-
aries and the deterioration were the main reasons for the
decrease in strength. Cast WCp/Ti was fabricated by laser
injection process, according to Liu et al. [24]. WCp has
the advantage of delivering fewer carbon atoms. The coat-
ing reveals superior ductility and conceals the retort inven-
tion TiC. Under an external load, the retort layers are
effective at load transfer.

Stir casting, powder metallurgy, and squeeze casting
are some of the most commonly used invention tech-
niques in TMCs [25–27]. Squeeze casting advantage is
cast machine parts manufactured in a solitary stride
route with stumpy squeeze pressure. As a result,
squeeze casting is a good method for making machine
components when combined with cheap initial materials
[28–31].

Dmitruk et al. [32] developed Ti-Al-C/Al-Si MMCs
using the squeeze casting method, which allows for the effi-
cient production of pore-free MAX phase-based MMCs with
significantly higher wear resistance and hardness than com-
monly available Al-Si alloys.

The primary goal of this study is to look into the capabil-
ities of various aspects, such as

(i) introducing new materials: squeeze casting was used
to create tungsten carbide particles (WCp) rein-
forced with titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V alloys

(ii) hardness and wear resistance are improved by Ti-
6Al-4V alloys/WCp composites

(iii) the bonding of the composites is examined using an
optical microscope (OM) and a scanning electron
microscope (SEM)

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Matrix and Reinforcement. The primary matrix in this
investigation was Ti-6Al-4V alloys (grade 5), and the density
is 4.53 g/cc. Ti-6Al-4V alloys combine strength, density,
great corrosion resistance, good ductility, heat treatability,
and toughness in an astonishing way. Grade 5 titanium
alloys have excellent welding and fabrication properties, as
indicated in Table 1 [16, 33–36].

Tungsten carbide (WC) is an attractive reinforcement
for matrix alloys [16, 37, 38] because of its extreme hardness,
high modulus of elasticity, high melting temperature, and
excellent wettability. Because of the significant density gradi-
ent, it is very important to make WC particles reinforced
composites with a harmonised distribution of WCp using
squeezing techniques [39, 40]. As a result, WCp was chosen
as a reinforcement particle in the current study. In Table 2,
the WCp substance concertos are presented. 5 and 10wt%
WCp with a typical particle size of 40m were tested in addi-
tion to reinforcement.

2.2. Preparation of Composite: Squeeze Casting Techniques.
In general, squeeze casting is defined as a secondary process
in composites stir casting techniques [41]. Due to rousing,
the metal congealed under force to reduce porosity in
squeeze casting. The force unit’s main components were a
punch and a special cylindrical steel die. There was a 0.05
to 0.1mm agreement between the punch and the die to keep
the force contained by the die and avoid melt seepage during
pressing. The TMCs created by stir casting were melted
again and accurately cast into a 300°C preheated die mould.
After that, the punch was instantly subordinated to the fluid
metal’s surface. After maintaining a 150MPa applied force
for 4 minutes, the congeal casting was used to prepare the
specimen 100 × 30mm as shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Microstructure Tests, Wear Test, and Hardness Test. The
overall work piece remained academic in nature, removing
any garbage that was there on a surface level. Molecule
transport is still monitored using a visual magnifying lens.
The projection approach was examined using an optical
magnifying tool to identify the support example of a cast
structure. A section of the castings remained uncut. They
were grained to produce 100 coarseness silicon carbide

Crack
WC

Dimples

Void

(a)

Particle
Clusters 

WC

Void

Ti-6Al-4V

(b)

Figure 3: Squeeze casting microstructure of (a) Ti-6Al-4V with 5wt% of WC and (b) Ti-6Al-4V with 10wt% of WC.
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paper before optical reconnaissance, followed by 200 to 1000
emery paper assessments. To obtain a superior difference,
Keller’s reagent was employed to clean and carve the sam-
ples. The samples were visualised at various magnifications
to demonstrate the occurrence of fortifications and the con-
veyance of the metal lattice diverse components/mixes that
were accessible in graphite and boron carbide, which are dif-
ficult to distinguish by optical micrographs.

Microanalyses of strong inorganic materials are both
aided by SEM microscopy. Filtering electron microscopy
allows for high misrepresentations, high-goal symbolism,
and exact quantification of extremely minute face features
and objects. SEM gives finished high-goal symbolism of the
tester by rastering an engaged electron pillar across the sur-
face and recognising determined or backscattered electron
signals. A vitality dispersive X-beam analyzer is also used
to invest with basic location and quantitative compositional
data.

An additional sample was tested for dry sliding wear
using a pin-on-disc equipment provided by DUCOM, as
illustrated in Figure 2. The specimen was positioned next
to the neutralising face of a revolving disc circular with a
60mm wide wear route. Using a deadweight stacking struc-
ture, the specimen was put next to the circular disc. Wear
tests were performed on several specimens with typical loads
of up to 80N and a sliding speed of 4m/s. Under the same
environmental circumstances as those mentioned below,
wear experiments were done for a total sliding separation

of 1000 to 2000m. Table 3 shows the complexities of the
wear test limits.

Micro hardness testing is a technique for determining
the micro hardness of a material using an infinitesimal scale
as a reference. The MVH-II advanced miniaturised scale
hardness instrument was used to calculate micro hardness

Debris

Pit Hole

Fine Grooves

10KV X100 100μm 20 31 SEI

Delamination Plastic
deformation 

Debris

Micro crack

10KV 100μm 20 31 SEIX250

Figure 4: Worn surface analysis of squeeze casting wear specimen.

Table 4: Wear rate values of Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 10% WCp
(sliding distance 1000m).

Applied load
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

10% of WCp
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

15% of WCp

10 11.848 16.848

20 13.156 18.156

30 15.9735 20.9735

40 17.099 22.099

50 19.407 24.407

60 21.042 26.042

70 23.331 28.331

80 25.683 30.957

Table 5: Wear rate values of Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 15% WCp
(sliding distance 1000m).

Applied load
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

10% of WCp
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

15% of WCp

10 22.848 28.848

20 24.156 31.156

30 26.9735 33.9735

40 27.099 36.099

50 29.407 39.407

60 32.042 42.042

70 34.331 45.331

80 37.683 47.957
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Figure 5: Wear rate of Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 10% WCp (sliding
distance 1000m).
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for this study. A diamond stone indenter is placed on the
material to be tested, which can range in weight from a
few grammes to one kilogramme. The length of the impres-

sion is defined by the size of a magnifying lens, and the
applied force is used to estimate the assessment of micro
hardness. A square-formed indenter is utilized in most
micro hardness testing. They picked a load that is applied
to the material using the analyzer’s dead loads [16].

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Optical Microscope and SEM Analysis. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) show TMCs formed by squeeze casting and their
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Figure 6: Wear rate of Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 10% WCp (sliding
distance 1000m).

Table 6: μ values of Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 10% WCp (sliding
distance 1000m).

Applied load
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

10% of WCp
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

15% of WCp

10 0.32 0.39

20 0.48 0.46

30 0.56 0.54

40 0.61 0.65

50 0.68 0.76

60 0.73 0.81

70 0.75 0.87

80 0.82 0.89

Table 7: μ values of Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 15% WCp (sliding
distance 2000m).

Applied load
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

10% of WCp
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with

15% of WCp

10 0.468 0.52

20 0.568 0.578

30 0.596 0.635

40 0.628 0.72

50 0.695 0.785

60 0.778 0.8469

70 0.84 0.924

80 0.88 0.9556
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Figure 7: μ–Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 10%WCp (sliding distance
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microstructure (b). When compared to stir casting, the supe-
rior uniform distribution of WCp in the titanium alloy
matrix material was clearly perceived. The presence of
WCp has a proclivity for the formation of cracks, and the
resulting bonding leads to resilient warp with increased con-
signment. The exceptionally strong interfacial connection
between the tungsten carbide particle and the titanium
matrix causes rapid fracture of composites in the form of
fractures and shatter, which is assessed by dimples, voids,
clusters, and cracks [41–46].

Figure 4 demonstrates the worn surface of squeeze cast-
ing Ti-6Al-4V with 10% WCp and 15% WCp composites at
up to 80N load. As a result of the heavy force at the make
contact with surface, the result displays the arrangement of
plastic deformation, fine grooves, debris, delamination,
micro fractures, and pit holes, as well as the path to further
amount of material subtraction from the samples. Further-
more, it was well known that void, delamination, and parti-
cle supplement deficiencies were not found on worn
surfaces. As a result of luminosity plastic deformation at
the contact surface due to squeezing, our findings point to
a moderate delamination with fewer damages and tiny
grooves [42–45].

3.2. Wear Rate Analysis and Coefficient of Friction (CoF).
Wear regularly arises while multipart facades living being
contacted mutually owing to relative motion; accordingly,
material defeat arises. Therefore, the amount of wear is sup-
posed to be moderated in practical applications automotive,
aircraft, spacecraft, medical equipment, and defense, partic-
ularly for decisive works. The figure shows the wear rate of
different WCp reinforcements and sliding distance various
from 1000m to 2000m. The wear rate values are listed in
Tables 4 and 5.

Figures 5 and 6 show how the wear rates of Ti-6Al-4V
alloys reduce as the WCp augments virtually. The wear rate
values are 25.683 for 10% WCp, 30.957 for 15% WCp, and
37.683 and 30.957 for 20%WCp. The Ti-6Al-4V/WCp com-

posite materials accurately confirm a cryptogram of superior
wear rate, in which the influence of applied load ranges from
10N to 80N on wear rate and is only evident beginning the
fracture amid the wear rate curve connives for varied wt per-
cent of reinforcements. The WCp is important for the wear
rate of urbanised TMCs, and the majority of researches have
noticed the same residue [16, 42].

CoF is computed as

μ = FF
P
, ð1Þ

where μ is the coefficient of friction, FF is the frictional force,
and P is the applied load.

When the sliding speed and distance were increased
from 1000 to 2000m, the WCp and applied load revealed
a reduction in μ. With a virtual increase in the WCp, μ of
Ti alloys decreases. It is easy to imagine that low CoF
values for TMCs were reached at sliding speeds. The μ
values for 10% WCp are 0.82, 0.87, and 0.88 and 0.956
for 15% WCp, respectively, as shown in Tables 6 and 7.
When compared to Figures 7 and 8, it is clear that the
TMCs substantiate a pattern of increased μ. Nearby, the
collision of WCp and applied stress up to 80N on μ has
widened, as seen by the crack between the μ camber con-
spiring for 10% and 15% of reinforcements. The μ values
grow continuously as WCp overhangs from the matrix
[43]. The current research enfolds up for μ growth for
all TMC samples as the applied load rises, with the goal
of additionally expanding at sliding speed.

3.3. Micro Hardness. Figure 9 illustrates the micro hardness
of Ti-6Al-4V alloys reinforced with 10% and 15% WCp.
The micro hardness of the composite samples primarily
depends on the circulation of WCp. Enhanced micro hard-
ness can be attained in nearly every one of the TMC samples
by inserting the tungsten particles and glowing spreading in
the matrix. The micro hardness values are listed in Table 8.

670 682 688 692 681

826 832 834 829 835

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5

Vicker's Hardness Numper, MPa

Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 10% WCp
Ti-6Al-4V matrix with 15% WCp

Figure 9: Micro hardness of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy matrix reinforced with WCp.
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The micro hardness values are 692VHN for 10% WCp and
835VHN for 15% WCp. The consequences illustrated to
advance the superior micro hardness of the composite by
using a squeeze casting route to prepare the composites.
The Ti-6Al-4V alloy matrix material reinforced with TiC,
TiB, B4C, BN, and (Ti,Mo)C/C particles achieved hardness
of 766HV, 19.6GPa, 971HV, 1168HV, and 15GPa,
respectively, and compared with the current investigation,
using WCp particles improved superior hardness of the
composites [44–49].

4. Conclusion

The subsequent interpretation was haggard commencing
this present investigative work:

(i) Squeeze castings were produced efficiently using
two distinct TMCs, including Ti-6Al-4V alloys
strengthened with 10% and 15% WCp

(ii) When compared to stir casting, the superior uni-
form distribution of WCp in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy
matrix material was perceptibly assumed

(iii) The significance indicated the preparation of plastic
deformation, superior grooves, debris, delaminat-
ing, micro fractures, and pit holes due to deep force
at the contact surface, verifying the approach to
supplemental quantity of material deletion from
the samples

(iv) The wear rate values are 25.683 for 10% WCp,
30.957 for 15% WCp, and 37.683 and 30.957 for
20% WCp. It is established that Ti-6Al-4V/WCp
composites authenticate a higher wear rate cypher,
that the conflict of applied load up to 80N on wear
rate is extremely large, and that the rupture between
the wear rate connives for different wt percent of
reinforcements which purely manifest beginning
the rupture between the wear rate connives for
different wt percent of reinforcements. For 10%
WCp, the CoF values are 0.82 and 0.87, and for
15% WCp, 0.88 and 0.956

(v) The micro hardness values are 692VHN for 10%
WCp and 835VHN for 15%WCp. The fine showed
to precede the higher micro hardness of the TMCs
by using a squeeze casting route to practice the
composites
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In this study, cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) were extracted from rice straw and incorporated into polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) as
reinforcement nanofillers. Multiple nanocomposites with different CNC contents were prepared. Extracted CNC appear as
long, well-defined rodlike crystals with a high aspect ratio (41). Nanocomposites with 3wt% of CNC significantly exhibit
improved tensile strength (60.4%) and maximum degradation temperature (287°C). Moreover, they demonstrate a decrease in
water vapor permeability rate and in the swelling and solubility indices of PVOH/CNC. Significant improvements were
observed when nanocomposites were crosslinked specifically in terms of tensile strength (104.8%) and maximum degradation
temperature (364°C). They also demonstrate greatly reduced water vapor permeability rate, swelling, and solubility indices. The
optimum CNC amount for both nanocomposites is 3 wt%.

1. Introduction

Plastic is a synthetic polymer that is versatile and durable and
has a low production cost; it is also the material of choice for
numerous applications worldwide. However, plastics are non-
degradable. The significant increase in the use of and depen-
dence on plastics has also increased the waste stream, and
this is an issue for the ecosystem and the environment [1–4].
The common nondegradable polymers, such as polyethylene,

polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, and polystyrene, are con-
sumer market dominators that constitute the vast majority
of the products that end up in landfills; moreover, they are
extremely resistant to degradation [5–10]. In response to this,
researchers must design environmentally friendly substitutes
(e.g., polymers that are biodegradable when exposed to the
environment). One of themost perfect examples of biodegrad-
able synthetic polymers is polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH). PVOH
is a conventional water-soluble polymer with a substantial
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value to the manufacturing industry as it is nontoxic and fully
biodegradable and has exceptional biocompatibility [11–13].
PVOH can be adaptively manufactured to suit multiple appli-
cations by varying its degree of hydrolysis and its average
molecular weight. In addition, PVOH is used in packaging
industries owing to its excellent film-forming capability (but
only in niche applications due to its water sensitivity).

Researchers are currently focusing on the enhancement
and improvement of the properties of neat polymers through
the addition of small amounts of inexpensive and environ-
mentally friendly fillers. The conversion of “waste to wealth”
is a common interest among the scientific and global commu-
nities; thus, agricultural wastes, such as rice straw, sugarcane
bagasse, and soy hulls, are the main materials used in the cur-
rent research. Nanotechnology has warranted exciting oppor-
tunities within the realm of material science, especially in the
use of nanocellulose derived from renewable sources to
improve the properties of polymers as reinforcement filler
materials. Nanocellulose exists in multiple forms, namely, cel-
lulose nanocrystals (CNC) and cellulose nanofibers (CNF),
depending on the extraction method [14]. CNF are mainly
obtained through mechanical fibrillation (a process that
requires a huge amount of energy), whereas the production
of CNC depends on strong chemical treatment, such as acid
hydrolysis [15–18]. Compared with CNF, CNC retain only
the crystalline regions of cellulose and are thus preferred
[19–23]. However, the inherent hydrophilic nature of CNC
with –OH side groups limits their widespread use as reinforce-
ment fillers. The mechanical strength of hydrophobic
polymer-reinforced CNC is unfavorable due to the incompat-

ibility between the two counterparts, leading to weak disper-
sion and serious agglomeration of the CNC [24–26]. To
solve these compatibility issues, surface functionalization of
nanocellulose, such as TEMPO oxidation, acetylation, acyla-
tion, silylation, and polymer grafting, is performed to promote
dispersibility of the CNC in hydrophobic polymers by chang-
ing the hydrophilic nature of CNC. However, these methods
require tedious processing routes and may disrupt the struc-
tural integrity of the CNC [27]. Hence, CNC are best utilized
in a natural state.

Despite its limitation in widespread applications, neat
PVOH can be modified to suit the needs for its end-use
application. PVOH crosslinking is one of the best solutions
as this method is capable of inducing a tight three-
dimensional structured network of molecules that demon-
strate hydrophobicity and enhanced properties [28–32].
The hydroxyl groups present in PVOH are the target of reac-
tions, most commonly with chemical compounds, such as
dialdehydes, anhydrides, and carboxylic acids [33–38].
Research on crosslinkers such as glutaraldehyde [39–41],
epichlorohydrin [42, 43], formaldehyde [44, 45], hexam-
ethoxymethylmelamine [46], and sodium trimetaphosphate
[47, 48] indicates that they are not preferable owing to their
toxicity. Therefore, the focus of this study is the crosslinking
reaction between a natural dicarboxylic acid and ethanedioic
acid (EA) on PVOH with different CNC ratios as it is the
simplest crosslinking reaction and is environmentally
friendly. The tensile properties, degree of crystallinity, and
water and thermal stability of non-crosslinked and cross-
linked nanocomposites are investigated.

5001000150020002500300035004000
Wavenumber (cm–1)

PVOH/CNC 3%/EA

PVOH/EA

PVOH/CNC 3%

Pure PVOH

–OH C–H C–H C–H
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Figure 1: FTIR spectra of pure PVOH, crosslinked PVOH, and crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocomposites with 3wt% CNC.
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2. Methods

2.1. Materials. Dried rice straw was obtained from a paddy
field located in Arau, Perlis, Malaysia (6°25′58.0″N
+100°13′56.8″E). PVOH (98% hydrolyzed) with an Mw of
89,000–98,000 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Malay-
sia). Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium chlorite (NaClO2),
and acetic acid glacial (CH3COOH) was purchased from
Merck (Malaysia), Acros Organics (Malaysia), and HmbG
(Malaysia), respectively. The sulfuric acid (95%–97%) used
for the CNC extraction was purchased from Merck (Malay-
sia). EA was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Malaysia).
Deionized water was used consistently throughout the
experiment.

2.2. Microcrystalline Cellulose and CNC Extraction. Dried
rice straw was washed with water to remove dirt and other
impurities before drying in an enclosed environment for
48 h. The rice straw was then converted to a powder form
by using a mill grinder prior to separation through a
150μm mesh screen. Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) and
CNC from rice straw were extracted through alkaline treat-
ment, bleaching, and acid hydrolysis with slight modifica-
tion to the process described by Chan and coworkers [49].
Next, the separated rice straw powder was treated with a
4% aqueous solution of NaOH (w/w) for a total of 2 h at
80°C under mechanical stirring. Then, the rice straw fiber
was washed several times with deionized water until the
pH reached 7. Subsequently, the rice straw fiber was
bleached with a solution comprising equal parts (v : v) ace-
tate buffer (40 g NaOH, 75mL glacial acetic acid, diluted to
1 L with distilled water) and sodium hypochlorite (1.7wt%
NaClO2). This treatment was performed at 80°C for 2 h
under mechanical stirring. The fiber was washed with deion-
ized water until the pH reached 7 again. A total of four cycles
of alkaline and bleaching treatment were completed to

obtain a milky white MCC pulp. Acid hydrolysis was per-
formed with 64wt% H2SO4 at the optimal temperature of
45°C for 45min. This process is important to eliminate the
amorphous regions of cellulose to achieve the desired highly
crystalline CNC. Immediately after 45min, tenfold of cold
deionized water was added to halt the hydrolysis reaction.
The suspension was then washed with a copious amount of
deionized water and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm. This process
was repeated until a CNC suspension with a pH of 6–7 was
achieved. Gravimetric method which consist of convection
oven drying of CNC at 105°C was adopted to determine
the final concentration of CNC in the final suspension after
sonication [50].

2.3. Preparation of PVOH/CNC Nanocomposites. PVOH/
CNC-film nanocomposites were produced using the solu-
tion casting method. PVOH powder was dissolved in water
at 90°C with mechanical stirring for 2 h in order to obtain
a 2wt% solution. CNC of known weight percentages (1, 3,
5, and 7wt%) were added concurrently. For nanocomposite
films with EA, 5wt% of EA was added during the final
30min to prevent acidolysis. The final solution was poured
into a glass mold and oven-dried at 40°C for 24 h. Thermally
crosslinked films were obtained via thermal curing of the
films with EA in a convection oven at 130°C for 30min.
All the films were stored in a desiccator for 72 h before the
measurements were performed.

2.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. Fourier trans-
form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were obtained
through a small cut of PVOH/CNC and PVOH/CNC/EA
nanocomposite films in the range of 4,000 to 650 cm−1 wave-
numbers with 32 scans using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 10
spectrophotometer. Beforehand, the samples were washed
thoroughly with water and acetone to remove the unreacted
excess EA on the surface of the samples. The samples were
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Figure 2: (a) Crosslinking mechanism between PVOH carbon chains with EA. (b) Schematic representation of the interaction between
PVOH carbon chains and CNC.
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then oven-dried to remove moisture before analysis was
conducted.

2.5. X-Ray Diffraction. A Bruker D2 Phaser X-ray diffrac-
tometer with a monochromatic Cu–Kα radiation source
was used to obtain the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of
the CNC and the PVOH nanocomposites. The measurement
parameters were 0.02° step size in the range of 10° to 40° of a
2θ angle. The crystallinity index (CrI) was determined by
calculating the peak area from the diffraction peaks using
the Segal method. The formula of the calculation is as fol-
lows:

Crystallinity index CrIð Þ = I002 − IAMð Þ
I002

× 100, ð1Þ

where CrI denotes the degree of crystallinity (%), I002 is the
maximum intensity of 0 0 2 lattice diffraction, and IAM is the
diffraction intensity at 2θ = 18°.

2.6. Tensile Properties. The tensile properties of the nano-
composite films were examined on a universal testing
machine (Instron 5567) in accordance with the ASTM D-
882 standard procedure. A total of five 100 × 10mm rectan-
gular samples were cut precisely from the nanocomposite
films, and the test was conducted at a crosshead speed of
20mm/min. The tensile strength, elongation at break, and
Young’s modulus were obtained.

2.7. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy. The sur-
face morphology of the tensile-fractured surfaces of the
nanocomposite films was observed using a field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Carl Zeiss Leo Supra
50 VP Field Emission). A small cut of the fractured surface
from each of the nanocomposites was adhered onto the
specimen stage with carbon tape. All the samples were
sputter-coated with platinum before they were examined at
an accelerated voltage of 5 kV under a high-vacuum
condition.

2.8. Transmission Electron Microscopy. To determine the
morphology of the CNC, 10μL of 0.005wt% CNC suspen-
sion was placed on a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) grid for 2min. Excess liquid was removed with filter
paper, followed by negative staining with uranyl acetate
solution for another 2min. Excess uranyl acetate solution
was blotted with filter paper before letting the CNC dry at
an ambient temperature. The CNC were observed under a
transmission electron microscope (LIBRA 120) at 100 keV.
The average length and diameter of the CNC were deter-
mined from 50 representative CNC using the ImageJ and
Origin software. Gaussian distribution curves were obtained
using the Origin software.

2.9. Thermogravimetric Analysis. Thermogravimetric analy-
sis (TGA) and derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) curves
were obtained through the thermal behavior analysis of the
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Figure 3: XRD diffractogram of nanocomposites of varying CNC contents with and without the addition of EA.

Table 1: CrI of MCC, CNC, pure PVOH, crosslinked PVOH, and
crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocomposite with 3wt% and
7wt% CNC.

Sample Crystallinity index (CrI)

Pure PVOH 66.1%

PVOH/CNC 3% 70.4%

PVOH/CNC 7% 67.5%

PVOH/EA 65.0%

PVOH/CNC 3%/EA 69.1%

PVOH/CNC 7%/EA 65.5%

MCC 60.8%

CNC 74.3%
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nanocomposites using a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA
Q50 V20.13 Build 39). A nanocomposite film (estimated
weight: 5mg) was cut and placed on the heating pan before
heating from room temperature to 650°C at a rate of 10°C/
min. Nitrogen gas purging was performed before the start
of the measurement. The temperature values obtained when
the weight loss of the sample reached 10% and 30% of the
original weight are denoted as T10% and T30%. TMAX is the
temperature at maximum weight loss of the sample.

2.10. Moisture Vapor Permeation Rate. The moisture vapor
permeation (MVP) rate was determined in accordance with
the wet-cup method (ASTM E96). Glass bottles with a
mouth opening of 1 cm2 were filled with deionized water
and sealed with adhesive to prevent the escape of water
vapor. The film samples were placed on top of these bottles

and in a humidity chamber that was set to maintain an
ambient temperature of 25°C with a relative humidity of
40%. The weight of the bottle was determined every 24 h
for 7 days. The MVP was calculated using

MVP = Wbefore
A × t : ð2Þ

Wbefore is the initial weight of the bottle filled with water
and nanocomposite film. A is the mouth area of the bottle. t
is the time (hours).

2.11. Swelling and Solubility Indices. Nanocomposite films
(5 × 5 cm) were prepared and immersed in 100mL deionized
water for 24 h at room temperature. After 24h, the nano-
composite films were removed and dried using filter paper
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Figure 4: FESEM micrographs of (a) pure PVOH, (b) crosslinked PVOH, (c) 3wt% PVOH/CNC, (d) crosslinked 3wt% PVOH/CNC, (e)
7wt% PVOH/CNC, and (f) crosslinked 7wt% PVOH/CNC. Magnification: ×3,000.
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before the weight gain and swelling were measured. The
swelling index (SwI) was calculated using Equation (3).
Due to the difficulty of the dissolution of fully hydrolyzed
PVOH in water at room temperature, the solubility index
(SoI) was determined through film immersion in heated
deionized water (90°C) for 15min. SoI was calculated using
Equation (4).

SwI =
Wgain −W initial

W initial
, ð3Þ

SoI = W initial −Wremain
W initial

: ð4Þ

W initial is the initial weight of the sample. Wgain is the
weight gain of the sample. Wremain is the remaining weight
of the sample.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. FTIR. Figure 1 presents the FTIR spectra of pure PVOH,
crosslinked PVOH, and crosslinked and non-crosslinked
nanocomposites with 3wt% CNC. There are minor differ-
ences in the spectrum curves between the parallel composi-
tions of nanocomposites. The broad peak at 3,230 cm−1 of
all the nanocomposites indicates the availability of the –
OH groups in the intermolecular and intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding between PVOH and CNC [51]. The peak at
2,921 cm−1 for all the nanocomposites indicates the vibration
of the aliphatic C–H alkyl groups. The bands appearing at
wavenumbers of 912 and 842 cm−1 show the presence of
the stretching vibrations of the C–H bond in PVOH [52].
For the crosslinked nanocomposites, the appearance of a
small peak at 1,750 cm−1 proves the success of the crosslink-
ing reaction due to the formation of ester C=O bonds [53].
The peak at the wavenumber of 1,680 cm−1 for all nanocom-
posites is due to the presence of adsorbed water, whereas the

peak at 1,380 cm−1 indicates the presence of the C–H vibra-
tion band. The peak intensity increased for the nanocom-
posites with CNC at 1,040 cm−1 (but it did not for pure
PVOH) due to the C–O–C vibration from the pyranose ring
present in the cellulose [32].

3.2. Interactions between Polyvinyl Alcohol, Cellulose
Nanocrystals, and Ethanedioic Acid. As presented in
Figure 2(a), the crosslinking mechanism is attributed to the
esterification reaction between PVOH and EA. Intermolecu-
lar diester bonds are formed as a result of the linkage
between the carboxyl groups of EA with the hydroxyl groups
of PVOH in high-temperature environments (as was proven
in Section 3.1). Either one or both carboxylic acid end
groups of EA will react with the hydroxyl end group of
PVOH, resulting in the formation of strong crosslink bridges
that improve the SwI, SoI, and tensile properties of the nano-
composites. Conversely, Figure 2(b) presents the interaction
between the hydroxyl groups of PVOH and CNC through
the formation of hydrogen bonds.

3.3. X-Ray Diffraction. Figure 3 presents the XRD diffraction
patterns of MCC, CNC, pure PVOH, crosslinked PVOH,
and crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocomposites (3
and 7wt%). The well-defined characteristic peaks of the cel-
lulose type I lattice structures, occurring around 16.1° and
22.4°, are observed for CNC [54]. The unaltered diffraction
peaks of the CNC in comparison with MCC confirm that
the acid hydrolysis treatment employed to extract CNC
through the removal of unwanted amorphous regions did
not affect the crystalline nature of the cellulose. The nar-
rower and sharper peak demonstrated by CNC at 22.4° indi-
cates that it exhibits a better crystal lattice structure and a
higher cellulose index than MCC [55, 56]. This translates
to a greater reinforcing ability on the tensile properties of
PVOH (discussed in Section 3.6). As presented in Table 1,
the CrI of CNC increased to 74% due to the release of
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Figure 5: Young’s modulus of the nanocomposites with varying CNC contents with and without the addition of EA.
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individual crystallites from the hydrolytic cleavage of the
glycosidic bonds in the amorphous regions. For both the
non-crosslinked and crosslinked nanocomposites, the CrI
improved with the addition of CNC due to the increase in
the amount of crystalline material in the system [57]. At a
higher filler content of CNC (7wt%), the CrI decreased. This
is mostly due to the effect that the steric hindrance of CNC,
which is the retardation of chemical reactions that disrupts
the formation of intermolecular bonds between molecules,
has on the organized structure of the carbon–carbon poly-
mer chains in PVOH. A similar occurrence was reported
by Hoseini et al. [58] when the CrI dropped during high car-
bon nanotube loading in a polyamide-6 polymer. The addi-
tion of EA as the crosslinker decreased the CrI of the
nanocomposites. This occurred because after crosslinking,
the interactions between the PVOH chains limited the
mobility of the molecular chain motion, hampering the crys-
tallization process and negatively affecting the crystallinity of
the crosslinked films. A similar decrease in crystallinity find-
ings was observed by Nataraj et al. [59] when chitosan films

were crosslinked with citric acid. Wu et al. [60] also reported
a decrease in peak intensity (indicating a drop in the per-
centage of crystallinity) after crosslinking starch films with
citric acid.

3.4. Tensile Fracture Surface. Figures 4(a)–4(f) present the
FESEM micrographs of the tensile-fractured surfaces of
non-crosslinked and crosslinked nanocomposites exhibiting
different morphologies. From Figures 4(a) and 4(b), it can be
observed that the crosslinking of pure PVOH resulted in a
much smoother fracture surface when compared with pure
PVOH. Similar findings were reported by Jain et al. [61]
on crosslinked PVOH with hydrochloric acid. Figure 4(c)
presents a rougher, bristly cross-sectional fracture due to
the existence of strong interactions between the CNC and
PVOH matrix. These findings indicate that the non-
crosslinked 3% nanocomposite suffered from a brittle frac-
ture. This is also supported by the results presented in
Figure 5, in which the incorporation of CNC increased
Young’s modulus, thereby increasing the brittleness of the
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Figure 6: TEM image of (a) CNC extracted from rice straw with their (b) diameter and (c) length distributions. Magnification: ×25,000.
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nanocomposite. As can be seen from Figure 4(d), the cross-
linked 3% nanocomposite exhibited a smoother, wavelike
fracture surface structure, suggesting a relative homoge-
neous dispersion of CNC within the nanocomposite. Similar
findings were also obtained in PVOH/functionalized CNC
composite films by Chen et al. [62]. There are also no
observable internal cracks or phase separations attributed
to the greater tensile strength of crosslinked nanocomposites
when compared with non-crosslinked nanocomposites [62].
In Figures 4(e) and 4(f), the voids, aggregates, and coarser
surfaces shown throughout the fracture surfaces led to a
weaker transfer of strength. This directly translated to a
decrease in tensile strength and Young’s modulus.

3.5. Morphology. As can be seen from Figure 6(a), the CNC
extracted from rice straw appeared as long, well-defined rod-
like crystals. The Gaussian distribution for the CNC diame-
ter presented in Figure 6(b) confirmed that it was in the
range of 3–14nm. The standard deviation, reduced chi-
squared, and R-squared values obtained were 2.1 nm, 1.3,
and 0.88, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6(c), the
length of the CNC obtained was in the range of 100–
800 nm. The standard deviation, reduced chi-squared, and
R-squared values obtained were 139.0 nm, 9.74, and 0.68,
respectively. The average length was 331.97 nm, and the
average diameter was 8.11 nm. The aspect ratio of the
CNC, calculated from the ratio of the length over the
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diameter, was 41. This value was higher than the aspect ratio
of the rice straw CNC extracted by Lu and Hsieh [63]. This
result demonstrated that the preliminary cyclic treatment
performed on the CNC, prior to extraction, was effective.
Moreover, the aspect ratio reported in this study was higher
than that of the CNC extracted from other reported cellu-
losic sources, such as commercial MCC (16.8), corncob
(37), switchgrass (38), cotton (13), and onion skin (10.1)
[64–67].

3.6. Tensile Properties. Figure 7 presents the comparison of
the tensile strengths of the crosslinked and non-crosslinked

nanocomposites with varying CNC contents. The tensile
strength of non-crosslinked nanocomposites improved
(increasing in value to 60.4%) as the CNC content increased
up until 3wt%. The crosslinked nanocomposites also dem-
onstrated an upward trend, but the increase was much more
pronounced (up to 104.8%) due to additional factors, such as
the improved transfer of strength from the crosslinking net-
work to the nanocomposite. The excellent compatibility of
PVOH with CNC facilitated the homogeneous distribution
of the CNC throughout the PVOH, as is shown in
Figure 4(c). This, coupled with the success of hydrogen
intermolecular and intramolecular bond formation, led to
the positive enhancement in tensile strength. The nature of
CNC, which is widely known to be strong and possess large
interfacial surface area, also contributed to such an enhance-
ment [68]. In CNC above 3wt% for both the crosslinked and
non-crosslinked nanocomposites, factors such as reaching
the filler-saturation point and agglomeration start to exert
detrimental effects on the tensile strength of the nanocom-
posites [69]. In the case of the crosslinked nanocomposites,
the improvement in tensile strength is attributed to the for-
mation of the crosslink bridges through the intermolecular
ester bonding between the PVOH chains (as is illustrated
in Figure 2(b)). This interaction within the matrix contrib-
uted to the development of a more compact structure than
the non-crosslinked nanocomposites. The drop in strength
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Table 2: TGA data from the thermal decomposition of
nanocomposites with varying CNC contents with and without the
addition of EA.

Sample T10% (°C) T30% (°C) TMAX (°C)

Pure PVOH 239 273 275

PVOH/CNC 3% 241 285 287

PVOH/CNC 7% 240 281 282

PVOH/EA 243 291 342

PVOH/CNC 3%/EA 280 348 364

PVOH/CNC 7%/EA 213 312 356
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beyond 3wt% may be due to the reduced availability of the
hydroxyl groups as they were already used to form the cross-
links. A reduced number of hydroxyl groups prevents excess
CNC from forming hydrogen bonds with PVOH, leading to
unreacted CNC. This unreacted CNC agglomerates, forming
random localized weak points on the nanocomposite.

Figure 8 presents the comparison of elongation at break
values between crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocom-
posites with varying CNC contents. In all cases, the increase
in the amount of CNC slightly reduced the elongation of
break in nanocomposites due to the addition of CNC with
known stiff and rigid structures as reinforcement filler mate-
rials [68]. Consequently, the ductility of the nanocomposites
was reduced (due to the diminishing content of PVOH) when
the CNC content increased. A similar trend was observed in
crosslinked nanocomposites in which the elongation of break
was found to be much lower than that of non-crosslinked
nanocomposites. Such a reduction in elasticity after crosslink-
ing indicates that the nanocomposites lost their ductile nature
as their polymer chain mobility was reduced by the formation
of crosslinked networks. Jose reported similar findings when
citric acid was used as the crosslinker for PVA/starch/gra-
phene nanocomposites [70]. The elongation at break values
was also found to decrease when glutaraldehyde was used a
crosslinking agent in polyvinyl alcohol/chitosan composites
[71]. There is even a phenomenon demonstrating that cross-
linkers exert a plasticizing effect, but this is at the expense of

tensile strength. Wu et al. [60] demonstrated that when a
higher citric acid content was used for crosslinking, the elon-
gation at break was favored, but it significantly reduced the
tensile strength. The unreacted excess citric acid content acted
as the plasticizer, reducing the interactions between the PVOH
carbon chains. Therefore, the incorporation of crosslinking
agents in optimum amounts can improve the properties of
the nanocomposites. However, any excess crosslinking agent
will act as a plasticizer and cause a negative impact.

The significant increase in Young’s modulus for both cross-
linked and non-crosslinked nanocomposites up until 3wt% is
presented in Figure 5. With 1wt% CNC content in non-
crosslinked and crosslinked nanocomposites, the increase in
Young’s modulus was 12% and 17%, respectively. With 3wt%
CNC in non-crosslinked and crosslinked nanocomposites, the
highest increase in Young’s modulus was approximately 49%
and 59%, respectively. The addition of stiffCNC to the polymer
matrix led to the formation of rigid CNC networks that trans-
lated to the stiffness and improved strength of the nanocompos-
ites. The 3wt% CNC non-crosslinked nanocomposites
exhibited a greater increase in Young’s modulus than PLLA-
grafted CNC with a similar CNC weight percentage [72].
Young’s modulus also significantly increased after crosslinking.
Ben Shalom et al. [73] reported that crosslinking of PVOH/
CNC with 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid further improved
the stiffness and strength of the composites. These findings
are in agreement with the results presented in Figure 5.
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3.7. Thermogravimetric Analysis. TGAwas conducted to ana-
lyze the thermal behavior of crosslinked and non-crosslinked
nanocomposites of varying CNC contents. The three impor-
tant regions of weight loss are disclosed in the thermogravi-
metric curve presented in Figure 9. The initial weight loss
occurred at approximately 40°C–100°C and is observed for
all nanocomposites. This event is attributed to the loss of water
through evaporation, mostly of free bound water molecules
that are loosely attached to the surface of the nanocomposites
[44]. The next weight loss event occurred at around 210°C–
400°C and is attributed to the degradation of the nanocompos-
ites. The nanocomposites lost approximately 70% of their total
weight, and this region is the most important for indicating
their thermal stability. Weight loss is mainly attributed to the
degradation of volatile products such as intrinsic water con-
tent and unsaturated compounds.

The last weight loss event occurred at greater than 400°C
(at approximately 440°C) and is attributed to the degradation
of polyene, hydrocarbons, and chain scission of the nanocom-
posites [74]. As presented in Table 2, crosslinked nanocom-
posites were found to exhibit greater T10%, T30%, and TMAX
values. After the occurrence of crosslinking, the T10%, T30%,
and TMAX values of pure PVOH increased from 239°C,
273°C, and 275°C to 243°C, 291°C, and 342°C, respectively. A
similar increase was observed for the T10%, T30%, and TMAX
values of crosslinked PVOH with the addition of CNC, from
241°C, 285°C, and 287°C to 280°C, 348°C, and 364°C, respec-
tively. The increase in the thermal decomposition temperature

indicated the occurrence of crosslinking. These results are in
agreement with the findings of Stelescu et al. [75] in which
the occurrence of crosslinking of ethylene propylene diene
monomers with butyl rubber composites was proven by the
resulting improvement in the T10%, T30%, and TMAX values.
This improvement is highly beneficial as the crosslinked nano-
composites are more thermally stable and more resistant to
thermal degradation.

Figure 10 presents the derivative weight loss curve of the
nanocomposites. Crosslinked PVOH had four degradation
steps, whereas pure PVOH and the other nanocomposites
had only three degradation steps. Sonker et al. [76] reported
similar findings on crosslinked PVOH with suberic acid and
terephthalic acid. For the crosslinked nanocomposites with 3
and 7wt% of CNC, the addition of CNC caused the second
and third steps to coalesce, forming only one strong deriva-
tive weight peak. Song et al. [77] presented similar findings
on the thermal degradation steps for the Fenton free radical
crosslinking of PVOH with the addition of CNC. It is also
evident in Figure 10 that the addition of CNC increased
the maximum degradation temperature of the nanocompos-
ite with 3wt% CNC but reduced it when 7wt% CNC was
added. At higher filler content, factors such as CNC agglom-
eration dominated, and the thermal stability of the nano-
composites was reduced. A comparable occurrence on the
thermal behavior of PVOH/CNC extracted from commer-
cial cellulose at higher filler loading was also demonstrated
in the report by Song et al. [77]. The degradation peak from
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the DTG curve indicates an increased thermal stability of the
nanocomposites with 3 and 7wt% CNC when compared
with pure PVOH. As presented in Table 2, the TMAX value
significantly increased after crosslinking, most prominently
for the nanocomposites with 3wt% (from 287°C to 364°C).
The obvious shift of the peak of the crosslinked nanocom-
posites to the right indicated that there is a great improve-
ment in thermal stability.

3.8. Water Vapor Permeation Rate. The MVPs of crosslinked
and non-crosslinked nanocomposites with varying CNC
contents are presented in Figure 11. Moisture vapor trans-
mission through films (especially hydrophilic films) inde-
pendently varies with its degree of hydrophilicity. Moisture
tends to interact with the polymeric matrix of the film,
increasing its moisture permeability. Non-crosslinked nano-
composites are more inclined to have a higher MVP value
compared with crosslinked nanocomposites owing to their
higher hydrophilic behavior. During the initial exposure of
nanocomposite films to moisture, swelling slowly occurs,
causing distortions in the polymer chain conformation
within the films [78, 79]. At 48h, the MVP value starts to

taper and remains at a steady state. Water, acting as a plas-
ticizer, loosens the polymer chains, which leads to an
increase in the MVP [80]. Pure PVOH most clearly demon-
strates this effect. The addition of CNC substantially reduced
the MVP value for all the nanocomposites. At higher CNC
concentrations, most of the water molecules are blocked
from passing through the polymer matrix, as the increase
in CNC disrupts the water molecule pathways. CNC signifi-
cantly reduces the diffusibility of moisture vapor owing to its
size and swelling constraints, as well as its strong network
formation in nanocomposite films. Nair et al. [81] obtained
similar findings on the reduction in the MVP of nanocellu-
lose films. The reduction in the MVP is more pronounced
with crosslinked nanocomposites with increased CNC con-
tent. This is due to the synergistic effect from the crosslinked
bridges with CNC, thereby favoring their application as thin
packaging films for moisture-sensitive materials, such as
food and beverage products [82].

3.9. Solubility and Swelling Index. The SoI and SwI are pre-
sented in Figure 12. The results indicate that the SoI of the
crosslinked nanocomposites significantly decreased when
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compared with that of the non-crosslinked nanocomposites,
from an estimated index of 1 to 0.25. This result proves that
the proposed crosslinking reaction with EA (as was dis-
cussed in Section 3.2) was successful as it increased the
hydrophobicity of the nanocomposites to water. However,
the addition of CNC only minimally affected the SoI index.
This is likely due to CNC’s similar hydrophilic nature to
the polymer matrix. The SwI was at its lowest in the 3wt%
of PVOH/CNC nanocomposite when compared with pure
PVOH and the nanocomposite with 7wt% of CNC. A simi-
lar trend was observed for the crosslinked nanocomposites.
PVOH is a hydrophilic material that tends to easily attract
water molecules owing to its free hydroxyl groups. The dif-
ference in the swelling behavior is attributed to its crystallin-
ity, where the non-crosslinked nanocomposite films with
higher CrI values augmented the difficulty of the water to
penetrate the PVOH network [83]. The formation of dense,
three-dimensional network structures as a result of cross-
linking additionally reduced the intermolecular spaces. This
favorably affected the SwI value (even at a lower CrI value)
for the non-crosslinked nanocomposites [84, 85]. According
to Alessandra Bersanetti et al. [84], the reduction in the SwI
after crosslinking was due to the diminished availability of
excess hydroxyl groups to form hydrogen bonds with water
molecules. In the case of PVOH with 7wt% CNC, for both
crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocomposites, agglomer-
ated and unreacted CNC imparted voids and imperfections
throughout the film, which are presented in Figures 4(e)
and 4(f), respectively. These findings consequently resulted
in an increase in the SwI.

4. Conclusion

This study successfully extracted cellulose nanocrystal
(CNC) from rice straw and used it as a reinforcement filler
on polyvinyl alcohol. The utilization of EA as a crosslinker
proved successful and produced very favorable results. A
distinctive improvement in the tensile strength and Young’s
modulus of non-crosslinked nanocomposites and an even
greater improvement in crosslinked nanocomposites were
observed. The XRD data indicated that there was an increase
in the degree of crystallinity of the nanocomposites when
CNC was added. After crosslinking, the nanocomposites
exhibited a decrease in the degree of crystallinity. The
extracted CNC had a high aspect ratio of 41 and appeared
as long, well-defined rodlike crystals. The maximum degra-
dation temperature of the nanocomposites increased at the
optimum content of 3wt% CNC. An additional increase
was observed after crosslinking. Crosslinking reduced the
values of MVP, solubility index, and swelling index, favoring
its application in thin-film packaging for moisture-sensitive
materials. Although the addition of CNC is promising and
this study revealed its benefits by improving on certain niche
properties of PVOH, it does not favor widespread use.
Crosslinking of the nanocomposite to drastically reduce its
hydrophilicity and significantly improve its tensile and ther-
mal properties must be performed before it can be widely
used. In conclusion, the optimum CNC content was 3wt%
for both crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocomposites.
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Mosquitoes are the most critical group of insects in the context of public health, since they transmit key parasites and pathogens,
causing millions of deaths annually. Aedes albopictus is an important invasive mosquito vector of dengue fever across urban and
semiurban areas of India. In this study, we biofabricated silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) using the Fimbristylis miliacea aqueous leaf
extract (Fm-ALE) as reducing and stabilizing agent. The synthesis of Fm-AgNPs was confirmed by the excitation of surface
plasmon resonance and orange-brown color using ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometry. High-resolution scanning
electron microscopic (HR-SEM) and transmission electron microscopic (TEM) showed the clustered (size 0.5 μm) and quasi-
spherical structures of Fm-AgNPs. The formation of AgNPs has been characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy investigated the identity of secondary metabolites, which may act as Fm-AgNP
capping agents. These results propose that AgNPs synthesized provided from those Fm-ALE have the high sources to be
improved into the most suitable materials useful for protecting and killing the invasive mosquito vector, Ae. albopictus
populations. The acute toxicity of Fm-ALE synthesized Ag NPs, and a combined treatment testing blends of mosquito vector
was evaluated against I, II, III, and IV instar larva’s (ILs) of Ae. albopictus. The LC50 values of Fm-ALE (174.39 ppm I-ILs,
214.40 ppm II-ILs, 232.38 ppm III-ILs, and 251.62 ppm IV-ILs) and Fm-AgNPs synthesized were 23.78 ppm I-ILs; 27.88 ppm
II-ILs; 31.47 ppm III-ILs; 36.68 ppm IV-ILs, respectively. Likewise, Fm-AgNP synthesis was more toxic than ALE in the
invasive mosquito vector and recorded from UV-vis spectrum, FTIR, TEM, and XRD analysis. These results propose that
AgNPs synthesized provided from those Fm-ALE have the high sources to be improved into the most suitable materials useful
for protecting and killing the invasive mosquito vector, Ae. albopictus populations.
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1. Introduction

Mosquito and mosquito-borne diseases (MBDs) are success-
fully spreading throughout the entire world, with an inordi-
nate impact on adolescents and children, which are more
important responsible for significant global morbidity and
mortality [1]. The insect-borne disease is at risk of develop-
ing worldwide following globalization and the enlargement
of travel and trade from areas colonized by vectors. Aedes
albopictus (Ae. albopictus and tiger mosquito) is a belliger-
ent, and aggressive, is arising entirely global as a population
health danger following its basic process in current Chikun-
gunya virus (CHIKV) and dengue virus (DENV) outbreaks,
and is one of the most invasive animal species for one hun-
dred in the world, and in less than 30 years, it has developed
across the five continents, colonizing abundant lands [2–4].
Hence, the very quick enlargement of species was caused
by the worldwide profession of tires and the ability to release
maximum eggs that diapauses and resists almost cold win-
ters of temperate areas [5–8]. Commonly, public alertness
and general knowledge of Aedes-transmitted diseases may
improve the likelihood of patients being discussed with a
doctor. Its symptoms are agreeable to an arboviral disease
improved soon after coming again from a country, where
the disease is endemic [9, 10].

In the current year, bioactivity-way for a fabrication pro-
cess of metal-NPs has been recommended as sources of nat-
ural, ecological-friendly replacement to classic
physiochemical methods [11]. Specifically, AgNP synthesis
is developing as multiple intention agents, because the rea-
son to their biosynthesis is very easy and inexpensive, pro-
tection permanent over time, and most effective on
arboviruses and human pathogenic bacteria [12, 13]. Popu-
lation entering into any region mostly dengue, yellow fever,
and disadvantages exist may control utilizing medicinal
plant-derived repellents role [14–16].

Fimbristylis miliacea (Fm and medicinal herbs) sancti-
fied with differential medicinal components are a potential
of myriad compounds advantages for plant biologists, zool-
ogist researchers, and human being population around the
world, working in pursuit to detect source lead compounds
from natural medicinal plant sources. It is all important, cell
processes are activated by the potential composed by the
metabolism of foods mainly by oxidation reactive, and
essential energy with radicals like peroxid (ROS), superoxide
and hydroxyl (OH), and imparts oxidative stress on the cells
(IOSC). The signification research and recognition of benign
phytocompounds from the Fm-medicinal plant thus become
very significant in current years, and its species of variety
plant has been pharmaceutical sources like antioxidant, anti-
nociceptive, anti-inflammatory, antipyretic, antimicrobial,
cytotoxic, hepatoprotective, and antidiabetic effects [17].
Since Fimbristylis miliacea is an easily available grass type
with abundant phytoconstituent in this exploration, we
stated a pattern to AgNP synthesis using the Fm-ALE, and
it is a cheap and eco-friendly fabric process as a highly
reducing and stabilizing agent. Here, we demonstrate a con-
venient eco-friendly green synthesis route for preparing
AgNPs using Fm-ALE, and they are subjected to subsequent

analytical and biological characterization for investigating
antibacterial and larvicidal abilities for controlling human
disease-transmitting invasive mosquito vector, Ae. albopic-
tus as shown in Figure 1.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Collection and Preparation. Silver nitrate (Ag+) was pro-
cured from Lakshmi Scientific Chemicals Ltd., Pondicherry
in India. Fm-fresh leaf was gathered from the Western Ghats
Forest (WGF) (10°36′N to 10°14′N latitude and 76°49′E to
76°77′E longitude), Erode District, India. After, the glass-
ware was cleaned thoroughly in acid and washed off with
triple-distilled water. The new identification was proved at
the Department of Botany, Annamalai University, and spec-
imens were numbered (Authentication Number SVC/BOT/
131). Leaves were retained in our department laboratory
and ready for use upon request. Fm-fresh leaves were dried
in the shade, and ALE was produced by blending 30 g of
air-dried leaves with 300mL of water, with stable stirring
on a magnetic stirrer. Then, air-dried ALE was left for 3 h
and separated by Whatman No. 1 filter paper. It was saved
in an amber-colored airtight bottle at 10°C temperature until
research.

2.2. Target Medical Pest. Larvae stage, such as I, II, III, and
IV-ILs of medical important pest Ae. albopictus, was taken
from stagnant fresh water at around from side by side from
Poompuhar College to Sirkazhi down (11°14′N to 11°23′N
latitude and 79°81′E to 79°73′E longitude), Nagapattinam
District in India. Ae. albopictus is identified by ICMR,
Madurai in India, and carried to the laboratory for continu-
ous rearing. Dog biscuits+yeast powder mixed feed was (3 : 1
ratio) utilized to culture the mosquito under (27 ± 2°C, 75
± 5% relative humidity, with a photoperiod of 12L:12D)
possible environment.

2.3. Larval Bioassay. The protocol was accepted for larval
bioassay and concentration range from 10 to 250μg/mL.
The necessary Fm-ALE and AgNPs were mixed (249mL)
in triple-distilled water. After, each research was assayed
against 3rd instars of twenty-five larvae, repeated 5 times.
The lethal concentration (50/90) and other statistical data
were calculated by using Probit analysis [19].

2.4. Primary Chemical Analysis. The PCA is followed by the
methods [20, 21]. We screened the bioactive chemical con-
stituents (CCs) detecting the presence of secondary metabo-
lites such as alkaloids, flavonoids, saponins, steroids,
tannins, terpenoids, tri-terpenoids, anthraquinones, amino
acid, phenol, glycosides, carbohydrate, protein, and phytos-
terols in the Fm-ALE.

2.5. Silver Nanoparticle (AgNP) Synthesis. AgNO3 90mLMm
added with Fm-ALE 10mL was made in 250mL conical
flasks for decreases into Ag+ ions. After that, the mixture
was kept for 1 h at 27 ± 3°C in the laboratory conditions.
Wherein, the first initial stage was detection of Fm-AgNPs
containing dark brown color change in the mixture (ALE
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+AgNO3). The entire reaction is granted in a dark place to
avoid photoactivation. For the purification activity, acquired
Fm-AgNPs allowed to ultracentrifugation above 6,000 rpm
for 20min. After the centrifugation, the supernatant was
rejected, and the pellet was cautiously diluted with triple-
distilled H2O [22]. Further, mixed material was placed in
the laboratory, labeled, and stocked for further analysis.

2.6. Characterization of AgNPs. After the Ag+ ion solution
was intently watched carefully by using UV-vis spectros-
copy, purified Fm-AgNPs (biomolecules) in the FTIR spec-
troscopy, and obtained to dry at 60°C, the air-dried powder
was inflicted to XRD spectroscopy to identify their exact
structure and material [23]. Fm-ALE mediated synthesis of
AgNP process such as UV, FT-IR, TEM, and XRD analyses.

2.7. Data Analysis. The larvicidal activity (%) data of inva-
sion mosquito, Ae. albopictus larvae, were subjected to dif-
ferent statistical baggage, LC50/LC90, LCL, UCL, regression,
chi-square, slope, etc. All the values were calculated by
(IBM) SPSS statistical new version 20.0 version.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Larvae Bioassay of Fm-ALE Extract and AgNP Synthesis.
The larval bioassay of Fm-ALE treatment was tested against
I, II, III, and IV-ILs of important invasive mosquitoes and is
shown in Table 1. The LC50/LC90 values of Fm-ALE
appeared to be effective against I-ILs (174.39/271.29μg/
mL), II-ILs (214.40/332.01μg/mL), III-ILs (232.38/
357.69μg/mL), and IV-ILs (251.62/371.21μg/mL) invasive

Fimbristylis miliacea

Without AgNPs LC50 values (ppm)
C. quinquefasciatus-174.39
High concentration low
mortality

With AgNPs LC50 values (ppm)
C. quinquefasciatus-23.78
Low concentration high
mortality

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of green synthesis of AgNPs using Fm-ALE for effective invasive vector mosquito control applications.

Table 1: Larvicidal activity of Fm-aqueous extract against Ae. albopictus.

Stages LC50 (mg/L)
95% confidence

limits LC90 (mg/L) Slope Regression χ2

LCL UCL

Instars 1st 174.39 164.66 184.78 271.29 3.642772 y = 3:642 × −2:669 4.721

Instars 2nd 214.40 201.40 230.41 332.01 2.728162 y = 2:728 × −1:352 3.516

Instars 3rd 232.38 217.07 252.56 357.69 2.448937 y = 2:448 × −1:084 2.508

Instars 4th 251.62 234.66 275.24 371.21 1.648359 y = 1:648 × −1:467 1.911

Values represent the mean of five replications. Mortality of the after 24 h of exposure period LC50 = lethal concentration brings out 50% mortality and
LC90 = lethal concentration brings out 90% mortality. LCL = lower confidence limit; UCL = upper confidence limit; χ2 = chi-square. aSignificant at p˂0:05.

Table 2: Larvicidal activity of Fm-AgNPs synthesized against Ae. albopictus.

Stages LC50 (mg/L)
95% confidence

limits LC90 (mg/L) Slope Regression χ2

LCL UCL

Instars 1st 23.78 21.56 25.83 44.40 4.628878 y = 4:628 × −0:048 4.048

Instars 2nd 27.88 25.48 30.20 52.35 3.134263 y = 3:134 × +0:989 0.490

Instars 3rd 31.47 29.10 33.91 56.61 2.447822 y = 2:447 × +0:935 0.422

Instars 4th 36.68 34.32 39.32 60.95 1.462074 y = 1:462 × +0:659 0.326

Values represent the mean of five replications. Mortality of the after 24 h of exposure period LC50 = lethal concentration brings out 50% mortality and
LC90 = lethal concentration brings out 90% mortality. LCL = lower confidence limit; UCL = upper confidence limit; χ2 = chi-square. aSignificant at p˂0:05.
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mosquito larvae, Ae. albopictus. Table 2 shows the treatment
of Fm-AgNPs synthesized and had the following LC50 and
LC90 values; ILs had LC50/LC90 values of 23.78/44.40μg/
mL; II-ILs had values of 27.88/52.35μg/mL; III-ILs had
values of 31.47/56.61μg/mL; IV-ILs had values of 36.68/
60.95μg/mL. A control contained nil mortality in the same
time assay, and the χ2 value was significant at p < 0:05 level.

3.2. Preliminary Analysis. Fm-ALE was screened for the
presence of major phytochemicals (MPCs) such as alkaloids
(Figure 2(a)), flavonoids (Figure 2(b)), saponins
(Figure 2(c)), steroids (Figure 2(d)), tannins (Figure 2(e)),
terpenoids (Figure 2(f)), tri-terpenoids (Figure 2(g)), phenol
(Figure 2(h)), carbohydrate (Figure 2(i)), protein

(Figure 2(j)), phytosterols (Figure 2(k)), and all for test tube
(Figure 2(l)) except anthraquinones, amino acid, and glyco-
sides responsible of mosquitocidal activity (Table 3).

3.3. UV, XRD, SEM, and TEM Analysis of Fm-AgNPs. The
Fm-ALE of AgNP (AgNO3+ALE) composite was indicated
and confirmed via the orange-brown color change
(Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the AgNO3 solution turned
brown within 2min with the addition of Fm-ALE and the
control AgNO3 solution (without ALE) showed no change
of any color. There was no absorption peak in the UV-vis
spectrum, which can reduce Ag+ ions and produce AgNPs
of incubation at the highest pH (Figures 5 and 6). The prep-
aration of the AgNPs synthesized from Fm-ALE was

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 2: Phytochemical test present in the Fm-ALE.
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evaluated through a spectrophotometer in a range of wave-
lengths from 200 to 1200 nm.

Figure 7 shows the high-resolution scanning electron
microscopic (HR-SEM) and transmission electron micro-
scopic (TEM) analysis supplies the information about the
sizes, and morphology of AgNPs was obtained ranging from
41 to 60 nm. The morphology of the AgNPs is quasispherical
as seen in the SEM image. There was cluster formation of an
average size of 0.5μm due to evaporation of suspended liq-
uid causing the particles to cluster around the outer edge
to form quasispherical structures. Figure 5 displays the for-
mation of Fm-AgNPs characterized using XRD analysis.
The six well defined characteristic diffraction peaks at
27.8°, 32.2°, 46.1°, 54.8°, 57.5°, and 76.7° correspond to the

face-centered cubic crystal-shaped structure of metallic sil-
ver. The interplanar spacing (dl) values were obtained as
3.196, 2.769, 1.963, 1.671, 1.600, and 1.240°A using Bragg’s
formula from the XRD pattern and were further corrobo-
rated crystalline nature of Fm-AgNPs. The lattice constant
was calculated was 3.196°A which was well-matching with
standard data (JCPDS PDF04-0783). The peak broadening
was observed due to the formation of nanoparticles. The
peak intensity of the (corresponding 111 to 311) plane indi-
cated the purity of AgNPs. It is significant to record that the
intensity ratio between 36° and 53° peaks is lesser than the
value of the standard (0.48 versus 0.5).

3.4. FT-IR Analysis. Figure 6 shows the that FTIR spectrum
showed major peaks at 3571.77, 3423.39, 1986.17, 1055.96,
1038.12, 981.81, 726.78, 600.26, 567.83, 495.03, 454.77, and
428.76 cm-1. Above the peak value, they correspond to func-
tional groups like the alcohol group in lower (C=O band
stretch, alkoxy, 3571.77 cm-1), alcohol and phenol group in
strong and broad (O-H stretch, H-bonded, 3423.39 cm-1),
aromatic group in strong (C-H bend stretch, 1986.17 cm-1),
aliphatic amines group in medium (C-N stretch, 1055.96,
1038.12 cm-1), alkenes group in strong (C-H rock, 981.81,
726.78 cm-1), and alkyl halides group in medium (C-Br
stretch, 600.26, 567.83 cm-1).

4. Discussion

According to the latest World malaria report, there were 241
million cases of malaria in 2020 compared to 227 million
cases in 2019. The estimated number of malaria deaths stood
at 627 000 in 2020—an increase of 69 000 deaths over the
previous year [22]. Mosquitocide resistance requires the
growth of approaches for prolonging the use of more effec-
tive vector control compounds. The use of mixed differential
insecticides and phytochemicals is one such approach that
may be acceptable for mosquito control [23, 24]. Phyto-
chemical compounds (PCMs) may act as the most suitable
alternative to synthetic insect-killing activity in the future
and are readily obtained in many research areas in the global
because are comparably safe and inexpensive. Medicinal
plants not only contain some AgNPs but are proven to be
nonlethal for aquatic life stages of the mosquito vector, Ae.
albopictus, and are easily biodegradable in the environment.
In the current research, Fm-AgNPs synthesized were more
toxic than ALE in the invasive mosquito vector and resulted
from UV-vis spectrum, FTIR, TEM, and XRD analyses. Sim-
ilarly, UV-vis spectrum, FTIR, TEM, and EDX analyses from
Helitropiumindicum-AgNPs and were highly larval killing
activity (LC50/LC90 values of 72.72/126.86μg/mL) [25].
Almost, spherical and cubic NPs are the very most general
materials of AgNP synthesis green potentials [26]. Also, pre-
viously researched, the Sargassum muticum-derived synthe-
sized AgNPs signify that they were very strong scattered,
with AgNPs a size range of 43-79nm [27]. This research is
in agreement with a previous result; SEM focused that the
Hygrophila auriculata-AgNPs synthesized were an almost
spherical or cubic shape, with a mean size ranging from 9.0
to 30nm and XRD acute peaks at 2Ɵ values of 38.13 (111),

Figure 3: Fm-ALE-mediated synthesis of AgNPs process.

Table 3: Phytochemical screening of Fm-ALE.

S. no. Phytoconstituents Aqueous

1 Alkaloids +++

2 Flavonoids +

3 Saponins ++

4 Steroids —

5 Tannins +

6 Terpenoids +++

7 Tri-terpenoids ++

8 Anthraquinones —

9 Amino acid —

10 Phenol +

11 Glycosides —

12 Carbohydrate ++

13 Protein +

14 Phytosteroids ++

+++: strongly positive phytochemical group; ++: positive phytochemical
group; +: trace phytochemical group; —: absence of phytochemical group.
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44.31 (200), 64.44 (220), 77.37 (311) planes of the cubic face-
centered Ag [28]. FTIR analysis of the purified Chomeliaasia-
tica-AgNPs, and the bands due to hydrogen-bonded (O-H
stretch, 3222.44 cm-1), alkenes (C-H stretch, 2922.23 cm-1

and 2853.35 cm-1), nitriles (-C≡N (triple bond) stretch,
2209.12 cm-1), aromatics (C-C stretch, 1593.43 cm-1), aliphatic
amines (C-N stretch, 1240.74 cm-1), alkyl halides (C-H stretch,
1167.81 cm-1), alcohol (C-O stretch, 1102.98 cm-1), and alkyl
halides (C-C1 stretch, 833.39 cm-1) [24].

The present investigation shows that the LC50/LC90
values of Fm-ALE appeared to be effective against 1st instars
(174.39/271.29μg/mL), 2nd instars (214.40/332.01μg/mL),
3rd instars (232.38/357.69μg/mL), and 4th instars (251.62/
371.21μg/mL) invasive mosquito larvae, Ae. albopictus.
The detection of the current investigation corresponds with

some of the next other previous research, the LC50/LC90
values of Polygonum hydropiper-oil were 194.63/
199.65 ppm, and confertifolin was 2.02/3.16 ppm against
the 2nd and 4th instars larvae of tiger mosquito [29]. Fm-
AgNPs synthesized had the following: 1st instars larvae had
LC50/LC90 values of 23.78/44.40μg/mL; 2nd instars larvae
had values of 27.88/52.35μg/mL; 3rd instars larvae had
values of 31.47/56.61μg/mL; and 4th instars larvae had
values of 36.68/60.95μg/mL. Similarly, several previous
reports supported the mosquito-killing activity (larval, eggs,
and adults) potential of different indigenous medicinal
plant-aqueous extract and AgNPs against important vector
mosquitoes (IVMs) [26, 30–34]. Particularly, a biochemical
method has been used to constant AgNPs synthesized that
was researched opposite to Ae. aegypti larval killing activity
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Figure 5: X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of AgNPs synthesized using Fm-ALE.
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[35]. Ginger was more effective with the lowest LC50 values
of 1st instar 7 ppm, 2nd instar 23 ppm, 3rd instar 33 ppm,
and 4th instar 35 ppm, after 8 and 16 h against dengue vector,
Ae. albopictus [36].

The Bryopsis pennata-chloroform extract exhibited
strong larval killing activity (LC50 value was 250.5μg/mL)
against the tiger mosquito vector, Ae. albopictus [37].

Cochliobolus lunatus-AgNP synthesis of larval killing activ-
ity was tested and LC50/LC90 values of Ae. aegypti 2

nd instars
1.29/3.08 ppm, 3rd 1.48/3.33 ppm, and 4th instars 1.58/
3.41 ppm [38]. Similarly, larval death rates were recorded
from Jussiaea repens-LEE, and MPC has larvicidal activity
with an LC50/LC90 value of Ae. albopictus that was 118.3/
229.9μg/mL [39]. Eucalyptus camaldulensis- and Eucalyptus
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Figure 7: SEM (a–c) and TEM (d–g) images of spherical AgNPs synthesized using Fm-ALE.
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urophylla-EO noticed 60/100% larval death rates at100 μg/
mL tested against invasive mosquito, Ae. Albopictus [7, 40].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the green plants showed that the environmen-
tally benign and revived source of Fm-ALE is utilized as an
effective lowering agent AgNP synthesis. Fimbristylis milia-
cea is an easily available grass plant with immense medical
value utilized for its insect repellant activity. Following this,
our reports recommend that Fm-plant can be used for the
development of insect repellent pesticides in the future pros-
pect. This research was aimed at defining key aspects, such
as the nature of the specific molecules responsible for the
insecticidal effect observed. Further, the promising effects
showed these chemicals in the environment and population
health and the field logistics required for utilize of such a
local insecticide. The instability in the bioefficacy of medici-
nal plants tested against mosquito vectors is generally
known by variations in the quality and quantity of active
compounds and AgNPs. We convey advice that these Fm-
ALE and AgNPs should be studied in the field for the con-
firmed potential control of invasive mosquito, Ae. albopictus.
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Environmental effects of vehicle exhausts from internal combustions engines which accounts for about 90% of vehicles on the
roads is posing a major threat to environmental safety, and it only continues to surge at an alarming rate now than ever. With
diesel engines being the most cost-effective prime mover readily available, their contribution to environmental pollution
problems is humongous. The harmful contaminants from diesel exhausts are particulate matter (PM) and hydrocarbon and
nitrogen oxides (NOx). So, efforts to curb environmental pollution are the need of the hour by making necessary
improvements to reduce their local and global environmental impact. In this study, examine the effects of yttria- and alumina-
stabilised zirconia coating on the piston head and cylinder lining of a single-cylinder diesel engine, as well as its performance
and emissions. Various dosing amounts of nanoparticles of aluminium oxide were utilised as additives to diesel fuel in this
study, on both coated and uncoated internal combustion engines. Many coated engine metrics improved significantly as a
result of the research. The brake thermal efficiency has increased by 2.1 percent as compared to a conventional uncoated diesel
engine, while brake-specific consumption has dropped by 3%, resulting in a reduction in dangerous chemicals.

1. Introduction

The prime reason for ecological issues, global warming, cli-
mate changes, etc. are because of human’s ambitious need
for material sophistication. With transportation being the
major contributor among all, rapid industrial growth and
urbanization have also surged the demand for electricity
which in turn ismajorly derived fromnoneco-friendly practise
like coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear energy. Additionally,

because of the competitive market practise, big industries
compromise on environment-friendly approaches to produce
the product at a faster rate. At present, because of the lack of
stringent environmental policies and regulations, all these
have aggravated and have already started to haunt life on
earth. Themost critical issue among all is air pollution ismajor
because of automobile emission. Particularly, the internal
combustion engine has a hard effect on the environment than
anything else among automobile emissions, and it is more
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commonly used over gasoline engines because of its better fuel
economy. According to Navigant Consulting, the worldwide
stock of motor vehicles will exceed 2 billion units in 2035.

In an internal combustion engine, the chemical energy of
the fuel is converted to thermal energy, which is then used to
perform mechanical work in the form of piston movement.
In this process, toxic compounds are released from the
engine exhaust. A number of researchers have proposed a
variety of approaches to reduce this harmful emission by
in-cylinder treatment; however, only a significant portion
of proposals have proved to be effective practically. Further,
catalytic prereaction treatment reduces the minimum
threshold ignition energy required while also amplifying
the flame velocity. This approach also seemingly formulates
the catalytic surface temperature along with the contact
between gas-phase reactants and the catalyst. Aluminium
oxides, copper oxides, cobalt oxides, and iron oxides have
also been used as fuel additives to change the composition
of diesel fuel in order to minimise emissions.

Researchers were able to minimise engine emissions and
improve the performance of a diesel particle filter in the lab
by using an aluminium diesel fuel borne catalyst and bime-
tallic platinum [1–4]. One of the findings of the study reveals
that there is a substantial difference in particle density, light-
off temperature, and oxidation kinetics in accumulation
mode. Despite the fact that the rate of oxidation increased
following the addition of aluminium to the fuel, the amount
of dosage had no effect [5–8]. Kamo et al. evaluated the
impact of introducing aluminium oxide into biodiesel and
discovered that it improved performance while also lowering
NOx and HC emissions [9, 10].

Currently, researchers around the globe are relentlessly
working on discovering an automobile engine which does not
emit toxic compounds in its exhaust fume while also not
compromising on its performance. One of these breakthroughs
is the application of thermal barrier coating (TBC) within the
combustion chamber to improve thermal resistance and stabil-
ity when working at many leap temperatures. It is important to
keep in mind that the barrier coating material should have a
greater thermal coefficient of expansion than the metal sub-
strate in order to withstand more thermal shock [11]. Similar
coating approaches with ceramic materials like TiO2, CeO₂,
mullite, CaO/MgO–ZrO2, and YSZ were also employed for
practical purposes for engine applications [12, 13].

Thermal barrier coating materials like partially stabilised
zirconia (PSZ) and nearly stabilised zirconia with 6-9 per-
cent yttria (YSZ) are commonly utilised. Even under harsh
circumstances absorbed in gas turbines, diesel engines, and
other engines, these materials have been shown to function
better [14]. The efficiency of a diesel engine covered with
0.1mm thickness and 0.5mm breadth of YSZ was enhanced
by 6% in Ramalingam et al.’s experiment at all speeds and
loads. The heat barrier coating is applied to the piston
crown, piston, and cylinder head to fully use the finding
[15–17] Because of its wide variety of physical qualities, such
as a high coefficient of thermal expansion, a high Poisson’s
ratio, low thermal conductivity, and structural stability at
high temperatures, YSZ was chosen as a feasible material
for TBC I [18–21].

In this discussion, the performance and combustion of a
diesel engine, as well as the emission difficulties develop
when yttria- and aluminium-stabilised zirconia coatings
are applied to the cylinder liner and piston head and when
aluminium oxide additive is added at various amounts
(35 ppm, 45 ppm, and 55 ppm). The goal of this experiment
is to reflect the engine’s changes in performance and emis-
sion characteristics [22–25]. This research’s findings are ana-
lysed, examined, reviewed, and presented in a systemic
manner. At first, the diesel engine coated with aluminium
oxide nanoparticle is subjected to varying level of dosage
(35 ppm, 45 ppm, and 55 ppm, respectively). Then, on the
second phase, the same engine is modified and experimented
with thermal barrier coating to compare the outcome from
both the methods.

2. Experimental Methods and Specification

2.1. Test Engine. The test was conducted in a single-cylinder,
water-cooled, 4-stroke diesel engine (Tv1 type Kirloskar,
India) that produced 5.2 kW at 1500 rpm. An eddy current
dynamometer was used for the loading. The engine’s drive
shaft is attached to the dynamometer. To determine the
mass of airflow rate, an orifice metre and a manometer with
a 1% error are employed. The engine’s specifications are
summarised in Table 1(a). In addition, Figure 1 and
Table 1(b) shows the experimental setup and component
description of the tested engine. By manual calibration, a
glass tube is utilised to calculate the amount of fuel con-
sumed. The calculation was done by comparing the time
necessary for a normal diesel engine to consume 10 cc of
fuel.

Engine parameters:
A piezoelectric pressure transducer (AVL INDIMICRA

602-T10602A) was used to monitor cylinder pressure, while
a magnetic pickup was used to assess crank angle. An AVL
365C Angle Encoder Indi Advanced was fitted at the front-
end of the engine crank to measure the engine speed. After
50 repetitions of cylinder pressure at steady-state, an average
value is determined. Heat dissipation at different cylinder
pressure was determined carefully and loaded into the sys-
tem. The data were then compared to a graph of a conven-
tional diesel engine. A five-gas analyser was used to
measure CO, HC, NOx, CO2, and O2 emissions (AVL Digas
444). A K-type chromyl alumni thermocouple was used to
measure the temperature of the exhaust gas, while an
AVL437 smoke metre was used to detect smoke.

The entire process was done at a steady speed of
1500 rpm in a nominal functioning state. To arrive at an
average result, the tests were repeated three times. After
allowing the engine to attain its ideal operating state, all
emission characteristics were recorded. The data was per-
sonally checked and placed into the system to be analysed
further.

2.2. Thermal Barrier Coating Synthesis by Plasma Spraying.
Physical vapour deposition, atmospheric plasma, and other
forms of thermal spraying techniques were used to grind the
top facet of the cylinder liner and piston, respectively. Spray,
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chemical deposition, and plasma arc methods were used in
this technique. In this exploratory trial, the plasma spray tech-
nique is being used. The compression ratio in the cylinder

liner and coated piston is maintained by a surface layer with
a thickness of 0.30mm and 0.15mm. The sprayed powders
and bulk were mechanically bonded by sandblasting the

Table 1

(a) Engine specification

Parameters Values

Type Kirloskar TV-1

General arrangement Diesel engine test setup, vertical cylinder, water cooled

Power 5.2 KW @ 1500 rpm

Speed 1500 rpm

Number of cylinder 1

Number of strokes Four

Compression ratio 17.5 : 1

Cylinder diameter 87.5mm

Stroke length 110mm

Type of ignition C.I

(b) Engine component description

Temperature (°C) Water flow liter/hour

T1 - engine cooling water inlet F1 - fuel line

T2 - engine cooling water outlet F2 - air inlet

T3 - calorimeter water inlet F3 - engine cooling water (200 L/hr)

T4 - calorimeter water outlet F4 - calorimeter water (100 L/hr)

T5 - calorimeter exhaust gas in PT - pressure transmitter

T6 - calorimeter exhaust gas out N - crank angle encoder

Fuel
F1 F2

T2

PT

T5 T6

T3

T1

F3 F4

T4

Air

ENGINEDYNAMOMETER

Wt

N

Figure 1: Experimental setup.
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engine cylinder with alumina grits and piston. YSZ makes up
94% of the coating powder, with alumina making up 2% and
ceria making up 4%. Table 2 shows the spray details for the
piston and cylinder liner coatings of the engine, and Figure 2
depicts a plasma spray coating method.

2.3. Preparation of Test Fuel. Diesel is the primary fuel used in
this research. Using a standard instrument, the calorific value
and density of biodiesel were determined to be 850kg/m3 and
34.5MJ/kg, respectively. This method used aluminium oxide
nanoparticles with a size of 10 to 20 nanometers and a density
of 7.13g/mL as fuel additives. The volume levels of aluminium
oxide nanoparticles in the base fuel were changed between
35ppm, 45ppm, and 55ppm. The volume levels of the nano-
particle sample were then calculated using an electronic bal-
ance. With the aid of an ultrasonic shaker, the sample was
blended with the fuel. To get a homogeneous suspension, agi-
tation is conducted for 30 minutes. To avoid sedimentation,
the produced fuel was used as soon as possible.

2.4. Determination of Fuel Properties. Flash and fire points, as
well as pour and cloud points, were used to determine the vis-
cosity of gasoline. The flashpoint was measured with the Cleve-
land open flash and fire point equipment (ASTM2007), and the
viscosity was determined with the Redwood viscometer (British
Standard Section 2000). The characteristics of the fuel sample
utilised are shown in Table 3.

Fuel properties:

2.5. Procedure for Testing. Readings were observed three times
after attaining the engine steady state, and mean value was
determined. Enhanced combustion was witnessed when air
intake is provided while using aluminium oxide as an additive
in diesel. As a result, full oxidation of hydrocarbons occurred.
In addition, the additive aluminium oxide was miscible with
fuel. Different volume levels of 35ppm, 45ppm, and 55ppm
were added with diesel, following which the mixture is agitated
for 30 minutes with help of ultrasonic shaker. Following that,
the engine was started with varied amounts of aluminium
oxide-containing diesel. The readings were removed. The
coated piston and cylinder liner were reinstalled, and the pro-
cess was repeated after the baseline piston and cylinder liner
operation was completed. The combustion, emission, and per-
formance metrics of coated and uncoated engines were com-
pared between additive-containing diesel and regular diesel.
The coated engine was removed after roughly 100 hours of
operation to look for any changes in the coated piston crown
and cylinder liner. Before starting the engine, the coated piston

crown and cylinder liner are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows
the coated piston crown and cylinder liner after the engine has
been operating. The images also show that the coating used had
small cracks around the margins of the piston crown. The out-
standing sections, on the other hand, showed almost no frac-
tures or abnormalities, indicating that the thermal barrier
coating was stable under all loading conditions of engine
running.

3. Results and Discussion

In terms of pollution, performance, and combustion, the
coating’s effects on the cylinder liner and piston head were
investigated. The operation was carried out in a water-
cooled single-cylinder, four-stroke engine using diesel fuel
containing aluminium oxide additions at volume levels of
35 ppm, 45 ppm, and 55 ppm. Several performance parame-
ters were observed and analysed for discrepancies under
engine loading conditions, including BTE, BSFC, NOX,
CO, CO2, and HC emissions and smoke.

3.1. Engine Performances

3.1.1. BSFC. Figure 5(a) shows the difference in TBC BSFC
in uncoated and coated engines with different load and vol-
ume levels of aluminium oxide. When compared to regular
diesel, aluminium oxide diesel has a lower BSFC (Kannan,
Karvembu, and Anand 2011). The BSFC for diesel and diesel
with aluminium oxide additions drops even more for engines
with TBC. This is due to a greater combustion temperature,
which results in a faster energy conversion rate during combus-
tion. This ultimately leads to better combustion and better con-
servation of fuel [19]. A significant 3% lesser BSFC has been
observed for coated engines with diesel containing various vol-
umes of aluminium oxide than diesel-employed coated engines
at part load conditions. From the preceding condition, it clearly
illustrates that the presence of aluminium oxide improves the
performance of the engine at part load conditions. In addition,
an increased temperature is observed because of TBC. The
BSFC of the coated engine is increased by 1% and 2%when die-
sel is added with aluminium oxide of 45ppm and 55ppm,
respectively, in comparison to diesel operated engine at 75%
load. At 75% load, 3% lesser BSFC is noticed for diesel-
operated coated engine than standard diesel operation.

3.1.2. BTE. Figure 5(b) illustrates the difference in BTE of
TBC coated and untreated engines with load for all tested
fuels. When aluminium oxide is introduced, the BTE value
rises. The addition of aluminium oxide nanoparticles to the fuel
promotes complete combustion, as opposed to typical alumin-
ium oxide fuel, which acts as an oxygen barrier, releasing or
keeping oxygen depending on partial pressure. Finally, the
BTE is increased when the aluminium oxide is used as a fuel
additive. The coated diesel engine with aluminium oxide has a
higher thermal efficiency than the base diesel. This happens
because the piston crown has thermal resistance, which inhibits
heat from being transported to the coolant or other media. As a
result, the combustion is more uniform. At 85 percent load, the
TBC engine with diesel improves BTEby 2.1 percent over con-
ventional diesel performance.

Table 2: Parameters of plasma spray coating.

Parameter Value

Plasma spray gun 3MB

Arc voltage (V) 65-70

Arc current (I) 500

Spray distance (mm) 80

Primary gas flow–argon (L/min) 80

Secondary gas flow–hydrogen(L/min) 15

Deposition rate, kg/h 1.1
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Figure 2: Plasma spray technique.

Table 3: Properties of fuel.

Property Normal diesel Diesel +45 ppm Al2O3

Density of test fuel 849 843

Calorific value MJ/kg (ASTM D240) 42.2 41.584

Flash point °C 50 53

Fire point °C 58 61

Kinematic viscosity @40°C (centistokes) (ASTM D445) 2.41 2.59

Figure 3: Coated engine for piston and cylinder liner.

Figure 4: After 100 hours of operation, the piston and cylinder liner are coated.
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Figure 5: (a) BSFC vs. engine load. (b) Brake thermal efficiency vs. load on engine.
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3.2. Emission Parameters

3.2.1. CO2 Emission. Figure 6(a) presents the change in CO2
discharge with engine load. When the amount of aluminium
oxide in diesel is changed, the CO2 emissions rise when
compared to regular diesel. As a result, enhanced combustion
results from the use of all oxygen in the combustion chamber.
This results in increased generation of CO2 from CO [22],
thereby reducing the levels of CO. CO2 emission is increased
for TBC engines. The combustion in the cylinder is improved
by different dosages of aluminium oxide and high cylinder
temperature. As a result, there is an increased CO2 emission.
At 75% of engine load with dosages of 35ppm, 45ppm, and
55ppm of aluminium oxide, CO2 emission is more than about
5.7%, 7%, and 8.9% for coated engines, respectively, when
compared to that of the base diesel.

3.2.2. CO Emission. Figure 6(b) depicts a decrease in CO
emissions as the engine load increases. This reduced CO
emission is because of increased higher temperature in a cyl-
inder with an increase in the load of the engine. Due to the
aluminium oxide effect in the diesel, there is improved com-
bustion, as a result of which CO emission is reduced. The
additive aluminium oxide increases the oxidation of CO into
CO2. A further reduction in the emission of CO is noticed in
engines with TBC. The coating generates high temperature
which stimulates the conversion of CO into CO2. Hence,
TBC engines provide improved combustion [22]. CO emis-
sions are reduced by roughly 0.8 percent, 1.4 percent, and
0.7 percent for coated engines at 75 percent of engine load
with doses of 35 ppm, 45 ppm, and 55 ppm of aluminium
oxide in diesel, respectively, when compared to basic diesel.

3.2.3. HC Emission. When there is incomplete combustion,
there is an increased HC emission. Figure 6(c) gives the dif-
ference of HC emission with respect to engine load. When
compared to base fuel operation, the addition of aluminium
oxide to diesel results in lesser HC emission of about 7% at
75% load. This is due to the role of aluminium oxide in
effecting the improved combustion. The coated engine has
lesser HC emission compared to the uncoated one. This
may be the result of high combustion temperatures after
the burning phase by hindering the heat loss in coated
engines. Eventually, effective use of air intake and increased
oxidation of fuel [5] was carried out by improved combus-
tion. Aluminium oxide dosages of 35 ppm, 45 ppm, and
55 ppm provide a 9%, 8%, and 6% reduction in HC emission,
respectively, for coated engines associated with standard
diesel-operated uncoated engines.

3.2.4. NOx Emission. Figure 6(d) depicts the increase in NOX
emissions as engine load increases. The oxygen content and
combustion temperature are determined by NOX emissions.
As aluminium oxide is added to diesel, it causes an increase
in NOX emissions when compared to base diesel. This
increased emission is because of oxidation of nitrogen into
its oxides by aluminium oxide while combustion. NOX emis-
sion is higher comparatively in uncoated engine. This is due
to high temperature that stimulates an early beginning of
combustion. This changes the peak temperature and pres-

sure to TDC proximity. Thus, increase in NO emission is
due to burning of fuel in premixed state [11]. Aluminium
oxide dosages of 35 ppm, 45 ppm, and 55 ppm provide a
21%, 26%, and 25.5% in NO emission, respectively, for
coated engines associated to standard diesel-operated
uncoated engine at 75% load.

4. Conclusion

Following conclusions are arrived through the experimental
study and investigation.

(i) Ceria- and yttrium-stabilized zirconia-coated
engine with different dosages of aluminium oxide
and diesel provides an increase of 2.7% BTE and
reduction of 3% BSFC at 75% load. Coated engines
show a finer performance characteristics with test
fuels at part load conditions

(ii) When 35 ppm, 45 ppm, and 55 ppm of aluminium
oxide are added to diesel, CO, HC, and Knox emis-
sions are reduced for both coated and uncoated
engines when running on regular diesel

(iii) Influence of parameters like size of nanoparticle, dos-
ing level, and preparation time has significant role in
the fuel performance with fuel added with aluminium
oxide nanoparticles as thermal barrier coating. For best
performances of engine and emission reductions, Con-
sistent effort has been put to get optimum combination
of parameters. In parallel, a further research is being
carried out on visualization techniques for analysing
the characteristics of combination of additive fuels
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Optimization is an essential action to select the effective input parameters for the responses obtained from machining. In this
work, the combination of six sigma techniques and grey relational optimization are used for the corresponding input
parameters, namely, spindle speed, feed rate, and drill diameter. The responses recorded are torque, thrust force, surface
roughness, temperature, and ovality. Smaller the better response is preferred for all the output responses. Taguchi design of
L27 array is preferred, and based on 27 combinations of input parameters, output responses are recorded. The thrust force and
torque values are obtained in the graphical form during drilling process by the vertical machining center. After the drilling
process the surface roughness of the hole is measured using profilometer. The probe in the profilometer is moved along the
surface of the hole and the corresponding surface roughness values are noted for twenty-seven holes. The roundness of the
hole is measured using a profile projector. The roundness of the hole is expanding due to the heat generated during the
machining process. The expanded diameter of the hole is measured along the vertical and horizontal axes using the projector.
Six sigma techniques are used to analyze the input parameters such as spindle speed, feed rate, and drill diameter. The
optimization technique is used to determine the optimized parameters.

1. Introduction

Composites have the high specific strength and so the auto-
mobile and airplanes move at high speed with better fuel
efficiency. Hybrid metal matrix composite is more advanta-
geous compared to metal matrix composites since it is hav-
ing the combined effect of improved mechanical
properties, high wear resistance, and less wear of the tool
while machining. Aluminium–Silicon-based metal matrix
composites have major applications in automobile brakes
and clutches. The orthogonal array, analysis of variance,
and signal-to-noise ratio analyzed the machining parame-
ters, and it also derived the optimal combination of input

parameters. It is also proved that the Taguchi method
derived the solution with minimum number of trials com-
pared to the full factorial design [1]. Giasin and Ayvar-
Soberanis measured the ovality error and burr height as
the output responses in the drilling process. It was proved
that the burr height at the exit is maximum than at the entry
of the work piece. The ovality error and burr height is
reduced at the minimum feed rate [2]. Fernandez-Perez
et al. analyzed the output responses such as hole quality
and tool wear. The influence of input parameters in drilling
the output responses tool wear and hole quality was ana-
lyzed. The analytical study revealed that the input parame-
ters, speed and feed, greatly influenced the output
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responses. The higher values of speed and feed resulted in
less tool wear [3].

1.1. Literature on Machining of Metal Matrix Composites.
Ekici et al. proved the reinforcement of solid lubricant
graphite as a third element to the aluminum and boron car-
bide composites reduced the thrust force value to 25% com-
pared to aluminum-boron carbide. The surface roughness
value is greatly influenced by the percentage of graphite
added with the aluminum-boron carbide composites [4].
The percentage of error between the predicted and validated
values is 4.5 for the aluminum alloy reinforced with alumi-
num nitride so the optimization prediction is liable. The
optimum condition for minimum surface roughness is
uncoated carbide drills 320m/min cutting speed, 0.4mm/
tooth feed rate, axial depth 0.4mm, and 10% of reinforce-
ment [5]. The optimal machining parameters while machin-
ing hybrid metal matrix composites LM 6/fly ash/silicon
carbide particle is 175m/min cutting speed, 0.25mm depth
of cut, and 0.1mm/rev feed [6]. A review was made on

machining hybrid metal matrix composites and concluded
that the addition of third reinforcement with SiCp reduced
the cutting force and improved the tool life and surface tex-
ture. In optimizing multiple responses, grey relational analy-
sis is termed by the preferable technique by the researcher
due to its simplicity [7]. Better hole quality and minimum
surface roughness are achieved at maximum grey relational
code value (GRC). The maximum value of GRC indicates
the optimum input parameters and the maximum spindle
speed; the minimum feed is termed as optimized values [8].

Priyadarshi and Sharma proved the reinforcement of
nanosized silicon carbide particle in an aluminum alloy
requires large cutting force (43N) than hybrid reinforce-
ment of nanosized silicon carbide particle and graphite
requires less force (38N). The optimization revealed that
the hybrid reinforcement is better than individual reinforce-
ment, and the confirmation test is within the acceptable limit
of 5% [9]. The cutting speed influenced the surface rough-
ness at the greater rate followed by feed and depth of cut.
The error obtained is less than 5% between the modeled
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(a) Main effect plot for means (b) Main effect plot for signal-to-noise ratio

(c) Interaction plot for means (d) Interaction plot for signal-to-noise ratio
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Figure 2: Analysis of torque using graphical output. R‐square = 64:56% (obtained from response surface methodology).

Table 1: Response table for means (torque).

Level Speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) Drill diameter (mm)

1 30.82 41.49 19.61

2 43.87 36.34 28.42

3 35.55 32.42 62.21

Delta 13.05 9.07 42.59

Rank 2 3 1

Table 2: ANOVA table for torque.

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Regression 9 10684.6 10684.6 1187.17 3.44 0.014

Linear 3 8635.3 837.8 279.25 0.81 0.506

Speed (rpm) 1 100.9 232.6 232.59 0.67 0.423

Feed (mm/min) 1 370.2 77.1 77.11 0.22 0.642

Drill diameter (mm) 1 8164.3 464.8 464.82 1.35 0.262

Square 3 1623.1 1623.1 541.05 1.7 0.234

Speed (rpm)∗speed (rpm) 1 684.4 684.4 684.4 1.98 0.177

Feed rate (mm/min)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 2.3 2.3 2.28 0.01 0.936

Drill diameter (mm)∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 936.4 936.4 936.4 2.71 0.118

Interaction 3 426.1 426.1 142.02 0.41 0.747

Speed (rpm)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 161.7 161.7 161.7 0.47 0.503

Speed (rpm) ∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 252.8 252.8 252.8 0.73 0.404

Drill diameter (mm) ∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 11.5 11.5 1.54 0.73 0.404

Residual error 17 5865.2 5862.2 345.01

Total 26 16549.7
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and experimental values [10]. Aluminum composites rein-
forced with silicon carbide particle with different mesh size
reinforcements such as 220 and 600 using the machining
process. The output response cutting force is greatly influ-
enced by the feed and the depth of cut whereas surface
roughness is influenced by feed and preheating temperature.
Minimum cutting force is obtained at 80°C and 100°C, and a
good surface finish is obtained at 60°C [11]. With the addi-
tion of the third element in metal matrix composites, it
increased the wear and friction resistance. The optimum
input parameters to obtain the minimum friction and wear
are 15N load and 3.25m/sec sliding speed [12]. The grey
relational code is maximum at 0.2mm the depth of cut,

0.4mm/rev feed, and 930 rpm speed. These optimal inputs
reduced the surface roughness and tool temperature and
maximize the material removal rate [13]. The material struc-
ture is the most significant factor for surface roughness, and
the feed rate is the dominant factor that influences the thrust
force in machining the aluminum alloy reinforced with alu-
mina. The surface texture is increased by the addition of
milled alumina with the aluminum alloy [14]. The optimized
input parameters for better surface finish are cutting speed
900 rpm, feed rate 0.25mm/rev, and depth of cut 0.5mm.
The feed has the major contribution of 82.6% followed by
the depth of 6.8% and then cutting speed 6.43% [15]. The
feed rate greatly influenced the thrust force and burr height
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Figure 3: Analysis of torque using graphical output. R‐square = 96:78% (obtained from response surface methodology).

Table 3: Response table for means (thrust force).

Level Speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) Drill diameter (mm)

1 340.7 210.6 209.0

2 217.8 259.2 265.2

3 245.4 334.2 329.8

Delta 122.8 123.6 120.8

Rank 2 1 3

Table 4: ANOVA table for thrust force.

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Regression 9 259359 259359 28817.6 56.86 0.001

Linear 3 175261 30792 10264.1 20.25 0.001

Speed (rpm) 1 40860 22955 22954.9 45.29 0.001

Feed (mm/min) 1 68734 5285 5284.9 10.43 0.005

Drill diameter (mm) 1 65667 8 7.8 0.02 0.903

Square 3 35084 35084 11694.7 23.08 0.001

Speed (rpm)∗speed (rpm) 1 33930 33930 33930.2 66.95 0.001

Feed rate (mm/min)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 1048 1048 1048.1 2.07 0.169

Drill diameter (mm)∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 106 106 105.8 0.21 0.653

Interaction 3 49014 49014 16337.9 32.24 0.001

Speed (rpm)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 41290 41290 41289.6 81.47 0.001

Speed (rpm) ∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 7420 7420 7420 14.64 0.001

Drill diameter (mm) ∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 304 304 304.0 0.60 0.449

Residual error 17 8616 8616 506.8

Total 26 267974
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Figure 4: Analysis of surface roughness using graphical output. R‐square = 92:41% (obtained from response surface methodology).
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in drilling hybrid metal matrix composites (Al/15%SiC/
4%graphite). The spindle speed is less influenced compared
to the feed rate. At the lowest spindle speed of 1000 rpm
and at a maximum feed rate of 1.5mm/rev, the thrust force
is 220N [16].

Chaudhary et al. optimized aluminum silicate composite
with spindle speed, feed rate, and drill diameter and output
responses such as cylindricity, circularity, and surface finish,
and various conclusions are made. The dimensional devia-
tion is reduced with minimum drill bit diameter (6mm).
Circularity deviation is avoided at a minimum cutting speed
(360 rpm) and minimum feed rate (0.095mm/rev). Good
surface finish is obtained by high cutting speed (680 rpm)
and low feed rate (0.095mm/rev). Cylindricity deviation is
avoided with low spindle speed (680 rpm) and high feed rate
(0.285mm/rev) [17]. Confirmation test in optimizing A 356
reinforced with silicon carbide and boron carbide during
machining operation revealed that the thrust force and sur-
face roughness has 95% of the confidence interval. The anal-
ysis of variance deals with the influence of depth of cut and
feed rate influence more with the cutting force and the sur-
face roughness [18]. The best performance is obtained using
uncoated carbide tool, the lower cutting speed of 119.2m/
min, and medium depth of cut 0.15mm, and the corre-
sponding grey relational grade value is 0.8084 [19]. The
increased surface roughness (0.988 microns) is observed at

high cutting speed (m/min) and high feed rate (mm/rev) at
the higher percentage of reinforcement (15%) [20]. The feed
greatly influenced the uncut fiber factor followed by drill
diameter and spindle speed. The uncut fiber factor is
reduced by increasing the drill diameter [21]. The addition
of graphite in the mixture of aluminum and silicon carbide
particle improved the machinability and increased the tribo-
logical properties. The confirmation test during optimiza-
tion showed improvement from 0.619 to 0.891 percentage
[22]. Ganesh and Chandrasekaran proved in their experi-
ment that the thrust force values increased to a maximum
of 200N at a higher feed rate and at low speed of 500 rpm.
When the speed rose to 1000 rpm, the thrust force decreased
[23, 24].

The literature reviewed above explain the fabrication of
composites and machining of the prepared specimen. It also
includes the influence of input parameters with the output
response using various analyzing tools. These research
results in the greater influenced by feed and drill diameter
on the output responses. In this paper, HMMCs (LM25/
treated SiCp with MWCNT) are subjected to drilling process
and the influence of input parameters are analyzed using
mathematical modeling technique.

1.2. Scope and Objective. To perform the drilling operation
on the specimen using the L27 orthogonal array. The drilling

Table 5: Response table for means (surface roughness).

Level Speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) Drill diameter (mm)

1 8.300 5.484 6.510

2 7.494 7.170 6.934

3 6.552 9.692 8.902

Delta 1.748 4.208 2.392

Rank 3 1 2

Table 6: ANOVA table for surface roughness.

Source (surface roughness) DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Regression 9 127.308 127.308 14.1453 22.98 0.001

Linear 3 119.173 2.020 0.6733 1.09 0.379

Speed (rpm) 1 13.746 0.044 0.0438 0.07 0.793

Feed (mm/min) 1 79.674 0.732 0.7324 1.19 0.291

Drill diameter (mm) 1 25.752 1.044 1.0443 1.70 0.210

Square 3 4.651 4.651 1.5503 2.52 0.093

Speed (rpm)∗speed (rpm) 1 0.028 0.028 0.0280 0.05 0.834

Feed rate (mm/min)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 1.050 1.050 1.0500 1.71 0.210

Drill diameter (mm)∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 3.573 3.573 3.5728 5.81 0.028

Interaction 3 3.484 3.484 1.1615 1.89 0.170

Speed (rpm)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 3.435 3.435 3.4347 5.58 0.030

Speed (rpm) ∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 0.022 0.022 0.217 0.04 0.853

Drill diameter (mm) ∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 0.028 0.028 0.05 0.834

Residual error 17 10.463 10.463

Total 26 137.771
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(a) Main effect plot for means (b) Main effect plot for signal-to-noise ratio

(c) Interaction plot for means (d) Interaction plot for signal-to-noise ratio
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operation is done by considering the spindle speed, feed rate,
and drill diameter as input parameter, and the output
responses observed are thrust force, surface roughness, and
ovality, to conduct wear test using the pin on disc device
with inputs load, velocity, and percentage of reinforcement,
to analyze the outputs responses using the statistical tool,
and to optimize the input parameters using grey relational
grade (GRG).

1.3. Methodology. The drilling process performed in the
product with improved mechanical properties. The input
parameters in drilling process are spindle speed, feed rate,
and drill diameters of three different ranges, and the output
responses recorded during machining process are torque,
thrust force, surface roughness, ovality, and temperature.
The effect of input parameters on the output responses is
analyzed using response surface methodology and six sigma
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Figure 5: Analysis of ovality using graphical output. R‐square = 89:95% (obtained from response surface methodology).

Table 7: Response table for means (ovality).

Level Speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) Drill diameter (mm)

1 0.003611 0.004778 0.002278

2 0.003444 0.001778 0.003444

3 0.003222 0.003722 0.004556

Delta 0.000389 0.003000 0.002278

Rank 3 1 2

Table 8: ANOVA table for ovality.

Source (ovality) DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Regression 9 0.000120 0.000120 0.000013 16.91 0.001

Linear 3 0.000029 0.000068 0.000023 28.6 0.001

Speed (rpm) 1 0.000001 0.000006 0.000006 7.59 0.014

Feed (mm/min) 1 0.000005 0.000062 0.000062 78.88 0.001

Drill diameter (mm) 1 0.000023 0.000 0.000 0.59 0.453

Square 3 0.000037 0.000037 0.000012 15.51 0.001

Speed (rpm)∗speed (rpm) 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.01 0.940

Feed rate (mm/min)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 0.000037 0.000037 0.000037 46.52 0.001

Drill diameter (mm)∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.01 0.940

Interaction 3 0.000054 0.000054 0.000018 22.93 0.001

Speed (rpm)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 0.000054 0.000054 0.000054 68.74 0.001

Speed (rpm) ∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.03 0.873

Drill diameter (mm) ∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.03 0.873

Residual error 17 0.000013 0.000013 0.000001

Total 26 0.000133
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(a) Main effect plot for means (b) Main effect plot for signal-to-noise ratio

(c) Interaction plot for means (d) Interaction plot for signal-to-noise ratio
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Figure 6: Continued.
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techniques. The results are analyzed using analysis of vari-
ance. The input parameters are optimized. The optimized
values of output responses are obtained using grey relational
analysis (GRA). The wear test conducted on the fabricated
product with input parameters load, sliding speed, and per-
centage of reinforcement. The wear rate of the tool observed
before and after drilling to study the wear rate of the tool

after machining the hybrid metal matrix composite, and it
is compared with the wear rate of the tool after machining
the metal matrix composites. Figure 1 explains the experi-
mental set up from machining of hybrid metal matrix com-
posites and measurement of output responses such as
torque, thrust forces, ovality, surface roughness, and temper-
ature, the analysis of output responses using six sigma
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Figure 6: Analysis of temperature using graphical output. R − square = 71:86%.

Table 9

(a) Response table for means (temperature)

Level Speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) Drill diameter (mm)

1 41.56 28.67 29.78

2 30.22 33.78 36.33

3 34.67 44 40.33

Delta 11.33 15.33 10.56

Rank 2 1 3

(b) ANOVA table for temperature

Source (temp) DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Regression 9 2810.08 2810.08 312.231 4.82 0.003

Linear 3 1772.94 169.74 56.580 0.87 0.474

Speed (rpm) 1 213.56 123.58 123.578 1.91 0.185

Feed (mm/min) 1 1058.00 15.72 15.719 0.24 0.629

Drill diameter (mm) 1 501.39 14.72 14.725 0.23 0.640

Square 3 422.39 422.39 140.796 2.17 0.128

Speed (rpm)∗speed (rpm) 1 373.40 373.41 373.407 5.77 0.028

Feed rate (mm/min)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 39.19 39.19 39.185 0.61 0.447

Drill diameter (mm)∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 9.80 9.80 9.796 0.15 0.702

Interaction 3 614.75 614.75 204.917 3.17 0.051

Speed (rpm)∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 574.08 574.08 574.083 8.87 0.008

Speed (rpm) ∗ drill diameter (mm) 1 0.33 0.33 0.333 0.01 0.944

Drill diameter (mm) ∗ feed rate (mm/min) 1 40.33 40.33 40.333 0.62 0.441

Residual error 17 1100.66 1100.66 64.745

Total 26 3910.74
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techniques, and optimization of input parameters using grey
relational analysis.

2. Analyze the Output Response Using Six
Sigma Techniques and Response
Surface Methodology

2.1. Analysis of Torque. Torque is measured using dyna-
mometer connected to the vertical machining center. Torque
is measured using a graphical form. The measured torque is
analyzed using six sigma technique. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show the main effect plot for means and signal-to-noise
ratio.

In mean plot, the input parameter speed increased to a
maximum value, and then, it reduced and in signal-to-
noise ratio, the minimum speed is obtained at 1230 rpm,
and then, it increased. The feed rate is maximum at
25mm/min for mean plot whereas for signal-to-noise ratio,
the feed rate is minimum at 25mm/min. In mean plot, the
drill diameter is maximum at 12mm drill diameter, and in
signal-to-noise plot, the minimum value is obtained at
12mm drill diameter. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) explain the

interaction plot of means and signal-to-noise ratio in which
each parameter is plotted in two different ways for better
understanding. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the normal prob-
ability plot. Residuals are closer to diagonal line which rep-
resents ideal normal distribution, and the data is normally
distributed. Figure 2(g) represents the histogram of torque
with respect to frequency. The data values are in same inter-
val size; at 10Nm, the frequency level is 4; for 20Nm, the
graph shows the highest frequency of 7. The addition of all
frequency values gives the normal frequency value of 27.
Figure 2(h) shows empirical cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF). CDF is the integral of probability distribution
function. Figures 2(f), 2(i), and 2(j) explained the variation
of output response torque with respect to speed, feed, and
drill diameter. The R-square value in the table represent
the percentage of data closer to the regression line.

The response of torque is listed in Table 1. This table dis-
plays the three levels of input parameters, and it influenced
output response. Torque values are influenced by drill diam-
eter with rank 1, and it is followed by speed with rank 2 and
finally feed rate with rank 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is the group of statistical models, and it is used to analyze the
difference between the groups and among the groups. Mean

Table 10: Output responses of machining operation.

Ex
no.

Speed
(rpm)

Feed (mm/
min)

Drill Dia
(mm)

Torque (N-
m)

Thrust force
(N)

Surface roughness
(μm)

Ovality
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

1 600 25 4 26.7 194 4.67 0.006 26

2 600 25 8 29.6 199 5.06 0.007 27

3 600 25 12 57.45 260 8.27 0.009 30

4 600 50 4 13.1 305 6.8 0.001 26

5 600 50 8 17.5 315.2 7 0.002 32

6 600 50 12 23.6 410 8 0.003 40

7 600 75 4 15.5 437 11 0.0005 49

8 600 75 8 26.5 458 10.86 0.002 72

9 600 75 12 67.43 488 13.04 0.002 72

10 1230 25 4 32 100.1 4.8 0.003 27

11 1230 25 8 43.26 170.3 5.4 0.004 30

12 1230 25 12 96.8 230 7.08 0.005 32

13 1230 50 4 32 149.5 6.74 0.002 28

14 1230 50 8 39.23 184.1 7.8 0.002 31

15 1230 50 12 96.5 270 7.86 0.003 34

16 1230 75 4 12.75 245.6 7.56 0.002 28

17 1230 75 8 16.91 271 8.71 0.004 30

18 1230 75 12 25.36 340 11.5 0.006 32

19 1860 25 4 16.88 131 3.65 0.001 25

20 1860 25 8 22.6 300.9 4.06 0.003 26

21 1860 25 12 48.1 310 6.37 0.005 35

22 1860 50 4 13 147.7 5.87 0.001 30

23 1860 50 8 36.06 231 6 0.001 38

24 1860 50 12 56.04 320 8.46 0.001 45

25 1860 75 4 14.6 170.9 7.5 0.004 29

26 1860 75 8 24.11 257.1 7.52 0.006 41

27 1860 75 12 88.6 340 9.54 0.007 43
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square value in ANOVA is obtained by dividing sum of
squares (SS) by degrees of freedom (DF). The F value is
the ratio between the variance of group means and mean
of within group variances. The P value is used to determine
the smallest level of significance by avoiding the null hypoth-
esis (Table 2).

2.2. Analysis of Thrust Force. Thrust force on a surface is
normal and perpendicular to the normal reaction on the sur-
face. Thrust force is measured using dynamometer in a ver-
tical machining center in a graphical form. It is revealed that
the thrust force is minimum at the entry and exit of tool, and
it is maximum during the drilling process [25]. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show the mean and signal-to-noise ratio, and they
are opposite to each other. Main effect plot for means shows
the peak point at 600 rpm, 75mm/min of feed rate, and at
12mm drill diameter and the corresponding speed, feed rate,
and drill diameter are least in signal-to-noise ratio.
Figures 3(c) and 3(d) explained the interaction plot for both
means and signal-to-noise ratio, and it explained that each
factor is plotted in two different ways. Figure 3(e) shows
the histogram plot of thrust force in equal intervals with

respect to frequency. Figure 3(f) shows the empirical CDF
of thrust force in terms of percentage. Figures 3(e)–3(g)
explain the 3D surface plot of thrust force with respect to
the combination of two input parameters. Thrust force
increased to the largest with feed compared to the speed.
Similarly, thrust force increased to the largest with drill
diameter compared to speed. The percentage of thrust force
closer to the regression line is about 96.78%. Tables 3 and 4
describe response table and ANOVA table for thrust force.

2.3. Analysis of Surface Roughness. Surface roughness of the
drilled hole is measured using a profilometer by moving
the probe of the profilometer along the drilled surface, and
the corresponding values are obtained in the graphical form.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent main effect plot for means
and signal-to-noise ratio, and the minimum surface rough-
ness is obtained at 1860 rpm, 25mm/min of feed rate, and
4mm drill diameter for means, and the values are entirely
conflicted with the signal-to-noise ratio. Figures 4(c) and
4(d) represent the interaction plot for means and signal-to-
noise ratio, and it displayed the two different models in
which each parameter is plotted. Figure 4(e) shows the

Table 11: S/N ratio and normalization values of output responses.

S/N ratio Normalization
Torque
(N-m)

Thrust force
(N)

Surface roughness
(μm)

Ovality
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Torque
(N-m)

Thrust force
(N)

Surface roughness
(μm)

Ovality
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

-14.22 -31.44 0.927 58.7 -13.98 0.3651 0.8510 0.1938 0.2138 0.0000

-15.11 -31.66 0.23 57.41 -14.31 0.4157 0.8551 0.2568 0.2265 0.0359

-20.87 -33.98 -4.04 55.23 -18.75 0.7428 0.8982 0.6429 0.2481 0.5196

-8.03 -36.46 -2.34 74.31 -13.98 0.0136 0.9444 0.4892 0.0595 0.0000

-10.55 -35.65 -2.59 68.29 -15.79 0.1567 0.9293 0.5118 0.1190 0.1972

-13.14 -37.94 -3.75 64.77 -17.73 0.3038 0.9719 0.6166 0.1538 0.4085

-9.46 -38.49 -6.5 80.33 -19.49 0.0948 0.9821 0.8653 0.0000 0.6002

-14.15 -38.9 -6.4 -20.8414 -22.83 0.3612 0.9898 0.8562 1.0000 0.9641

-22.26 -39.45 -7.99 -20.3908 -22.83 0.8217 1.0000 1.0000 0.9956 0.9641

-15.7 -25.69 0.69 64.77 -14.31 0.4492 0.7440 0.2152 0.1538 0.0359

-18.4 -10.45 0.33 62.27 -15.23 0.6025 0.4605 0.2477 0.1785 0.1362

-25.4 -32.92 -2.69 60.33 -15.79 1.0000 0.8785 0.5208 0.1977 0.1972

-15.78 -29.18 -2.26 68.29 -14.63 0.4537 0.8089 0.4819 0.1190 0.0708

-17.56 -30.98 -3.53 68.29 -15.51 0.5548 0.8424 0.5967 0.1190 0.1667

-25.37 14.3 -3.59 64.77 -16.31 0.9983 0.0000 0.6022 0.1538 0.2538

-7.79 -33.49 -3.26 68.29 -14.63 0.0000 0.8891 0.5723 0.1190 0.0708

-10.24 -34.35 -4.49 62.27 -15.23 0.1391 0.9051 0.6835 0.1785 0.1362

-13.77 -36.32 -6.9 58.75 -15.79 0.3396 0.9418 0.9014 0.2133 0.1972

-10.233 -28 3.07 74.31 -13.65 0.1387 0.7870 0.0000 0.0595 -0.0359

-12.77 -35.25 2.14 64.77 -13.98 0.2828 0.9219 0.0841 0.1538 0.0000

-19.33 -35.51 -1.77 60.33 -16.56 0.6553 0.9267 0.4376 0.1977 0.2810

-7.96 -29.07 -1.06 74.31 -15.23 0.0097 0.8069 0.3734 0.0595 0.1362

-16.83 -32.96 -1.25 74.31 -17.28 0.5133 0.8793 0.3906 0.0595 0.3595

-20.71 -35.79 -4.23 74.31 -18.75 0.7337 0.9319 0.6600 0.0595 0.5196

-8.97 -30.34 -3.18 42.27 -14.93 0.0670 0.8305 0.5651 0.3762 0.1035

-13.33 -33.89 -3.21 58.75 -17.94 0.3146 0.8966 0.5678 0.2133 0.4314

-24.64 -36.32 -5.28 57.41 -18.35 0.9568 0.9418 0.7550 0.2265 0.4760
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histogram of surface plot, and it is used to derive normal
residual plot as well as probability plot. Figure 4(f) displays
the empirical cumulative distribution, and it represents the
integral of probability distribution function. Figure 4(g) rep-
resents 3D surface plot in which surface roughness increased
with the increased combination of feed and drill diameter.
Figure 4(h) proved the closeness of predicted value with

the actual values. 92.4% of surface roughness values are
accumulated closer to regression line, and it is represented
as the R-square value. Response table of surface roughness
indicates the influence of each input parameters on the out-
put response surface roughness. The three levels of input
parameters are listed in Table 5. Feed rate is influenced more
on surface roughness with rank 1, and then drill diameter

Table 12: Grey relational coefficient and grey relational code values of output responses.

Grey relational coefficient (GRC)
GRG

Torque (N-m) Thrust force (N) Surface roughness (μm) Ovality (mm) Temp (°C)

0.4406 0.7704 0.3828 0.3887 0.3333 0.4632

0.4611 0.7753 0.4022 0.3926 0.3415 0.4745

0.6603 0.8309 0.5833 0.3994 0.5100 0.5968

0.3364 0.8999 0.4946 0.3471 0.3333 0.4823

0.3722 0.8761 0.5059 0.3621 0.3838 0.5000

0.4180 0.9468 0.5660 0.3714 0.4581 0.5521

0.3558 0.9655 0.7877 0.3333 0.5557 0.5996

0.4390 0.9799 0.7767 1.0000 0.9329 0.8257

0.7371 1.0000 1.0000 0.9912 0.9329 0.9323

0.4758 0.6614 0.3892 0.3714 0.3415 0.4479

0.5571 0.4810 0.3993 0.3784 0.3666 0.4365

1.0000 0.8045 0.5106 0.3839 0.3838 0.6166

0.4779 0.7235 0.4911 0.3621 0.3498 0.4809

0.5290 0.7604 0.5536 0.3621 0.3750 0.5160

0.9966 0.3333 0.5569 0.3714 0.4012 0.5319

0.3333 0.8185 0.5390 0.3621 0.3498 0.4805

0.3674 0.8405 0.6124 0.3784 0.3666 0.5131

0.4309 0.8957 0.8353 0.3886 0.3838 0.5869

0.3673 0.7012 0.3333 0.3471 0.3255 0.4149

0.4108 0.8648 0.3531 0.3714 0.3333 0.4667

0.5919 0.8721 0.4706 0.3839 0.4102 0.5458

0.3355 0.7214 0.4438 0.3471 0.3666 0.4429

0.5068 0.8055 0.4507 0.3471 0.4384 0.5097

0.6525 0.8801 0.5953 0.3471 0.5100 0.5970

0.3489 0.7468 0.5348 0.4449 0.3580 0.4867

0.4218 0.8286 0.5364 0.3886 0.4679 0.5286

0.9205 0.8957 0.6711 0.3926 0.4883 0.6737

(a) Main effect plot for means (GRG) (b) Residuals plots for GRG

Figure 7: Detail plot of GRG.
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placed the next rank followed by spindle speed. ANOVA
table for surface roughness is shown in Table 6. It explained
the sum of square and mean square of linear form of input
parameters, square values of input parameters, and interac-
tion values of input parameters and their corresponding P
and F values.

2.4. Analysis of Ovality. Ovality is the dimensional change
along its diameter, horizontally and vertically. Ovality is
measured by the profile projector. The drilled hole is pro-
jected on the screen with cross wires; then, the readings are
noted using micrometers in the projector. Ovality occurred
due to the heat generated during drilling operation.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the main effects plot for means
and signal-to-noise ratio, and it describes variation of input
parameters speed, feed rate, and drill diameter. Figures 5(c)
and 5(d) display the interaction plot for means and signal-
to-noise ratio. Figure 5(e) elaborates the histogram plot of
ovality in terms of frequency in equal intervals; this histo-
gram graph is related to normal probability distribution plot.
Figure 5(f) represents empirical CDF of ovality in percent-
age. Figures 5(g)–5(i) describe the 3D surface plot of ovality
in the combination of speed, feed rate, and drill diameter.

This graph explains there is a drastic increase in ovality with
the increasing range of feed rate and drill diameter.
Figure 5(j) shows the graph plotted between the actual value
and predicted value, and the actual values are accumulated
along the regression line. 89.95% of data gradually gathered
along the regression line and it is denoted as R square.

Table 7 shows the response table for means (ovality)
listed the three different levels of input parameters. The
influence of feed rate on ovality is more since it is assigned
to rank 1 followed by drill diameter which holds the second
rank and with lower influence on ovality is spindle speed
and it is assigned with the rank 3. ANOVA (Table 8) shows
the analysis of variance such as speed, feed rate, and the drill
diameter.

2.5. Analysis of Temperature. The temperature for each hole
is determined by pointing the infrared temperature indicator
in a position while the tool performs the drilling operation,
and it indicates the specific temperature. Figures 6(a) and
6(b) represent the main effects plot for means as well as
signal-to-noise ratio. In means plot, the maximum value is
obtained at 600 rpm and minimum value is obtained at
1230 rpm, and it reverses in the signal-to-noise ratio.
Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the interaction plot for means
and signal-to-noise ratio, and it explains the input parame-
ters are plotted in two different ways. Figures 6(e)–6(g) are
related to each other; the normalization plot is obtained
from histogram of temperature in terms of frequency. The
empirical CDF is obtained from the integral of probability
distribution function. This normal residual plot shows the
closest distribution of temperature data towards the regres-
sion line. Figures 6(h)–6(j) explain that, as the diameter
increase the temperature increased, similarly when the feed
rate increases the temperature increased and the value of
temperature decreased as the speed increased. R-square
value represent the accumulation of temperature data along

Table 14: ANOVA table for GRG.

Source DF SEQ SS ADJ SS ADJ MS F P

Regression 9 0.266755 0.266755 0.029639 6.19 0.001

Linear 3 0.206308 0.206308 0.029639 6.19 0.001

Spindle speed 1 0.032132 0.032132 0.032132 6.71 0.019

Feed rate 1 0.075312 0.075312 0.075312 15.73 0.001

Drill diameter 1 0.098864 0.098864 0.098864 20.65 0.001

Residual error 17 0.081385 0.081385 0.004787

Total 26 0.34814

Table 15: Confirmation test to optimize the input parameters.

Drilling parameters
Initial design

Optimal parameters
Prediction Experiment

A1B3C3 A3B2C1 A3B2C1

Torque 67.43 13

Thrust force 488 147.7

Surface roughness 13.04 5.87

Ovality 0.002 0.001

Temperature 72 30

Grey relational grade 0.9323 0.5445 0.4429

Table 13: Response table for grey relational grade (GRG).

Level Spindle speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) Drill diameter (mm)

1 0.6029 0.4959 0.4776

2 0.5122 0.5125 0.5301

3 0.5184 0.6252 0.6259

Delta 0.0907 0.1294 0.1482

Rank 3 2 1
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the regression line of about 71.86%. Response table for tem-
perature represents that the influence of feed rate is more on
temperature which is assigned to be rank 1; then, the per-
centage of influence of speed on temperature plays the sec-
ond role and then the spindle speed (Table 9 (a)).
Table 9(b) displays the analysis of variance table for temper-
ature which listed the sum of squares; mean squares; F value
and P value for linear form of input parameters of input
parameters speed, feed rate, and drill diameter; square form
of speed, feed rate, and drill diameters; and the interaction
between the input parameters.

3. Optimize the Input Parameters Using Grey
Relational Analysis (GRA) Techniques

GRA is one of the measurements in a grey system which
briefs the correlation between the main factor and all
other factors. It is an effective tool for multiresponse opti-
mization. GRA used to evaluate and describe the relation
of two or more things to the others when their direction
of development is either varied or similar. Optimization
is an essential action to select the effective input parame-
ters for the responses obtained from machining. In this
work, grey relational optimization is used. In this case,
the output responses are listed in Table 10. For the corre-
sponding input parameters, namely, spindle speed, feed
rate, and drill diameter, the responses recorded are torque,
thrust force, surface roughness, ovality and temperature,
and smaller the better response is preferred for all the out-
put responses.

3.1. Calculation of Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Normalization.
The data obtained from the experiments are converted into
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, and normalization values by
the formula are listed in Table 11. The value obtained is neg-
ative since smaller the better concept is chosen, and the anal-
ysis is done to reduce the output response. Normalized the
output responses as Zij using the formula: Zij =max ðyijÞ −
yij/max ðyijÞ −min ðyijÞ, where i is the number of experi-
ments and j is the number of responses.

3.2. Calculation of Grey Relational Code. Grey relational
coefficient (GRC) for the responses are calculated using the
formula Gij = ðΔ min + εΔ maxÞ/ðΔij + εΔ maxÞ, where Δ

min is the minimum value, Δ max is the maximum value,
and ε ranges from 0 to 1; then, the corresponding data are
listed in Table 12. Grey relation grade (GRG) is calculated
using the formula GRG = ð1/MÞ. ∑Gij and M is the number
of responses The optimized input parameters are obtained
from the response table for GRC. The highest value is
termed as rank 1, and its corresponding parameters are opti-
mized inputs. Spindle speed of 600 rpm in level 1, 75mm/
min of feed rate in level 3, and 12mm of diameter in level
3 are the optimized input values. Figure 7(a) shows the main
effect plot of grey relational grade (GRG). The maximum
value of speed is obtained at 600 rpm, 75mm/min, and
12mm of drill diameter. A1B3C3 is the initial design where
A represents spindle speed, B feed rate, and C drill diameter.

Figure 7(b) displays the normal probability plot, fits, and
histogram; all the four graphs are related to each other. In
normal plot, the accumulation of data towards the regres-
sion lines indicate the less deviation, and this normal proba-
bility plot is derived from the histogram of residuals or GRG
in terms of frequency. Response table for grey relational
grade is displayed in Table 13. The input process parameters
is listed in three levels in which the optimized value is cho-
sen to be maximum. According to the spindle speed, level
3 is maximum compared to level 2 and 1. Feed rate and drill
diameter level 3 are the maximum value compared to the
other levels, so the predicted value is termed as A3B2C1,
which is the predicted design, where A represents spindle
speed, B represents feed rate, and C represents drill diame-
ter. Table 14 is the analysis of variance which listed sequen-
tial sum of squares, mean sum of squares, F value, and P
value. The optimal condition is set, and the selected experi-
ments are carried out. The confirmation test is the final step
to analyze the result obtained from the experiment. The
average results obtained from the experiment is compared
with the predicted average values. The optimal condition is
set, and the selected experiments are carried out. The confir-
mation test is displayed in Table 15, and it shows the per-
centage is approximately equal.

4. Conclusion

Response surface methodology is used to generate the R
-square value of the output responses which reveals the per-
centage of data accumulated along the regression line. Six
sigma techniques are used to analyze the output responses
using nominal probability plot, histogram plot, and main
effect plot for means and noise-to-signal ratio while drilling
hybrid metal matrix composites. The input parameter of
feed rate and drill diameter greatly influenced the thrust
force than the spindle speed.

4.1. The Data Are Analyzed Using Six Sigma and Response
Surface Methodology

(a) Drill diameter and speed values greatly influenced
the torque compared to spindle speed during drilling
process

(b) Among the input parameters, the feed rate value is
greatly influenced the thrust force and the corre-
sponding R-square value is 96.78%

(c) The surface roughness is raising along with the feed
rate, and it declines as the spindle speed increased
and the corresponding R-square value is 92.4%

(d) In the output response, ovality is obtained using the
optical projector and analyzed and the response is
highly affected by feed rate and drill diameter. As
the feed rate increases, the ovality increased and it
decreased as the spindle speed increased and the
accumulation of date along the regression line is
89.95%.
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(e) The output response, temperature, is mainly depen-
dent on federate and spindle speed compared to drill
diameter, and the R-square value is 71.86%.

4.2. The Optimized Input Parameters Are Obtained Using
Grey Relational Analysis. The optimized input parameters
are obtained using grey coefficient grade. The level of opti-
mized input parameters is A1B3C3. The corresponding opti-
mized values of input parameters are spindle speed of
600 rpm (A1), feed rate value of 75mm/min (B3), and drill
diameter of 12mm (C3), and the confirmation test reveals
that the predicted and experimental values are approxi-
mately equal, and hence, the design is significant.
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Spectrum sensing allows cognitive radio systems to detect relevant signals even in the presence of interference for reliable
communication. Most of the existing spectrum sensing techniques use a particular signal-to-noise ratio model with
assumptions and provide certain detection performance. Dynamic spectrum management techniques enabled the efficient
allocation of channels to increasing number of users. In cognitive radio system, the dynamic spectrum management is efficient
for sensing the channel occupancy and mobilizing the secondary user towards the unused primary user channel. For spectrum
sensing, wavelet-based spectrum sensing method is analyzed and effectively made spectrum decision. The performance analysis
is made for various SNR values with enhanced false alarm and throughput in spectrum management cognitive radio system in
2.2 GHZ band communication.

1. Introduction

The wireless communication technology has rapid advance-
ment in 5G and increases high scarce in spectrum resources
[1]. The overall spectrum usage is calculated with a variation
of 7-34%, which clearly explains that the spectrum is utilized
very minimum of availability [2]. The reusing of temporarily
unoccupied spectrum holes provided that the licensed user is
not affected with any interference [3]. Every band of spec-
trum has different characteristics for a number of users
and frequency range. The unused spectrum is detected by
the spectrum sensing method by which the secondary user
has the ability to select based on availability and data secu-
rity as required. The parameters such as path loss, interfer-
ence, wireless link, and delays are all determined. Efficient
spectrum utilization is a significant challenge in managing
a multifaceted communication system. With multiple users

with conflicting objectives sharing a common spectrum,
some of whom may be hostile, prudent resource allocation
is critical for effective frequency utilization [4]. The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) recently approved
the use of an unlicensed device in the licensed band to
address spectrum scarcity and inefficiency [5], which has
sparked a lot of interest in this field of study. Cognitive
radio, a software-defined radio (SDR) that can be reconfi-
gured and reprogrammed, is one of the key enabling tech-
nologies to achieve this goal. The use of software
processing to implement the radio system’s operations is
referred to as software-defined [6].

As part of the cognitive radio network (CRN), users
must not only identify opportunities in the primary network
but also ensure that those opportunities do not adversely
affect the licensed network’s users. It is necessary to have
additional spectrum handover or mobility functionality in
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this case because the primary user appears on the channel
currently being used by the CRN user. Spectrum handover
has been accomplished using a wide variety of methods,
including bioinspired [7], Markov [8], and supervised
machine learning [9] techniques. CR is one of the most
effective techniques for ensuring fair and flexible frequency
allocation in various wireless communication technologies
[10, 11]. There has been an increase in the use of wireless
communication learning techniques [12, 13]. Due to the
rapid advancements in technology, SS must be continuously
improved. Several issues arise in this context, such as the
need for large amounts of frequency resources, spatial avail-
ability sensing, spectrum intelligence sensing, and energy-
efficient protocol design. There is improved spectrum effi-
ciency in wavelet-based spectrum sensing where the SUs
use the spectrum without interfering with the PUs.
Molina-Tenorio et al. [14] tried to come up with a new
way to sense the multiband spectrum. This method is used
in cognitive radios. Multiresolution analysis (wavelets),
machine learning, and the Higuchi fractal dimension are
the foundations of this method. Using this method, it is
planned to connect several inexpensive software-defined
radios so that they can sense a wide band of the radio electric
spectrum. This work showed that the impulse noise elimina-
tion module did a good job of getting rid of high-frequency
noise and sudden changes in the signal. The MBSS tech-
nique that was put into place worked well, with the same
results as the simulations (0.98 of PS and two (mean) wrong
samples when trying to find the PU transmission). Still, this
device’s performance could be better if it had a higher-gain
antenna and if the SDR deployment was done in parallel,
which would cut down on execution time and make better
use of computing resources. The effective implementation
of CR on GNU radio using an energy-based spectrum sens-
ing method for real-time video transmission as a primary
user was performed by Patil et al. [15]. The proposed system
can indicate the frequency band occupancy by setting the
detection output, according to the evaluation results. With
the start of video transmission, the detection output changes
to one. The goal of this project is to develop a spectrum sens-
ing method that is best suited for detecting white spaces in
video transmission as a primary user on the SDR platform
[15]. The SDR is a wireless communications emerging tech-
nology that can be used with USRP and the GNU radio plat-
form to implement cognitive radio detection. The results
obtained in real time are proof-of-concept for the test bed
that was constructed. Furthermore, the disparity in perfor-
mance between the energy sensor simulations and test bed
results highlights the hardware limitations [16]. Brodersen
et al. [17] studied novel filter bank-based cooperative spec-
trum sensing. The study demonstrates that AFB-based CSS
with FBMC waveform can significantly enhance perfor-
mance. The second case study examines a novel CSS based
on a maximum–minimum energy detector (Max–Min ED).
It is anticipated that the proposed method will effectively
address the issue of noise uncertainty (NU) with signifi-
cantly less implementation complexity than existing
methods. The developed algorithm with reduced complexity,
improved detection performance, and improved reliability is

presented as an attractive solution to counteract the practical
effects of a wireless channel with low SNR. Probability
expressions in closed form are derived for the threshold,
false alarm, and detection probabilities when frequency
selective scenarios are considered under NU. The validity
of the novel expressions is demonstrated by comparing them
to respective simulation results.

2. Cognitive Radio

Spectrum management consists of allocating the specific fre-
quency band to a specific secondary user shown in Figure 1.
This allocation of spectrum depends on primary user activity
and spectrum availability. If primary user behavior cannot
be predicted for a certain band over a particular time period,
then the cognitive radio system switches the secondary user
to another band where the primary user behavior is fixed
partially. The most suitable frequency band selection is the
main criteria in spectrum management. Spectrum sharing
needs other users coordination in the spectrum range except
for malicious user if present in the system. It represents that
the spectrum is an unoccupied band and is trying to collect
the secondary user data. Spectrum mobility and its effective
handover provides the uninterrupted communication for
dynamic spectrum access. The spectrum holes are the
unused spaces of the spectrum. If primary user becomes
active, then the spectrum mobility is interrupted with the
communication. The spectrum holes are the unused or
underutilized spaces present in the spectrum. This system
provides high data rate, long range, coverage, and less inter-
ference and operated in licensed and unlicensed band.

3. Spectrum Sensing Detection Method

Spectrum sensing is one of the most required detection pro-
cesses implemented in cognitive radio systems. Cognitive
radio systems allow the secondary users to learn the radio
environment for detecting the primary user signal’s presence
by applying several methods and take decision for further
transmission in the specified band. Figure 2 represents the
spectrum sensing model.

The seamless spectrum sensing for a wide spectrum
band provides the flexibility with respect to configurations
as in [19] executing the parallel processing based on process-
ing time. After detection of the available spectrum holes, the
transmission terms of cognitive radio system are spectrum
holes and power levels. To provide the dynamic spectrum
management, the secondary users of the empty bands are
required to align with primary users and interference tem-
perature at the receiver should not exceed the limit [20].
The radio spectrum is periodically monitored by cognitive
radio system and detected the presence of spectrum holes.
When primary users (PUs) are active, then the secondary
users in the same frequency band are not active. When the
communication among SUs is active, then primary users
want to transmit in the same frequency band. Hence, the
secondary user is required to leave the band for specified
time period in order to avoid interference. The transmitter
power control needs to be adaptive as in [21].
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4. Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)

In comparison to current technologies that use radar to
detect movement, programmable USRP radios are lighter
and less expensive, and they can be programmed to send a
signal through a wall and receive the reflection as it bounces
off an object on the other side. Furthermore, USRP devices
have the advantage of being programmable and operating
in the license-free Industry, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
bands of 2.4–2.5GHz and 4.9–5.85GHz [22]. I/Q data is
modulated and successfully handled by the USRP transmit
and receive functions. The transmitter and receiver is config-
ured to transmit and receive the I/Q data. Transmit func-
tions include open, configure, write, and close the session.

Receive functions include open, configure, initiate, fetch
the data, and close the session. Figure 3 shows the transmit
and receive functions. The transmitter and receivers specifi-
cations of USRP are given in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively.

5. Proposed Wavelet-Based Spectrum
Sensing Approach

The wavelet-based detection technique differs from other
techniques in that it works in both the frequency and time
domains, whereas other techniques only work in the fre-
quency domain [23]. Because of its time-frequency charac-
teristics, a wavelet is unique in that it can localize a signal
in terms of frequency and time using its scaling and wavelet
functions. For spectrum sensing, wavelets are implemented
using filter banks with highly desirable properties [24]. The
frequency bands of interest are commonly decomposed into
a sequence of consecutive frequency subbands by applying
wavelet-based spectrum sensing method. Wavelet-based
detection method provides advantage in spectrum detection
with simplicity and methods in terms of both simplicity and
flexibility. This approach can be used to identify the spec-
trum holes in the radio resources for dynamic spectrum
access. Consider the spectrum as the sequence of frequency
subbands. Every subband has smooth power characteristics
within the subband range but varies abruptly on the edge
of the successive subband. With the use of the wavelet
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detection technique, the spectrum spaces may be observed in
a given time instant by finding the obtained result. The
energy of the reception signal is calculated to detect the pres-
ence of the primary user. From the detected spectrum, the
primary user is present when a calculated energy level is
greater than the threshold energy level. It also compares
the output of the energy detector with a threshold that
depends on the noise level and the signal is detected. Energy
detection technique does not require prior knowledge of the
primary user. But the details are required by matched filter,
so it has relatively less complexity than other spectrum
detection techniques [25]. y(n) is equal to the sampled signal
to be analyzed and x(n) is equal to the input signal.

Primary user presence is confirmed when the energy of
the signal is greater than the threshold.

Primary user absence is confirmed when the energy of
the signal is lesser than the threshold.

Letybe considered the signal received which is repre-
sented in Figure 4.

If the spectrum energy level is found to be free which is
detected by the secondary users, then communication will
continue between secondary users. Spectrum monitoring is
done periodically. After, certain iterations in the loop struc-
ture given in the following diagram provide the spectrum
monitoring operation.

The power spectral density values for wavelet trans-
formed signal are used to calculate edge. The block diagram
of transmitter and receiver implemented in LabVIEW is
shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). The edge is compared with
sensing threshold λ. The sensing decision is expressed as
follows:

(i) If e ≥ λ, PU signal absent

(ii) If e < λ, PU signal present

The wavelet edge is considered for sensing decisions
since one spike of the signal represents the power density
of a given signal frequency, while multiple spikes represent
the addition of noise. The power density function of noise-
less signal and noisy signal is shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).

Spectrum sensing technique is arrived with edge detec-
tion in turn represents spectrum whole detection. The per-
formance analysis is simulated for the wavelet transform
energy detection and the conventional energy detection
while the evaluation of the system was performed using the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

6. Simulation Results and Analysis

The simulation is done for transmitter section and receiver
section. The transmitter section consists of generating the
signal frequency and wavelet transformation of the samples
is further calculated for power spectral density. The energy
values calculated are used to determine the spectrum detec-
tion. The received signal is a complex signal; power spectral
density is calculated on a linear scale of the frequency. The
power spectra are calculated, estimating the periodogram.
The IQ samples rate is considered 200 k and gain of value
10. The front panel design of transmitter with specifications
is depicted in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The coerced gain fre-
quency is considered 500MHZ, USRP 2920 IP address is
mentioned as 192.168.10.3

If no channel is selected by a secondary user within the
band, then no common channel will be opted. Figure 8 rep-
resents the front panel of the USRP test bed. The detection
of the signal for the carrier frequency of 1.4GHZ is detected
and PSD will be calculated periodically. The detection of the
signal for the carrier frequency of 1.4GHZ. False alarm prob-
ability is 0.01 kept for analysis. Smoothing factor is consid-
ered L with value 10, and then, probability of false alarm is
represented by Pfa as 0.01. It gets compared with upper
and lower thresholds. Table 3 shows the wavelet detection
for trail 1 and trail 2. It exceeds the threshold. Hence, green
light represents the primary user presence when primary
user transmits the signal in the given frequency ranges.
The experimental setup for USRP transmitter and receiver
is shown in Figure 9.

Radio spectrum comprises of electromagnetic frequen-
cies ranging lower than 30GHz or having wavelength larger
than 1millimeter (mm). Various parts of the radio spectrum
are allocated for different kinds of communication applica-
tion varying from microphones to satellite communication.
The IP address for USRP is 192.168.10.3, which makes the
host to work as Host PC which is assigned an IP address
in the same subnet. GUI application developed produces
the FFT of the received signal. The designed application
works as a broad band receiver; it fetches the signal from
the external source environment and output as I and Q data
into the appended file. After passing through USRP, the raw
data bit streams are converted to arrays. FFT is performed

Table 1: USRP2920 transmitter specifications.

Specifications Range

Frequency range 50MHz to 2.2GHz

Maximum output power (Pout)
50MHz to 1.2GHz -50mW to 100mW

1.2GHz to 2.2GHz -30mW to 70mW

Gain range 0 dB to 31 dB

Table 2: USRP 2920 receiver specifications.

Specifications Range

Frequency range 50MHz to 2.2 GHz

Frequency step <1 kHz

Gain range 0 dB to 31 dB

4 Journal of Nanomaterials
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with the help of signal processing blocks and it is passed
through the Blackman-Harris window to overcome the spec-
tral leakage effect.

7. Implementation

USRP 2920 can communicate the signal within the range of
50MHz to 2.2GHz, hence implanting the test bed under this
frequency. The IQ samples are transmitted with the sam-
pling rate of 200 k and carrier frequency considered 2GHz
with gain values as 10 and waveform sizes are taken as
300. The data values are fetched from the USRP fetch block
in receive mode. The energy values are calculated and the
energy detection procedure is applied to the data values.

The test bed is implemented for and verified the energy
detection as shown in Figure 9.

No:of FFT Frames =
Decimation Rate ∗ Time delayð Þ

FFTwindow size
ð1Þ

8. Conclusion

The sensing technique is proposed to implement a spectrum
management system for the process of spectrum sensing at
50 MHZ to 2.2 GHZ frequencies using USRP. The peak
power is observed around the frequency ranges. The spec-
trum detection method was identified in AWGN noise envi-
ronment and does not depend on the channel and
transmitter characteristics. The proposed cognitive radio
method is used for efficient spectrum utilization even in
low SNR regions. The dynamic spectrum management used
to detect the spectrum enabled the efficient allocation of
channels to increasing number of users. The performance
analysis is proved for various SNR values with enhanced
false alarm and throughput in spectrum management cogni-
tive radio system in the given operated frequency band
communication.
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The sophisticated technology being used in automotive technology, as well as the increased use of vehicles, enables the engine to
operate on a variety of alternative fuels. Natural or synthetic carbon-based connections are responsible for the formation of
ethanol. They may be produced from a variety of sources, including agricultural feedstock, local crops, and even agricultural
trash and waste products. Because they are in the form of a renewable resource, they may be employed in a variety of
applications, including IC engines, where they can be used as fuel or as an addition, depending on their composition. It is
possible to dramatically improve the performance of gasoline engines using a novel mix of nanoadditives, ethanol, and gasoline
while simultaneously reducing the negative environmental impact. An ethanol-gasoline combination was used to power the
engine in this work, which examined the effects of the alumina nanoaddition. Results reveal that thermal efficiency can be
improved by up to 17% while fuel consumption can be reduced by up to 16% on a volume basis, indicating a considerable
improvement over the basic engine. Also validated was a decrease in dangerous carbon monoxide emissions of as much as
14%, a reduction in unburned hydrocarbon emissions of 18.5%, and a significant reduction in oxygen of as much as 18%.

1. Introduction

As of right now, the vehicle industry is experiencing a boom
in both demand and growth potential. The ever-increasing

demand for automobiles increases our reliance on a wide
range of fossil fuels. Fossil fuels’ nonrenewability and grow-
ing pollution have sparked a hunt for an alternate source of
energy. The growing population density of automobiles
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necessitates increased gasoline usage, which in turn reduces
the supply and increases the price of the commodity. There-
fore, it is vital to look for an alternative fuel that can effi-
ciently replace the conventional gasoline without
significant impact on the engine design and operation of
the vehicle [1].

The inclusion of additional carbon group elements or the
introduction of new alcohols is not a fresh concept. Alcohols
are characterised by the polymerization of hydroxyl groups
to carbon atoms. To put it another way, the C-H chain of
conventional fuels may be changed as a consequence of the
inclusion of these additives, leading in the formation of
new polymer chains. Methanol and ethanol are the two most
often used alcoholic fluids in internal combustion engines
[2]. Finished additives and performance additives are the
two types of fuel additives that may be used with gasoline.
All petroleum refineries utilise finished fuel additives to sat-
isfy and maintain finished fuel quality guidelines and regula-
tions. Gasoline is often supplemented with performance
additives in order to improve specific characteristics of the
fuel or to provide new characteristics that are not already
there [3]. The SI engine’s combustion efficiency is improved
and increased by adding the performance additive to the
fuel. It also reduces the emissions from the cylinders. Among
performance additives, oxygenated additives are mostly
derived from biomass, a sustainable source of energy. Oxy-
genated compound performance additives are now being
added to gasoline in order to minimise emissions and
increase SI engine performance [4].

SI engine performance and emissions utilising ethanol-
gasoline mixtures are affected by the air–fuel ratio. Using
ethanol-gasoline mixes resulted in an increase in torque out-
put, according to engine performance testing. In terms of
heat use, however, there is little difference. With the addition
of ethanol, CO and HC emissions were lowered. Emissions
may be effectively decreased by utilising gasoline containing
10% ethanol, as shown in this research [5]. Nanoparticles
have gained prominence in recent years as a result of their
unique inherent properties, which have resulted in a
decrease in emissions and an improvement in engine effi-
ciency in the vast majority of applications. The density, vis-
cosity, heat of vaporisation, volatility, flashpoint, and other
characteristics of fuel may be changed by adding nanoaddi-
tives to it. Metallic nanocatalysts were used in base diesel or
gasoline fuels in the early trials of the technology [6, 7].

Because of the oxygen present, ethanol burns cleanly and
efficiently. Aside from its impact resistance and high latent
heat of evaporation, ethanol is one of the alcohols that have
lately been added to hydrocarbon fuels as an additive. The
higher octane number of ethanol enables greater compres-
sion ratios in alcohol-powered engines, which improves
thermal efficiency [8]. The impact of an alcohol catalyst in
a spark-ignition engine was investigated, and it was discov-
ered that the energy density of the mixed fuel decreased as
the octane number increased. In addition to improving
brake thermal efficiency, the use of ethanol may assist to
minimise environmental pollution as well as save money
on gasoline [9]. Various kinds of alcohol fuels have been
studied in the literature for their impact on engine perfor-

mance and emissions of harmful pollutants, according to
what has been found. When utilised as fuel in internal com-
bustion engines, alcohols with a higher octane number than
gasoline emit lower quantities of pollutants than gasoline
does [2].

In order to outperform standard gasoline in terms of
performance and emission characteristics, it has been
explored if an auxiliary addition of alumina nanoparticle to
an ethanol mixed fuelled engine would be beneficial. One
of the key goals of this study is to increase thermal efficiency
while also reducing fuel consumption while also reducing
dangerous emissions and increasing the ability of the air/fuel
to burn when nanoinflated. The light-power gasoline engine
was subjected to an experimental research. The concentra-
tion of alumina nanoadditives is controlled at two different
flow rates of 10 ppm and 20 ppm on a constant 20%
ethanol-blended gasoline (E20) fuel. The essential test runs
were carried out under a variety of load settings ranging
from zero to full load in order to assure the best possible per-
formance and the lowest possible pollutant emissions.

2. Materials and Method

Flex-fuel has different minimum and maximum vapor pres-
sure requirements. These requirements change depending
on year of evolution [10]. “Alcohol” refers to any organic
compound that has the hydroxyl functional group (-OH)
attached to the carbon atom of the molecule. As a result of
oxygen being present in the hydroxyl functional group, alco-
hols burn evenly and create a significant amount of smaller
pollutants and fine particulate matter. Reduced emissions
are made possible by lower molecular mass alcohols like eth-
anol and methanol, as well as their greater flame speed and
the absence of the elements phosphorus and sulphur [11].
In addition, the stoichiometric ratio of ethanol and gasoline
is smaller than that of gasoline and diesel. Many researchers
[12–16] achieved better performance on the blends of E20.
The same quantity of air may burn a greater volume of fuel
using this method, while compared to gasoline use, a larger
reduction in fuel consumption was seen when using 20%
ethanol, according to testing results. This resulted in an
increase in flame thrust and calorific value, as well as a mix-
ing of the air and fuel, which led to better combustion than
could be achieved with gasoline alone.

When compared to pure gasoline, methanol and ethanol
have greater oxygen concentration (49.93% vs. 34.7%),
which encourages a more thorough burning of the fuel and
minimises hazardous exhaust emissions. To avoid engine
knocking, the Research Octane Number of the mixtures of
ethanol and methanol is greater. Fuel consumption is pro-
jected to be greater for both ethanol and methanol since
their lower heating value is lower than that of pure gasoline.
The volumetric fuel efficiency of both alcohol fuels is
improved by the increased densities. Due to the greater flow
resistance of methanol and ethanol at low temperatures, this
may have an impact on automotive fuel injection sys-
tems [17].

As the concentration of nanoparticles increases, they are
being driven to the liquid surface in order to become more
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closely associated. Because of the strong cohesive force
between the molecules in nanoparticles, they have a higher
surface tension than larger particles. The average distance
between the nanoparticles and the fuel molecules is decreas-
ing. It is possible to increase the surface tension of nanopar-
ticles by using the Van der Waals force rather than
electrostatic repulsion [18]. The surface tension of nanopar-
ticles fluctuates depending on the size and quantity of nano-
particles present. In response to variations in the bulk
density of nanoparticles, variations in the attraction force
between the nanoparticles and the surface tension of the fuel
are seen. Surface tension in nanoparticles increases in pro-
portion to the size of the nanoparticles being studied. The
presence of smaller nanoparticles increases the surface
charge density of larger nanoparticles, and the reverse is true
[19]. Because of their strong heat conductivity and mechan-
ical properties, alumina nanoparticles may have an impact
on the combustion of biodiesel. Alumina is toxicologically
volatile and irritating to the respiratory system, making it a
poor choice for industrial applications. It reacts fast with
water, forming hydrogen as a result. Because of the differ-
ences in size and shape of alumina nanoparticles, the com-
bustion of mixed nanoparticle fuels is affected. It is
possible to separate water molecules into hydrogen and oxy-
gen in this manner [20]. Table 1 presents the properties of
gasoline-ethanol blended fuel.

2.1. Experimental Details. The performance and emission
characteristics of an ethanol mix and an alumina blend were
investigated using a single-cylinder, four-stroke, air-cooled,
spark-ignition engine operating under incremental load in
this research. The engine that was used in the test was man-
ufactured in accordance with the specifications listed in
Table 2. To perform this investigation, it was chosen to use
a single-cylinder, four-stroke, air-cooled spark-ignition
engine with a compression ratio of 5 : 1 and a peak output
of 3 kW at an engine speed of 3600 rpm, as well as a sin-
gle-cylinder, four-stroke air-cooled engine. The incremental
load was altered as a result of the mechanical loading.
Figure 1 depicts a schematic illustration of the use of a
light-duty gasoline engine for transportation. It was first
necessary to start the engine with gasoline, after which it
was subjected to a series of tests until steady-state working
conditions were established. The brake thermal efficiency,
specific fuel consumption, hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide,
and oxygen emissions were all tested. All of the test runs

were done using weights that were proportional to the
weight of the load. When utilising ethanol-blended gasoline
with alumina enrichment, the techniques are quite similar to
those described above. The nanoparticles were examined for
two distinct levels of contribution of 10 ppm and 20ppm.

The Crypton CGP-700 Analyzer was utilised to conduct
the analysis of the emission measurement for this investiga-
tion. NDIR (Nondispersive Infrared) techniques are used in
this completely microprocessor-controlled exhaust gas ana-
lyzer. CO, CO2, and hydrocarbons are all measured by this
instrument. A second channel is supplied, which makes
use of electrochemical oxygen measurement as well as a
chemical sensor for nitrogen oxide detection. There is an

Table 1: Properties of gasoline and ethanol blend.

Sl No. Property Gasoline Ethanol E20 ASTM testing methods

1 Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 44.0 26.9 41.8 ASTM D240

2 Kinematic viscosity, at 20°C (cSt) 0.5 1.5 0.67 ASTM D445

3 Density, at 15°C (kg/m3) 737 785 746 ASTM D4052

4 Flash point, (°C) -40 14 29 ASTM D93

5 Research Octane Number, RON 90 115 96 ASTM D2699

6 Motor Octane Number, MON 82 100 83 ASTM D2700

7 Oxygen (%) 0 35 7 ASTM E385

8 Stoichiometric air/fuel ratio 14.5 8.9 13.3 ASTM D5291

Table 2: Experimental engine specification.

Parameter Description

Engine type Four-stroke, single-cylinder

Rate power 3.0 kW @ 3600 rpm

Displacement 197 cc

Bore and stroke 67 × 56mm

Compression ratio 5 : 1

Cooling system Air-cooled engine
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Figure 1: Impact of alumina on brake thermal efficiency on
ethanol-gasoline engine.
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11-second reaction time to 95% of the final measurement
while operating at operating pressures ranging from 750 to
1100 bar. It runs at a minimum flow rate of 5 litres/min. to
ensure proper operation. During the experiments, the Cryp-
ton CGP-700 Analyzer was attached to the exhaust system,
and the emission values were measured for a variety of fuel
mixes under a variety of load circumstances [21–23]. The
percentage of variance for each parameter may be calculated
by comparing the results to those obtained from base fuel
measurements.

The light-power gasoline engine was subjected to an
experimental research with two concentration of alumina
nanoadditives of 10 ppm and 20ppm on a constant 20%
ethanol-blended gasoline (E20) fuel. The fuel blend is pre-
pared along with nanoadditives of alumina with 10 ppm
and 20 ppm are represented at E20N10 and E20N20, respec-
tively [24–26]. The essential test runs were carried out under
a variety of load settings ranging from zero to full load in
order to assure the best possible performance and the lowest
possible harmful emissions.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Brake Thermal efficiency. Brake thermal efficiency (BTE)
of E20N10 and E20N20 was found to be 12% and 17%
higher than gasoline when tested under maximum load as
shown in Figure 1. At maximum load, 25.2% and 26.4% effi-
ciency recorded for above blends. With the addition of oxy-
gen, one may improve thermal conductivity by increasing
the alumina concentration. When compared to the single
fuel, all of the samples had greater brake thermal efficiency.
Ethanol and gasoline mixtures containing cerium oxide
nanoparticle additions are responsible for this. The fuel con-
tains nanoparticles, which extend the combustion process
and provide a more thorough burn. An oxygen supply from
the nanoparticles increases efficiency. In addition, it has
been shown that the improvement in efficiency typically
rises with the nanoparticle dose level [5].

E20N20 blend recorded 8.2% of BTE, which is greater
than E20 because of the enhanced oxygen and improved
combustion rate caused by the high alumina component. A
more thorough combustion is enabled by the increased oxy-
gen concentration in both methanol and ethanol. As a result,
heat loss in the combustion chamber is minimised, resulting
in an increase in thermal efficiency from the use of fuel
mixes containing ethanol. These enhancements will eventu-
ally lead to an increase in the thermal efficiency of the
engine’s braking system. As a result, it ensures that the H/
C ratio of ethanol is higher than that of gasoline fuel, which
is excellent for enhancing engine thermal efficiency. When
fuel consumption and air ratios are raised, this results in a
higher rate of combustion, which increases engine perfor-
mance [27].

3.2. Specific Fuel Consumption. When comparing all test set-
tings, ethanol-gasoline showed the lowest specific fuel con-
sumption (SFC). Blend ratios increase with engine load,
and as seen in Figure 2, the SFC drops as a result. Compared
to gasoline, E20N10 and E20N20 blends achieved 13.6% and

15.4% lower fuel consumption, respectively, and E20 blends
achieved 12% lower fuel consumption, respectively, when
compared with gasoline. Ethanol has a lower calorific value
per mass and volume than pure gasoline, which accounts
for the little rise. So, in order to get the same braking perfor-
mance as gasoline, the engine needs more methanol fuel.
Other than that, methanol-gasoline fuel has a greater BSFC
because methanol has a higher density; hence, more mass
is injected into the engine per volume at the same injection
pressure [17].

The characteristics of fuel mixing must be considered in
order to understand this behaviour. Compared to pure gas-
oline, mixing fuel raises the engine’s operating temperature
when utilised in a spark-ignition engine. The increased
speed of the flame is a result of improved combustion owing
to higher octane and the effects of a higher flame burning
rate and a shorter combustion duration generated by blend-
ing fuels. As the amount of mixed fuel increases, less fuel is
used during the combustion process, while heat transfer
losses are decreasing at the same time.

3.3. Exhaust Gas Temperature. At the maximum load, blends
of ethanol E20, E20N10, and E20N20 show 3%, 7.3%, and
11.6% increase of exhaust temperature as shown in
Figure 3. As a result, EGT values have decreased as a result
of increased combustion reaction and increased concentra-
tion of ethanol within the binary mix, which has led to a
decrease in EGT values. Because of its higher LHV feature,
ethanol had a substantial cooling effect on the combustion
chamber temperature of the gasoline engine that was being
evaluated, particularly near the end of the induction process.
Accordingly, as a last point of reference, it is feasible that a
significant decrease in the EGT may be attributable to the
causes that were mentioned above. Because of its natural
oxygen atoms in its molecular structure, ethanol exhibits
more advanced physicochemical properties than typical gas-
oline fuel, even if it takes longer to ignite than other alcohol-
based fuel options. Higher-order alcohol/gasoline mixes may
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Figure 2: Impact of alumina on fuel consumption on ethanol-
gasoline engine.
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thus reduce exhaust heat more effectively than straight gaso-
line in the SI engine being tested [28].

3.4. Emission Characteristics

3.4.1. Carbon Monoxide Emission. At the maximum load,
blends of ethanol E20, E20N10, and E20N20 show 2%,
6.5%, and 8.2% reduction of carbon monoxide compared
to gasoline as shown in Figure 4. Compared to gasoline,
E20N10 and E20N20 blends achieved 10.8% and 14.5%
lower CO, respectively, and E20 blends achieved 11.5%
lower carbon emission when compared with gasoline. The
usage of ethanol has resulted in a significant reduction in
CO content, which is attributed to the presence of more oxy-
gen molecules in the ethanol structure. The nanocomposite
particles, on the other hand, may both boost the air–fuel
homogeneity as a result of the lower viscosity of a mix and
improve the burning rate and oxidation process. The effec-

tive combustion of the uniform charge of the nanoinvolved
mix results in more and more oxidation of CO to CO2,
resulting in a decrease in the quantity of CO released into
the atmosphere [6].

It is easier to ignite the stratified blending fuel ratio
because it is closer to the cold cylinder wall and the sparking
plug, which leads the flame propagation to quench closer to
the plug and ignites the blend more quickly. On the other
hand, having a wide lean burn limit both raises the temper-
ature of the combustion process and accelerates the spread
of the flame. This results in lower CO emissions due to the
fact that the subsequent phase of the combustion process
may release heat more quickly and for shorter amounts of
time [14]. Using blended fuels, it may be seen that the con-
centration of carbon dioxide is decreased. As a result of hav-
ing a low carbon to hydrogen ratio when mixing fuel, it also
burns more effectively when the mixture is more homoge-
neous, resulting in a reduction in CO2 emissions [27].

3.5. Hydrocarbon Emission. When loaded to their full capac-
ity, ethanol blends E20, E20N10, and E20N20 exhibit reduc-
tions in hydrocarbon emissions of 9.1%, 15.6%, and 18.5%
when compared to gasoline as shown in Figure 5. When
compared to gasoline, E20N10 and E20N20 blends pro-
duced 19% and 20% fewer hydrocarbon emissions, respec-
tively, while E20 blends produced 11.5% lower carbon
emissions. The absence of oxygen, the low temperature,
and the heterogeneity of the mixture are the primary reasons
of full combustion failure and the creation of HC [12]. The
quantity of hydrocarbons released is proportional to the
amount of ethanol that is consumed. The higher the ethanol
percentage, the more homogeneous the mixture becomes,
which in turn leads to lower HC emissions and improved
combustion. Combining various kinds of fuel not only
enhances the effectiveness of the combustion process but
also speeds up the process of wall quenching. As the speed
of the engine increases, an enrichment of the mixture takes
place, which results in increased HC emissions [15]. When
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the engine speed increases, the HC concentration decreases
because of the longer valve overlap duration at low speed
and this drop becomes more pronounced at higher speeds.
The difference in hydrocarbon emissions is related to the
operation of the brake meaning effective pressure, which
increases the cylinder temperature and hence improves
combustion, resulting in a drop in hydrocarbon emis-
sions [13].

3.5.1. Nitrogen Oxide Emission. Nanotechnology plays a key
part in the release of oxygen from ethanol, which results in
an increase in NOx emissions in the exhaust. Reversing the
equilibrium in favour of the retrograde reaction is achieved
by the nanoparticle’s gradual breakdown of the created
NOx bonds. It has been reported that the usage of metal
additives, which are nanoparticles, may enhance combustion
temperatures and, as a result, NOx emissions [6]. Figure 6
indicates that when the maximum load is applied, the etha-
nol mixes E20, E20N10, and E20N20 result in a 3.5%, 11.9%,
and 14.4% rise in nitrogen oxide, respectively. E20N20 mix
has also been shown to have peak emissions of 24% at half
load condition.

Additionally, when engine speed increases, so does the
concentration of nitrogen oxides (NOx). As opposed to
blending fuel, NOx emissions were found to be greater at
all engine speeds when using gasoline fuel. As the load
grows, there is a corresponding increase in the consumption
of fuel, which causes the temperature of combustion to rise.
As a result, there is an increase in the quantity of NOx that is
emitted into the atmosphere [13]. In addition, the increased
cooling energy flow impact of mixed fuel, which slightly
decreases cylinder gas pressure and the combustion time, is
linked to this. In addition, delayed ignition timing may sup-
port lower NOx emissions to a higher extent without reduc-
ing the increased thermal efficiency, since hydrogen flame
propagation is fast and permits stable combustion to take
place continuously [29].

3.6. Oxygen Emission. The presence of oxygen is reduced by
14%, 16%, and 18.2% when the maximum load is applied to
blends of ethanol E20, E20N10, and E20N20 compared to
pure gasoline at the highest load as shown in Figure 7.
E20N20 blends produced 9.5% fewer oxygen emissions as
compared to E20 blends, owing to improved combustion
characteristics. There is a possibility that enhanced oxygen
emission was caused by the addition of alcohol to gasoline.
This may be attributed, at least in part, to the naturally high
oxygen concentration of the alcohol. As a consequence of
this, a greater quantity of oxygen is discharged into the envi-
ronment as a result of the higher alcohol blend ratio in the
blend. This is due to the fact that the blend contains more
alcohol [16]. Since oxygenated additives and ethanol
accounted for a greater proportion in this mix than gasoline,
O2 emissions were noted to be higher than those of gasoline
operation [28].

4. Conclusion

The negative impacts of conventional engine fuels on cli-
mate change and global warming have created a situation
in which there is intense competition to develop an alterna-
tive fuel that is more environmentally friendly and non-
harmful to the environment. It was discovered that mixing
alcohol fuel with engine-designed gasoline was quite practi-
cal. The light-power gasoline engine was subjected to an
experimental research. The concentration of alumina
nanoadditives is controlled at two different flow rates of
10 ppm and 20 ppm on a constant 20% ethanol-blended gas-
oline (E20) fuel. Brake thermal efficiency of E20N10 and
E20N20 was found to be 12% and 17% higher than gasoline
when tested under maximum load. Compared to gasoline,
E20N10 and E20N20 blends achieved 13.6% and 15.4%
lower fuel consumption, respectively. On the emission,
E20N10 and E20N20 blends achieved 10.8% and 14.5%
lower CO, respectively, and 19% and 20% fewer hydrocar-
bon emissions, respectively, while E20 blends produced
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11.5% lower carbon emissions when compared with pure
gasoline. The presence of oxygen is reduced by 14%, 16%,
and 18.2% when the maximum load is applied to blends of
ethanol E20, E20N10, and E20N20 compared to pure gaso-
line at the highest load. As a result of this, researchers must
find a way to lower the cost of producing ethanol from
renewable feedstock’s so that it may be used in IC engines
at a lower cost than gasoline. Rather of relying on imported
pure gasoline, nations will be able to produce an alternative
fuel additive and reduce their need on it. Ethanol is a renew-
able, domestically produced fuel that can outperform gaso-
line due to its higher octane rating. The creation of ethanol
in rural areas provides desperately needed jobs. In transpor-
tation, ethanol can be used instead of fossil fuels. It holds
great promise for reducing carbon emissions from transpor-
tation and improving the environment.
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Additive manufacturing (AM) encompasses many forms of technologies and materials as 3D printing is being used in almost all
industries. The variety of materials used includes but is not limited to plastics, ceramics, resins, metals, sand, textiles, biomaterials,
glass, and food. Currently, in 3D printing technology, the printing mode of direct writing forming is widely applied. The raw
material used is ceramic powder, and the direct writing forming of the ceramic could be applied to various fields of materials,
chemistry, chemical engineering, and the like. This work is aimed at printing the nanopowder of nonsegregated waste into
conventional components. The work is related to a system for converting nonsegregated waste material into the synthesized
dough, comprising of a chamber, an ultraviolet (UV) disinfectant unit, a shedder, and a storage unit. The nonsegregated waste
material is stored inside the chamber which dispenses the nonsegregated waste material into the UV disinfectant unit; said UV
disinfectant unit removes the harmful germs and water content in the nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste. The
disinfected solid waste enters the shedder which powders the solid waste. The powdered solid waste is stored in the storage
unit. The powdered solid waste is mixed with components in a mixer to form a synthesized dough. The synthesized dough as
the printable source is sent to a 3D printer which prints desired final component. The hardness value obtained for the printed
component is 70 Brinell hardness units.

1. Introduction

The major problem faced by today’s world is the reuse of
waste material as such (without segregating it). So, this pro-
posed work focuses on collecting and disinfecting the waste

material, making it a 3D printer’s resource material without
any waste material being left out (complete conversion–zero
waste). The proposed work comprises of continuous con-
veyor system wherein it is the stage by stage processing of
materials that leads to the complete conversion of waste into
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useful products. The core objective is the complete conver-
sion of waste into useful products without polluting the
vicinity by any means.

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is among the most
common 3D printing filaments as well as another very com-
mon E-waste plastic. ABS is still not usually handled by
governmental programs. Thereby, ABS might be a strong
contender in the distributed recycling for AM (DRAM)
approach, which could boost recyclability by giving clients
a financial reason to recycle more frequently. In order to
manufacture 3D printing filament as well as printed parts
in both North America along with Australia using ABS E-
waste, this research is aimed at investigating the importance
of such ABS E-waste sources as well as methodologies. E-
waste has been converted it into 3D printer filament using
two open-source extruder systems. The quality of this fila-
ment was evaluated using standard tensile as well as com-
pression testing. Findings show the potential of E-waste
ABS recycling for consumer and industrial applications,
with a small reduction in mechanical properties. Researchers
also showed that DRAM can considerably lower the price of
3D printer filament, but the carbon emissions from transfor-
mation highlighted the necessity of improving technological
effectiveness in electricity generation between countries. As a
result of the varying characteristics of ABS E-waste, appro-
priate labeling of materials is needed to advance recycling [1].

3D printing had already become increasingly popular in
a variety of industrial sectors as the technology continues to
advance. There are increasing amounts of consumables,
waste as well as pollution being produced by 3D printing,
which seems to have a negative impact on the environment.
The fuzzy PID methodology is used to melt, shape, and
wire different kinds of 3D printing essential items at vari-
ous temperatures using this framework, which is premised
on a monomicrocomputer. Waste from 3D printing can
be recycled as well as print replacement parts effectively,
reducing pollution as well as printing costs [2].

With the advancement of emerging technologies, 3-
dimensional printers presently hold a significant position
in a plethora of fields. The filament is one of the raw
resources used by 3D printers which provide layered
manufacturing. These printers have various raw material
requisites. In comparison to other raw materials, filament
is the favored raw material for a 3-dimensional printing
machine. It is possible that the additive manufacturing pro-
cess device will print incorrectly or will print something
other than what was intended. It is critical that the printed
materials can be recycled. Reusable filament for layered fab-
rication is at the heart of this project. Mechanical, electronic,
and software methods have been used to establish a device
that produced filaments with said appropriate size using a
structure that included crushers, extrusion equipment, and
water cooling units, as well as air cooling units [3]. Many
university library maker areas are now offering 3D printing
solutions. Waste can always be generated by both failed
prints as well as the printing method itself. The viability of
recycling and disposal 3D plastic as well as repurposing it
as a new 3D printer filament has been investigated and eval-

uated thanks to a grant out of a regional academic library
conglomerate. Others on campus have inquired about recy-
cling or donating their 3D printers’ waste filaments. In such
an attempt to promote 3D printing as more environmentally
friendly, we will examine the process, advantages, and draw-
backs of reusing 3D printing filament [4].

For a broad spectrum of application domains, plastics’
chemical and mechanical properties make them an excellent
choice. Sadly, the nondegradability of plastic waste poses a
major threat to the ecological environment [5–7]. On a
global scale, recycling rates for plastic packaging are still
low (around 14 percent) [8]. There is only a 32.5wt percent
recycling rate in Europe, where environmental stewardship
is more prevalent. Although such figures are based on accu-
mulated plastic waste, they do not represent the cumulative
percentage of plastic garbage in circulation [9]. The Euro-
pean Plastics there in circular economy (CE) strategy is gain-
ing traction in the policy as well as business discussions
surrounding the viable progress of industrial manufacturing
in order to combat this waste accumulation problem [10,
11]. The current concept of “take, make, dispose of” (linear
economy) and its harmful impacts on depletion of natural
resources, generation of waste, species extinction, contami-
nation (soil, air, and water), and nonsustainable economic
history seem to be the focus of CE [12]. CE is aimed at
addressing this issue head-on. One of the most important
aspects of incorporating CE into the plastics value chain is
the verification of waste plastics as secondary raw materials
(technical, economic, and legal) [13]. Open as well as closed
recycling methodologies and also functional strategies to
upcycling as well as downcycling can provide avenues for
validating secondary raw materials [14].

Additive manufacturing (AM), as well known as 3D
printing, has become increasingly important in the transfor-
mation from the sequential to the circular economy because
of its direct production capacities. As a result of their capa-
bilities to modify a mathematical method into points, lines,
or areas of material to create a three-dimensional part, AM
technologies are likely to revolutionize the manufacturing
process [15–17]. Increased customer value, as well as the
potential for disruption, has been generated by the expira-
tion of its first patents [18, 19]. There will be a USD 23.33
billion global market for additive manufacturing in 2026
[20]. Traditional methods of production, on the other hand,
have a hard time figuring out when as well as how to take
benefit of the advantages. Product development could shift
from conventional stage modeling techniques to iterative,
agile methodologies by 2030, according to Jiang et al. [16].

AM can already be used to make a huge number of prod-
ucts, which has implications for global value chains in terms
of geographic spread and density [21]. Since multimaterial
and integrated functionality (e.g., electronics) can be pro-
duced to a large extent with AM printable products, it is
anticipated that their reach would be somewhat significantly
larger in the years ahead. Furthermore, on-site manufactur-
ing of spare parts can change suppliers’ roles in production
lines [22]. Decentralized production types range from dis-
persed functionality to cloud manufacturing, according to
Matt et al. Due to AM’s ability to decentralize production
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to locations near customers or, in the greatest extreme dis-
persed scenario, at the customer’s premises [23–25], there is
a need for transport that will be much more cautiously con-
sidered. AM technology also reduces market entry barriers,
reduces capital requirements, and achieves an efficient mini-
mal level production level to publicize dispersed, flexible pro-
duction [26]; owing to this, the products can be tailored to
meet the needs of specific niches or even individuals, rather
than relying on economies of scale or scope [27, 28]. Because
of these explanations, AM technique might lead to a transi-
tion in production from worldwide to local infrastructure.
The industry and academia, as well as academic institutions,
are working hard to move AM techniques away from rapid
prototyping as well as tooling and toward direct digital
manufacturing (DDM) [29, 30], which will have positive
effects on the environment and society in general. It was
found that the deployment of AM techniques in various
industries was not primarily influenced by their environmen-
tal or social benefits, as demonstrated by Niaki et al. ([31].
When it comes to AM implementation, only the financial
aspect is relevant, with expense and time savings being the
most important factors to keep in mind.

AM’s potential on CE is still being explored. Under-
standing the contributions and obstacles to integrating AM
progress with CE requirements is critical. For the purposes
of this discussion, we will focus on the potential of AM for
plastic garbage concerns [32]. The sustainable development
of AM requires to be taken into consideration at an early
stage, as the technology’s spread is expected to continue
there in years ahead. If AM can be used to promote in situ
recycling in conjunction with widely dispersed consumer
waste, it could reduce transport services [33] as well as the
ecological consequences of strenuous resource exploitation
while also making it possible for using regional raw material
distribution networks [9]. AM can thus have been seen as a
reuse method to recycle thermoplastic wastages as well as
impact the framework of material delivery to optimize
resource utilization efficiency. Although the open-source
technique would be a crucial factor there in the regional
recycling method [33, 34], it is not the only factor. However,
for additive manufacturing to progress, a deeper knowledge
of the reuse chain is required. When it comes to dispersed
reprocessing or through DRAM, there are a number of ques-
tions to be answered. There are a number of steps that must
be taken to turn plastic waste into supplementary raw sub-
stances for additive manufacturing (AM). As a result, the
research presented here is a comprehensive review of the
existing literature. Which additive production methods for
thermoplastic recycling have made progress and which have
been hindered? This paper’s first contribution is a proposal
for an AM-specific closed global recycling chain. Foremost,
the published research maps out the progress made at every
phase of the recycling sequence so that prospects, as well as
obstacles, can be seen. CE’s guiding fundamentals are often
referred to as the “R framework procedures” [35–37]. Local
specialties of such R framework might be implemented at
the local level using AM as a driving advanced technology.

Numerous engineering implementations utilize carbon
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP), which would be a slightly

elevated composite material made of carbon fiber and poly-
mer [38]. Examples include wind turbine blades, airframes,
and automotive components. However, the widespread use
of one such substance has contributed to considerable
energy as well as material usage during the manufacturing
process, which also generates substantial waste. The world-
wide annual demand for carbon fiber composites can be
expected to approach 199 kilotons by 2022, up from the
2018 usage of 128 kilotons [39]. By 2030, Japan’s CFRP recy-
cling market is expected to be worth roughly 100 billion
yen [40].

CFRP effluent is presently being discarded in landfills or
burned. Carbon fibers are lost as well as carbon pollution is
released as a result of their discretion, that is, environmental
concerns. According to some countries, the quantities of
garbage that is deposited in landfills are reduced by charging
landfill taxes and encouraging material recycling, particu-
larly for CFRP waste. In addition to reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, recycling as well as reprocessing reclaimed
carbon fibers (rCFs) provides a cost-effective and resource-
efficient method for producing high-value carbon fibers. In
most cases, the use of recycled carbon fiber (rCF) in the
fabrication of new composite materials is not restricted to
reclaiming carbon fiber. Both the recovery of carbon fibers
from CFRP waste (i.e., the extraction of rCF from CFRP
waste) as well as the manufacturing of rCF-reinforced poly-
mer (rCFRP) (i.e., CFRP fabrication using rCF) are required
to recycle CFRP [41, 42]. Carbon fiber extraction from CFRP
is difficult because of the material’s high corrosion resistance
and inertness. Degradation of the resin and fiber extraction
are just two of many methods used to recover and obtain
high-performance carbon fibers from CFRP waste. It is
possible to categorize these technologies into mechanical,
thermolytic, and solvolytic methods. Carbon fibers have been
successfully reclaimed from CFRP waste, proving the viabil-
ity of many reclamation technologies [43]. In order to reuse
CFRP waste, Palmer et al. used an 8mm classification model
screen as well as a movable hammer mill granulator [44].

The carbon fiber recyclization has been then divided into
four grades. RCF was synthesized by heating carbon fiber-
reinforced epoxy resin (CF/EP) to an elevated temperature
of 800 degrees Celsius for 30 minutes, which left some left-
over pyrolytic carbons upon that surface of the resin. The
tensile strength deterioration of rCF was 18–36 percent
[45] when Kim et al. used supercritical fluids at 405°C as well
as 28MPa to obtain rCF from CFRP. Carbon fiber has been
derived from CFRP waste, but rCFs produced by such recy-
cling techniques seem to be discontinuous, filamented, ran-
domly and oriented and have low densities. This presents a
new challenge for the industry. During CFRP production,
continuous virgin carbon fibers (vCFs) are cut to the desired
shape before they are recycled [46]. For continuous vCF fab-
rication, the current fabrication techniques are still not suit-
able [42]. With an efficient recycling method, carbon fibers
can be restored with negligible mechanical characteristics
as well as remanufactured into elevated engineering compo-
nents. Wei et al. developed a method to incorporate nylon
fibers into the amorphous rCF that also enhances its useful-
ness [47]. RCF was coated with polydopamine to improve its
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dispersion in suspension, as well as a nonwoven mat has been
created utilizing this technique [48]. In order to align discon-
tinuous carbon fibers in a narrow gap between 2 parallel
plates, the University of Bristol established the HiPerDiF
(High-Performance Discontinuous FIber) method. As noth-
ing more than a result, 67% of short fibers were connected
mechanical means in the dry preforms, with either a 3%
range [49]. Remanufacturing mechanisms customized from
conventional production mechanisms of fabric composite
materials have been complicated as well as labor-intensive
to manufacture rCFRP parts.

AM allows for fully automated significant forming of
energy and material-efficient products and provides end-of-
life remedies, as well as the selection of resource-efficient
materials. Design liberty, digitization, production speed,
and the reduction of waste are some of the reasons for the
enhanced use of additive manufacturing [50, 51]. Although
the 3D-printed thermoplastic components may possess com-
plex geometries, their reduced mechanical properties, as well
as the inability to function, are major concerns As a result,
the use of a carbon-fiber composite can help to resolve these
issues [52]. To test the CFRP composite’s flexural strength,
modulus, and toughness, Ning et al. were using an FDM
3D printer to manufacture the component. The CFRP com-
posite sample with 5wt% carbon fiber content outperformed
the genuine plastic sample by 11.82%, 16.82%, and 21.86%,
respectively [53]. The printable composites had good electri-
cal conductivity along with the oriented alignment of carbon
fiber, as well as with volume internal resistance in the ori-
ented alignment 6.8 times smaller than which in the direction
perpendicular [54]. Huang et al. used an extrusion 3D printer
to manufacture carbon fiber-filled resistive silicon rubbers.
Carbon fiber has recently been shown to be an effective way
to improve the effectiveness of 3D-printed components. As
an outcome, the massive prices of 3D-printed elevated com-
posite components seem to be large due to the use of carbon
fiber in the AM process. The recent trend in the direct writing
of the technique adapted in this work is printing of food
stuffs like egg and meat, the printing of egg is successfully
achieved [55], and similarly, more than 80% of conventional
food is getting printed nowadays.

2. Comparison of Dough-Making
Technique with Related Techniques

Table 1 shows the consolidation of existing work in dough-
making process in AM which are collected from patents
and other articles. From this, very few articles are selected
and explained further to enable the novelty of the dough-
making process. The 3D printing industry is experiencing
rapid expansion. Many thermoplastic materials, which
include recycled ones, can be used to make printable fila-
ments. As a potential substitute to the current method of cen-
trally collecting recyclable plastics, this article conducts a
systematic review on the manufacturing of filaments for
additive manufacturing processes using recycled polymers.
The influence of processing mostly on physicochemical as
well as mechanical characteristics of common thermoplastics
was investigated. Widely viable filaments made from recycled

materials as well as devices that allow users to make their own
filaments for 3D printing have been also examined in the
study [56]. Table 2 lists and compares the existing dough-
making techniques from waste plastic recycling.

Ramachandraiah reviewed and stated that in the article,
they transform waste material into the dough as a printable
source of 3D printing. In the extrusion process, fibrous meat
food items have been deposited through a nozzle to create
3D structures of meat products. Extruders, which use a
threaded conveyor or syringe structure and could still regu-
late temperature, hold an excellent guarantee for said 3D
printing of meat food items also with required specification,
despite the fact that other methodologies are still being
developed. An extruder is used to create geometric 3D struc-
tures by extruding materials one layer at a time. The extru-
sion process, on the other hand, typically entails the
utilization of semisolid mixtures, including such dough as
well as chocolate. 3D-printed edibles such as dough, choco-
late, and puree are now available for printing [57, 58].
Table 3 lists and compares the dough-making techniques
from sustainable 3D-printed meat analogs.

In this article, they convert food waste into foodstuff.
The food waste can be probably reduced in the case of 3D
food printing technologies. It can be used in restaurants,
buffets, hospitals, and even in houses. Where else, the instant
work discloses about synthesized dough prepared from non-
segregated waste material as source material for 3D printing.
The nonsegregated waste material includes food, plastics,
and E-waste. In D3, the food waste synthesis is preprocess;
where else in the instant work, the waste material synthesis
is an in-built process and only on the specific blending
improves the strength of the final product. More specifically,
the system of the instant work converts entire waste material
without leaving the toxic elements out [59, 60].

In this patent, they disclose an electronic waste-plastic
waste recovery resource regeneration system and a method
wherein electronic waste and plastic waste are alone segre-
gated and converted into source material for 3D printers.
It also discloses about recycling of plastic and E-waste using
pulverizing and conveyor units, even though the 3D printing
terminal of the material is not converted to source material
for 3D printers. Recycling is a simple breaking down pro-
cess, which is automated, but the instant work converts
entire nonspecific waste material into the synthesized dough
without toxicity leaving out and printing it into the final
product. The system synthesizes the nonspecific waste mate-
rial into useful products without any human intervention
and without polluting the atmosphere [61].

This patent article discloses a paste metallic composite
material for 3D printing, wherein metal paste and silicone
are made into paste form and have the binding ability. It
relates to paste metallic composite for 3D printing compris-
ing of metal dust 80-90 part, silicone 5-10 part, tackifier 1-3
part, dispersant 1-2 part, and curing catalysts 0.1-0.5 part,
wherein described metal dust is metallic tin powder and cop-
per powder, at least one in metallic aluminum powder, metal
iron powder, stainless steel powder, metal nickel powder,
metallic titanium powder, and metal zinc forms so that
weight ratio 1-3 : 10 is composite. Where else, the instant
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work discloses synthesized dough prepared from nonsegre-
gated waste material as source material for 3D printing.
The nonsegregated waste material includes food, plastics,
and E-waste [62]. Table 4 lists and compares the dough
making with a metallic paste composite manufacturing
using 3D printing.

3. Printer Modification

The aim is to convert the waste into useful products is being
proposed which includes the 3D printer being a part of it.
The methodology adapted in the proposed work is shown
in Figure 1 as process flowchart.

All the existing prior art explains specifically recycling
the same kind of waste (for example, porcelain and orange
peel) into useful products. In the proposed work, the system
is developed for the nonsegregated waste comprised of food
waste, plastic bags, E-waste, metal, and other materials,
which is the value-added over the existing prior arts. This
process started in the year 2017, initially planned to develop
the 3D printer to print the light denser material as waste
leaves as in par with light denser applications, for which pat-
ent filed in the year 2017, but the methodology adopted was
different in our patent and then the material synthesized as
per the printer modified by us. Therein, our product gives

similar strength. The core hurdle faced in this work is con-
verting the waste leaf into machine printable form. The next
phase started in the year 2018, wherein the material chosen
was with higher density, that is, waste foundry sand. Pro-
cessing of sand gave challenges like identifying the nontoxic
binder and synthesizing it. Finally, after trying out several
binders, we chose an organic and an inorganic binder which
provided the better binding ability. Therein, the print is
made and tested it is on par with the existing paste metallic
composite printer as well as the ceramic slurry or paste
printers, which are filed for a patent since 2015; this work
uses waste foundry sand which also gave better strength.
The proof of concept developed over 3 years, 2018, 2019,
and 2020, is highlighted below.

4. Novel AM Method

Referring to Figure 2, the system comprises a chamber, an
ultraviolet (UV) disinfectant unit, a shedder, a storage
unit, a mixer, and a 3D printer. The nonsegregated waste
material is collected and stored inside the chamber. It is
Said nonsegregated waste material includes but is not limited
to food, plastics, and E-waste. The chamber dispenses the
nonsegregated waste material as per requirement into the
UV disinfectant unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant

Table 1: Consolidation of related works from patents and other articles.

S.
No.

Date of filing or
publishing

Title
Article/patent

application number

1 2020-08-26 3d printing filament as a second life of waste plastics—a review Journal

2 2020-06-30 Preparation method and application of slurry for ceramic 3d printing CN111777405A

3 2019-18-12
A juice bar transforms orange peels into 3D Printed cups – Source - https://www.3dnatives

.com/en/orange-peels-3d-printed-cups
Web article

4 2018-01-07 Wood paste and objects made therefrom WO2019135245

5 2017-09-05 A kind of 3d printing environmental protection consumptive material CN107556769A

6 2016-11-16 3d printing process with increased strength of the manufactured object
DE1020162225

58A1

7 2016-08-29 A kind of 3D printing discarded object cam-type processing equipment for pulverizing CN106111243B

8 2016-07-11 A kind of green construction material printed for 3d and method of printing thereof CN106186974A

9 2016-05-29 Additive manufacturing of rubber-like materials US20190224914

10 2016-02-05 3d prints high-definition ecological plate CN205395331U

11 2015-08-04
Paste metallic composite material for 3d printing and manufacturing method of paste

metallic composite material for 3d printing
CN105108134A

12 2015-02-16
Method for preparing 3d printing material by use of recycled waste high-density

polyethylene plastics
CN104629152A

13 2015-02-16
With reclaiming the method that 3d printed material prepared by the discarded raw material

containing plant fiber
CN104711887B

14 2015
3d printing with biomaterials towards a sustainable and circular economy – doi:10.3233/978-

1-61499-486-2-i
Book

15 2014-10-29 A kind of biomass wood plastic composite for 3d printing and preparation method thereof CN104356618B

16 2014-09-02 A kind of 3d prints compositions and its production and use CN104230289B

17 2014-08-10
Methods and devices for three-dimensional printing or additive manufacturing of bioactive

medical devices
WO2016025388

18 2014-07-07 Sewage treatment device based on 3d printing biological stuffing CN104045170A

19 2014-04-03 Electronic waste-plastic waste recovery resource-regeneration system and method CN104191541A

5Journal of Nanomaterials
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unit removes the harmful germs and water content in the
nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste. The disin-
fected solid waste then enters the shedder which powders the
solid waste. The powdered solid waste is then stored in the
storage unit. The powdered solid waste is mixed with compo-
nents in a mixer to form the synthesized dough. Said compo-
nents consist of waste foundry sand, waste stone powder, and
binder. The synthesized dough is then sent to the 3D printer
which prints the final component as per the requirement.
The synthesized dough is used as a printable source for 3D
printing. The 3D printer includes UV lamp units fixed to
the printing head on either side which disinfects the dough
and as well as dries the dough. Drying the dough leads to
the achievement of good binding of materials. In an aspect,
the binder is Araldite.

5. Testing

Figure 3 shows the proof of concept developed for the novel
additive manufacturing. Testing phase is initiated with vary-
ing by the proportionate of the materials selected. The mate-
rials are nonsegregated waste material, waste foundry sand,
waste stone powder, and Araldite binder. It is to iterate and
figured the best possible combination for higher strength of
the composite material. Specifically, the hardness test is only
performed.

5.1. Processing Method 1. About 55% of collected nonsegre-
gated waste material is stored inside the chamber. The
chamber dispenses nonsegregated waste material into the
UV disinfectant unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant

Table 2: Comparison of dough making with a review article on waste plastic recycling [59].

S.
No.

Reference document Dough-making technique

1.
As an alternative to the current method of plastic recycling,

filaments for 3D printers can be made from recycled polymers.
Only plastic-based recycling is disclosed.

The instant work deals with nonsegregated waste recycling.

2. One specific waste recycling.

The instant work discloses synthesized dough prepared from
nonsegregated waste material as source material for 3D printing.
The nonsegregated waste material includes food, plastics, and E-

waste.
The technical advancement lies in the making of synthesized
dough from nonsegregated waste material, wherein versatile

materials are collected and processed mixed with components in
the right quantity at the right stage to form the dough state to

achieve 3D printing.
The system converts the nonsegregated waste material into the

synthesized dough without human intervention.

3.

Firstly, the material is separated as well as washed, and then,
ground plastic is extracted.

Extrusion at high temperatures is the next step in the process of
preparing the ground material for use (the temperature should be

set based on type of the polymer).
With the extrusion method, granulated or polymer powder is fed

into an extruder where it is heated and transformed into a
homogeneous filament with precisely defined parameters for use
in 3D printing (adapted to the size of the printer element and

standardized diameter).
The 3D printer accepts the freshly prepared filament.

Analyses are conducted on the printed material (mechanical,
structural, and rheological characteristics).

Milling of the tested specimen is carried out for the second time.
When it comes to modifying a material, an additional step is

required: First, the mixture is mixed with an additional
component as well as a binder (such as silicone oil), and then, it is

extruded.
By contrast, the second method calls for dissolving the ground
element in an organic solvent along with a reinforcing component
and then evaporating the solvent to obtain the ground material

itself.

Nonsegregated waste material that includes food, plastics, and E-
waste was collected and stored inside the chamber.

The chamber dispenses nonsegregated waste material into the UV
disinfectant unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant unit

removes the harmful germs and water content in the
nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste.

The disinfected solid waste then enters the shedder which
powders the solid waste.

The powdered solid waste is then stored in the storage unit.
The powdered solid waste is mixed with components one by one
in the mixer to form the dough. Said components include waste
foundry sand 5%, waste stone powder 5%, and binder 30%. The
powdered solid waste is mixed with waste foundry sand and

mixed well in the mixer to form a first mixture. The waste stone
powder is then added to the first mixture and mixed well in the
mixer to form a second mixture. Araldite is then added to the

second mixture and mixed well in the mixer to form the
synthesized dough.

The synthesized dough which is used as a printable source is then
sent to the 3D printer which prints the final component as per the

requirement.
The 3D printer includes UV lamp units fixed to the printing head
on either side which disinfects the dough and as well as dries the

dough. Drying the dough leads to the achievement of good
binding of materials.

The dough hardness is around 70 Brinell hardness units.
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Table 3: Comparison of dough making with a review article on sustainable 3D-printed meat analogs [59].

S.
No.

Referenced document Dough-making technique

1

They transformed waste material into the dough as a printable
source of 3D printing. Materials obtained from somewhere

in vitro cell culture, insects, and meat byproducts/waste, as well as
plants, have been proposed as potential sources for long-term

3DP meat alternatives.
In the extrusion process, fibrous meat materials have been

deposited via a nozzle to create 3D structures in meat food items.

The instant work deals with nonsegregated waste recycling.

2 Only meat analogs recycling.

The instant work discloses synthesized dough prepared from
nonsegregated waste material as source material for 3D printing.
The nonsegregated waste material includes food, plastics, and E-

waste.

3 Waste recycling using meat material into scaffold

The system coverts the nonsegregated waste material into
synthesized dough, wherein versatile materials are collected,
assessed, and processed to form the dough state to achieve 3D

printing.
Making synthesized dough with nonsegregated waste material

into 3D printable form with better strength requires appropriate
input at various stages.

Complete blending and combining can be accomplished only
therein, proper specific proportionate.

4

By straightforwardly exploiting freeze-dried cells because of both
active biocatalysts and fillers, Qian and his colleagues developed a
high-performance bioink with significantly increased cell loading
density while also supplying favorable rheological properties for
AM. Baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) loading density had

been enhanced to 750 g/l cell dry weight as the first bioink
prototype (orders of magnitudes higher than that in liquid

culture). In the ink, the cells were crammed so closely together
that they were almost touching. This study also found that by
adding nanocellulose as just a selectable secondary filler, the

researchers were able to control ink rheology (such as a critical
parameter characterizing the elasticity of polymeric liquids and
plateau modulus) as well as cell density (0–8.6109 cells/ml) over

a diverse variety for tailored implementations.

Nonsegregated waste material that includes food, plastics, and E-
waste was collected and stored inside the chamber.

The chamber dispenses nonsegregated waste material into the UV
disinfectant unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant unit

removes the harmful germs and water content in the
nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste.

The disinfected solid waste then enters the shedder which
powders the solid waste.

The powdered solid waste is then stored in the storage unit.
The powdered solid waste is mixed with components one by one
in the mixer to form the dough. Said components include waste
foundry sand 5%, waste stone powder 5%, and binder 30%. The
powdered solid waste is mixed with waste foundry sand and

mixed well in the mixer to form a first mixture. The waste stone
powder is then added to the first mixture and mixed well in the
mixer to form a second mixture. Araldite is then added to the

second mixture and mixed well in the mixer to form the
synthesized dough.

The synthesized dough which is used as a printable source is then
sent to the 3D printer which prints the final component as per the

requirement.
The 3D printer includes UV lamp units fixed to the printing head
on either side which disinfects the dough and as well as dries the

dough. Drying the dough leads to the achievement of good
binding of materials.

The dough hardness is around 70 Brinell hardness units.

5

Extruders, which use a threaded conveyor or syringe structure
and can also regulate temperature, represent a promising for the
3D printing of meat food items with the desired design, despite
the fact that other methods have been still being developed. A

nozzle is used to extrude materials in a layer-over-layer fashion to
create geometric 3D structures. In addition, semisolid pastes like

dough, chocolate, and meat purees are commonly used in
extrusion. Dough, chocolate, and puree are among the 3D-printed

edibles.

This work discussed not simply printing it, synthesizing dough is
novel, and thereby it is getting the print to provide better

hardness. It cannot print dough of any nature to gain the required
strength.
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unit removes the harmful germs and water content in the
nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste. The disin-
fected solid waste then enters the shedder which powders the
solid waste. The shedder includes two stages of metal blades,
first stage of metal blades sheds the solid waste into bigger
granules, and the next stage of metal blades sheds the bigger
granules into fine powder. The powdered solid waste is then
stored in the storage unit. The powdered solid waste is
mixed with components one by one in the mixer to form a
dough. Said components consist of waste foundry sand 5%,
waste stone powder 5%, and binder 30%. The powdered
solid waste is mixed with about 5% of waste foundry sand
and mixed well in the mixer to form a first mixture. About
5% of waste stone powder is then added to the first mixture

and mixed well in the mixer to form a second mixture.
About 30% of Araldite is then added to the second mixture
and mixed well in the mixer to form the synthesized dough.
The synthesized dough is then sent to the 3D printer which
prints the final component as per the requirement. The
dough is used as the printable source for 3D printing. The
3D printer includes UV lamp units fixed to printing head
on either side which disinfects the dough and as well as dries
the dough. Drying the dough leads to the achievement of
good binding of materials. The dough hardness is around
59 Brinell hardness units.

5.2. Processing Method 2. About 60% of collected nonsegre-
gated waste material is stored inside the chamber. The

Table 4: Comparison of dough making with a metallic paste composite manufacturing using 3D printing [63].

Referenced document Dough-making technique

The method for the paste metallic composite comprising of
1) Dispersant of the metal dust of 80-90 weight portion and 1-2
weight portion is uniformly dispersed in high-speed disperser, for
subsequent use
2) Metal dust of step1 dispersion treatment, the silicone of 5-10
weight portion, and the tackifier of 1-3 weight portion are added
airtight stirred tank, setting stirred tank temperature is 60-65 DEG
C; by the rotating speed mixing 20-30min of 200-400 rpm, obtain
metal powder and silicone is the body of paste of key component
3) Curing catalysts of 0.1-0.5 weight portion being added step-2
metal powder that obtains and silicone be the body of paste of key
component, open the vacuum of the airtight stirred tank, vacuum
pressure 0.1-0.3MPa, and mix with the rotating speed of 50-
100 rpm; curing catalysts are dispersed in metal powder completely,
and silicone is in the body of paste of key component
4) By the material discharge that airtight for step-3 stirred tank
obtains and seal and preservation, be a kind of paste metallic
composite printed for 3D.

Nonsegregated waste material that includes food, plastics, and E-
waste was collected and stored inside the chamber. The chamber
dispenses nonsegregated waste material into the UV disinfectant

unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant unit removes the harmful
germs and water content in the nonsegregated waste material to

form solid waste.
The disinfected solid waste then enters the shedder which powders

the solid waste.
The powdered solid waste is then stored in the storage unit.

The powdered solid waste is mixed with components one by one in
the mixer to form a dough. Said components include waste foundry
sand 5%, waste stone powder 5%, and binder 30%. The powdered
solid waste is mixed with waste foundry sand and mixed well in the
mixer to form a first mixture. The waste stone powder is then added
to the first mixture and mixed well in the mixer to form a second
mixture. Araldite is then added to the second mixture and mixed

well in the mixer to form the synthesized dough.
The synthesized dough which is used as a printable source is then
sent to the 3D printer which prints the final component as per the

requirement.
The 3D printer includes UV lamp units fixed to the printing head on
either side which disinfects the dough and as well as dries the dough.
Drying the dough leads to the achievement of good binding of

materials.
The dough hardness is around 70 Brinell hardness units.

Gather the waste

Disinfect it

Synthesizing into machine printable form

Printing the product

Testing and evaluation

Selecting suitable application according to the strength or further optimize the material

Figure 1: Process flowchart for the proposed work.
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chamber dispenses nonsegregated waste material into the
UV disinfectant unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant
unit removes the harmful germs and water content in the
nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste. The disin-
fected solid waste then enters the shedder which powders the
solid waste. The powdered solid waste is then stored in the

storage unit. The powdered solid waste is mixed with com-
ponents one by one in the mixer to form a dough. Said com-
ponents include waste foundry sand 5%, waste stone powder
5%, and binder 30%. The powdered solid waste is mixed
with about 5% of waste foundry sand and mixed well in
the mixer to form a first mixture. About 5% of waste stone

Chamber

UV disinfectant unit Shredder

Storage unit

3D printer

Blending unit

UV
lamp

UV lamp

Figure 2: Novel AM system [64].

Proof of concept stage – 1 

Proof of concept stage – 2 

Proof of concept stage – 3 [73] (Indian patent granted) 

Preparing waste green
leaves into machine

printable form

Converted leaves are fed
into machine and printingMaterial

synthesizing as per
the printer

requirement

Waste foundry sand into
machine printable form

Converted sand paste are
fed into machine and

printing it

Material
synthesizing as per

the printer
requirement

Preparing waste materials
into machine printable form

(Solid waste)

Printing using 3D printer
Material

synthesizing as
per the printer
requirement

Figure 3: Proof of concept developed for the novel AM.
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powder is then added to the first mixture and mixed well in
the mixer to form a second mixture. About 30% of Araldite
is then added to the second mixture and mixed well in the
mixer to form the synthesized dough. The synthesized
dough is then sent to the 3D printer which prints the final
component as per the requirement. The dough is used as
the printable source for 3D printing. The 3D printer includes
UV lamp units fixed to the printing head on either side
which disinfects the dough and as well as dries the dough.
Drying the dough leads to the achievement of good binding
of materials. The dough hardness is around 70 Brinell hard-
ness units.

5.3. Processing Method 3. About 65% of collected nonsegre-
gated waste material is stored inside the chamber. The
chamber dispenses nonsegregated waste material into the
UV disinfectant unit via a conveyor; said UV disinfectant
unit removes the harmful germs and water content in the
nonsegregated waste material to form solid waste. The disin-
fected solid waste then enters the shedder which powders the
solid waste. The powdered solid waste is then stored in the
storage unit. The powdered solid waste is mixed with com-
ponents one by one in the mixer to form the dough. Said
components include waste foundry sand 5%, waste stone
powder 5%, and binder 30%. The powdered solid waste is
mixed with about 5% of waste foundry sand and mixed well
in the mixer to form a first mixture. About 5% of waste stone
powder is then added to the first mixture and mixed well in
the mixer to form a second mixture. About 30% of Araldite
is then added to the second mixture and mixed well in the
mixer to form the synthesized dough. The synthesized
dough is then sent to the 3D printer which prints the final
component as per the requirement. The dough is used as
the printable source for 3D printing. The 3D printer includes
UV lamp units fixed to the printing head on either side
which disinfects the dough and as well as dries the dough.
Drying the dough leads to the achievement of good binding
of materials. The dough hardness is around 54 Brinell hard-
ness units.

From the above synthesis, it is clear that dough compo-
sition with waste material: 60%, waste foundry sand: 5%,
waste stone powder: 5%, and binder: 30% achieves hardness
around 70 Brinell hardness units.

The nonsegregated waste material is stored inside the
chamber, said chamber dispenses the nonsegregated waste
material into the UV disinfectant unit via a conveyor, and
said UV disinfectant unit removes the harmful germs and
water content in the nonsegregated waste material to form
solid waste. The disinfected solid waste enters the shedder
which powders the solid waste. The powdered solid waste
is stored in the storage unit, the powdered solid waste is
mixed with components in a mixer to form synthesized
dough, and the synthesized dough as the printable source
is sent to the 3D printer which prints desired final compo-
nent. The shredder includes two stages of metal blades, the
first stage of metal blades sheds the solid waste into bigger
granules, and the next stage of metal blades sheds the bigger
granules into fine powder. The UV lamp units are fixed to
the printing head of the 3D printer on either side, and said

UV lamp units disinfect the dough and dry the dough. The
components consist of waste foundry sand and waste stone
powder, and binder is Araldite. The synthesized dough com-
position consists of the following components in weight
percent, waste material: 60%, waste foundry sand: 5% waste
stone powder: 5%, and binder: 30%.

6. Conclusion

Process of making dough and 3D print of it is explained in
detail in this article. Initially, we gathered the related works,
narrowed down it to most related articles, and then com-
pared with this process. Thereby it shows the novelty of this
process. Next, this process is explained in detail along with
the various stages of developing proof of concept for this
process. It provides path and tests the material printed for
strength wherein the highest strength achieved is 70 Brinell
hardness units. It is proposed as the best strength can be
obtained in this technique.
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During the stir casting process, different percent weights of hexagonal boron nitride (HBN) and cubic boron nitride (CBN) were
mixed with aluminum alloy 6061. The test specimens are then machined from the cast aluminum metal matrix composites. The
tests are carried out utilizing an ASTM G99-compliant pin-on-plate tribometer on a pivoting EN32 circle. Minitab 16 is used to
plan the dry sliding wear trials, which are set up in an orthogonal array. The input parameters are percent HBN addition and CBN
addition, sliding speed, and load, and the wear rate was considered to be the output parameter. The actual density of the cast
specimens was found to be greater than 90% of their theoretical density. The accumulation of HBN and CBN greatly enhances
the wear resistance of aluminum metal matrix composites, according to research. The technique of regression analysis is
utilized to establish genuine links between the wear rate and input parameters. The morphology of the worn out surfaces was
examined using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). After numerous iterations, the simulation source of DEFORM 3D
forecasts the stress and velocity component of the frictional surface contact area.

1. Introduction

The current requirement of automotive industries to
improve the fuel efficiency with improved properties like
friction and wear resistance that led to the development of
low-+cost and lightweight materials such as cylinder blocks,
liners, piston, cam shafts, lifters, and brake drum materials.
Selection of the right material for an engineering application
depends on properties such as strength, density, light weight,
melting point, conductivity, and cost. The density of alumi-
num being one-third of the steel makes it still a better choice
for high-strength and low-weight requirements. Though alu-
minum and its alloys represent better mechanical properties,
it shows degradation of wear resistance, which limits its
application in engineering. In order to overcome these limi-

tations, addition of hard material (reinforcement) into soft
(matrix) material improves the mechanical and tribological
properties, termed as metal matrix composites (MMC).

In reference [1], AZ31B is selected as Mg matrix material
and hard tungsten carbide (WC) particles as reinforcement
material. Mg/WC composites reinforced with different weight
proportions (0, 5, 10, and 15wt.%) were made through the stir
casting method. The wear test results denoted that the AZ31B/
15wt% WC composites have excellent tribological behavior
when compared to the base magnesium matrix AZ31B alloy.

Natarajan et al. [1] evaluated the metal matrix compos-
ites (MMCs) reinforced with SiC particles that combine the
matrix properties with those of the ceramic reinforcement,
leading to higher stiffness and superior thermal stability with
respect to the corresponding unreinforced alloys. However,
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The SEM analysis of the weld zone shows evidence of a sub-
stantial grain refinement of the aluminium matrix and frac-
turing of reinforcement particles due to uniform distribution
and dynamic recrystallization induced by the plastic defor-
mation and frictional heating during welding.

The light-weight matrix materials used are aluminum,
magnesium, and titanium. Among them, aluminum and
magnesium draw the attention as preferred matrix materials
due to their several attractive properties. Aluminum metal
matrix composites (AMMCs) have demonstrated higher
strength at high temperatures, a low coefficient of friction,
thermal expansion, superior wear resistance, and stiffness.
The hardness of the AMC increases with decreasing density
with increasing wt percent of reinforcements. AMMCs have
found its application in aircraft, aerospace, automobiles, and
various other fields. The commercial application for Toyota
engineering in the diesel engine piston, which offers higher
wear resistance and strength at high temperatures than Cast
Iron.

Wear is a property of an engineering system that is influ-
enced by factors such as load, speed, temperature, hardness, for-
eign material presence, and the surrounding environment.
Wearing situations may produce material wear in a variety of
ways. Surface damage or material removal from one or both
solid surfaces in a sliding, rolling, or impact action relative to
one another might be the cause. Surface interactions at asperi-
ties are the most common source of wear. The material on the
contacting surface may be removed, transferred to the mating
surface, or broken apart as a wear particle during relative
motion. Because a material’s wear resistance is linked to its
microstructure, which may change throughout the wear pro-
cess, the microstructure seems to be highlighted in wear
research.Wear research programmesmust be thoroughly struc-
tured since metal wear is impacted by a number of elements.

As a result, some of the data has been standardized to make
it more helpful. In a vehicle application, Natarajan et al. [1]
evaluated traditional grey cast iron and aluminummetal matrix
composite for friction material. They put the disc through a
wear test, using pin as the brake shoe lining material. The disc
is made of A356/25SiCp, while the pins are made of grey cast
iron. Optical micrographs were used to examine the worn sur-
faces of Al-MMC, brake discs, and cast iron, and they con-
cluded that Al-MMC had a higher wear resistance than cast
iron. Singh [2] produced aluminum hybrid composites for tri-
bological applications using Al/SiC/Gr. According to their find-
ings, the hybrid composite outperforms the Al alloy in terms of
wear resistance. They looked at the tribological layer, which
was linked to wear patterns. The tribological properties of Al-
MMC were studied by Mistry and Gohli [3]. They found that
as the fraction of reinforcement in the matrix was raised, tribo-
logical property performance rose proportionately. They also
discovered that reinforcing particles at the micro- and nanos-
cales improve wear qualities. Baradeswaran and Perumal [4]
investigated the effects of B4C on Al7075 composites rein-
forced with K2TiF6 as a flux to prevent wetness. They discov-
ered that increasing the volume of particles increased the
composite’s toughness. They also discovered that adding B4C
boosted ultimate tensile, flexural, and wear strength. In addi-
tion, in the microstructure, a mechanically mixed layer of iron

and oxygen was discovered. With increasing B4C, the coeffi-
cient of friction dropped and was determined to be 0.32 at
10% B4C. Padmavathi and Ramakrisnan [5] used stir casting
to investigate the wear and friction behavior of Al6061 with
varying percentages of the multiwall carbon nanotube
(MWCNT) and SiC. When comparing severe wear circum-
stances to mild wear conditions, it was discovered that the
composite had a low wear rate and friction coefficient. There
was a threshold load over which MWCNT had a negative
impact on Al alloy wear resistance. The Al reinforced with
SiC and MWCNT had improved dry abrasive wear resistance,
according to the findings. As the percentage of MWCNT rose,
the hardness increased and the specific wear rate dropped. Sid-
dhartha et al. [6] stir cast aluminum–boron carbide MMCwith
a 5wt% B4C content and an average size of 33m. Wear tests
were carried out on Taguchi’s L27 orthogonal array using three
parameters and three levels of condition. The input parameters
were the applied load, sliding velocity, and distance. Low load
(10N), high sliding velocity (3m/s), and distance (2000m/s)
were determined to be the best conditions for good tribological
properties. The mix projecting technique was used by Siddesh
et al. [7] to make AMC of Al2219 alloy supported with B4C
and MoS2 particles. The density grew as the percent weight
of B4C and MoS2 increased, according to the findings. In the
matrix, the microstructural analysis revealed a fine dispersion
of reinforcing particles. With increasing percentages of B4C
and MoS2, the yield strength, yield stress, and ductility all
reduced due to the formation of voids and nucleation. The
composites outperformed the unreinforced Al2219 alloy in
terms of wear resistance. Sharma et al. [8] used a stir casting
technique to make AA6082 MMCs enhanced with graphite
particles. The reinforcement was gradually increased from 0%
to 12% in 3 percent increments. The micro- and macrotough-
ness of the composite reduced as the number of Gr particles
increased.

The composite had a lower wear rate than unreinforced
composites, and an ANOVA test revealed that the sliding dis-
tance was the most important element in composite wear.
Riahi and Alpas [9] investigated the wear properties of hybrid
A356–10% SiC–4% graphite and A356–5% Al2O3–3% graph-
ite manufactured using stir casting processes. The creation of a
tribo layer as well as an oxidized surface on both composites’
contact surfaces regulated the wear rate, resulting in a mild
wear regime for both composites throughout a wide range of
loads and sliding speeds. Bindumadhavan et al. [10] studied
the wear impact of A356/SiC dual-particle (DPS) composites
(47m and 120m) and single-particle-sized composites
(47m). The DPS composites demonstrated increased wear
resistance because the bigger SiC particles were identified to
shelter the smaller ones from abrasive action by guiding the
smaller particles to fulfill the wear resistant role. Hexagonal
boron nitride and cubic boron nitride reinforced aluminum
wear behavior were not reported in the literature survey. Pra-
veenkumar et al. [11] have discussed that the increased WC
content improves the yield strength, flexural strength, tensile
strength, and microhardness of produced composites. The
homogenous dispersion of WC particles throughout the Mg
matrix may be seen in SEM pictures. Periyasamy et al.
[12–13] have explained that due to dynamic recrystallization
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generated by plastic deformation and frictional heating during
welding, the microstructure analysis of the weld zone reveals
significant grain refinement of the aluminium matrix and
breaking of reinforcement particles. Also, determine the
mechanical properties of Mg/WC composites prepared by
the stir casting method. In [14, 15, 16], AA2024/Al2O3/SiC/
Gr- and AA6061-reinforced SiC with different leaf ashes using
advanced stir casting technique were discussed by Natrayan
et al. on tribological behavior improvements of AA2024/
Al2O3/SiC/Gr- and AA6061-reinforced SiC with different leaf
ashes using an advanced stir casting method.

A new attempt was made to investigate the wear behav-
ior of such composites including various percent weights of
HBN and CBN. When aluminum slides across steel without
any external lubrication, it adheres to the steel, resulting in a
low-shear strength contact. As a result of the soft aluminum
surface being ploughed by the asperities of steel and flaking
of particle flakes from the transfer coating, wear debris may
occur. The addition of ceramic reinforcement to the alumi-
num matrix decreases friction and wear. In addition, the
simulation platform DEFORM 3D can be used to analyze
wear behavior by providing stress and velocity components
for the frictional contact region between the disc and the pin.

2. Materials and Methods

Despite the different casting fabrication methods available, stir
casting is a popular fabrication and processing method because
it is reasonably inexpensive and allows for the selection of mate-
rials and processing conditions. It can sustain high efficiency
rates and allow for the production of exceedingly large parts.
The cost of producing parts using the mix projecting approach
is around one-third to one-half of the cost of producing parts
using other major procedures. Costs are expected to drop to
one-tenth for high-volume production as well. The distribution
of the reinforcing material in the matrix alloy must be homoge-
neous, and the bonding strength between these two substances
must be good, in order to attain optimal metal matrix compos-
ites MMC characteristics. The age of acceptable connection
between molecular fortifications and fluid aluminum metal lat-
tice during the casting process is dependent on good wetting.
Acceptable wetting necessitates strong interface connections.
The particles and metal matrix may establish these connections
through mutual dissolution or reactivity. The design and fea-
tures of the support metal interface govern the mechanical
properties ofMMCs in general. Themovement and distribution
of stress from the lattice to the support are enabled by a more
solid contact, resulting in enhanced adaptability and strength.
Particle dispersion in the lattice material during the soften phase
of the projection cycle is influenced by mixing speed, warming
temperature, mixing duration, slurry consistency, molecule
wetting, mixing adequacy, and limiting gas entrapment. The stir
casting procedures with the feeding arrangements of reinforce-
ments and molten slag deposition into the mould cavity is
shown in Figures 1(a)–1(c).

2.1. SEM Characterization. The form is round, and the
essential characteristic of circular powder is that it has a high
wear resistance and ductile property. As a result, the powder

is easily spread and quickly mixed with other materials in
this circular section. The nanostructure of the size is 10
microns, so the powder material is highly ductile. Figures 2
(a) and 2(b) clearly show the size and shape of the powder.
The same characterization is achieved but with different
magnifications.

3. Experimental Procedure

3.1. Wear Testing. Using a pin-on-disc device, the dry sliding
wear behavior of aluminum/HBN/CBN was examined
(DUCOMTM brand). The game plan for pin-on-plate
mechanical assembly is shown in Figure 3. The steel with
the category of emergency number 32 steel can be used to
make the disc, and the hardness has been recorded as 65
HRC. Procedures for an arm and linked loads, in general,
press the pin against the plate at a certain load. The dry slid-
ing wear tests were performed in accordance with the ASTM
G 99 standard under dry sliding conditions of temperature
(300°C, RH 55 percent and 5%). Milling and polishing cylin-
drical pins with a diameter of 10mm and a length of 25mm
were done using the metallographic method. The specimens
were thoroughly washed with acetone before testing to
remove any dirt or foreign particles. The initial and end
weights of the specimen were determined with an accuracy
of 0.0001 grams using the Mitutoyo electronic weighing
equipment. Wear measurement is done after a wear test to
quantify the quantity of materials lost (or deteriorated)
(and truly after a section in help for a while). Be contingent
on the cause for the experiment, the category of wear, and
the number and test size instances, and the material can be
degraded as loss of weight and volume or variations in
straight measurement. The disc was meant to revolve
beneath the pin after the example was attached in the arm.
The quantity of the workpiece is measured previously, and
subsequently, the test with an alphanumeric balance and
the loss of weight is calculatedly aimed at each combination
of contribution limitations. The maximum wear was calcu-
lated using wear track photographs and SEM images.

4. Results and Discussions

Taguchi’s three-level four factors of L27 orthogonal array for-
mation were used here for this research. Table 1 shows the
input constraints and their levels. Table 2 shows the observa-
tions of the wear test. Minitab 16 programming was utilized
to do more research.

The wear rate must be minimized when calculating the
signal-to-noise ratio; the smaller the number, the better the
quality features. As a result, the following equation is used
to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio for mass loss: the less
you have, the better. Figure 4 shows the main effect graphs
of S/N ratios on the wear rate of composites.

ɳ = −10 × log10
1
n
〠y2i

� �
: ð1Þ
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) Stir casting setup, (b) feeding of reinforcements, (c) stirring of composite slurry, and (d) pouring of the cast composite into
dies.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Microstructure illustration of (a)&(b) HBN and (c)&(d) CBN composites. The HBN particle size is ×1500 and ×2500 in 10μm,
and the CBN size is ×5000 in 5μm and ×10000 in 1μm as shown in Figures 2(a) and (d).
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The regression equation for this MMC’s wear rate is
provided by

Wear rate = 0:63631 − 0:328127 ∗%HBNð Þ
− 0:0451929 ∗%CBNð Þ + 0:00144872 ∗ loadð Þ
− 0:00146963 ∗ SSð Þ + 0:124477 ∗%HBN ∗%HBNð Þ
− 0:0018006 ∗%CBN ∗%CBNð Þ − 1:68475 e − 006 ∗ load ∗ loadð Þ
+ 0:00661419 ∗ SS ∗ SSð Þ + 0:0172865 ∗%HBN ∗%CBNð Þ
− 0:000837525 ∗%HBN ∗ loadð Þ − 0:0151258 ∗%HBN ∗ SSð Þ
− 0:000211329 ∗%CBN ∗ loadð Þ − 0:00844244 ∗%CBN ∗ SSð Þ
+ 0:000395297 ∗ load ∗ SSð Þ,

S = 0:0109344 R − Sq = 99:23% R − Sq adjð Þ = 98:29%:
ð2Þ

Table 3 shows the percent contribution of input param-
eters for the wear rate using an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) table.

4.1. Influence of Reinforcement Addition. The use of hexago-
nal boron nitride (self-lubricating) and cubic boron nitride
in a soft and ductile matrix increases the hardness and hence
reduces the wear rate of the matrix alloy, lowering the wear
rate of composites. The dislocation density rises due to a
thermal mismatch (difference in thermal expansion coeffi-
cient) among the matrix alloy and the reinforcements.
Increased dislocation density improves the materials’ resis-
tance to plastic deformation and minimizes friction during
sliding motion, minimizing crack propagation during wear.
The Aluminum 94%, HBN 3%, and CBN 3% were used in
reinforcement in this work. In the use of wt %, the wear
resistance is verified by pin-on-disc.

4.2. Influence of the Applied Load. Sliding wear is related to
the applied force and the sliding distance and inversely pro-
portional to the degraded surface’s hardness. The shift in

Figure 3: Wear testing arrangements in the pin-on-disc apparatus.

Table 1: Input parameters of wear testing and its additions..

Contribution factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

HBN (%) 0.5 1.0 1.5

CBN (%) 1.0 2.0 3.0

Load (N) 10 30 50

Speed of sliding (m/s) 1 2 3

Distance of sliding (m) 2000

Table 2: Observations of the wear test.

Expt.
no

%
HBN

%
CBN

Load
(N)

Slidingspeed
(m/s)

Wear rate
(mm3/m)

1 0.5 1 10 1 0.4515

2 0.5 1 30 2 0.4966

3 0.5 1 50 3 0.5546

4 0.5 2 10 2 0.3936

5 0.5 2 30 3 0.4369

6 0.5 2 50 1 0.4416

7 0.5 3 10 3 0.3397

8 0.5 3 30 1 0.3445

9 0.5 3 50 2 0.3691

10 1 1 10 2 0.3437

11 1 1 30 3 0.3846

12 1 1 50 1 0.3798

13 1 2 10 3 0.2965

14 1 2 30 1 0.3161

15 1 2 50 2 0.3264

16 1 3 10 1 0.2699

17 1 3 30 2 0.2727

18 1 3 50 3 0.2833

19 1.5 1 10 3 0.3212

20 1.5 1 30 1 0.3223

21 1.5 1 50 2 0.3268

22 1.5 2 10 1 0.2773

23 1.5 2 30 2 0.2842

24 1.5 2 50 3 0.2979

25 1.5 3 10 2 0.2070

26 1.5 3 30 3 0.2059

27 1.5 3 50 1 0.2354

Main effects plot SN ratios

Data Mears
11

10

9

0.5 1.0 1.5 1 2 3

11

10

9

10 30 50 1 2 3
Signal-to-noise: smaller is better

Figure 4: Key outcome plots of S/N ratios about the wear rate.
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wear behavior with increasing load may be described using
Archard’s theory.

The observed increase in the wear rate was caused by the
fact that as the applied stress rises, so does the permeation of
stiff asperities of the counter exterior into the softer pin sur-
face, as well as deformation and fracture of the softer surface
asperities. As the load grows, thermal softening and plastic
deformation tend to serve on the MMC. This might be due
to the weight-bearing capacity of the reinforcements and
base metal. As a result, at low speeds, the abrasive wear pro-
cess takes over, in which the fracture strength exceeds the
fracture strength, resulting in fracture owing to higher pro-
duced stresses. The material may be transported from the
pin to the disc owing to the chafing action of broken rein-
forcing particles on the steel disc and the displacement of
the matrix from the pin’s surface. More energy is given as
the load grows, and some of it is transformed to heat energy.
The heating caused by friction increases as the applied load
increases, resulting in localized adhesion of the pin surface

to the counter surface as the interface temperature rises. As
the load rises, so does the pin’s penetration into the compos-
ite surface, resulting in a quicker rate of wear.

4.3. Consequences of Sliding Speed. The results show that
when a combination of percent HBN addition, percent
CBN addition, and applied load is used, the frictional heat
created between the pin and the steel disc is influenced by
sliding speed. Where the reinforcements are penetrated from
the pin to the counter plate, the degree of softening and fric-
tional heat are directly proportional to each other. However,
increasing the sliding speed reduces the wear rate, which is
caused by reinforcement pulling due to thermal mismatch.
When the drawn reinforcing particles come into contact
with the steel disc, the wear rate is reduced at greater speeds.

4.4. Wear Surface Morphology of Aluminum Metal Matrix
Composites by SEM Analysis. An SEM was used to examine
the worn-out surface of selected specimens after the wear

10 kV x100 100 𝜇m 22 31 SEI

(a)

10 kV x250 100 𝜇m 22 31 SEI

(b)

10 kV x250 100 𝜇m 22 31 SEI

(c)

Figure 5: SEM image worn-out surface of experiments.

Table 3: ANOVA observations of % contribution of inputs for the wear rate.

Source DF Seq SS F P Contribution %

% HBN 1 0.10125 82.13400 0.00171 55.749

% CBN 1 0.06167 4.69300 0.05113 33.957

Load 1 0.00550 2.67300 0.12802 3.028

SS 1 0.00038 0.00500 0.94500 0.206

%HBN ∗%HBN 1 0.00581 48.50900 0.00932 3.199

%CBN ∗%CBN 1 0.00002 0.16200 0.69404 0.010

Load ∗ load 1 0.00000 0.02300 0.88262 0.002

SS∗SS 1 0.00026 2.19100 0.16456 0.144

%HBN ∗%CBN 1 0.00135 7.01600 0.02122 0.744

%HBN ∗ load 1 0.00133 6.58800 0.02469 0.730

%HBN ∗ SS 1 0.00089 5.37900 0.03882 0.492

%CBN ∗ load 1 0.00020 1.67800 0.21958 0.111

%CBN ∗ SS 1 0.00082 6.85400 0.02247 0.452

Load ∗ SS 1 0.00070 5.81100 0.03287 0.383

Error 12 0.00144 0.791

Total 26 0.18161 100.00
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test (SEM). Figures 5(a)–5(c) demonstrate the surface mor-
phology of the hybrid composite for experiments 1, 4, and
7. It appears that cavities generated in the composite matrix
have aligned parallel to the direction of sliding when tested
at low load (10N). During the scouring process, several par-
ticles particles were chopped off. In certain zones, the com-
posite lattice has released smaller particles over the worn
surface of the AA6061-HBN-CBN Hybrid composite. Deep
and persistent grooves cause the oxide layer casting to frac-
ture, resulting in increased wear loss. The two composites’
worn surfaces had finer grooves and modest plastic distor-
tion at the groove margins. The reinforcing also gives the
surface a smooth appearance. Notably, fissures grow parallel
to the sliding direction. When the applied load is low, the
reinforcements fracture, fragment, or move along the crack
lines. Although cavitations appear to be modest, deep cracks
and grooves are plainly seen with increasing applied force.

SEM images for experimental conditions 2, 14, and 26
are depicted in Figures 6(a)–6(c). The worn surface changes
appearance when subjected to 30N of force. The cavitations
are greater in this example than in the previous one. Some
substructures run in the same direction as the sliding direc-
tion. The worn surface had resulted in subtle grooves and
minor scratches. The ploughing effect of the counter disc’s
strong asperities and hardened worn detritus creates the
grooves. Wear would be reduced if the tungsten carbide con-
tent was increased. The structures of worn surfaces change
depending on the sliding speed and applied force. When

the sample is rubbed on a steel disc at a low sliding speed
and applied force, the aluminum matrix appears to expand
along the sliding direction. Cavitations have also increased.
The hard particles seem to have fashioned a few holes (for
example, HBN and CBN particulates)

Figures 7(a)–7(c) show SEM images for experimental
conditions 9, 18, and 27. During sliding, hard particles dis-
solve the steel counter face, forming a thin coating of oxi-
dized iron that acts as an ointment. Hard particles at grain
boundaries would reduce particle breakage. Massive plastic
strains in the composite network can cause subsurface
breaks and delamination when in close contact with the steel
counter face. Figure 7(a) depicts fractures occurring at

Dowmward force (N)

Friction
zone

Rotational
direction of the 

disc

Figure 8: Modeling and assemblage of the pin-on-disc wear test in
DEFORM 3D.

10 kV x1,000 10 𝜇m 22 31 SEI

(a)

10 kV x500 50 𝜇m 22 31 SEI

(b)

10 kV x250 100 𝜇m 20 31 SEI

(c)

Figure 6: SEM image worn-out surface of experiments 2, 14, and 26.

10 kV x500 50 𝜇m 19 31 SEI

(a)

10 kV x1,000 10 𝜇m 19 31 SEI

(b)

10 kV x1,000 10 𝜇m 22 31 SEI

(c)

Figure 7: SEM image worn-out surface of experiments 9, 18, and 27.
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aluminum grain boundaries as a result of strain hardening of
aluminum during sliding with increasing stress and rein-
forcement explosion from aluminum grain boundaries as a
result of increasing load. The wear rate reduces at 3m/s, sug-
gesting less material loss from the surface. Figure 7(c) shows
a lot of grooves on the surface.

4.5. Validation of Wear Test through Simulation. The multi-
directional simulation tool DEFORM 3D is used for all
dynamically oriented analysis, especially used for the 3-
dimensional analysis and simulation of all metal forming
and machining techniques. We can easily predict the prop-
erties of all domain-related elements. As mentioned in the
previous experimental stage, using the pin-on-disc appara-
tus, the friction level and the wear rates can be easily calcu-
lated by this simulation procedure. Based on this, the
simulation procedures have been originated for the bid of
comparing the stress, velocity, and displacement for the
highlighted value which has been arrived from the experi-
mental part. The clockwise rotation of the disc can be mod-

elled and located in the simulation platform with the vertical
placement of the pin model. For both the pin and disc
models, the material attributes were picked from the mate-
rials library.

The boundary conditions have been specified based on
its rotation about the rotating disc assembly’s center axis;
similarly, a vertical downward force of 50N can be applied
over the pin in the DEFORM 3D simulation tool’s z-axis
as shown in Figure 8. The DEFORM 3D platform can simu-
late the frictional contact in a wear test.

The convergence relative mesh size was preferred in this
case, and it was applied to both the friction plate and the pin
element’s surface. Both are in their correct positions, as
revealed in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), with physical contact
between the pin and the disc. Figure 9(c) shows the material
properties of Al6061 for the pin element and 30CrNiMo8
steel for the revolving disc, which are labelled with distinct
colors. As illustrated in Figure 9(d), the von Mises or effec-
tive stress was achieved in one of the experimental steps
between the pin and the rotating disc. Here, the tension is

Z

Y
X

(a)

Z

(b)

Z

Y
X
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(c)
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Y
X
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Figure 9: Simulation results of wear behavior.
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largest at the contact surface due to the gradually imposed
load; it decreases lower along the vertical z-axis in DEFORM
3D. Figure 9(e) depicts the frictional impact on a disc with a
surface area of 1.52mm2. The dynamics simulation tool
measured the displacement at 0.184mm throughout the
pin length. When there is a condition of friction between
the mating surfaces, this approach can be utilized to antici-
pate stresses and displacements. Figures 9(g) and 9(h) and
I demonstrate how the velocities on both the x-, y-, and z
-axes can be anticipated in Figure 9(i). The y- and z-axis
velocities are only active in this case. There was no velocity
value obtained along the x-axis direction.

5. Conclusion

The addition of hexagonal boron nitride and cubic boron
nitride improves the wear resistance of aluminum AA6061.
Among these two, hexagonal boron nitride contributes more
than its cubic structured counterpart. Wear resistance
decreases as the load increases, independent of the composi-
tion, and mass loss increases. A thin tribo film is formed by
the HBN reinforcements that have been removed. It keeps
metal from coming into direct contact with the sliding sur-
face, as well as CBN particles from fracturing. These rein-
forcements also serve as a barrier, inhibiting dislocation
movement, which manifests as little patches. The greatest
weight percent of HBN and CBN resulted in the least
amount of material loss during wear. The deformation resis-
tance given by CBN, which breaks into little pieces to pro-
duce wear debris particles, is a noteworthy component of
this wear research. This garbage keeps the plate from pene-
trating the metal, securing the delicate aluminum structure
and enhancing wear blockage. Affirmation experiments were
communicated using the empirical equation. The discrep-
ancy between the actual and expected readings was less than
5%. Better comparison has been created for the sake of pre-
diction utilizing DEFORM 3D and can be taken as a future
scope of work in the same operating conditions.
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Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) does not require any preface for its potential applications in various engineering and
technological sectors. This article comprehensively discusses about the application of additive manufacturing technique
specifically aerospace components. The structure of this article begins with an introduction to the current state-of-the-art
MAM technologies with the aid of patent landscape analysis. Any manufacturing starts with understating of the manufacturing
cycle, so herein, the aerospace manufacturing cycle has been discussed commencing from the design phase and followed by the
process parameters selection. The immediate effect after printing is the selection of evaluation parameters, wherein the surface
texture analysis of AM printed components is discussed. This paves to discuss about the specific alloys such as titanium alloy
and Inconel alloys which are widely used in the aerospace industry. This analysis paves a path for the utilization of these
materials to manufacture specific aerospace components which are also discussed. Thereby, the impact of MAM over the
aerospace sector and the guidelines to decision making on the suitable variant of MAM has been discussed clearly with the
help of earlier literatures. Finally, the qualification and certification procedure are discussed therein, leading to the conclusion
about the future scope of MAM in the aerospace sector.

1. Introduction

For decades, the fundamental concept of additive manufactur-
ing had already persisted. It is explained as the method of
building three-dimensional components progressively therein
through computer model data, layer–by–layer [1, 2]. The very
first efforts related to additive manufacturing occurred during
the late 1960s by American Battelle Memorial Institute [3],
wherein research teams were using laser beams as well as

photopolymers to construct solid artifacts in a liquid resin
[4]. Developing the feasible marketable practice of SLA,
stereolithography technology that took place during 1987
by Charles Hull as a patent holder is being introduced in
the market which paves a path to develop the other vari-
ants, including FDM (fused deposition modeling), SLS
(Selective Laser Sintering), EBM (Electron Beam Melting),
and multijet printing, along with other variants that are
being in usage today [5]. The initial applications of AMT
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(additive manufacturing technology) include the machine
for Rapid Prototyping (RP) to develop the models and tools
for another conventional machining, and eventually, it is
effectively grown and reached the stage wherein the com-
plete product developed is reached. Its potential does not
stop at that point further accelerating to have a functional
product development.

Even so, steadily for the past decade, AM had already
made rapid technological breakthroughs as well as has
become an increasingly popular method of the research
design method. AM is already used in conjunction with con-
ventional manufacturing (CM), such as subtractive
manufacturing (SM), that either depends on material
removal to create a final product, in niche sectors such as
biomedical, aviation, as well as automotive [6]. It has con-
tributed to an increase in the number of start-up companies
specializing in Rapid Manufacturing (RM) of components
[7, 8]. In the aerospace industry, AM is particularly preva-
lent in the construction of different individual aircraft com-
ponents, accounting for 16.6% and 18.2% of the world
manufacturing share of the market in 2016 and 2017, corre-
spondingly [9, 10]. One of the primary causes for the same is
the requirement for redesigning and part production with
reasonable mass and savings in cost but not at the cost of
mechanical characteristics of AM parts. A unique character-
istic of the FDM used for the manufacture of aerospace parts
is its rapid melting and solidification phases which results in
faster cooling time and very fine grains when compared with
the material characteristics of traditionally machined com-
ponents. [11–15].

In accumulation, the easy-off processing of these fusion–
based ATMs permits for good microstructural topographies
such as topology texture along with the grain structure, to be
managed through the manipulation over the processing
parameters while at the manufacturing stage [16]. This free-
dom allows for not just the development of sophisticated
attributes that would be impossible to machine or fabricate
using conventional manufacturing methods, as well as the
customizing of microstructures, that are crucial for the con-
struction of high-performance aerospace applications that
are frequently utilized in extreme environments, such as
higher temperatures, adverse weather, and extended life
cycles [17]. Moreover, the economic status of AM variants
comprehensively favours the low-volume manufacture of
parts for aerospace. A significant factor in the significant
expense of manufacturing aerospace parts using existing
subtractive manufacturing processes is about their high
buy over fly ratio, which is characterized as that of the vol-
ume proportion of the main raw material to the finished
product. This ratio varies among 10 : 1 as well as 15-20 : 1
in the aviation industry and therefore can reach 40 : 1 besides
increasingly complicated part [10, 18].

Advantageous in terms of AM in creating nearly net-
shaped products, the buy-over-fly ratio can indeed be signif-
icantly reduced and sometimes even close to 1 is to 1 [7].
With the advancement of intrinsic microstructures,
increased input material utilization as well as associated
material waste, faster processing times, and 3D printing
technology is therefore no longer recognized as a prototyp-

ing alternative though as a direct production process capable
of producing near net-shaped high-quality products [7].
This innovative additive manufacturing technology gives
end users increased control over part specific requirements
including incurred costs, geometric constraints, and mass
[19]. Additionally, MAM’s prosperous transformation in
the aviation industry creates additional possibilities for sus-
tainable development as well as accompanying supply chain
frameworks in the long term. While also additive
manufacturing is gaining traction throughout the medical,
aerospace, and automotive sectors, it would still be regarded
as an emerging technology. Due to the absence of defined
procedures as well as certification for AM-developed com-
ponents, the majority of recent AM utilization in the avia-
tion industry has already been limited to nonmission-
specific applications [20]. To tackle these issues, producers,
as well as governmental aerospace bodies, are growingly col-
laborating to innovate novel benchmarks that are compati-
ble with AM’s actual abilities [21].

Besides, they were acknowledged by academic
researchers and industrialists which specifically use AMT
for the part production. Such acknowledgments may reduce
the ambiguities and contradictions in various 3D printing
technologies and terminologies [22]. Numerous standards
have indeed been established to date concerning metal addi-
tive manufacturing in summary; these standards have
included the ISO/ASTM52900-15 guidelines for AM
nomenclature, the ASTM F3122-14 standard for evaluating
the material characteristics of MAM parts, and the ASTM
F3049-14 standard for categorization of powder metallurgy
being used AM systems [1, 23]. Nevertheless, hardly very
few guidelines, as well as certifications, have been created
in the sense of metal additive manufacturing mostly in the
aerospace sector; instances involve MSFC-STD-3716 for
spacecraft hardware designed and manufactured using laser
powder bed fusion metal additive manufacturing techniques
and SAE AS9100 for quality management framework neces-
sities in aerospace, aviation, and defensive system associa-
tions. Various attempts are thus expected to properly
incorporate metal additive manufacturing standards and,
more particularly, to fulfil the criteria of aerospace indus-
tries, which have been presently being spearheaded by
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
[1, 23].

Nonetheless, those same defined standards seem to be
extremely beneficial to decision-makers as well as the 3D
printing community in general and also have served as fun-
damental guidelines for developing additional aerospace-
specific standards along with guidelines. Numerous works
have been published that review on state-of-the-art metal
3D printing in a comprehensive way. For instance, Frazier
[24] analyzed the diverse metal additive manufacturing clas-
sifications and concentrated on the material research, meth-
odologies, company, and environmental challenges
associated with MAM. Beyer [25] discussed the potential
significance of mass acceptance of additive manufacturing,
significantly about creating the required mind-frame
between many engineers and producers to fully utilize the
benefits of AM throughout a variety of industrial uses,
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including medical, engineering, consumer products, aero-
space, and automotive industries. Additionally, Seifi et al.
[26, 27] had also concentrated their attention on creating
guidelines to aid in the credential and certification of metal
additive manufacturing, particularly concerning material,
microstructure, and mechanical properties. Additionally,
additional investigators examined the application and enor-
mous prospects of metal additive manufacturing in aero-
space engineering. For instance, Uriondo et al. [22]
described the utilization of metal additive manufacturing
and material modeling in the manufacturing and as repair
of aerospace components, emphasizing the critical role of
regulatory frameworks, airworthiness, and air transport
safety in accomplishing such two goals. In this way, Liu
et al. [17] have emphasized the specific core competence of
nonmetal and metal AM production along with repair of
aerospace components and the upcoming trends of prospec-
tive AM technology in the business along with the academic
perspective of the aerospace industries. Kinsella [28]
explains that while metal additive production techniques
may still not entirely substitute the conventional
manufacturing techniques for manufacturing aviation com-
ponents, those that may provide a reduction in costs as well
as the manufacturing capability for creative features leverag-
ing super-alloys, of that kind as dual-alloy accumulation as
well as FGM - Functional Graded Materials, for such USAF
- United States Air Force as well as DoD - Department of
Defense. Additionally, Nickels [29] stated that perhaps the
unresolved challenges of functional integration, geometric
freedom, energy consumption, waste reduction, and
machine constraints might well slow metal additive
manufacturing’s adoption for large-scale manufacturing in
the aviation industry.

The MAM gained better acceleration in various
domains, and specifically, the aerospace industry owing to
its costlier metal parts is being predominantly used. So, it
is necessary to understand clearly the entire process starting
from MAM initial stage up to the product certification stage,
based on this article, walkthrough is structured. The prog-
ress of the MAM can be revealed by the understand growth
curve over the years, at least data of the decade owing to the
expiration of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) patent during
2014. The SLS is one of the pioneers in the MAM technique

in the AM variant, in place of searching the broad database
wherein converging is harder. In the existing literature, pat-
ent databases are considered to be the latest and get updated
every minute along with that consolidation related to spe-
cific domains is easier than other article clusters. So, the pat-
ent landscape analysis is taken as a core identity to
understand the growth profile of the MAM variant of AM
specifically in the aerospace domain.

The following Table 1 reveals 3 factors that are country,
major players, and year versus a corresponding number of
patents filed. The inference revealed out the USA is the dom-
inating country in this variant of AM, might be owing to the
fact they want to reduce the import of final finished prod-
ucts, and in lieu they can import only raw materials. So, they
accelerate the product development within their country
leads to reducing the manufacturing cost and time. The
major player in this technology is “The Boeing Company”
occupying the top of the table. The country of origin of Boe-
ing is the USA, where remarkable industry in the aerospace
can be found, considering the growth year was quite good
numbers during the last 5 years that is in double digit. All
these data depict that this MAM variant of AM has a good
scope shortly at least for a decade. AM technique provides
greater flexibility in manufacturing opens up a better forum
for metal components to be manufactured. The total count is
93 as per the record for the keyword EN_ALL: (“Metal Addi-
tive Manufacturing” “Aerospace”). The analysis is made by
selecting the option “Single-family member,” which means
that the same patent filed in multiple countries is considered
as one patent.

Every 3D printing technique has its own unique set of
material properties, treatment processes, as well as abilities.
Nonetheless, the majority of them operate on a point-by-
point basis and can use powdered material as more than just
a raw resource. Industries such as Solidica in the United
States manufacture components using an ultrasonic accu-
mulation methodology [31]. Only Laser Metal Deposition
(LMD), Selective Laser Melting (SLS), and Electron Beam
Melting (EBM), as well as Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing
(WAAM), have been regarded and explained in summary
even if they are currently perceived as the four additive
manufacturing processes another very acceptable towards
the aviation industry, since they are capable of producing

Table 1: Landscape analysis of MAM in aerospace [30].

S. no Country No of patents Major applicants No of patents Year-wise count No of patents

1 USA 42 The Boeing Company 5 2013 1

2 PCT∗ 23 California institute of tech. 4 2014 1

3 China 13 The curators of the University of Missouri 4 2015 1

4 EPO∗∗ 6 Ebullient LLC 3 2016 6

5 UK 4 HRL laboratories LLC 3 2017 13

6 India 4 Lincoln global Inc. 3 2018 14

7 Australia 1 Mat solutions ltd. 3 2019 26

8 Nanocore tech. 3 2020 22

9 Shanghai aerospace equipment manufacturer co ltd. 3 2021 9

10 United tech co. 3
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nearly completely high-density parts without the use of post-
processing (near to 99.9 percentage of density) while com-
paring over the conventional technique corresponding to
their mechanical and electrochemical characteristics [32,
33].

There have been numerous classification schemes for
these techniques. Those certain techniques were categorized
according to the method by which the resource was avail-
able. On this same, yet another side, powder bed integration
processing technologies include one or maybe more high-
temperature resources for melting the powder, a technique
for directing the fusion of the particles to a specific area
within each layer, as well as a mechanism for prespreading
a seamless layer of powder. MD procedures, from the other
side, disintegrate the substance as it has been laid down.
SLM and LMD both make use of a high-power laser. EBM,
on the other hand, employs an electron beam wherein,
WAAM uses plasma arc. Laser-based technology has
advanced significantly over the years [34, 35], with smaller
intensive areas and increased laser power, as well as wave-
lengths that are more tuned to the absorption characteristics
of metal powder [36, 37]. At present, in every additive
manufacturing technique, the laser is utilized in all the vari-
ants, therein, they use fiber lasers as a substitute over the car-
bon dioxide and Nd: YAG lasers. The subsequent sector
offers some specific characteristics of LMD, SLM, and EBM
through which the ability of an AMT to manufacture high
performance parts through laser energy can be fabricated
through particle embodiment on the surface [38]. Such
embodiments can be made through a coaxial powder feeding
system via nozzle and can be synchronized with the laser
scanning [39, 40]. They can also be materialized through
the tailoring of processing conditions, rate of deposition,
scanning method, and materials. As a final point, it is indeed
critical to keep in mind that the nomenclature used to
describe LMD, SLM, and EBM techniques tend to vary
between various organizations.

Additive manufacturing (AM) has the prospects to sig-
nificantly reduce production time as well as the cost, partic-
ularly for aviation parts manufactured of expensive titanium
alloys. It is looking to attract widespread interest owing to its
outstanding capacity to establish complex components,
including fine microstructure, better surface quality, and
excellent properties. Significant work has indeed been
accomplished in recent decades, which includes fabricating
facility development, manufacturing technology develop-
ment, and specification development. It summarizes the
advancement and the status of AM technology and the
underlying conditions and the potential applications on
civilian aviation in this section. Only with constant ought
to reduce the overall weight of airplane, as well as the
expense of production titanium alloy parts, involvement in
nontraditional 3D printing has increased, whether for a sig-
nificant portion or tiny portion fabrication. It is assumed
that 3D printing technology will provide a strategic vision
for something like the production specialized field, including
its radically different concept of fast evolution compared to
traditional disposal forming, as well as pressured forming,
to particularly emphasize the investigation as well as utiliza-

tion in the aviation industry. At almost the same moment,
the advancement of process innovation encourages the
emancipation of structural engineering notion and growth.
All these mutual advancements will have a considerable
impact on long-term aviation production technologies [41].
Let us move forward with the article that MAM has a scope,
so it has to be understood from the manufacturing cycle till
the certificate of metal products.

2. Manufacturing Cycle—MAM in Aerospace

3D Printing has been at the cutting edge of innovative produc-
tion technology yet does have the same prospects to transform
producing by radically altering design and endeavor belief sys-
tems. A concise evaluation of existing metal additive
manufacturing procedures, producible materials, associated
defects, and evaluation techniques (destructive and nonde-
structive) is described. Specifically, the AM structural optimi-
zation techniques are investigated, along with their associated
risks and restrictions. Eventually, a research report from the
aviation sector is introduced, along with several case studies.
Figure 1 depicts the straightforward production cycle for addi-
tively manufactured metal components. The additive
manufacturing market is rapidly expanding, and numerous
AM machine providers have been accessible. While the
mechanical and physical properties of something like the sub-
sequent parts are occasionally superior to those of the started
to bring contemporaries, reproducibility as well as standardi-
zation continues to be a challenge. Microstructural imperfec-
tions from either the resources or the procedures seem to be
the consequence of the questionable reproducibility, and their
characterization can always be accomplished using a variety of
methods. To increase the growth of additive manufacturing,
the technology cycle must be rethought. Although many
instruments are already obtainable for its segments (design
optimization and process simulation), this still simply lacks
unification and competence. Additionally, the incorporation
of production restrictions into design techniques is still very
much in infant stages, even though other methods and tech-
niques have also been reported. Strength analysis is a very
important challenging issue caused by a variety of manifesta-
tions such as anisotropy, porosity, and residual stress. Numer-
ous cost-effective examples exist in the aviation sector, where
expense, as well as weight savings, has been validated. Due to
the widespread acceptance of its prospects, endeavor requests
are indeed being started opening to fund its further growth
(namely, ESA Initiatives). Notwithstanding, their application
would be limited to difficult components (concerning the
material composition, shape, and/or weight) [42].

2.1. Parameters Selection for Invar 36 Processing. Owing to
its poor correlation of thermodynamic enlargement, Invar
36 (I36) might have acquired tremendous prominence in a
variety of industrial sectors, which include the aerospace
industry. The goal of this article is to provide a summary
of the study necessities in metal 3D printing. A comprehen-
sive investigation of the effect of processing variables on the
reliability of the components manufactured is introduced.
This research is helpful for such additive manufacturing
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company’s long-term development. The purpose of this arti-
cle is to determine the processing variables necessary for fab-
ricating dense components from I36 (UNS K93600) just
using the selective laser melting method. Using only SLM
equipment, an organization of cubes has been manufactured
utilizing processing variables from I36 particles. Researchers
evaluated the density, microstructures, and surface features
among those cubes. Data gathering procedures were used
to generate obtained data. The article discusses the effect of
process variables upon this density of the components man-
ufactured and establishes and suggests collections of SLM
production variables for manufacturing high-density Invar
36 parts and structural features. Invar 36 is well-known in

the aviation sector for some of its minimal coefficients of
thermodynamic development. It could be used in a variety
of implementations requiring a high degree of strength
properties. This comprehensive study conducts a thorough
analysis of the effect of SLM processing conditions upon
the density of components manufactured from I36.

For all of this research, the maraging steel 18Ni (300) is
often been using factors that can explain a benchmark. The
research reveals also that the density of something like the
laser energy does indeed have a significant effect somewhat
on the density of either the components manufactured.
The density enhances proportionately to this same energy
density till the reaches a certain point affiliated to melting.

Approaches:
• Bottom up (lattices)
• Top down (Topology Optimization)

Design optimization

Process Selection / 
Simulation

Design Domain

Survivability of AM parts under loading
conditions.

Structural
verification

InspectionManufacturing

• Layer resolution
• Layer thickness
• Support structures
• Residual stress
• Distortions
• Defects

Figure 1: Manufacturing cycle.

Damaged area

Repaired areas
(before machining)

Repaired areas
(a�er machining)

Figure 2: Repairing using direct energy deposition method [45].
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Following that, this same part is probably quality degrades as
a result of thermal stresses and stimulated residual stresses.
The assessment determined that I36 requires a sequence of
SLM processing variables capable of generating roughly 60
to 75 J/mm3 of laser energy density to disintegrate
completely (maraging steel requires approximately 67.5 J/
mm3). Even though I36 seems to have a relatively low ther-
mal conductivity compared to maraging steel, it does have
an elevated energy density due to its relatively high thermal
decomposition point. Thus, I36 requires a high amount of
laser energy to melt completely. The proposed energy den-
sity variation may have an effect on other factors, such as
component density and microstructure. Among those same

variables are percent elongation, tensile strength, hardness
and residual stress. As a result, additional tests are required
to analyze additional confounding variables. These experi-
ments could perhaps establish the optimal range of laser
energy densities necessary to completely melt I36 without
impairing its efficiency [43].

3. Optimization and Characterization of
Surface Texture

The discipline of additive manufacturing (AM) is accelerat-
ing its growth, to novel printing technologies and alterations
to existing techniques being introduced daily. Powder bed

3D printing 
Chamber Bi-metallic Chamber 

Injectors

Nozzles

Laser Wire Deposition Arc-Wire Deposition Blown Powder Deposition

Chamber testing

Take off

Figure 3: Engine parts are 3D printed [53]. (Courtesy: NASA).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Antenna manufactured as 3 parts with topology optimized [54].
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fusion (PBF) needs to stand out among the numerous addi-
tive manufacturing (AM) technology solutions as the pri-
mary methodology for fabricating metallic parts for aircraft
components. This article will discuss this same texture and
modeling of metal part surfaces manufactured by PBF.
Although the exterior texture among those parts is extremely
complex and unique, it is necessary to understand their dis-
tinctive character to accurately characterize those. This sec-
tion covers the best practices for determining the surface
texture of PBF-built parts depending on the printed
module’s surface properties, optimizing the surface textures
even during the construction phase and utilizing various
surface modification methodologies (postprocessing) to

achieve smooth surfaces. For the aviation sector, additive
manufacturing is an advisable method for producing sophis-
ticated configurations with optimized weight reductions and
economic viability. Nevertheless, the printing technology
produces a considerable amount of surface roughness. Those
certain surfaces seem to be extremely challenging to charac-
terize and analyze. There has been a sequence of procedures
that could be taken as the best techniques to ensure that sur-
face roughness values have been reported adequately in the
publications. Nonetheless, this outer layer can be optimized
using a variety of surface modification methods; however,
sacrificial metal should always be incorporated into the com-
ponent to facilitate a surface smooth finish.

A surface treatment methodology’s ability to remove
surface stress growers including such notches and incom-
pletely melted granules seems to be extremely coveted for
outstanding mechanical efficiency. Numerous surface finish-
ing techniques have been shown to significantly enhance the
mechanical effectiveness of additively manufactured compo-
nents. Nevertheless, the body of knowledge on this subject is
extremely unpredictable, of research findings utilizing a vari-
ety of distinct fatigue tests on some kind of variety of distinc-
tive materials for a variety of varying alloys with a wide
assortment of various surface modification procedures.
Additionally, the surface finish assessments disclosed in the
publications are hard to comprehend leading to a shortage
of sufficient data to assign a purposeful value toward the dis-
closed surface roughness criterion. Additionally, there may
be an evident lack of available standardized data that pro-
vides an even more complete picture of the influence of sur-
face modification on parts’ mechanical characteristics [44].

4. Impact of MAM in Aerospace

MAM has progressed itself from early life in investigation
towards the manufacturing of a diverse array of commercial

Shell with variable
wall thickness

44% weight reduction
Error-free shelling & smoothening
Function consolidation

Smoothened
self-supporting
internal edges

Inlet & outlet of
heat transfer medium

Conformal channel
for cooling & fuel
pre-heating

Figure 5: Optimized housing [55]

Figure 6: RF antenna [56]
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application areas. Metal additive manufacturing is particu-
larly famous in the aviation industrial sector at the moment
for manufacturing and also repairing numerous parts for
commercial and military airplanes and also external
spacecrafts. To begin, the categories of additive manufactur-
ing technologies some of which are frequently often used in
fabricating metallic components. Whereupon, the transfor-
mation of metal additive manufacturing throughout the
aviation sector is discussed, from designing to fabrication
rocket engines as well as internal structures. Additionally,
current unresolved issues preventing metal additive
manufacturing from having entered widespread adoption
in the aviation sector are explored, including standardiza-
tion, sustainability, qualification, and also supply chain
development.

Figure 2 reveals the repairing of a component using
direct energy deposition additive manufacturing method.
As MAM progresses to emerge, the aviation sector is
preparing to ensure its success. While concerns about part
certification, as well as sustainable development, persist,
considerable advancement is anticipated in the coming years
as governing agencies and business professionals collaborate
to demonstrate guidelines and competencies for metal addi-
tive manufacturing. Major benefits of additive manufactur-
ing, especially its design adaptability and a low waste of
materials, had already resulted in the assimilation of metal
AM in and out of numerous aviation producers’ ongoing
and prospective manufacturing lines. Looking at the latest
manufacturing great successes, it has become clear that
metal additive manufacturing will possess a lengthy influ-
ence somewhat on the aviation sector, laying the ground-
work during the succeeding generation for designing
products [45].

4.1. Design for Aerospace MAM. Our conversation will cover
best practices for determining the surface texture of PBF-built

parts depending on the printed module’s surface properties,
optimizing the surface textures even during the construction
phase and utilizing various surface modification methodolo-
gies (postprocessing) to achieve smooth surfaces. [46].

5. Aerospace Alloys

In the case of considering aerospace material, the list is very
long, and in the survey, only a few alloys taken not on no
specific options are chosen for the selection of the following
alloys. One of the alloys used in aerospace is Inconel 625,
while attempting for WAAM technique, and it reveals very
fine columnar equiaxed grain formation and has no sign of
secondary dendrites. So, this material shows the required
strength which could be adopted for the aerospace industry
[47]. Other than this alloy, titanium and nickel alloy is
discussed.

5.1. Ti-6Al-4V. All microstructure simulation tools demon-
strate the critical nature of developing an integrated and
generalized concept for the MAM methodology as a feature
of melt pool topography and resulting microstructure. To
accomplish an exact simulation, establishing databases,
respectively, and recognizing phenomena are the optimal
methods for filling on some discrepancies at the moment.
Additionally, it is critical to understand developing model
because all anticipated outcome does not result in innovative
perspectives. When simulating crystalline structure through-
out MAM, it is preferable to create methods that contain
essential guidelines or concept parts from whom the quite
complicated crystalline structure, as well as texture, could
indeed establish on their own. Alternatively, these same sim-
ulation models are just not suggestive and are mere repre-
sentations of existing knowledge [48].

By utilizing additive manufacturing, researchers were
prepared to create a versatile dimensional nanopositioning
deformation to increase mechanical deformation and band-
width encapsulated within a simple design. To begin, it char-
acterized the material characteristics of EBM-printed Ti-
6Al-4V bridges and especially compare them to the others
of bulk metal bridges. Researchers discovered that, due to
the porosity over surfaces, the printed bridges behaved like
a smooth surface with such an estimated mean Young’s
modulus of 41 Giga Pascal since less than the uppermost
dimensions were considered [49].

Various process specifications could be researched uti-
lizing Ti6Al4V diamond-like formations and demonstrated
heretofore unidentified data about the microstructure and
mechanical characteristics of cellular structures. To begin,
in the aspects of process parameters, lateral fasteners
should indeed be avoided, except if the orientation of
something like the force applied would be recognized
and can be adequately substantiated by any of the other
stiffeners. Furthermore, heat treatment methods had the
same influence on all constructing orientations. It is rec-
ommended that the results, as well as conclusions from
any of the actual work, be considered when developing
additive manufacturing processes for metallic cellular
structures for aviation applications [50].

Figure 7: Antenna with feed [57]
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5.2. Inconel 718. Inconel 718 seems to be an extensively uti-
lized alloy in metal additive manufacturing due to its broad
scope of implementations in aerospace, gas turbines, and other
high-temperature structural parts. Owing to its capacity to
control microstructure, mechanical characteristics, and main-
tain high accuracy, the DED methodology had already been
extensively used for aviation parts restoration. The findings
manufactured while collaborating with DED on aviation parts
repair were analyzed to determine the difficulties experienced
throughout the methodology. Numerous issues have always
been evidenced, including the appearance of micropores at
the component’s edges and alteration inside the microstruc-
ture to increase diffusion height. As more than just a result,
the research concentrated on demonstrating the DED pro-
cess’s utility in repairing metallic aviation parts and recogniz-
ing the obstacles associated with the component’s geometric
shapes and metallurgical characteristics [51].

6. Aerospace Components

6.1. Flap Lever. Weight enhancement and cost savings on
build to fly ratio, fuel costs, and time-to-market, combined

with the convenience of personalization via additive
manufacturing, could very well offer one such product an
advantage. The generic remarks of numerous constraints
and their potential implementation to an important system
aviation part (flap lever) might very well pave the way for
more practical deployment of crucial aviation components
to comparable design purposes [52].

6.2. Rocket Engine Parts. Impactful hot-fire going to test of
even a full-scale additive manufacturing component that will
be airlifted on NASA’s (SLS (Space Launch System)) RS-25
Pogo Z-Baffle—reduced sophistication from 127 to 4 welds
by utilizing an established DFAM [53]. Figure 3 shows the
3D-printed aerospace engine parts.

6.3. Satellite Antenna. Figure 4 compares the support struc-
tures created whenever the horn, as well as antenna bracket,
has always been printed separately here to support structures
produced even before their interfaces were indeed combined.
Material utilization information for building parts and
fabrication structural components could be estimated using
software specific to the AM machine’s equipment set.

(a)

Load case 1

F1

F’1

F3

F’3

F2

F’2

F1 = F2 = F3 = 200 N
F’1 = F’2 = F’3 = 0

F1 = F2 = F3 = 0
F’1 = F’2 = F’3 = 200 N

Load case 2

(b)

F1

F’1

F1 = 200 N
F’1 = 0

F1 = 0
F’1 = 200 N

Load case 2Load case 1

(c)

Figure 8: Brackets [58].
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Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate the bracket and horn pro-
duced separately, with the required support structures indi-
cated in blue. The horn and bracket are shown in
Figure 4(c); within that configuration, the part has been
positioned in the AM equipment of this same horn polishing
prerequisites, as its reliability seemed to be crucial for the
antenna’s core function. As a result, a significant portion of
assistance must have been engendered during the bracket’s
production process, influencing the quantity of material
available for consumption, and, consequently, the weight
starts changing feature [54].

6.4. Turbogenerator Casing. Enriquez, Chief Executive of
KW MicroPower, begins to question just why someone
might require to recognize any of it other than the 44 per-
cent weight savings. This same newly configured housing
of microturbine generator incorporates a conformal cooling
channel established through differential shelling and auto-
mated smoothing. Figure 5 reveals the optimized hous-
ing [55].

6.5. RF Feed Antenna. The part seems to be an antenna
based on RF feed something that was installed on the

GSAT-19 telecommunication satellite, which was launched
by India’s largest launch vehicle forever, is GSLV Mk III
D1 (Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle). Figure 6
represents the RF feed antenna [56].

6.6. Antenna Integrated Helix Feed. The “Antenna Incorpo-
rated Helix Feed” would be a component of a transmit
antennas scheme that amplifies radio frequency signals. RF
waves have always been typically carried by helical geometric
shapes, and an electron beam has always been allowed to
pass axial direction and segmentation-based helical configu-
ration. There at the edge of the helical configuration, the RF
wave and the electron beam converge, actually resulting
inside of that this amplified RF wave. In summary, helical
geometries do seem to be difficult to fabricate using
traditional manufacturing methodologies without experienc-
ing significant errors or waste. Anyway, to Additive
Manufacturing’s freedom, helical frameworks also seem to
be difficult to fabricate. Wipro 3D skilfully realized the
“Antenna Incorporated Helix Feed” by leveraging its special-
ized powder bed method know-how. Figure 7 represents the
antenna integrated helix feed [57].

Inspection and quality touch points

In-situ inspection, modeling and analytics

InspectionQualification
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Part Specimen
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Defect
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other

Prof
pressure
ultimate

test

Cut-ups
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Validate
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Computational
materials

engineering
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process
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• Material development
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Figure 9: Certification cycle by GE [59].
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Table 2: Major variants of MAM for aerospace.

S. no Technique Parameters Scale factor∗ Reference

1 L-PBF

Part complexity 10 [60]

Accuracy 10 [61]

Surface finish 9 [62, 63]

Overall cost savings 2.5 [64, 65]

Material utilization 3 [64, 65]

Efficiency 5 [66]

Postprocessing requirements 3 [67, 68]

Mechanical properties 5 [69, 70]

Platform flexibility 2 [71, 72]

Maximum volume available 5 [73, 74]

Building rates 2 [60]

Defects 9 [75]

Contamination risk 8 [76]

Safety—prone to fire 9 [77]

Energy consumption 5 [78]

Dimensional accuracy 10 [63]

Build speed for Ti6Al4V 10 [78]

Maximum build volume 6 [78]

Minimum layer thickness 10 [63, 79]

Good surface roughness 10 [62]

Overall cost 8 [80]

Machinery cost 7 [81]

Raw material cost 9 [82]

Operational cost 8 [83]

Maintenance cost 8 [84]

Markforged; metal X (gen 2)
300 × 220 × 180mm — [85]

Renishaw; RenAM 500M–
250mm× 250mm× 350mm — [86]

E.O.S; EOS M400
400mm× 400mm× 400mm — [87]

AddUp; FormUp 350
350mm× 350mm× 350mm — [88]

MetalFAB1
420 × 420 × 400mm — [89]

XACT metal; XM300C
(1118 × 711 × 1397mm — [90]

2 EBPBF

Part complexity 9 [60]

Accuracy 9 [61]

Surface finish 8 [62]

Overall cost savings 2 [64, 65]

Material utilization 3 [64, 65]

Efficiency 5 [66]

Post processing requirements 3 [67, 68]

Mechanical properties 6 [69, 70]

Platform flexibility 2 [71, 72]

Maximum volume available 4 [73, 74]

Building rates 5 [60]

Defects 9 [75]
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Table 2: Continued.

S. no Technique Parameters Scale factor∗ Reference

Contamination risk 8 [76]

Safety—prone to fire 9 [77]

Energy consumption 8 [91]

Dimensional accuracy 9 [92]

Build speed for Ti6Al4V 9 [93]

Maximum build volume 3 [78]

Minimum layer thickness 9 [94]

Good surface roughness 8 [62]

Overall cost 10 [80]

Machinery cost 9 [81]

Raw material cost 7 [82]

Operational cost 6 [95]

Maintenance cost 8 [96]

Arcam EBM spectra H
1,328 x 2,344 x 2,858mm

— [97]

Arcam EBM spectra L
1,328 × 2,344 × 2,858mm — [98]

Freemelt ONE
100mmH× 100mmDia — [99]

Tada electric EZ300
250 × 250 × 300mm — [100]

Y150 China
150 × 150 × 180mm — [101]

3 LMD

Part complexity 8 [60]

Accuracy 6 [61]

Surface finish 7 [63, 93]

Overall cost savings 4 [64, 65]

Material utilization 6 [64, 65]

Efficiency 5 [66]

Post processing requirements 3 [67, 68]

Mechanical properties 7 [69, 70]

Platform flexibility 5 [73, 74]

Maximum volume available 8 [73, 74]

Building rates 5 [60]

Defects 9 [75]

Contamination risk 8 [76]

Safety—prone to fire 9 [77]

Energy consumption 7 [102]

Dimensional accuracy 7 [66]

Build speed for Ti6Al4V 10 [93]

Maximum build volume 8 [103]

Minimum layer thickness 6 [93]

Good surface roughness 7 [63, 93]

Overall cost 6 [80]

Machinery cost 5 [104]

Raw material cost 6 [104]

Operational cost 2 [104]

Maintenance cost 4 [105]

— [106]
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6.7. Rocket Brackets. Two different types of brackets for avi-
ation implementations have always been created using
LPBF/DMLS additive manufacturing process, pressure pre-
heating, and meticulous categorization. Figure 8 represents
the rocket brackets.

By having to add supplemental stock to relatively thin
zones and attempting to remove in postprocessing, the
deformation observed on relatively thin zones might have
been prevented. Mechanical characteristics throughout the
stress-relieved state encounter ASTM F 3184-16 require-
ments, as well as the obtained characteristics, are compara-
ble to those of molded products. Sometimes in remedy
strengthened conditions, the LPBF technique seems to pro-
vide superior mechanical characteristics to benchmark
molded products. Structural experimentation established
that sufficient margins seem to be obtainable inside the con-
structed brackets through the use of the LPBF AM pathway,

and supplemental weight savings have always been fre-
quently accomplished across topology enhancement via
DfAM (Design for Additive Manufacturing) [58].

7. Certification along with Qualification

Mostly in the aviation industry, additive manufacturing is
progressively has been used to create novel metal goods.
Nevertheless, as is the case with other commercial materials
and processes, variability in component quality and
mechanical characteristics owing to potential defects, insuf-
ficient control of dimensions, residual stress surface rough-
ness, and microstructure could perhaps consequence in
designs which thus preclude the utilization of a component
in high-value or mission-critical applications. To guarantee
quality and consistency and also to facilitate wider adoption,
additively manufactured (AM) hardware requires vigorous

Table 2: Continued.

S. no Technique Parameters Scale factor∗ Reference

OPTOMEC; LENS CS 800AM CA
2997 × 2840 × 2662mm
InssTek MX-standard
800 × 1000 × 650mm — [107]

4 WAAM

Part complexity 5 [60]

Accuracy 2 [108, 109]

Surface finish 3 [110]

Overall cost savings 8 [64, 65]

Material utilization 9 [64, 65]

Efficiency 9 [111]

Post processing requirements 6 [67, 68]

Mechanical properties 9 [69, 70]

Platform flexibility 8 [73, 74]

Maximum volume available 9 [73, 74]

Building rates 10 [112]

Defects 0 [75]

Contamination risk 0 [66]

Safety on fire 9 [109]

Energy consumption 9 [113]

Dimensional accuracy 5 [66]

Build speed for Ti6Al4V 5 [114]

Maximum build volume 10 [114]

Minimum layer thickness 3 [115]

Good surface roughness 3 [116]

Overall cost 2 [80]

Machinery cost 2 [117]

Raw material cost 0 [118]

Operational cost 0 [83]

Maintenance cost 2 [117]

AML3D ARCEMY — [119]

METAL XL — [120]

GEFERTEC–3DMP — [121]
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quality control and also qualification and certification
(Q&C) methods. Unfortunately, there are few high-quality
documents obtainable publicly, forcing aerospace companies
and organizations to develop their standards. Additionally,
where components and frameworks are required to be
certified by regulators, requirement interpretations have all
been even now progressing. This subsection discusses cur-
rent quality and compliance standards for metal additive
manufacturing hardware used for aviation applications from
both an industry and government perspective. The existing
state of Q&C standardization is summarized, and guidelines
are managed to make to accelerate the adoption of metal
additive manufacturing hardware in the aviation industry
[59]. State-of-the-discipline quality assurance and control
(Q&C) methodologies, utilized by the business sector and
also government to regulate AM materials, procedures, and
components, have indeed been summarized [122–125].
Figure 9 shows the certification cycle by GE.

Table 2 enlists the quality parameters considered for
major variants of AM techniques which were used predom-
inantly for manufacturing of aerospace components. Scale
factor in Table 2 denotes the impact of the process parame-
ter over the AM technique to render quality products.

8. Concluding Remarks

MAM in aerospace is a wider coverage from manufacturing
a minor component to complete engine and further leads to
building the aircraft. The trend is always positive despite
pandemics, and the research in this domain is never been
stopped at any phase. Future prediction is up to the com-
plete manufacturing of aircraft, and the era of MAM con-
tinues therein the manufacturing augments to aerospace. It
means that printing in space accelerates than manufacturing
on the earth. This technique is another way to emphasize
interplanetary movements. The scope of this article is initi-
ated with the manufacturing cycle; thereby, the discussion
about the aerospace manufacturing cycle, therein, flows
through over the design phase and followed by the process
parameter selection. The immediate effect after printing is
evaluation parameters, therein surface texture analysis is dis-
cussed. Thereby, it kindles to discuss the specific alloys
which are widely used in the aerospace industry, and tita-
nium alloy and Inconel alloys are discussed. This analysis
paves a path for the utilization of these characters into spe-
cific components that are being discussed in this segment.
Therein, the impact of this MAM over the aerospace sector
and the guidelines to decision making on a suitable variant
of MAM are discussed. Finally, the qualification and certifi-
cation procedures are discussed, thereby concluding with the
future scope of MAM in the aerospace sector.
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Grey cast iron (GCI) and steel contact surface application is an inevitable component and provides good wear resistance in several
applications, not only in automobiles. Grey cast iron consists of a predominantly pearlitic/ferrite matrix or both with graphite
flakes. The majority of previous research works were based on three different types of wear regimes. The wear regimes
enumerate the wear track morphology, wear rate, and COF of the respective application. In this research work, dry sliding
wear properties of GCI and EN31 pins were examined with different sliding parameters using pin on disc wear test. The
weight loss, coefficient of frictions, and surface morphology were considered for experimental analysis. Due to the transfer of
wear debris from the GCI disc, the counter steel pin surface experienced a progressive reduction in wear with increasing speed
and load. With 30N and 45N contact loads and sliding speeds up to 1m/sec, the GCI shows marginally positive wear. The
surface textures were analyzed with the help of SEM and a surface roughness tester.

1. Introduction

Loss of material due to friction was encountered more often
between two contact surfaces. Wear is the most commonly
encountered in prime movers, particularly due to adhesion,
leading to frequent replacement of components [1]. During
dry sliding conditions, the observed wear normal modes
are plowing, mild, and oxidative wear. This includes useful
run-in wear as well. Adhesive wear is usually described as
material transfer between two surfaces. Surface-to-surface
contact, even though lubricated, can occur if the lubricant
film has a discontinuity, resulting in material transfer and
surface damage. Cold welding takes place in dry sliding wear
between two surfaces, with one of the surfaces releasing

small particles which build up or agglomerate and transfer
to another surface in layers. These built-up edges can be seen
in cutting tools. Grey iron is used in a variety of engineering
applications, including diesel engine components such as
cylinder heads, piston rings, and engine blocks, where wear
is a significant factor when using wet lubrication. Grey cast
iron’s properties are highly dependent on the graphite mor-
phology and volume fraction (H. Mohamadzadeh et al., [2]).
Response surface methodology was used to optimize the
composites’ tribological behaviour. According to the optimi-
zation results, the content of seashell powders increased the
wear and frictional resistance of the composites, and it was
the most influential factor (V. Bhuvaneswari et al.,[3]). The
ball on disc sliding wear test was used to investigate the
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tribological behaviour of the alumina coating. The alumina
coating was shown to reduce the COF value and wear mass
loss of the GCI substrate by at least ten percent and fifty
percent, respectively [4]. Wear and scratch tests revealed
that EN 36C steel coated with 75: 25 YSZ-Al2O3 exhibits
superior wear and scratch resistance when compared to the
other materials [5]. A. Saravanakumar et al., [6] investigated
the wear characteristics of aluminium alloy AA2219-
graphite (Gr) composites in dry sliding conditions. The
effect of the initial deflection angle (IDA) on the tribological
properties of grey cast iron (GCI) rings with curve distrib-
uted pits in the radial direction is investigated in this study
(CDPRD). The antiwear performance of samples was deter-
mined using a pin-on-disc wear test rig with a normal load
of 70N and a rotating speed of 200 rpm [7].

Austempered grey cast iron is a material with solid, light,
and wear-resistant qualities. It is also a good material for
high design and production adaptability, as well as being
cost effective [8]. Due to its high friction coefficient, low cost,
good damping property, fine castability, machinability, and
other properties, grey cast iron (GCI) is one of the most
commonly used materials in industrial applications (N.
Sun et al., [9]). According to literature surveys [10], a small
amount of free ferrite is dispersed in the region of perlite
matrix. Such a matrix composition provides good wear
resistance between the two sliding surfaces and in similar
applications like brakes, cylinder liners, and piston rings.
Another investigation describes the association of two dis-
tinct regions of grey pearlitic cast iron that were exposed
during the dry sliding wear experimentation [11, 12]. In
the initial region of the crystal structure, the graphite
dominates to mitigate the wear rate, and its graph has linear
correlation. In the consequent portion crystal region, the loss
of material due to friction was driven by two thermally sim-
ulated processes, namely, in the first case, the phenolic
binder was degraded thermally, and in the next case, it was
driven by tribooxidation. In the second case, specific wear
rate was found to be better. Ghaderi et al. [13] examined
three different materials of cast iron, including nodular, grey,
and condensed iron, with different chemical conformations
and subjected them to austempering (process carried out at
350°C). The investigation extended to find knowledge
regarding graphite morphology and comparison with the
pearlitic grey iron tested with the help of a block-on-ring
wear tester. Austempered nodular iron shows high impact
test results compared to austempered grey iron. Cast iron
and Compacted Graphite Iron revealed higher wear resis-
tance than other types of cast iron and lower wear resistance
and lower impact test results due to the presence of graphite
in the microstructure.

In the dry condition of surface contact, the normal wear
that occurs in GCI is quite high, and the same was stated by
Chawla et al. [14] in their experimentation. At an increasing
sliding speed, wear was attributed more to stainless steel, and
it was softened during its increasing load factor. It is vice
versa in the case of GCI, and it happened due to the exis-
tence of graphite (ferrite), and decohesion was observed.

Cho et al. [15] observed the loss of material due to the
sliding properties of grey iron by changing the carbon equiv-

alent (CE). On all speeds of experimentation, the GCI of
flake graphite dominates good wear resistance. On the other
hand, the ferrite of GCI shows no change in coefficient of
friction. Hirasata et al. [16] observed the wear rate, COF,
and hardness in various ranges of cast iron under heavy
range conditions. At the beginning stage of sliding distance,
the hardness and COF show a lower hardness with a huge
loss of material due to friction, and in the later stage of high
sliding speed, there is a less amount of material loss due to
the presence of stable graphite particles.

Wilson et al. [17] observed the reduced wear due to the
influence of oxide particles and suggested another important
oxidative wear model. Liu et al. [18] evaluated the hardness
properties and variation of carbide grains due to the effect
of shakeout time during the solidification process and found
that at high hardness and strength, the cast iron shows
increased wear rate due to oxidation. R. M. Galagali et al.,
[19] investigated the wear behaviour of austempered ductile
iron against temperature and sliding speed. The wear rate
was high up to a sliding speed of 2m/s but significantly
decreased above that speed. There is a work hardening effect
at room temperature caused by the conversion of the
remaining austenite to martensite. This makes the metal
more durable. As with elevated temperatures, a constant rate
of wear was observed with a dry sliding condition that
increased significantly with speed. The temperature of the
hands combined with the sliding speed has a greater effect
on the rate of wear. Surface texturing of grey cast iron using
femtosecond pulse duration improved wear resistance
compared to untextured, millisecond, and nanosecond
laser-textured surfaces [20]. Surface texturing research has
exploded in recent years to improve lubrication in tribolog-
ical applications [21]. The research activities in the field of
tribology have grown rapidly in various sectors, in terms of
both scope and depth recently, according to Meng et al.
[22]. Despite its good features, it must withstand application
settings such as dry and lubricated sliding, which have

Table 1: Process parameter and their levels.

Levels
Parameters

Load L (N)
Sliding speed,

S (m/s)
Sliding distance,

D (m)

1 15 0.5 300

2 30 1 600

3 45 1.5 900

Figure 1: Pin-on-disc set-up used for dry sliding test.
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exposed positive and negative wear. Many researchers have
tried to find out how grey cast iron wears. Only a few studies
have talked about both the positive and negative wear behav-
iour of GCI.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Sample Preparation and Test Parameters. In this exper-
imentation, EN-31 is the counterpart material, and standard
GCI test samples were machined to conduct the experiments
[23]. Wear tests were carried out at three different parame-

ters, and their levels are shown in Table 1. The test samples
were prepared and experimented on the basis of the Taguchi
Design of Experiment (DOE) with an Orthogonal Array
(OA) of L27.

2.2. Dry Wear Test. The wear test that is to be conducted in a
normal atmospheric environment, and without lubrication
is known as the “dry sliding wear test.” The pin-on-disc
set-up used for experiments with dry sliding wear tests is
shown in Figure 1. The sliding wear experiments were car-
ried out under dry sliding conditions at room temperature
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Figure 2: (a) Disc weight loss at 15N and (b) pin weight loss at 15N.
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in compliance with the ASTM standard G 99 [24, 25]. The
EN31 pin was thoroughly cleaned using acetone. A pin was
clamped at one end of the cantilever beam in a slot and
tightened with the help of a screw. The cleaned disc speci-
men of grey cast iron was loaded on top of the circular
column and tightened. To set the wear track on the disc,
the pin was positioned over the disc at a 15mm radius from
the centre of the disc material.

The required weight was placed on the loading pan at
the other end of the cantilever beam slowly without shak-
ing. The wear test was started by pressing the push button
on the controller panel. The necessary test parameter read-
ings like coefficient of friction, speed, and load were noted
and repeated the procedure for a suitable combination for
the next test condition. The experiments were carried out
on GCI discs with an outer diameter of 55mm, an inner
diameter of 6mm, and a thickness of 10mm. GCI has a
surface hardness of 28 HRC. The counter specimen pin

EN31 was made of BS 970 steel and has a diameter of
6mm and a length of 60mm. Totally 27 experimental
combination were performed using Taguchi-based design
on experiments. The weights of pin and disc for each
experiment before and after wear test measured using pre-
cision weighing machine.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Dry Slide Wear Study. Sliding wear tests have been
conducted in a dry environment, and the test results are
discussed as follows. Normally, the response of the contact
surface under dry sliding depends on the material depen-
dence PV (pressure P and sliding velocity V) factor. With
increasing PV, the contact interface will be exposed to a rise
in temperature and, accordingly, thermally influenced wear
response will occur. Also, with heterogeneous structures
such as CI, this response is more complex. This leads to
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Figure 3: (a) Disc weight loss at 30N and (b) pin weight loss 30N.
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material transfer between contacting surfaces, resulting in
condition-dependent –ve and +ve modes of wear.

Observation with 15N with various sliding speeds and
distances shows that while the GCI disc tends to display a
reduced order of wear (due to run-in), the counter steel
(pin) surface tends to show –ve approach of wear (alter suit-
able to transfer of wear particles) with 30N and 45N and
both the CI disc and counter pin exhibit an increasing order
of wear attributable to the significance of the PVT factor on
wear.

Figure 2(a) describes the wear that occurs in both posi-
tive and negative modes with increasing sliding speed and
sliding distance under a load of 15N for the GCI disc.
Figure 2(b) explains the variation of wear with increasing
sliding speed and distance under load of 15N for EN31 steel
pins.

From Figure 2(a), it is evident that the GCI disc exhibits
the negative wear at lower sliding speed. The wear tends to
positive mode while at a sliding speed of 1m/sec to 1.5m/
sec. It has been found that at low sliding speeds, the negative

mode of wear happens. At medium and high sliding speeds,
mostly positive mode of wear has been found. The typical
variation of wear of the counter steel surface at 15N load
is observed in Figure 2(b). Compared to the GCI wear track,
the steel pin encounters relatively higher order wear. Mostly
positive kinds of wear are observed. The observation of a +ve
mode of wear for both the GCI disc and steel pin suggests
little material transfer between the contacting surfaces.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that with a 30N load, the
GCI disc has the least wear at 0.5m/sec and tends to increase
wear while sliding speed and distance (+ve mode). Whereas
the counter steel pin’s wear track begins in negative mode
and tends to increase to positive mode (+ve mode) with
increasing speed (i.e., greater sliding distance at 900m), it
may drop down (-ve mode), causing the graphite flakes of
cast ion to be shifted to the steel’s surface, resulting in the
observed –ve wear.

Figure 4(a) implies that the GCI disc exhibits mild –ve
wear with lower sliding velocity (0.5m/sec) and up to
600m of sliding distance with 1m/sec. Then, it tends to
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Figure 4: (a) Disc weight loss at 45N and (b) pin weight loss at 45N.
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change its wear from –ve to +ve mode (it is known that
normal GCI contains graphite, a layer lattice material, which
on sliding contact pressure undergoes interplaner shear,
forming a solid lubricant film for sliding). This is facilitated
mostly with increased sliding speed and duration (distance
traversed-PVT factor).

The typical wear of the counterpart (pin) surface is
shown in Figure 4(b). It is seen that the pin surface exhibits
mostly +ve modes of wear (fluctuation) with a dominant –ve
mode of wear at higher contact load and sliding speed. Due
to contact temperature, the steel surface would be oxidized,
and there could also be unstable oxide film growth, and
hence, the steel surface undergoes a fluctuating +ve mode
of wear. However, with a higher sliding speed (1.5m/sec),
the transfer of graphite from GCI results in the observed
–ve mode of wear.

3.2. SEM Observation. Figure 5(a) shows the contribution of
material debris transfer for both the surface and the load of
15N for the worn out portion of the GCI disc wear track.
Discrete transfers of wear debris take place from the counter
steel surface. Figure 5(b) shows how the GCI track is
ploughed with dominant slide bands. The debris on the steel
surface and how it is spread over the surface can be seen.
Figure 5(c) depicts the graphite layer detaching and the
transfer of steel surface debris embedded in the graphite
flake.

A micrograph of the worn out GCI track under dry
sliding with a 15N load, 1.5m/sec sliding speed, and a
transverse distance of 900m is shown in Figure 5(d). The
micrograph depicts discrete pull out of graphite with the
absence of any transferred particles (+ve mode of wear).
The micrograph’s worn out GCI track (Figure 5(e)) shows

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: (a–f) Micrograph with dry sliding with 15N load.
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flow of surface material with discrete ridges and surface
cracks. Figure 5(d) depicts a micrograph of the worn out
GCI track surface exhibiting discrete cleavage/surface fis-
sures next portion of the worn out track describes the obser-
vation of the worn out transferred portion on GCI. The
graphite layer is partly unpeeled, whereas ferrite structure
exposed on substrate. Figure 5(f) depicts graphite flaking,
revealing the texture beneath the ferrite structure.

3.3. Coefficient of Friction (COF). The typical observed vari-
ation of COF, with sliding speed at 15N load, is illustrated in
Figure 6(a). It is seen that with a lower speed of 0.5m/sec,
COF increases while increasing sliding distance. A mild rise
in COF observed at the speed of sliding (1m/sec) with a
lower sliding distance of 300m could be attributed to less
transfer of graphite. The COF was reduced in (trials 5 and
6) with sliding speed of 1m/sec and a sliding distance of
600m and 900m and a sliding speed of 1.5m/sec and a
sliding distance of 300m, 600m, and 900m. The reason
for the reduction in COF could be attributed to the transfer
of graphite film.

The variation of COF in dry sliding with a load of 30N is
demonstrated in Figure 6(b). It is witnessed that COF drops
down, which is attributed to the change for ploughing
sliding. With increasing speed, a gradual increase of COF
is observed. This may be attributed to increased contact
area and interaction on account of higher speed/loads.
Figure 6(c) depicts the variation of COF with sliding con-
dition at 45N load. The COF varied from 0.194 to 0.319,
indicating relatively steadier sliding at 0.5m/sec. It is seen
that with sliding speeds of 1m/sec and 1.5m/sec, there is
variation in COF. This could be attributed to increased
contact area and consequent interaction. With a higher

sliding speed of 1.5m/sec, the observed marginal variation
in COF could be attributed to steadier sliding.

3.4. Surface Roughness. Figure 7(a) shows the 3D surface of
the worn surface presents no visible lay pattern. In this
case, positive wear mode appeared with a 15N load, a
1.5m/sec sliding speed, and 900m sliding distance. The
roughness parameters of this surface have Ra 0.182μm,
Rt 2.31μm, and Rt/Ra > 10. It has been discovered that
the mild crest flattened texture exists. Kurtosis is 26.1,
and skewness is -2.54. Fine surface roughness values
180 nm were observed; also, there were no sticking and
adhesion of another materials.

Figure 7(b) depicts the 3D surface with a 30N load, a
sliding speed of 1.5m/sec, and a sliding distance of 900m.
The texture on a 3D surface is random, with no discernible
lay pattern. The roughness parameters of this surface have
Ra 1.70μm, Rt 24.5μm,Rt/Ra > 10, Rp 10.8μm, and Rv
2.97μm. Kurtosis is 14.3, and skewness is -1.29. An absence
of crest flattening has been observed in a highly random and
noncentric profile. It shows that more rough texture com-
pared to load 15N, and it has found that materials deposited
on surfaces. At higher loads, more amounts of materials
transformed between the materials and produced coarse
surfaces. Figure 7(c) shows the 3D surface at 45N load,
1.5m/sec sliding speed, and 900m sliding distance. The r.
The roughness parameters of this surface have Ra 1.37μm,
Rt 15.8μm,Rt/Ra > 10, kurtosis 4.38, skewness -0.45, mild
wavy texture, and left centric profile.

4. Conclusions

Under dry sliding conditions, the GCI disc exhibits an
increase in wear with increasing load. The counter steel pin
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Figure 7: (a-c) 3D surface images.
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surface experienced a progressive reduction in wear with
increasing speed and load, attributable to the transfer of
wear debris from the GCI disc. The GCI exhibits marginal
+ve wear with 30N and 45N contact load and sliding speeds
of up to 1m/sec. A micrograph of the worn out track of a
GCI disc reveals the transfer of worn out debris (20 to
40μm), from steel surface.

With a 15N load, the COF increases while increasing the
sliding distance at low and high levels of sliding speed,
whereas at a medium sliding speed of 1m/sec, it decreases
from a higher to a lower value, indicating a transition from
sliding form ploughing to stable mode. A mild rise in COF
was observed at a higher speed of sliding (1m/sec), attribut-
able to less transfer of graphite.

The COF drops down initially at 30N, lower sliding
speeds, and with increasing speed, and a gradual increase
of COF was observed. This may be attributable to an
increase in contact area and interaction on account of higher
speeds/loads.

At lower speeds, with a 45N load, the COF is relatively
steady, but at higher speeds, the COF gradually increases
with increasing sliding speed.

At 15N load, with a low initial stage of distance and slid-
ing speed, the worn out surface presents an unsystematic
surface texture with Ra 0.136μm, while with medium speed
of 1m/sec, it presents a coarse texture with Ra value of
0.398μm. At higher levels of sliding speed and distance, a
mild wavy texture (Ra 1.37μm) and a left centric profile
were detected.
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A thin coating of zirconium oxide (ZrO2) is placed on outdoor high-voltage insulators to minimize air fouling. ZrO2 thin film
coatings were deposited on glass substrates using a DC sputtering (reactive magnetron) technique with sputtering pressures
ranging from 5 to 25mTorr. Characterization of the deposited films was carried out utilizing approaches such as XRD, AFM,
CAG, and spectrophotometer. Following the XRD peaks, when 15mTorr is reached, the average crystallite size increases, after
which it begins to decline. The wettability of the deposited thin layer is associated with the coarseness calculated by AFM. At
15mTorr pressure, maximum aquaphobic is achieved (107.45°). At this pressure, the transmittance and bandgap were similarly
determined to be 90% and 5.43 eV, respectively.

1. Introduction

The ability of insulators to function in polluted environ-
ments is a critical aspect of the insulation of power transmis-
sion lines [1]. As a result, pollution flashover has emerged as
a significant issue that electrical engineers must solve in their
work. Outdoor high-voltage insulators are often made of
porcelain or glass, which have been in use for more than a
century [2], and have high surface energy between the atoms
of the material [3, 4]. The above statement is due to the pow-

erful electrostatic interfaces between the substance’s atoms,
leading to an increase in impurity buildup, which results in
a deterioration of the material’s dielectric characteristics
and a drop in the material’s dielectric constant. A further
risk is that the flashover conclusion might result in a cata-
strophic failure of the device, mainly if a contaminated layer
builds [5–7]. In addition to the wind, pollution from nearby
cement facilities, industrial smoke, and coastal salt [8] are all
responsible for depositing contaminants on the surfaces of
the insulators. Pollutants are classified as either soluble or
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insoluble particles. A leakage current flows over the insulator
surface when these pollutants conduct in fog, mist, or light
rain, which causes it to overheat and fail [9]. Because of
the leakage current, dry spots are observed on the outer part
of the insulator. Due to their insulating properties, dry areas
catch fire and ignite, leading to insulator surface flashover [8,
10]. Consequently, the whole power system that was inter-
connected with that insulating system went down.

Water spraying insulator is an expensive but frequently
necessary approach that disclosures the system operative to
a potentially dangerous security state [11]. An aquaphobic
coating was recommended to be applied to the surface to
address these limitations. It was discovered that room tem-
perature vulcanized (RTV) coating was the solution [12,
13]. Over the past two decades, it has been utilized to great
success as an outdoor insulating material. Although it has
good mechanical strength, it has poor wear and corrosion
resistance due to its polymer makeup. Degradation of these
coatings is significantly reduced due to this effect [14].
Recent research has focused on developing inorganic aqua-
phobic nanocoatings with superior mechanical, electrical,
and thermal characteristics than organic coatings [15].

Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) is a chemical compound that
has applications in science and technology [16–21]. A wide
variety of technical applications might benefit from ZrO2’s
chemical, electrical, and mechanical properties [16–18].
However, there are no many studies that have been done
on the aquaphobic behavior of ZrO2. RF magnetron-
sputtered ZrO2 thin film was reported to have a maximum
contact angle with water of 101° by Patel et al. [22]. By vary-
ing the sputtering pressure from 5 to 25mTorr, the current
work seeks to evaluate the physical, ocular, and aquaphobic
characteristics of ZrO2 surfaces, as well as their effect on sur-
face coarseness.

Some deposition processes are employed to create ZrO2
films, and these methods are discussed in detail in [23–31].
Each technique has its own set of benefits and drawbacks.
When it comes to thin film deposition, DC reactive magne-
tron sputtering method stands out among the other methods
because of its reproducibility, homogeneity, excellent adhe-
sion, and convenience of usage [32, 33]. Because of this,
the study concentrated on depositing thin films with varied
sputtering pressures utilizing the DC reactive magnetron
technique to achieve the desired results.

2. Experimentation Specifics

ZrO2 films are generated by DC sputtering in a chamber
mainly constructed for this purpose (Excel Instruments
India), as shown in Figure 1. The target was made of pure
zirconium metal and had a diameter of 2 inches and a thick-
ness of 5mm. Glass and silicon substrates were used in this
experiment. After cleaning with an ultrasonic acetone solu-
tion and drying them for 2 minutes, the substrates were
put on a glass substrate holder. The target-substrate distance
was 41mm in this case.

At the deposition, the chamber was expatriated with a
vacuum pressure of 5 × 10 − 6mTorr. With a fixed self-bias
supply of 60 watt, a zirconium oxide target was sputtered

in an argon-oxygen gas combination. The pure argon (Ar)
and oxygen (O) gas were separately injected into the cham-
ber. Oxygen and argon gas flow was kept constant at 10 and
40 sccm, respectively, and pressure inside the chamber var-
ied from 5 to 25mTorr.

The microstructure of the films was examined through a
“Bruker D8 advance diffractometer with Cu-K (40 kV,
20mA) radiation at 20°–80°.” The introductory study of
the deposited film was carried out with the help of an energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) connected to a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) (FEI, Quanta 200 F). Analysis of the sur-
faces of ZrO2 films was carried out using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) in the partial-contact method. A surface
profilometer was used to measure the layer thickness. Con-
tact angle goniometry measured the water droplet contact
angles. By using a UV-NIR spectrophotometer, the ocular
characteristics of ZrO2 films were investigated.

3. Results and Discussion

Various XRD patterns of nanocrystalline ZrO2 thin films
were generated under multiple pressure ranges, as seen in
Figure 2. It is confirmed by the existence of a big bump at
2θ = 31:468° in all deposited samples that there is a (111)
plane of the monoclinic ZrO2 structure present. This plane
is indexed according to normal JCPDS (reference code: 00-
037-1484) patterns for ZrO2 lattice in all deposited samples.
A less dominant peak is caused by the orientation (-111) of
the monoclinic phase of ZrO2 due to its exposure (-111).

In response to an increase in pressure (5-15mTorr), the
concentration of the emitted radiation rises (from 5 to
15mTorr), implying a lessening in average crystallite size
and, as a result, an increase in film crystallinity. In response
to the rise in pressure between 15 and 25mTorr, the (111)
peak concentration declines correspondingly. The principal
free path of the atoms is reduced when the deposition pres-
sure is increased, which raises the possibility of particle col-
lisions inside the gas environment. As a result, their kinetic
energy is lowered when charged particles collide with a tar-
get surface [33–35]. Using the well-known Scherrer’s for-
mula [36], we were able to establish the average crystallite
size “t.”

Figure 3 depicts the variability in average crystallite size
regarding pressure during the sputtering process. The con-
nection between MFP and the atomic diameter of the gas,
which may be expressed mathematically as [37], explains
why the size of crystallites increases with pressure incre-
ments up to 15mTorr.

According to the equation [37], when pressure raises
from 5 to 15mTorr, the size of crystallites increases and
decreases from 15 to 25mTorr, respectively. The mobility
of crystallites explains the previous argument.

With increasing sputtering pressure, the mobility of
crystallites reduces. Collisions with Ar ions diminish the
amount of ejected particles that reach the surface of the sub-
strate when the pressure is greater than 15mTorr. Because of
this, surface diffusion requires less energy. Crystallite size
is reduced due to decreased surface mobility of sprayed
particles [37].
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of sputtering chamber.
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Figure 2: Intensity of deposited ZrO2 XRD for the pressure ranges from 5 to 25mTorr.
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EDX was used to determine the stoichiometry of crystal-
line films in the laboratory. Zirconium and oxygen atomic
percentages are displayed in Table 1 at various pressures.
The O/Zr ratio in all of the samples was deposited at 2 : 1.

Figure 4 depicts AFM micrographs of films formed at
various pressures. The AFM micrographs show that the
morphologies of the ZrO2 films are pretty similar to one
another. They are all composed of spherical particles that
have been roughly compacted.

Even after increasing or decreasing the pressure used in
sputtering, the particle size did not remain consistent. Using
data analysis techniques, the AFM evaluates the surface
coarseness of thin films that have been deposited. The root
mean square (RMS) technique was used to determine the
surface coarseness of each ZrO2 film sample at five different
locations on its surface. Figure 5 depicts the change in RMS
surface coarseness in contrast with pressure.

Initially, the coarseness increases between 5 and
15mTorr and subsequently reduces between 15 and
25mTorr. At 15mTorr pressure, the surface coarseness
reaches its maximum (43.5 nm). From 5 to 15mTorr, the
pressure is raised, and the size of the crystallites and the

coarseness of the crystals both increase as the pressure is
increased.

In response to increasing pressure (from 15 to
25mTorr), the size of the crystallites is reduced, which
results in a reduction in the coarseness of the films (from
coarse to fine) [37, 38].

The aquaphobic of thin films was determined by mea-
suring the angle they came into contact with water after
being freshly formed. The contact angle was calculated using
the sessile drop method. The contact angles of each sample
were measured using a 3μL drop of the solution. The con-
tact angle variation with pressure is shown in Figure 5. The
contact angle (aquaphobic) rose as the pressure climbed
from 5 to 15mTorr, reaching a maximum of 107° at
15mTorr. In this experiment, the contact angle decreased
for increasing pressure from 15 to 25mTorr; this contact
angle measures how aquaphobic the material is. It was dem-
onstrated that aquaphobic operate similarly to coarseness,
and it further clarified the influence of coarseness on contact
angle (aquaphobic) [38]. As a result, the coarseness of the
surface increases, which increases its aquaphobic. Wenzel
has also developed the following equation [39]. According
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Figure 3: Average crystallite size varies with sputtering pressure.

Table 1: ZrO2 film parameters at various pressures.

Pressure (mTorr) O (atomic weight %) Zr (atomic weight %) Average transmittance % Extinction coefficient Bandgap (eV)

5 72.62 27.38 98 0.22 5.33

10 72.89 27.11 96 0.28 5.35

15 72.02 27.98 94 0.31 5.43

20 72.08 27.92 95 0.26 5.41

25 73.21 26.79 97 0.23 5.39
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to Wenzel’s equation, a hydrophilic surface (<90°) grows
more hydrophilic, while an aquaphobic surface (>90°)
becomes more aquaphobic [40].

Figure 6 shows a plot of the transmittance band for all
samples put on glass substrates in contrast with wavelength
for all samples.

As a function of wavelength, the interference effect
shows the oscillations in the spectrum due to the interaction.
Table 1 depicts the average diffusion of each sample that has
been placed. Although the intermediate diffusion level
increases when the pressure exceeds 15mTorr, the average
transmission level falls when the pressure increases between
5 and 15mTorr. Transparency and aquaphobic are inversely
proportional to one another. As surface coarseness rises, so
does aquaphobic, but this also results in light scattering
sources [9]. As a result, the transparency of the deposited
films is diminished. Even though the variation in the coarse-

ness of deposited films was minimal (less than 1nm), it can-
not be attributed to a single reason for the significant change
in limpidity (5%). Numerous elements such as the extinction
coefficient and defect density may be present in this adjust-
ment [41]. In each sample, the average transmission rate
was higher than 90 percent on average. As a result, the thin
coatings that are deposited are transparent while also being
aquaphobic.

Using the envelope approach, the diffusion data was
utilized to compute the deposited samples’ refractive index
(RI) [42].

Using a wavelength of 550 nm, Figure 7 depicts the
change in RI of films formed under different pressures and
circumstances.

In this case, the refractive index ranges between 2.19 and
2.25, comparable to the bulk value [43]. While under pres-
sure, the refractive index lowers from 5 to 15mTorr,
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Figure 4: 3D pictures of ZrO2 coating at numerous pressures using AFM.
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following which it starts to rise at 15mTorr, and it continues
to increase afterward. A variation in the transparency of the
sampled film was determined to be the source of the varia-
tion in RI of ZrO2 coating with raising sputtering pressure
[44]. This change in transparency was a concerning coarse-
ness of the sampled film. When comparing packing density
to RI, the packing density of a film is highly significant [45].

The fluctuation in packing density concerning pressure
is seen in Figure 7. Observation of substantial packing den-
sity in the deposited ZrO2 thin film at 5mTorr sputtering
pressure indicated that the film had a densely packed
structure.

The coating thickness was measured with the help of a
surface profilometer. The diffusion statistics were too
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utilized to compute the layer width (d) using reference [40].
Using SEM cross-sectional images shown in Figure 8, the
width of the film is validated even more precisely. The thick-
ness of the films deposited using the procedures as men-
tioned earlier is depicted in Table 2.

It makes little difference whatever approach is employed
because the breadth of each film is very near to the same.
When the pressure is increased from 5 to 15mTorr, the
breadth of the ZrO2 film grows and then begins to decrease.
When particles are placed on the substrate, a loose packing
arrangement results in higher film thickness for a given
quantity of particles [9]. At 15mTorr, the packing density
was the highest (0.9). The maximum width (735 nm) was
achieved using scanning electron microscope equipment at
a pressure of 15mTorr.

The visual immersion coefficient (α) was calculated from
the relation [46]. The properties of inner reflections and typ-
ical incidence reflectance become less significant as the ocu-
lar density increases [40].

The extinction coefficient at 550nm is seen in Table 1.
The k value increases from 5 to 15mTorr and then falls.
Changes in film transparency are driven mainly by varia-
tions in the extinguishment coefficient. The extinction coef-
ficient of deposited films is affected by the dispersion of the
grains. A film’s transparency decreases with increasing grain
size because the impact of scattering increases with
increasing grain size [47]. Pressure is raised from 5 to
15mTorr, and the k value rises (0.22 to 0.31), resulting
in a fall in average transparency from 97 to 90% when the
pressure is increased. The increased pressure of more than
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Figure 8: X-sectional SEM picture of ZrO2 sample.

Table 2: Width of ZrO2 films by SEM cross-section.

Pressure
(mTorr)

Width of ZrO2 films (nm)
SEM
image

Surface
profilometer

Transmission
data

5 715 713 714

10 728 726 727

15 735 730 734

20 724 722 723

25 713 711 712
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15mTorr decreases grain size and boosts film transparency
from 90 to 95%.

A thin layer of nanocrystalline zirconium oxide was
investigated for its visual bandgap (Eg), which was calcu-
lated from immersion coefficient (α) employing the Tauc
relation [48]. The value of n was set to 1/2 [48] for transi-
tions that were permitted directly. The ocular bandgap
may be calculated from a graph of (αhv) 1/2 vs hν. Figure 9
shows the relationship between (αhν) 1/2 and photon energy
hν for samples placed at various pressures.

Table 1 displays the bandgap values that were calculated
at various pressures. The bandgap of ZrO2 film produced
varies between 5.23 and 5.43 eV, which is equivalent to the
bandgap of ZrO2 in bulk [49]. The largest bandgap
(5.43 eV) was discovered at a pressure of 15mTorr. ZrO2
thin films have a bandgap that increases between 5 and
15mTorr and decreases after 15mTorr. The size of the crys-
tallites affects the bandgap [48], and the size of crystallites
explains the phenomenon described in [48].

4. Conclusions

The physical, optical, and aquaphobic properties of nano-
structured ZrO2 nanofilms were investigated on glass sam-
ples at various pressures and temperatures. A 15mTorr
pressure resulted in a monoclinic structure that was strongly
oriented (111). The main objective of the work was to
achieve a high aquaphobic coating (107°) with a large band-
gap (5.43 eV) and a thin film (735 nm) using high sputtering
pressure of 15mTorr while using a thin film sputtering tech-
nique. On the other hand, the decreased sputtering pressure
reduces transparency and refractive index, which might be
missed owing to the enhanced aquaphobic of the material.
The optimum sputtering pressure for generating dielectric

aquaphobic coatings for outdoor insulators was 15mTorr,
which was shown to be the case in this study. Additionally,
when compared to HfO2 coating over a glass substrate,
ZrO2 was shown to be the superlative coating since its aqua-
phobic was higher than that of HfO2.
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In this investigation, the development of an empirical relationship to determine the porosity and microhardness of the coatings
through low-pressure cold-sprayed (LPCS) aluminum alloy/alumina metal matrix composite (MMC) deposit. Spray parameters
like temperature, standoff distance (SOD), and powder feed rate play an essential part in the determination of the coating
effectiveness. In this study, 3 variables, 5 levels of central composite rotatable design (CCD) were used to decrease the total
count of the experimentation. A mathematical model has been developed to evaluate the porosity and hardness of the coated
samples along with LPCS spray parameters, and the model’s applicability was inspected by ANOVA. Utilizing response surface
methodology, spray parameter optimization was carried out. The deposit developed by optimal spray parameters produces the
lowest surface porosity of 3.31 vol.% and a higher hardness of 137.21HV compared with other coated samples. It is validated
through the response graph. As a result, the optimized parameters for aluminum alloy/alumina metal matrix composite
(MMC) coatings via LPCS are 500 degrees Celsius, 10mm SOD, and 20 grams/min powder feed rate.

1. Introduction

Magnesium (Mg) and its alloys have received increased
attention in a broad range of automobile and aerospace
applications due to their high strength-to-weight ratio,
higher stiffness, and lower density. Although in some appli-
cations, Mg alloys have excellent surface characteristics;

their tribological and electrochemical behavior is poor.
Numerous coating processes, such as high velocity oxy fuel
(HVOF) and atmospheric plasma spray (APS), can be used
to enhance the surface characteristics of Mg alloys. How-
ever, the above processes are limited by their performance
due to high amount of energy required to fabricate the
coatings [1].
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Low-pressure cold spray (LPCS) is a solid form of depos-
iting process that accelerates the coating material with a high
impact on a substratum to produce a deposit. In the cold
spray (CS), the coating powder is fed into a convergent-
divergent nozzle to generate a supersonic flow. When the

coating powder reaches above the critical velocity, the coat-
ing material is deposited on the substratum owing to
extreme plastic deformation of the impacting powder mate-
rials. In this technique, the temperature of the coating mate-
rial should be kept below the melting temperature [2–5]. It

(a) (b)

Figure 1: SEM morphology of coating material: (a) Al alloy powder; (b) alumina powder.

Table 1: LPCS spray parameters and their ranges.

S. no Parameter Notation
Ranges

-1.682 -1 0 +1 1.682

1 Temperature (degree) T 450 470.27 500 529.73 550

2 Standoff distance (mm) D 5 7.02 10 12.97 15

3 Powder feed rate (g/min) P 15 17.02 20 22.97 25
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Figure 2: (a) Cross-sectional optical microstructural view. (b) XRD of the LPCS MMC coatings.
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has been widely employed in the production of a wide range
of metallic deposits like Cu, Al, Ni, and Ti [6, 7].

In order to enhance the properties of the metallic
deposit, reinforced ceramic particles were added into the
metallic powder to generate the MMC deposit. Aluminum
oxide/alumina/Al2O3 is the most popular reinforced ceramic
powder for the CS process [8–10]. The wear and porosity
behavior of the bronze/alumina MMC coatings is fabricated
through atmospheric plasma spray and the CS process. The
findings revealed that increasing the alumina concentration
in MMC coatings manufactured using plasma and CS pro-
cesses improved the tribological properties of the coatings,
with CS coatings significantly outperforming plasma spray-
ing [11]. The same results have been obtained for copper-

alumina-based MMC deposits with varying sizes and alu-
mina volume percentages. According to the findings, the tri-
bological characteristics of all MMC deposits, including
varied volume fractions and sizes of alumina powder, were
less compared with the Cu coating. The wear resistance is
highly improved when the reinforcement particles have a
smaller size of 2–12 microns compared with a larger particle
size of 15–45 microns [12]. Other studies on aluminum/alu-
mina, 6061-aluminum/alumina coated on AZ91E Mg alloy
substratum by the LPCS process have been reported [10].
They discovered decrease in wear rate when comparing
MMC deposits to solid aluminum with 12 weight percent
silicon, 356.0 aluminum, and AZ91E T6. Few research stud-
ies have shown that mixing alumina particles with metallic
powder in CSed composite deposits results in superior hard-
ness compared with raw metallic deposits.

Qui et al. investigated the cold-sprayed A380 Al alloy,
discovering that due to their higher strength, the A380 splats
deformed remarkably little by the LPCS process. As a result,
the surface porosity of the deposit was considerably high
[12]. They revealed that the presence of ceramic elements
in metallic powder creates a peening impact in cold spray,
which has a direct impact on coating characteristics and
deposit effectiveness [13, 14]. As a theory, the presence of
alumina particles in the metal powder will improve the
degree of deformation of A380 metal elements, resulting in
less porosity in the coated sample. This will improve the
hardness of the coatings, resulting in higher wear resistance
[15]. From this is the recalibration or repair of a variety of
aluminum and magnesium alloy parts [16]. Nevertheless,
magnesium has a hexagonal, close-packed crystalline struc-
ture, so any type of magnesium alloy particle does not take
deformation sufficiently to form dense coatings. As a result,

Figure 3: Porosity measurement through image analysing software.
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repair or reprocessing of defected AZ31 Mg alloys with the
same coating material becomes a difficult task as a result of
poor wear resistance in the movable components. The coat-
ing characteristics of this LPCS MMC coating (including
low-weight aluminum alloy with alumina powder) are sig-
nificantly improved [17]. Hence, it is necessary to improve
the Mg alloy product in order to extend its serviceability
for industrial applications.

According to the literature review, no study was con-
ducted on the LPCS technique for coating the MMC coating
(aluminum alloy/alumina) on AZ31B magnesium alloy.
From this, an attempt was made to acquire the best process
parameters for MMC deposits to attain higher hardness and
low porosity in the coatings. Then, response surface method-
ology (RSM) was used to optimize the hardness and porosity
of the coatings.

2. Experimentation

The LPCS system (mode: Dymet 423, Russia) was employed
for this experiment to fabricate the MMC coatings (Al alloy
(4.6wt.% of Cu and 1.4% Mg and Mn of 0.2wt.%)/alumina).
The coating materials are as shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).
Al alloy powder has a size of 6–58μm and alumina has a size
of 20–45μm. Coating powder was blended with a weight
percentage of 80wt.% of Al alloy and 20wt.% of alumina
using ball milling (VB ceramics, Chennai, India). Before
coating, grit blasting was done on the base material surface
using corundum grits with a size of 500 ± 350 μm to enhance

the adhesive behavior between the deposit and the base
material. The substratum was washed using propanone.
The coating was produced on the 5mm thick AZ31B mag-
nesium alloy substrate. During the coating process, the air
pressure of 10 bar is kept constant, and other spray parame-
ters are illustrated in Table 1.

2.1. Coating Characterization. Figure 2 illustrates the XRD
and cross-sectional microstructure (optical microscope)
(Mitutoyo, Japan; model: AE120) view of the LPCSed Al
alloy/alumina coating through optimized spray parameters.
From this figure, the interfacial bonding between the deposit
and the base material is free of porosity, and good adhesion
takes place between the base materials. The cold spray pro-
cess has a feature that allows for excellent adherence and
density deposit, which aids in the production of high-
density coatings [12]. The alumina seems to be well retained
in the deposit; nevertheless, the alumina phase appears to be
dispersed unevenly. This results in the varied hardness in
various regions of the deposit; the hardness was measured
in 10 various regions of the coating. As a result, the opti-
mized spray parameter hardness of the deposit is about
140HV0.03 measured by the Vickers microhardness tester
(Mitutoyo; model: HM-200 system D). Several authors have
discovered the same microstructure characteristics for cold-
sprayed deposits [8, 10, 13].

As shown in Figure 3, the porosity of the optimized
parameters of the coatings for the surface was about 3%,
measured using an optical microscope with image analysis

Table 2: DOE and outcomes.

Exp. condition
Actual values Outcomes

Temperature (°C) Standoff distance (mm) Powder feed rate (g/min) Porosity (vol.%) Hardness (HV)

1 470.27 7.02 17.02 9 93

2 529.73 7.02 17.02 5 128

3 470.27 12.97 17.02 11 88

4 529.73 12.97 17.02 4 129

5 470.27 7.02 22.97 7 109

6 529.73 7.02 22.97 6 122

7 470.27 12.97 22.97 15 83

8 529.73 12.97 22.97 10 99

9 450 10 20 11 91

10 550 10 20 3 132

11 500 5 20 6 120

12 500 15 20 12 98

13 500 10 15 5 115

14 500 10 25 9 101

15 500 10 20 3 140

16 500 10 20 4 135

17 500 10 20 3 138

18 500 10 20 4 134

19 500 10 20 3 137

20 500 10 20 3 139
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Table 3: Porosity and hardness images for experimental condition.

No. of experiments Microstructure of porosity analysis Binary images of the porosity analysis Hardness indentation

Exp. no: 01
T : 470.27
D: 7.02
P: 17.02

Exp. no: 02
T : 529.73
D: 7.02
P: 17.02

Exp. no: 03
T : 470.27
D: 12.97
P: 17.02

Exp. no: 04
T : 529.73
D: 12.97
P: 17.02

Exp. no: 05
T : 470.27
D: 7.02
P: 22.97

Exp. no: 06
T : 529.73
D: 7.02
P: 22.97

Exp. no: 07
T : 470.27
D: 12.97
P: 22.97

Exp. no: 08
T : 529.73
D: 12.97
P: 22.97

Exp. no: 09
T : 450
D: 10
P: 20550

Exp. no: 10
T : 550
D: 10
P: 20
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Table 3: Continued.

No. of experiments Microstructure of porosity analysis Binary images of the porosity analysis Hardness indentation

Exp. no: 11
T : 500
D: 5
P: 20

Exp. no: 12
T : 500
D: 15
P: 20

Exp. no: 13
T : 500
D: 10
P: 15

Exp. no: 14
T : 500
D: 10
F: 25

Exp. no: 15
T : 500
D: 10
P: 20

Exp. no: 16
T : 500
D: 10
P: 20

Exp. no: 17
T : 500
D: 10
P: 20

Exp. no: 18
T : 500
S: 10
P: 20

Exp. no: 19
T : 500
D: 10
P: 20

Exp. no: 20
T : 500
D: 10
P: 20
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software based on ASTM B 276. At the time of the coating
process, when the coating material feed rate increases, the
harder elements (alumina) rebound from the coated surface,
which causes the deposit flaws that lead to the coating
porosity.

In this investigation, alumina blending of 20wt.% with
Al alloy powder was kept constant because increasing the
hard element percentage in the coating will decrease the
deposition efficiency owing to the hard particle rebound
while spraying against the substrate, as acknowledged by
Spencer et al. [10].

2.2. Identification of Process Parameters. The initial step in
the design of the experiment is to select the spray parameters
that will be explored. In general, all parameters impact on
the characteristics of the deposit. The prominent parameters

Table 4: ANOVA result for porosity.

Source Sum of squares Df Mean square F value p value prob > F

Model 250.15 9 27.79 115.71 <0.0001 Significant

T (temperature) 67.91 1 67.91 282.71 <0.0001
D (standoff distance) 39.04 1 39.04 162.53 <0.0001
P (powder feed rate) 18.11 1 18.11 75.40 <0.0001
TD 6.13 1 6.13 25.50 0.0005

TP 3.13 1 3.13 13.01 0.0048

DP 15.13 1 15.13 62.96 <0.0001
T2 27.86 1 27.86 115.97 <0.0001
D2 63.40 1 63.40 263.93 <0.0001
P2 27.86 1 27.86 115.97 <0.0001
Residual 2.40 10 0.2402

Lack of fit 1.07 5 0.2138 0.8016 0.5929 Not significant

Pure error 1.33 5 0.2667

Cor. total 252.55 19

Table 5: ANOVA result for hardness.

Source Sum of squares Df Mean square F value p value prob > F

Model 7203.82 9 800.42 194.60 <0.0001 Significant

T (temperature) 2215.72 1 2215.72 538.68 <0.0001
D (standoff distance) 593.10 1 593.10 144.19 <0.0001
P (powder feed rate) 172.56 1 172.56 41.95 <0.0001
TD 10.13 1 10.13 2.46 0.1477

TP 276.12 1 276.12 67.13 <0.0001
DP 253.13 1 253.13 61.54 <0.0001
T2 1267.92 1 1267.92 308.25 <0.0001
D2 1518.14 1 1518.14 369.09 <0.0001
P2 1624.53 1 1624.53 394.95 <0.0001
Residual 41.13 10 4.11

Lack of fit 14.30 5 2.86 0.5329 0.7468 Not significant

Pure error 26.83 5 5.37

Cor. total 7244.95 19
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that had a higher impact on the deposit were chosen based
on previously published work [18, 19]. The selected factors
are temperature, SOD, and powder feed rate. A higher num-
ber of experimental tests were conducted to identify the pos-
sible operating ranges for LPCS.

2.3. Identifying the Parameter’s Operational Limits. To deter-
mine the feasible operational range of the aforesaid param-
eters, a vast number of tests are carried out on the AZ31B
Mg alloy substratum by changing one of the LPCS process
variables and maintaining the other parameters intact.
Numerous tests were carried out by varying the variables
of the LPCS, and the findings during coating are depicted
in Figure 4.

If the temperature was below 500°C, the coating powder
heating and softening do not take place, and the adhesive
properties between the substrate and the coating are very
poor. If the temperature is above 550°C, the melting of coat-
ing powder affects the coating principle of CS. Nozzle block-
ing occurs because of melting. The maximum possible
temperature is 600°C (restriction in the temperature supply
of the Dymet 423 LPCS process).

If the SOD was below 5mm, the coating material does
not stick to the substrate; it bounces back, so the deposition
rate is very low. Above 15mm, the spray plume becomes
unstable and not able to reach the substrate. Deposition does
not take place.

If the feed rate of the coating material is below 15 g/min,
uniform deposition does not take place because the flow of
coating powder is less. Above 25 g/min, the coating thickness
increases dramatically, and the cohesive properties of the
deposit are very poor.

2.4. Development of DOE Matrix. Depending on the condi-
tions listed in the previous section, the feasible working
range of the LPCS process parameters was determined by
the spraying being completed without substratum faults

and the coated sample exhibiting excellent adherence and
cohesion behavior. RSM is employed to determine the rela-
tionship between the major input parameters and output
responses (porosity and hardness). DOE and optimalization
were conducted through “Design Expert Software 11” with 3
variables, and a 5-level CCD matrix was selected. Table 2
shows the coating factor levels. Table 3 shows the total 20
experiment parameters and their responses by means of
microstructural, binary images of porosity and hardness
indentation images of the coated sample. Then, the high
and low range of the variables was +1.682 and -1.682. Equa-
tion (1) is used to determine the coded values of any inter-
mediate value.

Yi = 1:682 2Y − Ymaximum + Yminimumð Þ/ Ymaximum + Yminimumð Þ½ �,
ð1Þ

where Yi is the coded value essential for the Y variable, Y
represents any variable value between Yminimum and
Ymaximum, and the smaller range and higher range of the var-
iables were indicated through Yminimum and Ymaximum.

2.5. Development of Empirical Relationships. In the current
study, in order to relate the coating parameters to the out-
comes of LPCS coatings, a 2nd order polynomial function
was constructed to determine the outcome of the experi-
mentally obtained values. It is illustrated below.

Z = a0 + Σ ai xi + Σ aii xi
2 + Σ aii xi xj: ð2Þ

The outcome (porosity and microhardness) is a function
of temperature (T), standoff distance (D), and powder feed
rate (P), and it can be indicated as

Responses = f T ,D, Pð Þ: ð3Þ
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For three factors, the chosen polynomial was indicated
as

Z = a0 + a1 Tð Þ + a2 Dð Þ + a3 Pð Þ + a11 T2� �
+ a22 D2� �

+ a33 P2� �
+ a12 TDð Þ + a13 TPð Þ + a23 DPð Þ,

ð4Þ

where a0 is the average response value; the coefficients
a1, a2,⋯, a23 are based on the linear, interactive, and
square terms of factors. In this study, design expert soft-
ware was utilized to compute the coefficients. The Student
t-test and p values were adopted to know about the needs

of each coefficient and are illustrated in Tables 4 and 5.
The following empirical relations were generated through
these coefficients, which include important factors on their
own.

Porosity volume%ð Þ = 3:32 – 2:23 Tð Þ + 1:69 Dð Þ
+ 1:15 Pð Þ – 0:87 TDð Þ + 0:62 TPð Þ
+ 1:38 DPð Þ + 1:39 Tð Þ2 + 2:10 Dð Þ2
+ 1:39 Cð Þ2,

ð5Þ
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Figure 7: (a–c) Contour graph and (d–f) response graph for hardness.
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Hardness HV0:03ð Þ = 137:21 + 12:74 Tð Þ + 6:59 Dð Þ
− 3:55 Pð Þ + 1:13 TDð Þ − 5:87 TPð Þ
− 5:62 DPð Þ − 9:38 Tð Þ2 − 10:26 Dð Þ2
– 10:26 Pð Þ2:

ð6Þ

The probability greater than F less than 0.05 denotes
that the model is highly significant. R2 values were deter-
mined to be 0.9951 and 0.9946, respectively. This means
that 99.51% and 99.46% of the experimental outcomes
accord with the proof anticipated through the known
observational relationship. R2 ranging between 0 and 1

indicates that the empirical relation developed is appropri-
ate. The R2 value must be near to 1.0, indicating that the
statistical model generated is more accurate. The figure sug-
gests that the residual fall of the straight line represents the
flaws. The distribution of the flaws is normal. Figures 4 and
5 illustrate that the value obtained closely correlates with
the experimental results.

3. Results and Discussion

In this investigation, a numerically and graphically opti-
mized approach was used to determine the porosity and
hardness of the LPCS deposit. Because the inverse correla-
tion between porosity and hardness was well established in
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the LPCS deposit, the choice was made to improve hardness
and reduce porosity. The best condition was obtained by set-
ting constraints on output responses and on the process
parameters. As indicated in Figure 6, the level of porosity
of the deposit was predicted and exhibited based on the
obtained regression equation.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the powder feed rate is the
most important coating parameter because it reveals the
greatest variation in coating properties. According to
Figure 7 and Table 2, it is noticed that the hardness of the
deposit raises remarkably when the powder feed rate is
increased to the level of 20 g/min. At 20 g/min of powder
feed rate, the alumina particles in the deposit also rise as
large amounts of elements are distributed in the LPCS

plume. The presence of ceramic elements in the deposit gives
better load distribution ability between the matrix phase and
the ceramic elements, resulting in improved hardness. The
presence of ceramic particles in the deposit raises the inter-
face region accessible to distribute the load from the matrix
phase when loads are applied. Finally, a higher concentra-
tion of ceramic elements reduces the mean free route among
the ceramic elements, which prevents plastical distortion of
the deposit in load state by preventing void nucleation,
resulting in improved deposit hardness.

The coating properties show better results with the opti-
mized standoff distance of 10mm as shown in Figure 7.
Therefore, by raising the standoff distance above 10mm,
the properties of coatings go down. The variance in coating
properties as the standoff distance increases is based on the
impact velocity of the coating material. At 10mm of SOD,
the powder elements’ impact in flight velocity is raised; thus,
the impact velocity of the elements is very high. Therefore,
very high impacting velocity causes a peening reaction in
the deposit, which causes it to consolidate and form a very
dense coating. It results in the improved hardness of the
deposit. Previously, we stated that by raising the standoff
distance, the elements’ dwell time in the spray plume
increases, resulting in higher element temperature. Never-
theless, raising the standoff distance after reaching an opti-
mum level leads to lowering the element temperature as
the isothermic in the plume starts to decompose. As a result,
raising the standoff distance beyond a particular level causes
a reduction in the deposition efficiency and coating hard-
ness. The hardness of the deposit is afflicted by the massive
number of reinforcement particles (alumina) in the deposit,
despite the fact that the presence of alumina particles in the
coating material mixture was kept constant for this investi-
gation. As a result, it is possible to infer that the alumina
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presence in the deposit is maximized when the SOD is
10mm, resulting in increased hardness as illustrated in
Figure 7 and Table 2. The surface hardness of the deposit
increases as the temperature rises to 500°C.

Figure 8 illustrates that the porosity of the coating is
greatly influenced by powder feed rate and SOD. The
deposit’s porosity decreases dramatically as the SOD
increases to 10mm. From that, the optimal SOD of 10mm
increases the coating powder dwell span in the plume, result-
ing in higher particle temperatures. At a temperature of
500°C, the coating powder temperatures promote thermal
softening, resulting in flattening the particles that are easy
to bind with the early deposited particles. This leads to the
pores in the deposits being closed. The porosity of the
MMC coatings shows better results at a powder feed rate
of 20 g/min, but when the powder feed rate is below 20
and or above 20 g/min, the porosity level in the coatings
increases, as presented in Figure 8 and Table 2. Thus, hard
particle rebounding will increase with the rising powder feed
rate, causing porosity in the rebounded region. Raising the
powder feed rate results in a thicker deposit, but the deposit
has a higher level of pores owing to particle rebounding,
which leads to the porosity level rising in the coating surface.

The multiple-objective optimalization concept must be
discovered where the criterion fulfills the desirable charac-
teristics simultaneously. As a result, there is a balance
between the conditions that must be met by the two tech-
niques. To achieve the objective, the multiple objective
optimalization method is employed with a specific end
aim. The various outcomes were attained through graphi-
cal optimalization. In the contour graph, the best imposed
or highly critical response contours are used to highlight
the areas that can meet the stated requirements. It is fea-
sible to visibly verify a good conciliation at this stage.
Owing to the handling of many answers, it is recom-
mended that an analytic form of optimalization be per-
formed first; otherwise, determining the possible zone
could be problematic. Graphical optimalization is most

commonly found in the sector of viable areas in the factor
zone. The areas shaded are really not suitable for the opti-
malization approach. The next step was to overlap the
indicated regions of every outcome to create an intriguing
location or a huge plot. Figure 9 depicts the predicted out-
comes of the overlay patterning of outcomes (porosity and
hardness). For concepts of better hardness and lower
porosity, the light-reduced shadow is still used.

As illustrated in Figure 10, the hardness and porosity of
the MMC deposit arising from the experimentation data are
connected. The experimentation values are best suited by a
single straight line.

The regression equation will be used to depict the
straight line.

Hardness HVð Þ = −5:128 x + 150:65 porosity vol:%ð Þ: ð7Þ

The slope of the approximated regression model
(−5.128) is negative, indicating that hardness values rise as
porosity falls. The determination coefficient R2 = 92%. It
could be expressed as a percent of the overall sum of squares
that can be defined using the approximation regression
models. The determination coefficient R2 is a fit-goodness
estimate of the predicted regression model.

The built regression line (Equation (7)) is frequently uti-
lized for two reasons:

(i) To calculate the hardness standard in relation to the
porosity of the deposit

(ii) Estimating the specific hardness for a particular
degree of porosity for the deposit

The confidence and probabilistic intervals indicate if the
regression outcomes shorter spacing provides greater preci-
sion (Figure 10). The confident interval is an approximated
range among the mean value of Y ’s and the X’s. PI is an
approximation of the individualized value interval of y for

Table 7: Validation outcomes for developed empirical relationships.

Cold spray parameters Coatings
Exp. no. Temperature (degree) Standoff distance (mm) Powder federate (g/min) Porosity (vol.%) Microhardness (HV)

1 560 16 27 7 110

2 440 8 12 13 97

3 460 9 18 11 90

Table 6: Validation results for optimization.

Exp.
no.

Cold spray parameters Porosity (vol.%) Microhardness (HV)
Temperature
(degree)

Standoff distance
(mm)

Powder feed rate (g/
min)

By
experiment

By
modal

Variation
(%)

By
experiment

By
modal

Variation
(%)

1 510 11 19 4.3 4.5 +3.77 128 134 +4.47

2 513 13 22 5 4.6 -2.56 126 132 +4.54

3 520 12 23 5.3 5 -4.63 135 130 -3.38
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a specified x value. The developed regression model provides
a point to determine the mean hardness value for a specified
value of porosity. The differentiation among the confident
and probabilistic intervals is due to the reason that the mean
value of hardness can be measured more precisely than the
individualized hardness value. The higher the probabilistic
interval, the greater the uncertainty formed by predicted
randomized variable value than that of estimated mean
value.

3.1. Validation. It is essential to evaluate the determined
relationship developed was correct for prediction of the
responses in the formation of empirical relations. The pre-
diction ability of the empirical relation developed was exam-
ined by running three more experimentation with coating
process parameters.

Tables 6 and 7, demonstrate the experimental and
expected findings. The anticipated porosity and hardness
values estimated from present relation are similar to the
experimentation findings and which is 5% of the deviation.

Depending on the results of the investigation, the pro-
posed optimal parameters are provided in Table 6. Cold
spray experiments were prepared and carried out with these
variables, and other three sets of trials with higher and lower
levels of optimum condition outcomes were also carried out,
as shown in Table 7.

From this investigation, deviation from the optimized
spray parameters results in a rise in porosity as well as a
decrease in hardness. This is due to the higher temperature
softening of the coating material, variations in SOD, and
the time it takes for the coating plume to reach the substrate.

4. Conclusions

A central composite rotatable design was utilized to investi-
gate the effect of coating parameters on the microhardness
and porosity of the LPCS aluminum alloy/alumina metal
matrix composite (MMC) deposit. The following results
were obtained with the goal of improving the coating param-
eters to enhance coating hardness and reduce the porosity of
the deposit.

Empirical relations were generated from the experimen-
tation results that will be utilized to examine the correlation
between the variables of the LPCS method and the quality
properties of the deposit, such as the porosity and hardness
of the MMC deposit by RSM.

According to ANOVA, graphical and numerical study
outcomes, powder feed rate and standoff distance were
found to be the most predominant factors affecting the
porosity and hardness of the deposits, followed by
temperature.

The optimum process parameters were determined to be
20 g/min feed rate, 500°C temperature, and 10mm SOD. By
using the above process parameters, the actual value (exper-
imental) coating microhardness was 140HV, and the poros-
ity was 3 vol.%. The predicted value (contour, response, and
overlay plot) coating microhardness was 137.21HV and
porosity was 3.31 vol.%.
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Surface roughness of specimens is an important area of research since it influences the performance of machined parts.
Meanwhile, employing a vision system to judge the roughness of the machined surface of specimens via captured images
acquired from the specimen is an innovative and extensively used method. In this investigation, a vision system is used to
capture the SEM images of the machined surface. The two-dimensional images of the machined surface of the Nimonic263
alloy are used to approximate the profile of the surface of specimens in finish turning. Surface roughness was detected in
simulated images of specimens in a variety of machining conditions using the imaging technology. In this research work, the
surface texture is extracted using a technique that combines 2D surface images and wavelet transform approach. The 2D
wavelet transform has the capability to disintegrate a machined surface image into multiresolution depiction for several surface
characteristics and can be utilized for surface evaluation. The difference in the histogram frequency of an illuminated region of
interest (ROI) from turned surface images was analyzed to aid in the evaluation of surface roughness with an average
prediction error of less than 3.2%.

1. Introduction

In the production and development of industrial parts, both
the microstructure of the surface on a μm-scale and integrity
strongly influence the characteristics and functions of
components, such as wear, precision, anticorrosion, fitting,
friction, and antifatigue attributes. Direct methods and indi-
rect methods are the two types of techniques available for
surface roughness evaluation. Using a toolmaker’s micro-
scope, 3D surface profiler, optical microscope, or SEM (off-
line method) or a CCD camera, significant procedures
evaluate the surface profile of machined surfaces. These

observing systems are often based on a comparison of an
optimum cutting process reference signal with the actual
process signal [1, 2]. Electrical discharge machining was
recently used to machine Nimonic super alloy (EDM) [3].
The measurement scale (L) and root mean squared rough-
ness (Rq) are determined to comprehend the surface prop-
erty based on scaling analysis [4]. Researchers have
developed a method to determine the degree of tool wear
by evaluating the machined surfaces’ texture using an image
processing methodological approach to the image of the
machined surface to overcome these limitations. Tool wear
measurement, surface quality control, workpiece surface
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texture measurements, and other machining processes can
all benefit from digital image processing (DIP) with machine
vision. Image processing techniques were used to determine
the surface roughness of large-scale SEM images [5, 6].

Response surface methodology (RSM) was employed to
do mathematical modelling of surface roughness and flank
wear. ANOVA is assessing the impact of each individual
parameter on responses. Between the simulated and experi-
mental data, there was a maximum inaccuracy of 13% and
7% in flank wear and roughness of the surface, respectively
[7]. Machining of Nimonic alloy and Inconel alloy is
regarded as critical, and it is necessary to investigate the
impact of machining factors on machining responses in
order to identify the best machining/control factors and
their levels in order to improve the machined surface’s integ-
rity/machinability [8–10]. The majority of image processing-
based machined surface roughness evaluation approaches
depend on feature extraction processes [11].

A review of tool condition monitoring based on image
processing approaches was presented by Dutta et al. The
findings of Dutta et al. suggest that in a single experimental
setup, direct approaches will be employed to validate the
outcomes of indirect procedures. The tool wear was evalu-
ated based on the workpiece’s rough surface. The gray-
level cooccurrence matrix (GCLM) is an efficient technique
for selecting the best texture based on entropy metric [12].
Shahabi and Ratnam [13] proposed surface roughness eval-
uation by capturing the images of the machined surface in
cycle using computer vision in this investigation. Grayscale
imaging was used to detect simulated pictures of specimens
in a variety of machining conditions. The results demon-
strated that this method may be utilized to mimic and ana-
lyze a specimen’s surface profile in finish lathe machining
as a tool tip fingerprint.

Dutta et al. [14] designed an improvised GLCM algo-
rithm to monitor the tool condition with an offset parame-
ter. According to the findings, the GLCM analysis focussed
on the pixel pair spacing (PPS) value selection that is entirely
reliant on the variances of feed marks having been turned
[15]. Using response surface methodology, the impact of
drilling parameters like tool rotational speed, geometrical
parameters, flank wear, and feed rate on surface roughness
was investigated. GLCM-based texture analysis of workpiece
surface images was employed to obtain waviness informa-
tion through spatial correlation of pixels [16]. DWT-based
texture analysis has also been used to machine surface
images to gather information on modification in surface tex-
ture due to the increase in tool flank wear via Ga, GRMS,
and energy in space-frequency localization.

Liu et al. [17] investigated the explored flank face surface
texturing on the WC/Co carbide tools with various geomet-
rical features. The tools with microscale grooves parallel to
the primary cutting edge on the flank face had the best flank
wear resistance. The tool wear was assessed using the DWT
method on machined surface images [18]. The DWT was
used to perform a microscale study of a turned surface with
average coefficient of determination values of 0.957 and
0.953, respectively; an exponential association of GRMS
and energy values with progressing flank wear of the tool

is discovered. Illumination-compensated pictures were sug-
gested by John and Arunachalam to evaluate the surface
roughness of turned surfaces in the grinding process [19].

Gandla et al. investigated surface roughness using incre-
mental forming [20]. Taylor Hobson Talysurf is used to
measure the surface roughness of manufactured parts, which
varies from 0.61 to 3.61mm. Few images were acquired from
each formed part and saved in an image dataset for machine
vision-based surface roughness evaluation. The wavelet trans-
form method, Euclidean distance method, and Hamming dis-
tance approach were used to classify these images into three
classes predicated on the range of surface roughness. The
wavelet-based technique has a maximum classification perfor-
mance of 95.4 percent, according to the results. The classifying
effectiveness of the Hamming and Euclidian distance
approaches is 78.39 percent and 81.48 percent, respectively.
Ali and Dhar [21] proposed an ANN technique for forecasting
surface roughness in turning. This model may be used to opti-
mize the cutting process for efficient and economical
manufacturing by predicting tool wear and surface roughness
in the turning process. CNN algorithms have gained popular-
ity in the assessment of surface roughness in recent years
[22–25]. Because feature extraction is included into the net-
work during the convolution phase, this technique eliminates
it. Five loss functions are selected and evaluated for the predic-
tion models based on their potential application and accuracy.
The actual and expected surface roughness values are com-
pared using a stylus-based profilometer.

The vibration and communication particle swarm opti-
mization (VCPSO) algorithm, developed by Xu et al.,
included self-random vibration and interparticle communi-
cation processes [26]. When estimating tool wear, the
ANFIS learned by the VCPSO algorithm (ANFIS-VCPSO)
outperformed other intelligent models. The VCPSO algo-
rithm was tested using benchmark functions, and the results
showed that it is capable of global optimization. All the
while, the VCPSO algorithm was used to determine the best
milling parameter combinations under a variety of tool wear
conditions. The technique proposed in this article extracts
the surface texture by combining two-dimensional surface
photography and a wavelet approach. Then, the future sur-
face roughness is predicted by extracting the time delay
parameters, the embedding dimension, and the false nearest
neighbour of the produced surface texture. All offline and
online approaches can estimate surface roughness parame-
ters based on evidence from the surface image [27]. The sty-
lus tracing (ST) technique became the most widely known
way of evaluating the surface properties of components in
recent decades, due to the implementation of tactile profil-
ometers [24, 25]. The ST involves measuring the texture of
the surface and calculating the Ra roughness parameter but
in contact with the surface. The noncontact approach pro-
vided in this work, on the other hand, can predict surface
texture and roughness characteristics more precisely and
with less prediction error by using DWT histogram equali-
zation and Laplacian filtering. This technology represents a
significant advancement in the development of smart surface
roughness measuring devices that may be used in the smart
manufacturing sector in the near future.
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2. Experimental Setup

In this experiment, a super alloy Nimonic C263 workpiece
was machined in dry cutting mode with CBN inserts. After
cutting the entire length of the workpiece, the machined sur-
faces were imaged as 640 × 480-pixel gray-level image data
using a CCD camera connected to a personal computer with
machine vision capacity at 5 different locations on the sur-
face of the workpiece. The photos were taken with a diffused
lighting setup online. With relation to the workpiece, the
camera and lighting source were put in place. For the most
part, the illumination source was managed to hold at a 30-
degree angle. The average flank wear of the insert (VB aver-
age) was also determined using a Leica S6D microscope at 10
magnification and Leica QWin-V3 image capturing
software.

Simultaneously, the surface roughness of the turned sur-
face (Ra) was measured at the appropriate locations, where
Ra stands for average surface roughness. Table 1 summarises
the cutting conditions of turning operations performed on
Nimonic 263. For each of the machining conditions, three
sets of experiments were carried out (as listed in Table 1).
Table 2 summarises the camera setup and surface roughness
tester specifications. Each image was cropped to 210 × 210
pixels before processing. The MATLAB® environment was
used for all image processing (version 7.8.0.347 R2021).

2.1. Materials. Nimonic C263 alloy with 150mm length and
70mm diameter with hardness of 32HRc was considered
the work material. It is a material with good resistance to
high temperature and oxidation owing to its Ni, Cr, and
cobalt content. The following are the chemical components
of the workpiece material (in % weight): 0.48 Al, 2.94 Ti,
0.15 W, 0.04 Nb, 0.02 C, 0.02 V, 0.007 Ta, 0.001 S, 0.19 Si,
52.49 Ni, 20 Cr, 0.46 Mn, 0.07 Cu, 6.29 Mo, 16.7 Co, 1.0
Fe, 0.48 Al, and 1.94 Ti.

2.2. Methods. The experimental study was carried out on a
NAGMATI175 lathe. Figures 1(a)–1(d) show the experi-
mental setup, insert, tool holder, and flank wear. The Sand-
vik makes Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) inserts to the
specifications of CNGA 120 408S01030A, 7025 grade was
chosen as the insert for the tests, and a PCLNR 2020 K12
tool holder was being used to fix the insert. Back rake angle
(BRA) (6°), side rake angle (SRA) (6°), end relief angle (ERA)
(6°), side relief angle (SRA) (6°), end cutting edge angle
(ECEA) (5°), side cutting angle (SCEA) (5°), and nose radius
(NR) (0.8mm) are the tool signatures of the insert. The cut-
ting parameter’s effect on surface roughness in turning the
Nimonic C-263 alloy was investigated. All turning trials
were carried out by a new cutting edge. The experiment
was carried out using an L9 orthogonal array. The machin-
ing factors such as feed rate, cutting speed, and depth of
cut were considered, and their ranges are listed in Table 3.

A tool maker’s microscope was used to measure the sur-
face roughness offline at regular intervals. The measuring
range is X-200mm and Y-100mm, the microscope stand
tilting range is 12, the maximum distance between centres
is 700mm, the maximum diameter accommodating between

centres is 100mm, the plane stage area is260mm × 270mm,
and the resolution is 0.2 lm (linear) (1 minute). Table 4
shows the L9 orthogonal array and surface roughness mea-
sured using conventional and unconventional methods.

3. Methodology

Machine vision systems by default initiate with the image
acquisition stage. Machine vision-based methods are
extremely recommended for safe evaluation in in situ inves-
tigation of machined surfaces. Turned surface images are
captured utilizing a high-end vision camera to evaluate the
surface texture. The machine vision camera acquires the
machined surface images after turning operation, to examine
the surface texture. The captured machined surface images
undergo normalization to cope up with lighting changes that
might affect the image quality. The overall process is encap-
sulated in the block diagram as shown in Figure 2.

Table 1: Machining Nimonic C263—experimental setup.

Machine tool

NAGMATI175: lathe
H: 165mm
S: 305mm

Speed: 54–1200 rpm
Feed: 0.048–0.716mm/rev

Power: 1HP

Insert PVD-coated carbide insert

Cutting speed 80m/min, 125m/min, 195m/min

Feed 0.055mm/rev, 0.096mm/rev, 0.159mm/rev

Depth of cut 0.25mm, 0.50mm, 0.75mm

Table 2: Machining Nimonic C263—imaging setup.

Equipment Specifications

Scanning electron
microscopy

Imaging module: 17” touch screen
monitor rotary knob, magnification

range: 120x to 24,000x

Surface roughness tester

Cutoff: 0.8mm
Filter: Gauss
l: 0.8mm

Evaluation “l”: 4.00mm
Measuring speed: 0.5mm/s

Workpiece(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) Experimental setup, (b) tool holder, (c) insert, and (d)
SEM image of flank wear.

Table 3: Machining parameters and assigned levels.

S. no Factors Unit L1 L2 L3
1 Speed (S) mm/rev 0.055 0.096 0.159

2 Feed (F) m/min 80 125 195

3 Depth of cut (ap) mm 0.25 0.50 0.75
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Normalization is performed as given below:

s m, nð Þ = r p, qð Þ −min rð Þ
max rð Þ −min rð Þ ∗ 255: ð1Þ

The normalized image matrix is represented by sðm, nÞ.
The intensity of each pixel in the image matrix is represented
by rðp, qÞ. The image matrix’s minimum and maximum
pixel intensity values are denoted as min ðrÞ and max ðrÞ,
respectively. The machined surface images obtained after
turning operation at varied cutting conditions had an enor-
mous flank wear resulting in variation in workpiece textures.
This increased flank wear (VB) reduces the cutting insert
noise radius, which affects the machined surface. Machine
vision system-refined machined surface images contain
flaws such as nanoparticle settlings and feed marks.

The digital camera output is

p m, nð Þ = b m, nð Þ + ε m, nð Þ, ð2Þ

where bðm, nÞ is the original image and εðm, nÞ is the added
noise.

Wiener filtering is utilized to retrieve the images bðm, nÞ
disrupted by noise.

λ = 1
MN

〠
p1,p2∈p

b p1, p2ð Þ, ð3Þ

where λ is the local mean intensity surrounding every
pixel. Also, p denotes M-by-N neighborhood of every pixel,
and bðp1, p2Þ is the location of every pixel in the local neigh-
borhood mask p. Also, variance of intensity surrounding
every pixel is obtained by

σ2 = 1
MN

〠
p1,p2∈p

b2 p1, pð Þ − λ2: ð4Þ

The Wiener filter reduces the noise depending upon the
statistical variables by lowering the variance of the neighbor-
ing pixels. In stage 3, the image segmentation is performed
to segment the object from its surrounding pixels. This is
utilized to set the cutting tool pixel intensity to 0 and the
background to 1; it is explained in the below equation:

f1 m, nð Þ = 1 if f m, nð Þ ≥ T , 0 if f m, nð g ≤ Tf g, ð5Þ

Table 4: L9 orthogonal array, experimental trail results, and unconventional method results.

Exp. trail no.
Coded
values

Actual setting
values Surface roughness (experimental values) (Ra) Unconventional measured values (Ra)

S F ap S F ap
1 1 1 1 80 0.055 0.25 3.3057 1.25

2 1 2 2 80 0.096 0.50 3.55 1.75

3 1 3 3 80 0.159 0.75 2.43 2.10

4 2 1 2 125 0.055 0.50 4.89 1.50

5 2 2 3 125 0.096 0.75 3.77 1.10

6 2 3 1 125 0.159 0.25 2.73 1.50

7 3 1 3 195 0.055 0.75 0.844 1.075

8 3 2 1 195 0.096 0.25 2.27 0.90

9 3 3 2 195 0.159 0.50 3.65 0.85

-
Input
machined
surface
image

Median
filter (noise
removal)

Image
segment
-ation

Canny
edge
detection

Turrned
image
after
machining

2-d
wavelet
transform

Surface
roughness
evaluation

Laplacian
filter
sharpening

Figure 2: DWT histogram equalization.
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where f ðm, nÞ denotes the actual image of the tool tip after
noise removal in the algorithm step 2 and f1ðm, nÞ
denotes the tool tip image after segmenting the cutting
tool image. Also, T is the threshold value set by default
utilizing the MATLAB command. The machine details
and machining conditions considered for the study are
given in Table 5.

Preprocessing is required to improve image quality
through contrast stretching, histogram equalization, noise
reduction through filtering, and inhomogeneous illumina-
tion compensation, among other things. Low-pass filtering
(median filter) is very effective at reducing noise in
machined surface images, particularly cutting tool images,
because noise can occur due to dirt, oils, and precision
machining dust and dirt on the surface of an object. The
Laplacian filter is a second-order temporal high-pass filter
that is used to sharpen machined surface images so that
the feed marks can be seen clearly. The segmentation
method and feature extraction are carried out after pre-
processing. By calculating the image gradient and direc-
tion, the feature extraction ensures the information of
the edges of the workpiece surface images. Because of its
noise immunity and ability to detect actual edges with
minimal flaws, the Canny edge detector is used in the field
of machine vision. Convolution is performed between both
the machined surface image and a Gaussian smoothing fil-
ter with a standard deviation of s in the Canny edge iden-
tification technique. The gradient computation for the
smoothened image is the next step. This technique can
be used to fetch the edges of a workpiece surface texture.
To capture turned images with good contrast, a dispersed
lighting prototype such as fibre optic-guided light with a
DC-regulated light source and infrared interference filter
is used. Segmentation is the process of dividing an image
into multiple sections according to a set of rules. The
feature-state method collects pixel characteristics into fea-
ture vectors, which are then used to assign pixels to classes
by selecting a threshold value. Because the 2D wavelet
transform can disintegrate a workpiece surface impression
into multiresolution depictions for several surface mor-
phologies, it can be used to evaluate surfaces. Signal vec-
tors derived from feed mark images are used to
represent the image’s grayscale intensity. Use the 2D wave-
let transform and the key local intensity variation tech-
nique to decompose the image signal vector. Wavelet
transform is a time-frequency-conversion mathematical

procedure that is frequently used. The frequency analysis
of the signal into scalar analysis is dealt with by wavelet
analysis.

Φi,j yð Þ = 1
ffiffi

i
p φ

y − j
i

� �

, ð6Þ

where i seems to be the scale parametric quantity for
varying frequency and “j” is the interpretation parametric
quantity and i, jðxÞ is the wave function. Surface rough-
ness is an important parameter for evaluating and control-
ling manufacturing quality because it can affect the friction
coefficient, creep life, and fatigue strength of a machined
part. Surface roughness results due to enhanced tool wear;
it serves as an indication to replace the tool. Surface
roughness evaluation procedures based on image process-
ing can be performed online through E-evaluation. How-
ever, this facility is not available in traditional
procedures. A rough surface tends to scatter more quantity
of light. This causes larger dark regions to form that result
in decrease in the image signal RMS value. A rough sur-
face ends up with huge speckle patches that in turn reduce
the variance, within the fixed evaluation length. The histo-
gram mapping of an illuminated area of interest (ROI)
from machined surface photographs was studied to see if
there was any fluctuation in histogram frequency, which
helps with surface roughness evaluation [28].

3.1. Evaluation Parameters. The roughness average, also
known as the arithmetic average height (Ra), is a roughness
parametric parameter that is often used in quality control.

Ra =
1
N
〠
N

i=1
yij j: ð7Þ

“N” is the number of samples for a certain evaluation
duration and yi denotes how far the profile deviates from
the average line. The root mean square slope (Rdq) and arith-
metic mean slope (Rda) hybrid parametric quantities are
used.

Rda, ArithmeticMean Slope = 〠
N

i=1

δij j
N

: ð8Þ

δi is the slope at point “i” and “N” is the total number of
points.

Rdq, RootMean Square Slope =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

〠
N

i=1

δi2

N

v

u

u

t : ð9Þ

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Characterization of the Machined Surface Utilizing
Image Histogram. The surface profile of the workpiece sur-
face is used to measure surface roughness in this paper.
The MATLAB software is used to create an intensity

Table 5: Machining parameters to examine the effect of surface
roughness.

Lathe machine Nagamathi lathe machine

Specimen Nimonic C263

Cutting speed 498m/min

Feed rate 0.1mm/rev

Time 5, 7, and 9min

Cooling agent Air

Depth of cut 0.2mm
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histogram for the workpiece surface image. The histogram is
a visual representation of how the intensity of gray levels
increases as the surface quality of the machined surface
changes. The left portion of histogram denotes small inten-
sity values, and the right portion denotes larger intensity
values. The machined metal surface has high reflectivity;
hence, it is convenient to monitor the right side of the histo-
gram. Therefore, gray level of 125 is taken as the reference to
evaluate the number of histogram frequency. The reflectivity
is enhanced if the machined surface is smooth, thereby
resulting in greater frequency values. The histogram for the
machined surface is obtained by taking the gray-level inten-
sity values on the x-axis and surface roughness Ra values
taken on the y-axis. The machined surface is smooth posses-
sing a surface roughness value of Ra = 0:5 μm and gray-level
intensity of 125, at a frequency of 600Hz. In the second case,
the machined surface is coarse possessing a surface rough-
ness value of Ra = 1:075 μm and gray-level intensity value
of 100 at a frequency of 400Hz. By analyzing the histogram
of the machined surface image, it enables one to determine if
a given machine surface is coarse or smooth. The work
involves observing and inspecting the machined surface
while turning the Nimonic 263 material with coated carbide
inserts at various spindle speeds and feed combinations.
Variations in the histogram statistical characteristics that
aid in evaluating the surface finish were explored in the his-

togram form of an illuminated area of interest (ROI) from
turning machine surface images. The results clearly show
that the turning procedure’s cutting specifications have no
effect on surface roughness. Figure 3 shows the relationship
between machining time and histogram frequency for vari-
ous feed rates and a steady depth of cut of 0.2mm at 450
and 510 rpm spindle speeds. The graphs displayed give a
general sense of the machined surface’s histogram fre-
quency. Only the lowest and maximum feeds at two different
speeds are shown in the graphs. Again for entire cutting con-
siderations, the machined surface’s surface roughness
remains constant. Many investigations have determined that
the Ra value changes in a stable range, just as the histogram
frequencies of the machined surface obtained with a
machine vision system do. The results in Table 6 show that,
while the cutting speed and feed rate vary, they have no
effect on the machined surface’s histogram frequency. For
a consistent change in the histogram profile, changing the
feed rate causes a change in the form of the feed marks over
the machined surface. Various cutting speeds and feed rates
were used in the technique.

Figure 4 depicts the original machined surface image and
its histogram equivalent. The histogram graph is fetched by
taking the surface roughness values on the y-axis and feed
rate on the x-axis. An image histogram is a graphical repre-
sentation of a digital image’s tonal distribution. It assigns a

0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Feed rate (mm/rev) Depth of cut (mm)
Spindle speed (RPM) VB average (𝜇m)
Grey level intensity Surface roughness(Ra) (𝜇m)

Graph showing the variation in parametric quantities

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the variations in parametric quantities.

Table 6: Evaluation parameters in DWT histogram equalization.

Feed rate
(mm/rev)

Depth of cut
(mm)

Spindle speed
(rpm)

VB average
(μm)

Gray-level
intensity

Surface roughness
(Ra) (μm)

Machining time
(minutes)

Histogram
frequency (Hz)

0.05 0.25 450 80 60 1.25 0 310

0.07 0.50 450 100 65 1.75 4 310

0.2 0.75 460 130 65 2.10 8 330

0.25 0.75 470 165 70 1.50 12 360

0.26 0.25 480 210 80 1.10 16 380

0.28 0.50 490 260 90 1.50 20 390

0.28 0.50 500 295 100 1.075 24 400

0.28 0.75 510 320 115 0.90 28 410

0.28 0.25 520 360 120 0.85 32 540

0.28 0.25 540 390 125 0.5 33 600
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Figure 4: Original image and its histogram equivalent.
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Figure 5: Reconstructed image and its histogram equivalent.
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pixel value to each tonal value. A viewer can quickly assess
the entire tonal distribution by looking at the histogram
for a specific image.

Figure 5 depicts the reconstructed machined surface
image and its corresponding histogram equivalent. The his-
togram graph is fetched by taking the surface roughness
values on the y-axis and the feed rate on the x-axis. Image
reconstruction is the process of putting together 2D and
3D images from scattered or insufficient data.

Figure 6 depicts the reconstructed approximation at level
1 and its corresponding histogram equivalent. The histo-
gram graph is fetched by taking the surface roughness values
on the y-axis and the feed rate on the x-axis. The cumulative
histogram is a histogram in which the vertical axis displays
not only the number for a single bin but also the number
for that bin and all bins with lower response variable values.

Figure 7 depicts the synthesized image at level 1 and its
corresponding histogram equivalent. Image synthesis is the
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Figure 8: Decomposition using discrete wavelet transform.
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Figure 9: (a) Average flank wear vs. machining time. (b) Average surface roughness (Ra) vs. machining time.
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technique to create novel images from the image specifica-
tions. The histogram graph is fetched by taking the surface
roughness values on the y-axis and the feed rate on the x-axis.

Figure 8 shows the decomposition of the original
machined surface image and the equivalent generated image
using discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Image decomposi-
tion segregates an input image as structural and textual
components.

The average flank wear enhances with cutting time, as
depicted in Figure 9(a), and the surface roughness is depicted
in Figure 9(b). It demonstrates that, under the similar machin-
ing conditions, increasing cutting speed increases flank wear
progressively. Higher cutting speeds cause the material to pass
away in a short period of time, allowing the machining inter-
face to become an adiabatic system. The cutting tool softens
even as temperature increases, resulting in increased tool wear.
The influence of feed rate on flank wear was measured using a
498m/min cutting speed and a 0.1mm cut depth.

Prediction Error = Predicted value −Measured value
Measured value ∗ 100:

ð10Þ

The predicted value is obtained by utilizing discrete wave-
let transform (DWT) and the measured value from experi-
mental investigation.

As seen in Figure 10 and Table 7 from the above analysis,
it is clear that the average prediction error obtained using
discrete wavelet transform is 3.16% which is very less when
compared to conventional algorithms and techniques.

5. Conclusion

In this research, noncontact surface roughness estimation
method has been proposed and investigated. This
unconventional method involves steps of noise removal
(median filtering), sharpening using the Laplacian filter, image
segmentation, Canny edge detection, 2D wavelet transform,
and histogram equalization. An improved DWT-combined
histogram equalization is used to evaluate the surface rough-
ness with minimum complexity and high accuracy. The fol-

lowing are the significant findings of this experimental study
and analysis:

(i) Histogram equalization has been shown to be a reli-
able method for determining surface roughness

(ii) The proposed method is noncontact, with no addi-
tional surface damage to the work item and less
complexity than standard surface roughness assess-
ment methods

(iii) Surface texture estimation on machined surfaces is
used to verify the effectiveness of the suggested
new method

(iv) The results show that this approach predicts surface
roughness with a 3.16 percent average prediction
error

Abbreviations

SEM: Scanning electron microscopy
CCD: Charge coupled device
EDM: Electrical discharge machining
DIP: Digital image processing
RSM: Response surface methodology
ANOVA: Analysis of variance
GCLM: Gray-level cooccurrence matrix
PPS: Pixel pair spacing
DWT: Discrete wavelet transform
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Table 7: Prediction error based on experimental values and DWT
histogram equalization.

S. no
Surface roughness (Ra) (μm)

Prediction error
Predicted value Measured value

1 1.25 1.01 3.3057

2 1.75 1.69 3.55

3 2.10 2.05 2.43

4 1.50 1.43 4.89

5 1.10 1.06 3.77

6 1.50 1.46 2.73

7 1.075 1.066 0.844

8 0.90 0.88 2.27

9 0.85 0.82 3.65

10 0.5 0.48 4.16
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Energy conservation and management have become critical industrial activities, since energy expenses account for a significant
portion of production costs. This proactive strategy has had an effect on worldwide energy consumption trends. Integration of
thermal barrier coatings into engine design is necessary to solve efficiency concerns, and this coating technology has the
potential to increase engine power while lowering specific fuel consumption. In a similar line, biodiesel has been presented as a
possible substitute to diesel since it is nontoxic and sourced from renewable energy sources. The present study aims to enhance
the performance of a diesel engine via the use of a thermal barrier-coated piston that works on biodiesel mixes. Due to its
outstanding thermal insulation qualities, yttria-stabilized zirconia is the preferred material for thermal barrier coatings. Brake
thermal efficiency for B20E15 is about 4% better than diesel and for B20E05 and B20E15 is about 4.6% and 13.5% less fuel
consumption. CO and HC emissions were reduced by 6% to 8% on average with the B20 blends. Biodiesel blends were
compared to pure diesel in terms of performance and emissions, and the blend ratio was improved using a design of
experiment tool.

1. Introduction

In today’s rapidly evolving technological world, energy is
vital to a country’s growth. It is also used to measure eco-
nomic and social progress. In particular, per capita energy
consumption is used to assess a country’s wealth. Globally,
most issues of careless energy use have been tackled by the
industrial revolution in the last century. Most nations’ tech-
nological advancement is linked to increased energy con-
sumption, industrial development, and less efficient use of
energy sources [1]. Energy conservation and management
have become essential industrial activities since energy is a

substantial component of production costs. This construc-
tive approach has impacted global energy use patterns. Thus,
rich nations’ production has increased, but their energy con-
sumption has remained stable. Finally, renewable energy
sources are equally relevant and significant in today’s fast-
growing globe, particularly since they are local and create
fewer emissions. Using these resources to their full potential
may significantly reduce pollution [2].

Studies on internal combustion engines are ongoing to
reduce fuel and operational expenses as well as fuel con-
sumption. With the advent of advanced ceramics technol-
ogy, one of the methods to improve engine efficiency is via
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structural alterations. These coatings were first used on gas
turbines and aeronautical engines [3]. Improved ceramic
coatings may improve engine performance and reduce emis-
sions by reducing heat rejection from the combustion cham-
ber. Aside from that, as much fuel energy as feasible should
be turned into useable mechanical energy. To attain these
outcomes, the engine combustion chamber must be covered
with low-heat-transmitting modern ceramic materials that
may enhance cylinder temperature and pressure [4].

Alternative fuels for I.C. engines have been studied glob-
ally. Performance studies have proven the appropriateness of
hydrogen, alcohols, biogas, producing gas, and different edi-
ble and nonedible oils. However, in India, bio-based fuels
including vegetable oils, bio-alcohols, and biogas may be
widely employed to alleviate fuel shortage issues [5]. Many
different biodiesel blends are being developed and utilized
in diesel engines to enhance performance and emissions.
Linseed oil, rubber seed oil, and ternary biodiesel mixes are
among the mixtures being tried in diesel engines. Diesel
engines emit more carbon and nitrogen than gasoline
engines [6].

Vegetable oils may be used in diesel engines without any
changes by just mixing them with the fuel. Density, viscosity,
volatility, and heating value are all improved by the process
of blending. Counter flow heat exchangers may be used to
preheat rubber seed oil by capturing the heat from exhaust
gases. Preheated rubber seed oil improved engine analysis
and exhaust emissions, according to the researchers. At all
loads, warmed mixes had greater nitrogen emissions than
plain rubber seed oil [7]. The performance and emissions
of biodiesel made from rubber seed oil will be put to the test
in a diesel engine using calcined eggshells as a heterogeneous
catalyst, and their performance and emissions will be evalu-
ated. The emissions of a diesel engine employing synthetic
biodiesel were studied [2].

The combustion parameters affect power output, exhaust
emissions, fuel consumption, engine vibration, and noise.
The temperature and pressure of compressed air influence
the ignition delay. While compression is occurring, the cool-
ing system absorbs a lot of heat. Thermal barrier-coated
engines may reduce heat loss and increase workable output
with low heat conduction and high temperature resistance
materials covering the combustion chambers [8].

Coating engine components with zirconia reduces heat
conductivity. In conclusion, using ethanol as a fuel with a
glow plug reduces exhaust pollutants but reduces efficiency
compared to using diesel fuel. However, the engine’s ther-
mal efficiency improves somewhat with delayed injection
timing. This improves thermal efficiency and decreases
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions
while increasing nitrogen oxide emissions due to greater
combustion temperatures [9]. Thermal barrier coatings
on different engine components have gained traction in
recent years because of their enhanced thermal and mechan-
ical efficiency, reduced pollutants, and reduced fuel con-
sumption. Soot precursors in hydrocarbon combustion may
be oxidized using the waste heat that is rejected from the
engine via insulation, thereby reducing emissions [10]. High
melting points, strong adhesion, and wear resistance proper-

ties make ceramic materials ideal for use in high-temperature
applications. On the basis of their qualities, ceramics may be
used to cover combustion chamber components. In the com-
bustion chamber, a covered engine retains heat better than a
naked engine. As a result, less pollution and less fuel are pro-
duced [11].

When utilizing diesel and palm oil biodiesel, the impact
of a thermal barrier coating including zirconia and alumi-
num silicate in conjunction with a NiCrAl bond coat on
engine performance and emission analyses was investi-
gated. Coated engines were found to have the lowest emis-
sions of both diesel and biodiesel fuels [12]. A study
compared two coated pistons with two coating thicknesses
against a noncoated piston. The impact of biofuel was seen
by comparing the results of experiments done using diesel
as a fuel for coated and noncoated pistons, respectively. As
coating thickness increases, thermal efficiency, fuel con-
sumption, and pollutants decrease [13]. In grey relational
analysis optimization approach, a copper alloy-coated die-
sel engine has been improved to improve performance and
reduce emissions. When compared to an uncoated piston
type engine, the improved copper chromium zirconium
catalytic-coated piston generates fewer emissions and
enhances performance [14].

The purpose of this research is to explore the effects of
ethanol on rubber seed biodiesel blends with pure diesel at
concentrations of 20% and 30%. In this study, a single-
cylinder diesel engine is subjected to various load circum-
stances in order to determine its performance and emissions.
The findings of the experiment tool “full factorial design”
were optimized for mixes of biodiesel and ethanol in terms
of fuel consumption, hydrocarbon emissions, and carbon
monoxide emissions.

2. Material and Methods

Biodiesel offers a number of advantages over other alterna-
tive fuels due to its similarity to petroleum-derived diesel
fuel. Many oil companies utilize biodiesel instead of diesel,
which is equivalent to conventional petroleum fuels in
engine efficiency, power production, uphill climbing, and
hauling. In cold weather, biodiesel will fog and gel like regu-
lar diesel [15].

Natural rubber production in India ranks fourth in the
world. Rubber latex, a valuable plantation commodity for
the Indian economy, is harvested from the rubber tree. Rub-
ber seed oil is an important byproduct of the rubber tree and
is obtained by crushing and filtering the rubber seeds. In
addition to natural rubber, the rubber tree produces a wide
range of other goods. Rubber seed oil content varies from
region to region, but on average, the oil output is 40%. Some
businesses, such as soap and lubricating oil, are allowed to
use rubber seed oil commercially, but most are prohibited.
Rainfall, moisture, and bright sunlight are the primary rea-
sons for its high demand. Unsaturated fatty acids make up
about 75 to 85 percent of the rubber seed oil’s composi-
tion [6].

Rubber seed oil has a calorific value of 39,800 KJ/kg,
equal to diesel fuel. Rubber seed oil has a higher flash point
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than diesel but a viscosity ten times that of diesel. Finally,
most research shows that rubber seed oil may be utilized as
a substitute for petroleum diesel in a compression ignition
engine. For CI engines, the higher the amount of carbon
and hydrogen, the better the fuel quality and calorific value.
The lower the sulfur concentration, the fewer sulfur oxides
are formed, resulting in less pollution from exhaust fumes
and fewer corrosive effects on engine components [5].

Rubber seed oil has a greater calorific value than other
biofuels because it contains more carbon and hydrogen.
There is no deposit and little heat loss due to the high cal-
orific value. Rubber seed oil also has a high oxygen con-
centration, which minimizes CO emissions and unburned
hydrocarbons. Because of its natural qualities, rubber seed
oil may be used as a diesel engine replacement. It is utilized
as an alternative fuel in rural regions, particularly for agricul-
tural activities and irrigation equipment operation, apart
from its principal use in engines. Overall, rubber seed oil is
a simple and easy-to-utilize renewable energy source. It is
also a low-cost fuel that is simply deployed and is environ-
mentally friendly [7]. Table 1 displays the properties of rub-
ber seed biodiesel and ethanol.

The piston coating is significant because its thermal
expansion rate is different from other ceramic materials.
Materials that provide good results include ZrO2 stabilized
with Y2O3 and ceramic coatings. ZrO2 stabilized with MgO
may be used safely in cylinder heads and intake exhaust
valves. The composition of the binding layer is also critical
in ceramic coatings, bonding materials to avoid hot corro-
sion and resistance. The use of NiCrAlY as a binding layer
improves coating durability [16].

Thermal conductivity and expansion coefficient of
ceramic materials are all poor at elevated temperatures. This
means that less heat is dissipated from the combustion
chamber components than with metals or metal alloys.
Thermal barrier materials for covering combustion chamber
components may be chosen from a small number of ceramic
substances depending on their noteworthy qualities. Because
heat loss is slowed, the coated engine will be capable of
retaining the most heat at high combustion chamber tem-
peratures. Using a high temperature will aid in full combus-
tion, decrease emissions, and reduce the amount of fuel
used [17].

The features of these materials, such as melting points,
temperature transition minima, coefficients of thermal
expansion, chemical composition, and compatibility with
metallic substrates, all played a role in their selection. Ther-
mal insulation for an internal combustion engine is provided
by yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) coated to a thickness of
200m in the present experiment. There are a variety of ways
to insulate a surface. The plasma spraying is used to coat
YSZ, in which powdered YSZ enters as the phase, melts,
and steers toward the piston, where it coagulates as a thick
coating [8].

3. Experimental Details

Diesel engines are more efficient and utilize less fuel than
gasoline engines owing to greater compression ratios, leaner

air-fuel combinations, and reduced pumping losses. Devel-
oping nations like India increasingly depend on diesel
engines to move people and products. This increases fuel
usage, foreign currency outflows, and environmental con-
cerns. Biofuels that are renewable and have characteristics
similar to diesel might solve these issues [1].

A single-cylinder, constant-speed direct-injection engine
was used to evaluate rubber seed biodiesel with ethanol
blends. The results are displayed in Figure 1. The speed of
the diesel engine is maintained independent of the load
and the proportion of biodiesel in the fuel. The engine was
connected to an eddy current dynamometer, which varied
the loads from 0% to 100%. Every testing mixture is sub-
jected to an additional 25% load increase in accordance with
the engine power output of 4.2 kW. An eddy current dyna-
mometer is used in order to manually alter the engine loads.
In this experiment, a calibrated orifice on an air drum and a
calibrated burette were used to monitor airflow and fuel flow
rates, respectively. Both diesel and an esterified rubber seed
biodiesel/ethanol mix were used to measure the flow of fuel,
with the flow of each being recorded, in order to get different
readings and results while the test rig was in use, with AVL
software.

This study focuses on the influence of an ethanol addi-
tive on nanocoated pistons fuelled with rubber seed biodie-
sel. Biodiesel obtained from the transesterification process
of rubber seed biodiesel was blended with diesel at different
ratios of 20% and 30% on a volume basis, along with oxy-
genated additives of ethanol at 5% and 15% as B20E05,
B20E15, B30E05, and B30E15. The biodiesel fuel named
for the nanocoated low heat rejection engine (LHR) as
LHRB20E05 is formed by the blend of 20% rubber seed bio-
diesel (B20), 5% ethanol on a volume basis, and mixed with
pure diesel of 75%. The biodiesel fuel blends are prepared as
LHRB20E15 (65%diesel + 20%rubber seed biodiesel + 15%
ethanol), LHRB30E05 (65%diesel + 30%rubber seed biodiesel
+ 5%ethanol), and LHRB30E15 (55%diesel + 30%rubber seed
biodiesel + 15%ethanol).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Performance Characteristics. When tested under maxi-
mum load conditions, the brake thermal efficiency (BTE)
of B20E15 was found to be about 4% higher than that of
pure diesel. A higher oxygen concentration in ethanol means
that it will burn more efficiently, resulting in increased ther-
mal performance. Because of the higher viscosity and result-
ing lower combustion rate caused by the high content of
ethanol in the mix, the BTE is lower than that of B40E15
as shown in Figure 2. When compared to diesel, rubber seed
biodiesel has greater viscosity and density, causing slower
heat release during the first combustion phase [18]. This
results in a decrease in the brake thermal efficiency. As the
proportion of ethanol in the fuel mix increases, the thermal
efficiency of the brakes improves. Due to the latent heat of
ethanol and its high volatility, which tend to increase the
blend density, the temperature of the air-fuel mixture
decreases as the ethanol energy share increases. Premixed
combustion is made better by the lower temperature of the
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air and the longer time it takes for the fire to start because of
this [1].

The thermal efficiency of the low heat rejection engine
with partially stabilized zirconia coating was higher than
that of the other engines because the ceramic coating acts

as a heat barrier between the engine and the surrounding
environment. The reduction of heat loss is allowed for an
increase in engine power and thermal efficiency. [9].

Specific fuel consumption (SFC) was ascribed to the
increase in injected fuel that occurred in tandem with the
rise in load. The SFC decreases as the engine load increases
with ethanol ratios, as shown in Figure 3. Compared to die-
sel, B20E05 and B20E15 blends achieved 4.6% and 13.5%
lower SFC, respectively, whereas B30E15 blends achieved
8% higher fuel consumption, respectively, when compared
with diesel. Because biodiesel blends have a lower calorific
value and a greater density than conventional diesel, their
fuel consumption is higher than that of conventional diesel
while running an engine using biodiesel blends compared
to traditional diesel. Fuel consumption rises as the calorific
value and density of the fuel mixture decrease when the bio-
diesel blend ratio is increased [2].

Because of the superior heat retention qualities provided
by the YSZ coating, greater in-cylinder temperatures are
possible owing to better oxidation of the biodiesel mix,
resulting in better atomization and vaporization, and there-
fore reduced fuel consumption while the engine speed is
kept constant.

4.2. Emission Characteristics. When full combustion occurs
at low loads, diesel emits less carbon monoxide (CO). It
has lower CO emissions and more biodiesel blends than die-
sel. The addition of biodiesel to gasoline blends has affected
CO and CO2 emissions, the researchers found. This is
because biodiesel has more oxygen. As a result, CO is
reduced, and CO2 is the larger load mass, which is related
to chemical processes that enhance CO production [6].

As shown in Figure 4, B20E05 and B20E15 blends
decreased CO emissions by 6.8% and 9.6%, respectively,
compared to pure diesel, whereas B30 blends produced
higher CO emissions than diesel. The thermal barrier coat-
ings also had an impact on CO emissions, with covered
engines emitting fewer emissions than untreated engines.
Nanocoated thermal insulation is activated by late-phase
combustion and CO oxidation. The CO emission dropped
with increasing speed, and when the engine was operating
at its optimal speed, the CO emission was reduced to virtu-
ally nothing. This test also shows that CO emission is sub-
stantially controlled independent of piston coating [19].

Fuel efficiency is improved because hydrocarbon (HC)
emissions are reduced, and the oxidation of atmospheric
hydrocarbons is enhanced because of the oxygen present in

Table 1: Properties of rubber seed biodiesel and ethanol.

Sl. no Property Diesel Rubber seed biodiesel Ethanol ASTM standards

1 Density, at 15°C (g/m3) 0.843 0.882 0.720 D 4052

2 Viscosity, at 40°C (cSt) 2.72 5.96 1.52 D 445

3 Lowest heating value (MJ/kg) 42.31 35.82 26.92 D240

4 Flash point (°C) 60 140 13 D 93

5 Oxygen(wt%) 0 11 21 E385

6 Cetane index 54 49 8 D 613

Fuel valve

Fuel pumpFuel tank

Emission analyser

Air flow meterAir filter

Engine data

Dynamometer

Figure 1: Experimental engine setup.
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ethanol. The higher HC emissions are caused by the lower
combustion pressure and temperature achieved in ethanol
combustion compared to hydrogen lead combustion, which
results in less oxidation of hydrocarbons [7]. As shown in
Figure 5, B20E05 and B20E15 blends reduced HC emissions
by 2.5% and 8.6%, respectively, when compared to pure die-
sel, while B30E15 blends increased hydrocarbon emissions
by 10% when compared to diesel.

A higher temperature in the combustion chamber and a
coated piston crown improved fuel evaporation rates. The
thermal barrier coating’s greater combustion temperature
facilitates and improves fuel combustion. Reduced hydrocar-
bon emissions were observed for coated pistons due to the
thermal barrier coating’s increased rate of hydrocarbon
breakdown into hydrogen and oxygen in the combustion
chamber. Reducing hydrocarbon emissions from heat barrier
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Figure 3: Variation of fuel consumption with ethanol blends.
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coatings requires consideration of other aspects such as
quenching distance and flammability threshold [20].

Reducing the premixed burning rate reduces nitrogen
oxide (NOx) emissions while releasing heat more slowly. As
ethanol’s energy share rises, NOx emissions rise across the
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Figure 7: Variation of smoke emission with ethanol blends.
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board. Many factors influence NOx generation in ethanol
biodiesel dual-fuel engines. As the flame temperature and
burning velocity decrease, the generation of NOx is reduced
[1]. As a consequence of the higher fuel use, increased engine
load was blamed for the spike in NOx emissions. At maxi-
mum load conditions, B20E05, B2015, B30E05, and B30E15
blends produce NOx at a rate of 4.5%, 5.2%, 6.2%, and
14.9% greater than diesel, as shown in Figure 6.

There is just one issue with the coated engine that has to
be addressed: the emission of NO. The NO emission of a
coated piston engine is higher than that of a noncoated pis-
ton engine and may be higher in temperature, resulting in an
earlier start of combustion that transfers pressure and tem-
perature. Premixed biofuels are mostly burned during the
premixing phase, which reduces NOx emissions [10].

The increase in the temperature of the combustion cham-
ber and the wall temperature of the LHR engines are the two
most important factors in reducing smoke. In general, nano-
coating increases the proportion of pre-premixed fuel in the
combustion chamber, boosts evaporation as a consequence
of the very high combustion chamber temperatures, and
lowers the diffusion burn, resulting in a reduction in the gen-
eration of smoke [21]. B20E05, B2015, B30E05, and B30E15
blends produce smoke at a rate of 11%, 4.8%, 14.3%, 9%,
and 15.9% greater than diesel at maximum load conditions
as shown in Figure 7.

The creation of smoke happens when the burning of the
fuel occurs in an inefficient manner. The decrease in latent
heat of vaporization and the delay in ignition that occur as
the engine load increases also have an effect on the reduction
in smoke emissions. When nanocoating is applied to engine
components, high combustion temperatures are obtained,
which has the effect of burning the fuel entirely. As a result,
smoke emissions for the coated pistons at high compression
ratios are decreased, as can be recorded [16].

5. Multiparametric Optimization

The design of experiment is often used in the process
improvement to determine the most exhaustive solution to
a solvable issue. In contrast to the conventional approach,
this method makes use of statistical data acquired from a
limited number of trials to forecast the understanding and
repercussions of a complicated and multivariable process
that is now underway. In comparison to any other research
strategy, it is the most often used numerical technique for
optimizing results. The number of process parameters and
their levels has been needed to design a full factorial model
for the research investigation. The full factorial design is a
methodological and analytical process for evaluating the
key effects and interactions of research projects. Even if the

design is solid, giving a single element or combination of
variables additional prominence results in an increase in
the overall number of test points [22]. The number of pro-
cess parameters and their levels were necessary for the devel-
opment of a comprehensive factorial model for the study
inquiry. The effect of biodiesel and ethanol blends on fuel
consumption, CO, and HC emissions were examined in this
study. In this research, biodiesel and ethanol blends were
analyzed for their influence on fuel consumption, CO, and
HC emissions.

The contour plots (Figures 8–10) demonstrate that the
highest ethanol mix and the lowest biodiesel blend have
the greatest impact on the engine’s capacity to run at the
lowest potential emissions and fuel consumption. Addition-
ally, ethanol has a beneficial effect on fuel consumption and
emissions, with the lowest values obtained at a 15% mix,
which is thought to be related to a quicker combustion rate
owing to the increased oxygen content. Additionally, since
biodiesel has a greater viscosity, emissions rose as the mix
ratio was raised, resulting in a decrease in the burning effect
[23]. When a 20% biodiesel blend is utilized, the quantity of
CO and HC generated is decreased because the mixture is
more oxygenated, which aids in full combustion [24–26].
With an increase in the ethanol ratio, emissions fall, with
the lowest amounts of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon
emissions occurring at 15% of the ethanol ratio, which is
mostly due to a faster rate of combustion.

5.1. Parametric Optimization of Emission and Fuel
consumption. Response optimization identifies the variables
that jointly optimize a response or group of answers. This
is helpful for comparing the effects of many factors on a
response [27–29]. To maximize the effectiveness of response
optimization, it should be understood in combination with
appropriate subject matter expertise. An optimal solution
for the variable input combinations is provided by the
response optimizer function in statistical analysis software,
as well as a visual optimization plot.

An “optimizer” is a tool that recorded the optimized
results in Table 2, and Figure 11 shows that the lowest blend
ratio of biodiesel at the highest ethanol additive is best for
getting low exhaust emissions and the lowest fuel consump-
tion under the most extreme conditions. This conclusion is
backed up by the results. This happens because of faster
combustion and a more oxygenated mixture, which leads
to complete combustion at these blend ratios. The best load
to get these results is when the engine is fully loaded with a
B20E15 fuel blend. When the B20E15 is running at full
power, the ideal CO and HC emissions are 0.283 percent
and 52 ppm, and the lowest possible fuel consumption of
0.301 kg/kWh was achieved.

Table 2: Parametric results on biodiesel and ethanol blends.

Solution Load Biodiesel Ethanol HCFit SFCFit COFit Composite desirability

1 100.000 20.0000 15 52.0000 0.301000 0.283396 0.966458

2 99.999 20.0000 15 51.9999 0.301006 0.283396 0.966458

3 99.999 20.0000 15 51.9999 0.301006 0.283396 0.966458
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6. Conclusion

Diesel engines are becoming more common in developing
countries like India and are used to move people and goods.
This leads to more fuel use, more cars on the road, and more
environmental concerns. These problems could be solved by
biofuels that are made from plants and have the same prop-
erties as diesel, which could solve these problems. This study
is going to look at how rubber seed biodiesel and ethanol
blends work in a diesel engine. Different amounts of biodie-
sel and ethanol were used in a single-cylinder diesel engine
with a nanocoated piston, which improves the combustion.
Brake efficiency for B20E15 is about 4% better than diesel.
For B20E05 and B20E15, there is a lot more oxygen in etha-
nol than in gasoline. This means that when comparing the
specific fuel consumption of these two types of fuel, they will
get about 4.6% and 13.5% less fuel consumption, respec-
tively. CO emissions were cut by up to 6% to 8% on average
with the B20 blends. At 2.5 to 8.6 percent, ethanol blends
with a lot of oxygen are better for the environment than die-
sel because they make the combustion more efficient. When
the B20E15 is running at full power, the best CO and HC
emissions are 0.283 percent and 52 ppm, and the best fuel
consumption is 0.301 kg/kWh.
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The basic purpose of MEMS actuation is to miniaturize the actuators and sensors for applications in nanoelectronics. The
transistor switching current and power supply noises due to voltage drops across the metal lines can impair circuit timing and
performance, posing a continuing problem for high-performance chip designers. This work presents an empirical concept of a
reconfigurable charge pump based on FPGA for electrostatic actuation of the Microelectromechanical System (MEMS). The
goal of the design is to produce enough on-chip voltages for actuating the MEMS that are continuously adaptive and
reconfigurable. In this proposed method, pumping capacitors lying in the range of 1-pF have been deployed to decrease the
area of design concerned. The various voltages are programmable digitally and created by dynamically altering the number of
phases as well as the clock drive levels. The dynamic model is designed by adjusting the number of stages to produce on-chip
voltages including clock drive speeds, assuming a purely capacitive load. The proposed model’s power consumption can be
lowered in the steady state by lowering its clock frequency and electrostatic MEMS actuators with capacitive load. An average
of 0.62W is dissipated by the circuit when the eight stages are triggered. Consequently, with adiabatic and without adiabatic
architecture, 0.0186mW of minimum power difference is obtained.

1. Introduction

In recent years, new adiabatic MEMS actuation paradigms
have contributed to an exponential growth in microelec-
tronics. The most important obstacle in designing high
performance microelectronic systems is the dissipation of
energy. CMOS technology is one of the most prominent
technologies in the field of computer chip design and is
extensively used today in numerous and varied applica-
tions to construct integrated circuits. Due to several main
benefits, today’s computer memories, CPUs, and cellular
phones make use of this technology. Both P channel and

N channel semiconductor devices make use of this tech-
nology. Similarly, it is proposed to design low-power cir-
cuits employing dynamic logic families, but after each
test period, the circuit must be precharged [1, 2]. As an
alternate, [3] suggested energy recovery circuits called adi-
abatic circuits to design electronic circuits. But change in
voltage levels is sufficiently slow in adiabatic circuits in
which no heat loss or gain occurs. A node’s charge and
discharge are rendered sufficiently slow to make it equal
to a current source’s charge/discharge. To accomplish the
purpose, the power clocks are used in place of DC power
supply as implemented in traditional circuits [4].
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MEMS technology or Microelectromechanical Systems
can be described at its most basic context as electromechan-
ical devices and structures as scaled up elements manufac-
tured through micromanufacturing techniques. MEMS
devices can vary in critical physical properties from less than
one micron dimension to many millimeters. A key criterion
of MEMS is that, whether or not these elements can move,
there are at the minimum some elements which have
mechanical functionality. In various parts of the world, the
definition used to describe MEMS varies. They are primarily
called MEMS in the United States, although they are called
“Microsystems Technology” or “micromachined machines”
in some other parts of the globe.

This paper provides a comprehensive investigation of
the actions of the suggested adiabatic electrostatic MEM
actuation. As a result of the previous research, MEMS have
a higher temperature drift, which can be a problem for those
without temperature compensation or heating capabilities.
The current design has one of the lowest supply voltages,
as well as a low voltage gain per step [i.e., (V/V)/stage] while
prior works use either more steps or a higher supply voltage
than the current design, which results in an accumulation of
voltage from an 8-stage 1.2V supply. Since the circuit is not
connected to any recycling equipment, energy cannot be
recycled. The voltage phase size will not be consistently
tuned. Hence, the proposed work recycles energy in a more
efficient way with lower supply voltage. This facilitates the
implementation of energy efficient gates in the design of
reversible logic circuits.

2. Dynamic Power and Switching Activity

Dynamic, sometimes referred to as switching power and
static, and sometimes referred to as leakage power, are two
forms of power consumed in a system. Leakage power has
been the dominant power user in geometries smaller than
90nm, while switching is the greater contributor for larger
geometries. As shown in Figure 1, it is possible to use power
reduction techniques to minimize both kinds of power. Total
power, as shown in Figure 2, is a feature of the process of
voltage, switching, capacitance, and transistor arrangement
itself. Because switching activity and clock frequency influ-
ence output voltage, lowering capacitance and supply voltage
can reduce dynamic power dissipation.

3. Background

The recent developments of M/NEMS logic devices based on
resonator [5] are reviewed, experimental works in that area
are explored, and logic circuits are designed based on cas-
cadability and frequency tuning of these digital logic circuits.
An empirical model of the Stepwise Adiabatic Circuits
(SAC) for energy consumption was proposed [6, 7] when
discharge of the load capacitor is required. Another applica-
tion for low-power was proposed ([8] which mathematically
modeled an Adiabatic DCVSL. In terms of dissipation of
power, the Adiabatic-DCVSL circuit performs better and
could be modified suit low power implementation layout.

In the standard CMOS of 0.13μm technology, an 8-stage
reconfigurable charge pump was developed for Microelec-
tromechanical system (MEMS) electrostatic actuation and
also manufactured from a 1.2V supply. The circuit achieves
a calculated max o/p voltage of about 10V [9]. The maxi-
mum output ripple for a 10 pF load is 1.1V, meaning that
MEMS electrostatic actuation can handle a 0.31% relative
deviation. The circuit is made of CMOS technology with a
0.8m high voltage and a 675m X1100 m area [10]. The reg-
ulatory algorithm devised by [11] improves the power effi-
ciency of a switched-capacitor DC-DC converter by
automatically changing the voltage gain and switching fre-
quency in response to input voltage and load current. The
converter will produce a balanced 1.2V output rail with an
input of 0.5V to 2.5V and deliver a load capacity of 100A,
according to simulation results. Most MEMS (Microelectro-
mechanical Systems) actuators [12] need high control volt-
age, such as 20V.

In [13], one of the major reasons for implementing
MEMS on Si CMOS is that the control voltage approaches
the knee voltage of the PN-junction diode. This work pro-
posed an adiabatic charge pump, by adding sufficient bias
voltages to both the back gate as well as deep-N-well of
N-MOSFETs, and can produce greater output voltage than
that of the breakdown voltage. Results reveal that perhaps
the prototype can produce a 21VDC voltage at 0.18μm
Si CMOS to 11V but 15V PN-junction breakdown volt-
age. MEMS have a higher temperature drift, which can
be a problem for those without temperature compensation
or heating capabilities. Prior works either used more steps
or a greater supply voltage than the current design, which
resulted in an accumulation of voltage from an 8-stage
1.2V supply. Energy cannot be recycled since the circuit
is not connected to any recycling equipment. The size of
the voltage phase will not be consistent. As a result, with
reduced supply voltage, the suggested work recycles
energy more efficiently.

4. Nonadiabatic Electrostatic MEMS Actuation
Using Charge Pump

The current system consists of different blocks and their
functionalities in Figure 3. To regulate the clock at each
point, a 4-to-8 thermometer decoder is incorporated to cir-
cuit in this block diagram, allowing the no/- of active clocks
to be dynamically vary by changing the input signals, CTRLi.
The actual circuit block diagram in Figure 3 is made up of a
digital control circuit, a charge pump with its clock, and a
discharge point.

The proposed work is aimed at achieving higher output
voltage for the given supply voltage and moreover at also
providing dynamic configurability of such a voltage, in con-
trast to traditional charge pumps. The charge pump circuit is
designed specifically to dynamically configure a switched
capacitor array through switches, which are conceptually
seen from Figure 3. For each point, the capacitive array con-
sists of 8 pairs of pumping capacitor, C1 and C2.This is of
greater significance if MEMSs that need many different actu-
ation voltages concurrently need to be used on a multitude
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of charge pumps. The top plate of pumping capacitor is con-
nected to the i/p and o/p terminals via switches, and bottom
plate connecting to a pair of CLK1·CTRLiand CLK2·CTRLi
regulated nonoverlapping clock signals and CTRLiare con-
trol signals to activate each level.

A 4 × 8 decoder is incorporated into capacitor charge
pump circuit. The capacitor charge pump works in all eight
stages when CTRL1 to CTRL8 is high. For example, by mak-
ing CTRL8 small, the number of points can be minimized to
seven.

The stage is turned off, resulting in a charging pump
with seven stages. In the same way, the number of stages is
reduced: each stage is turned off one by one by lowering
the CTRLi control signals, as shown in Table 1. The pro-
posed design utilizes control parameters and 9-bit program-
ming word as seen from Figure 4.

An adiabatic controller attached to MEMS overcomes
the big downside of charge pump controller dependent
MEMS actuation. Implementing an adiabatic controller in
the proposed device would not only activate the MEMS for
a short time, but it will also recycle the wasted energy and
store it in micro capacitors, enabling a few digital circuits
to be activated. The adiabatic theory also helps to minimize
power consumption. The system’s value is that it makes
effective use of power and has small design architecture for
such a large idea.

5. Adiabatic Controller-Based Electrostatic
MEM Actuation

The major two blocks connected with proposed system are
as follows:

(i) Adiabatic logic controller

(ii) Low power blocks

These two blocks are important in our project for
recycling the circuit’s dissipated power. Since it does not
dissipate electricity, adiabatic activity offers significant
reductions in power consumption. Unlike traditional logic
switching, where only the input signals with different final
logic states change, adiabatic circuits require all input sig-
nals to undergo a controlled transition in the form of a
ramp [14]. Logic switching cannot be instantaneous in
order to minimize energy dissipation; instead, it must be
incremental.

Two main blocks have been included in the proposed
block diagram, 4as shown in Figure 5, the adiabatic control-
ler and the low power blocks that are related to the MEMS
capacitive load. The buffer is used to provide enough drive
power to transfer signals or data bits to the next level. Non-
overlapping clock generation is used to prevent signal over-
lapping between circuits. DAC, 3:8 decoder, and 4-8
thermometer decoders make up the optical based control
circuit. As illustrated in Figure 5, a DAC, Digital to Analog
Converter, is a system that converts digital data into an ana-
logue signal. The output of a thermometer decoder is similar
to that of a thermometer.

The architecture includes replicated output thermometer
code to boost basic converter specifications. The signal of the
thermometer decoder and buffer is provided to the charge
pump, but these three signals control all of the signals from
its outer circuit. The charge pump was used in the circuit
raise voltage, and the discharge stage is coupled to the capac-
itive load. The small pumping stages are allowed by this
stage. As compared to other related families, it used a special
logic called Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic employed in
the adiabatic controller because it consumes minimum
energy and a strong robustness to technical dynamic charac-
teristics. The PFAL gate is depicted in general in Figure 6. 8:1
multiplexer controls the low-power blocks that feed the
MEMS capacitive load.

In this design, a Multiplexer (MUX) is used as the key ele-
ment in these low-power blocks, which should be operated by
a 1.2V supply. The adiabatic controller’s recycled energy is
being used to drive another circuit, in which the energy is only
useful for digital circuits. Low-power blocks perform these
functions. As a result, get two types of recycled clock signals;
CLK1 and CLK2 are obtained, based on the capacitance value,
during charging and discharging. These dual clocks, start mux
and start clk, are provided as inputs to another circuit. The
capacitor has begun to charge after the start mux has been
activated, and waste energy recycling has begun. As a result,
this process will continue until the heat has dissipated. The
dissipated energy can be recycled using adiabatic logic, and
then, this energy could be used to drive another circuit. For
storing thousands of capacitance values, the proposed device
used digital MEM capacitance. Since there are so many recon-
figurable pumping stages involved, the pace of operation is

Table 1: Array control scheme for switched capacitor.

Active control signals Active switches Output

CTRL S1‐S4 2V in

CTRL1–CTRL2 S1‐S8 3V in

CTRL1–CTRL3 S1‐S12 4V in

CTRL1–CTRL4 S1‐S16 5V in

CTRL1–CTRL5 S1‐S20 6V in

CTRL1–CTRL6 S1‐S24 7V in

CTRL1–CTRL7 S1‐S28 8V in

CTRL1–CTRL8 S1‐S32 9V in

CLK1.CTRL8

S29 S31 S25 S27 S1 S3

S30 S32

C2

Vin Vout

Cout
C2 C2

C1 C1 C1

S26 S28 S2 S4

CLK1.CTRL7

CLK2.CTRL8 CLK2.CTRL7 CLK2.CTRL1

CLK1.CTRL1

Figure 4: Schematic of reconfigurable switched capacitor array.
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increased. The use of a regulated clock frequency has
decreased power consumption.

6. Results and Discussion

The complete system was created in a CPLD environment
and then analysed with a DSO. Because the clock inverter’s
driving ability is reduced when the clock voltage is
reduced, the rise time is affected. Furthermore, clock levels
below 0.4V significantly decrease output voltage because
they are well below inverter’s optimum operational thresh-
old. This necessitates a 0.5V minimum operating voltage
for Vdd Clk. At a clock frequency of 40MHz, the maxi-
mum output voltage (Vdd = VddClk = 1:2V) is developed
and the dissipated power observed is 0.62W. The power

consumption of the auxiliary electronics compensates for
this scaling.

6.1. Multiplexer Design. As shown in Figure 7, this circuit has
2 blocks (i.e., mux0 and mux1). These circuits have 3 inputs
and 2 outputs. In mux0 circuit, the involt input takes 4-bit
value and generates output as 8-bit value adcout. This adc-
out is given as input to the mux1 circuit. Finally, we get
the 32 combinations of memout values. Based on the input
values, the memout value gets changed.

6.2. Control Signal Design. As shown in below design, the
memout taken from the multiplexer design is given as the input
to the digital circuit of 4 bits (deign) as shown in Figure 8. The
clock and clear signal is given common to both the threshold_
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assigner4 and converter. Thus, the particular signal has been
selected and delivers the anout in the converter.

6.3. DAC Design. In DAC design, the clock and clear input is
given common to both the threshold_assigner2 and con-
verter as the same to all the other three designs. The 4-bit
digital input is converted into analogous output by using this
design as shown in Figure 9.

6.4. Integration Design

(i) From the above three designs such as multiplexer,
control signal, and DAC design, these are integrated
in a single integration design as shown in Figure 10

(ii) The selected signal is given as common input to all
the other four threshold assigners, and the 4-bit
input values are given commonly and produce dif-
ferent single bit values

7. Simulation Results

The proposed model generates the range of voltages for an
8-stage 1.2V supply. Since low supply voltage is beneficial
because it lets an improved tuning of MEMS actuator’s
output voltage by increasing the tuning resolution
obtained by adjusting the number of levels. To make up
the difference for higher resolution, more bits can be used
in VddClk, but balancing the range of drive levels in
VddClk with the series of stages allows for well-spread
tuning characteristics. The design is 0.0645mm2 in size,
which is very thin. It is indeed important to note although
the reported region encompasses the entire system (i.e.,
charge pump, control, and clocking).

(i) The calculated output voltage reaches its full value
with a 1-pF load, an electrostatic MEMS actuator,
and an oscilloscope probe. The discharge transistors’
size could be increased to improve release
performance

(ii) From the MEMS output as referenced with
Figure 11, it is observed that based on the given
input the charging and discharging amplitude
values varied from one time period to another
period

7.1. Control Signal

(i) The stray capacitance and leakage current rise the
dynamic power consumption of the circuit, explain-
ing the difference between observed and calculated
power consumption as shown in Figure 12

(ii) These control signals are used as a reference signals
to the overall circuit, and overlapping of signals can
be prevented and controlled

(iii) According to the selection line, the control signal
can be varied from one clock to another clock

7.2. DAC. The DAC can be synthesized entirely in an FPGA
and does not require the use of external components. Even
though power consumption limits the maximum number
of bits that can be used and that this DAC is not the most
linear one, the FPGA-based DAC may be used in many
applications.

(i) Based on the given digital input, DC-DC level signal
can be generated

(ii) The required analog output is obtained, where the
analogous output value depends upon the given dig-
ital input as highlighted in Figure 13

(iii) Improve the resolution of the DAC to provide finer
clock drive levels, particularly in the relatively high
output voltage scale

7.3. Adiabatic Controller. As shown in Figure 14, a rise
time of 80 ns and a fall time of 6.40 s are observed in this
state. In an adiabatic controller, the capacitive load has
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been stored as an energy and it can be recycled by decoder
recycled count to enable the circuits, where the circuit
does not work while giving 0’s as an input and alterna-
tively by giving 1’s it works as indicated in Figure 15.

7.4. Integration

(i) By integrating the above three modules, we can get
the final output as shown in Figure 16

(ii) During charging and discharging, we get two types
of recycled clock signals as CLK1 and CLK2 based
on the capacitance value

(iii) These two clocks are given as an input to another
circuit (i.e., start_mux and start_clk)

(iv) After enabling the start mux, the capacitor has been
started to charge and recycling of wasted energy gets
started

Figure 12: Control signal output.

Figure 13: DAC output.
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Figure 14: Integration output showing rise time and fall time.

Figure 15: Adiabatic controller output.

Figure 16: Integration output.
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(v) Finally, as more and more CMOS technologies
progress to lower supply voltages, this makes the
proposed circuit well-suited for this operation, with
a comparatively low voltage

7.5. Architectural Circuit Design. The architectural design
circuit of integration module is shown in Figure 17. The
blocks present in the circuit are MEMS, control signal,
DAC, and adiabatic controller. The integration modules
integrate all these blocks, and then finally, it generates two
types of recycled clock pulses CLK1and CLK2 during charg-
ing and discharging of capacitive process. CLK1 and CLK2
are used to enable another circuits like AND and MUX.
These clocks are only valid for 5V DC circuits.

7.6. CPLD Implementation. In this work, we had done the
partial configuration of FPGA design which is shown in
Figure 18. From this board, we have used only few compo-
nents such as input switches, output led L3, power supply,
and ground pin. MEMS value was programmed by using 8
bits; this can be varied as 20 types of input combinations.
First, SW16 was kept in LOW position, and according to
the truth table, SW1-SW8 can be varied. Based on the input
values, LED brightness and clock width of the signal also
varied. If clock width increases, LED brightness will
decrease. The rise time and fall time values are varied based
on clock width.

8. Comparison

8.1. Area Utilization. The area utilized in this design is
brought up in the table as device utilization summary. The
number of usage of each logic, availability, and their utiliza-
tion are clearly shown in Tables 2 and 3. The average area
utilized in proposed versus existing is also indicated in the
following tables.

Therefore, the average area utilized in this design is 2.95
which is 20% less than that of existing design, where the
existing design occupied 3.31 which is 20% higher than that
of proposed design.

8.2. Power Analysis. Finally, Figures 19 and 20 show the
analysis of leakage power and the amount of power con-
sumed with adiabatic and without adiabatic controller. In
Table 2, the total utilization is 55% and 2% shown in the
H column. So totally, 57% is occupied in the existing design,
and the leakage power is about 0.62W as shown in
Figure 19.

0:62 × 57%ð Þ = 0:3534 ð1Þ

Thus, the required signal and logic power can be
obtained by altering the signal rate in the navigator. In exist-
ing data, 0.00006W out of 0.00154W is obtained.

Figure 17: Architectural design of integration module.

Figure 18: CPLD implementation.
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In Table 3, the total utilization is 51% and 2% shown in
the H column. So in total, 53% is occupied in the proposed
design and the leakage power is about 0.62W as shown in
Figure 20.

0:62 × 53%ð Þ = 0:3348 ð2Þ

Thus, the required signal and logic power can be
obtained by altering the signal rate in the navigator. In exist-
ing data, 0.00006W out of 0.00099W is obtained (0.3534-
0:3348 = 0:0186MW). Therefore, 0.0186MW of minimum

power difference is there in with adiabatic and without adi-
abatic designs.

By significantly reducing the clock frequency at steady
state, as well as the power consumption of the circuits which
are ancillary mostly to charging pump, it will greatly reduce
dynamic power consumption as indicated in Table 4. When
the 8 stages are powered, the circuit dissipates 0.62W on
average. As a result, the minimum power difference between
adiabatic and adiabatic architecture is 0.0186MW. The pro-
posed circuit is a flexible bias circuit that is well suited to
MEMS electrostatic actuation due to these requirements.

Table 2: Area utilization without energy recycling.

Logic utilization Used Available Utilization

No/- of slice flip flops 26 7168 1%

No/- of 4 input LUTs 131 7168 1%

No/- of occupied slices 96 3584 2%

Number of slices containing only related logic 96 96 100%

Number of slices containing only unrelated logic 0 96 0%

Total number of 4 input LUTs 157 7168 2%

Number of bonded IOBs 78 141 55%

Average fan-out 3.31

Table 3: Area utilization summary employing adiabatic controller.

Logic utilization Used Available Utilization

No/- of slice flip flops 67 7168 1%

No/- of 4 input LUTs 175 7168 2%

No/- of occupied slices 124 3584 3%

Number of slices containing only related logic 124 124 100%

Number of slices containing only unrelated logic 0 124 0%

Total number of 4 input LUTs 209 7168 2%

Number of bonded IOBs 80 141 56%

Average fan-out 2.95

Figure 19: Leakage power without adiabatic architecture.
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9. Conclusion

This research work describes a nonconventional electrostatic
MEMS-specific reconfigurable charge pump. In a steady
state, the circuit’s energy consumption can be reduced by
lowering the clock frequency, which takes advantage of the
solely capacitive load characteristics of MEMS electrostatic
actuators. To allow for short output voltage rise times for
stable MEMS actuation, a 50MHz clock frequency was used,
and the clock frequency was also decreased in steady-state
operation to save power. A circuit that can be reconfigured
to create a variety of voltage levels and dynamically changing
output voltage is required for an ideal MEMS actuator. To
reduce power dissipation, the adiabatic logic controller
allows for dynamically altering output voltage. Reduced
power consumption is achieved by using a variable fre-

quency clock. The major findings of the work are listed as
follows:

(1) A rising time of 80 ns and a fall time of 6.40s are
accomplished with a 40 4MHz clock. The circuit
consumes 0.00099W of power at the max output
voltage for a 40MHz clock. The output load of this
circuit is a MEMS capacitive actuator; hence, no sig-
nificant output DC current is delivered

(2) By significantly reducing the clock frequency at steady
state, as well as the power consumption of the circuits
which are ancillary mostly to charging pump, it will
greatly reduce dynamic power consumption. When
the 8 stages are powered, the circuit dissipates
0.62W on average. As a result, the minimum power

Figure 20: Leakage power with adiabatic architecture.

Table. 4: Comparison of parameters.

Parameters
Charge pump-based MEMS electrostatic actuator

[8]
Adiabatic controller-based MEMS electrostatic

actuator

CMOS technology 0.13 μm 0.13μm

Clock frequency 50MHz and 80MHz 40MHz

Area (mm2) 0.0645 0.0645

Load impedance 1 pF 1 pF

Rise time (ns) 7 μs 80 ns

Fall time (ns) 6.11μs 6.40μs

Nonclock sets of fan-out 3.31 3.11

Leakage power consumption
(W)

0.00006 0.00006

Power consumption (W) 0.00154 0.00099

Supply voltage 1.2 1.2

Number of stages 8 8

Number of bonded IOBs 55% 51%

Total number of 4 LUTs 2% 2%
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difference between adiabatic and adiabatic architec-
ture is 0.0186MW. The proposed circuit is a flexible
bias circuit that is well suited to MEMS electrostatic
actuation due to these requirements

(3) Because of the circuit’s small size, it can be integrated
with MEMS in the same box, or multiple bias circuits
can be used for MEMS that require multiple actua-
tion voltages. In recent years, VLSI technology has
been the most common and advanced technology.
This technology could able to reduce power con-
sumption by using adiabatic logic and low power
blocks. Power can be recycled and is used in portable
wireless devices including pressure sensing, blood
pressure measurement, and cell phones using the
adiabatic circuit. Recycled power has been stored in
devices for a long time and automatically withstands
the capacity
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This work concentrated on preparation of Al-based composites through stir casting process. Al6082 was chosen as base material
that is reinforced with zirconium silicate and titanium carbide. As per Taguchi design L16 orthogonal array, specimens are
produced with variation of casting parameters for performing tensile and hardness test. In this process, ZrSiO₄ is kept constant
to 10wt%, whereas TiC concentration varied from 2.5 to 10wt%. For analyzing the properties of optimized stir cast samples
for AA6082/ZrSiO4/TiC, three input variables with four levels are taken such as Stir speed (SS) 300-750 rpm, Stir time (ST) 5-
20 min, and Reinforcement (RI) 2.5-10 wt%. The Taguchi technique was used as an analyzer to determine optimal parameter
on Tensile Strength (TS) and Hardness (HN). The Minitab-17 software is assisting to find analysis of variance (ANOVA),
regression equation, and contour plots of the selected parameters. Finally, it is witnessed that SS (65.9%) is the maximum
influenced factor that increases TS, followed by RI (23.1%) and ST (11%). The best combinations of parameters on TS and HN
were found at SS2-ST1-RI2 (450 rpm, 5min, and 5wt%) and SS3-ST2-RI4 (600 rpm, 10min, and 10wt percent), respectively.
From the contour plots, the casting variables SS (600-650 Rpm), ST (15-17.5min), and RI (5-8 wt%) were proposed for
achieving excellent mechanical properties.

1. Introduction

Al matrix composites are frequently preferred in many
applications to create various lightweight items [1]. Stir
casting is one of the manufacture processes which makes
effective components by pouring of molten metal in to
standard dies [2]. These cast products minimize porosity
and have a uniformly mixing of grain particles [3, 4]. Al

alloy properties were developed by choosing nano and
microlevel reinforcements. Ceramic particles such as TiC,
silicon carbide and alumina were mostly added with AL
for improving microhardness and UTS [4–9]. Ravikumar
et al. studied about behavior of AA 6082/TiC by execution
of different examinations like SEM investigation, XRD,
and destructive tests [10]. Rajaganapathy explained that
the addition of both TiC and WC (3-10%) particles with
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6082 alloy enhanced wear resistance at dry condition [11].
Zrsio4 is one of the greatest corrosion resistances which is
contributed in several productions such as boilers and
valve vessels [12–14]. Sharma et al. aimed to study the
WEDM process parameter of AA6063/ZrSiO4 and optimi-
zation process and also carried out the Box-Behnken-RSM
method [15]. Gurusami et al. selected three factors and
prepare 15 composites (AA7068/B4C) by casting route,
the outcome of ANOVA revealed that the most influenced
optimal factor on wear resistance was at sample no. 10
(B4C-6%, speed of stirrer-750 rpm, and stir time-
7minutes) [14]. Adeolu fabricated Al7075-TiO2 composites
through stir-casting way and detected that temperature
(750°C) and stir speed (500 rpm) are premier significant
variables which exhibited the best UTS [16]. Sathishkumar
et al. have done microstructure study and material behav-
ior and properties Mg matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs)
[17]. Due to the increment of TiC particles from 0 to
12% in AA2014 matrix, ductility reduced around 45%
and tensile strength and BHN are improved to 52% and
21%, respectively [18]. Talikoti et al. fabricated AA 7075
reinforced SiC/graphite hybrid composites by liquid metal-
lurgy method, from optimization process, more contribu-
tion of silicon carbide increased yield strength and
elongation about 68% and 51%, respectively [19].The
improvement of mechanical properties of AA6063/SiC/
MoS2 mainly depends on the grain size of abrasives and
corrosion resistance which decreased due to raising of
temperature [20]. The 5059-Al reinforced on 30 lm size sil-
icon carbide (5-15%) and molybdenum-disulphide (about
2%) hybrid compounds were made by stir casting. The
metal removal rate (MRR) was examined with variation
of voltage level, feed rate, and electrolyte quantity on the
L27 Taguchi design [21]. Zhu established composite of
Al6082 alloy with nanosize of SiC via gravity casting pro-
cedure. It was noticed that tensile (29%) and yield strength
(43%) improved at T6 heat treatment [22]. The prepared
composites mostly are used in many fields such high-
stress applications, bridges, winches, transport applications,
ore skips, beer barrels, and milk can.

In this research, optimal performance done for tensile
strength (TS) and hardness (HN) is the prime concern.
The measurements of TS and HN are needed to be analyzed,
the main effort of research process is to determine optimal
input considerations, improving output responses (TS) in
the design of experiments.

2. Experiment Setup

Al alloy (6082) is one of the best 6xxx type alloys, with
outstanding wear resistance, and is extensively used in
machining. Strengthening materials ZrSiO4 and TiC were
added to Al 6082 at varied percent weights. To create a
hybrid composite, 6082 was cast with Zrsio4/TiC. Stirrer
was rotated at various rates by an electrical motor. To
bring the stirrer into touch with the compound compo-
nents, a safe lifting mechanism was used. Initially, Al alloy
was put in a crucible and burned in an electric furnace at
roughly 700°C. Heat the zirconium silicate (2.5 percent wt)

and titanium carbide (5 wt percent) particles at 350°C
simultaneously with the use of a second furnace after mea-
suring with a digital weigh scale. Thereafter, molten Al
alloy metals and reinforcements were combined and
heated to roughly 750°C. For 5 minutes, the melt was con-
tinually agitated by a stirrer linked to the motor; then, the
prepared melted particles were poured into the desired
mold to generate Al-based composites. Variate the stirrer
speed, mixing time, and weightiness % of reinforced mate-
rials to continue the procedure for creating many samples.
With the help of grinding machine, remove unnecessary
portion from the developed samples.

3. Result and Discussion

Four different levels of parameters mentioned in Table 1
were selected to find optimal outputs of hardness and tensile
strength. The Taguchi is one of the finest approaches to be
used as tool on optimization solution even though many
methods like Box-Behnken exist. Conclusions of investiga-
tional examinations were scrutinized with the assistance of
ANOVA 95% level [23]. The experimental and S/N ratio
effects on both TS and BHN have been exposed in Table 2.
It was witnessed that greatest and lowest optimum combina-
tions of parameters on TS were identified at SS2-ST1-RI2
(450 rpm, 5min, and 5wt%) and SS1-ST1-RI1 (300 rpm,
5min, and 2.5wt%), respectively. Best and least for HN were
also detected at SS3-ST2-RI4 (600 rpm, 10min, and 10wt%)
and SS4-ST1-RI4 (750 rpm, 5min, and 10wt%). S/N ratios
and means at all level parameters are displayed in
Figures 1 and 2. RI and SS are peak-manipulating parame-
ters, followed by ST as the lowest contribution to improve
composite strengths. Optimized significance of every input
consideration for both properties can be found according
to signal and noise which is exposed in Tables 3 and 4. From
tabulation effects, SS1 (-49.47) has been a chief influencing
factor on tensile property tailed by RI2(-50.10) and ST2(-
50.26). Likewise, RI4 (-38.29) has a primary factor which
followed via ST4 and SS1.

4. Regression Equation

The correlation was recognized among input considerations
of casting procedure which calculate the value of HN and TS
and equations of regression analysis (Equations 1 and 2)
which was symbolized from the Optimize software (Mini-
tab-17 version).

Table 1: Casting input parameters.

Factors
Levels

1 2 3 4

Stir speed (SS) 300 450 600 750

Stir time (ST) 5 10 15 20

Reinforcement (RI) 2.5 5 7.5 10
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Tensile Strength = 334:9 + 0:0965 Stir speed − 0:19 Stir
time − 6:15 Reinforcement(1)

Hardness = 91:14 + 0:0035 Stir speed − 0:303 Stir time −
0:563 Reinforcement(2)

5. ANOVA Analysis and Contour Graphs

The formulation of analysis of variance was done by mathe-
matical statistical method (Minitab-17). Table 5 exposes that
effect of each parameter contributed on the experimental

values of tensile stregth and hardness. It was established that
stir speed (65.9%) is the most significant factor that
improves mechanical properties of AMC (Al6082-Zrsio4-
TiC) and reinforcement (23.1%) is considered as the next
effective parameter followed by stir time (11%).Contour
graphs attained for TS and HN against input process factors
are shown in Figures 3 and 4. From the plotted observation,
the ranges of casting factors SS (600-650 Rpm), ST (15-
17.5min), and RI (5-8wt%) were recommended for attain-
ing high tensile strength and hardness values.
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Table 3: S/N ratio response—TS.

Level SS ST RI

1 -49.47 -51.04 -51.10

2 -51.15 -50.26 -51.15

3 -51.47 -50.53 -50.40

4 -50.65 -50.91 -50.10

Delta 1.99 0.78 1.05

Rank 1 3 2

Table 4: S/N ratio response—HN.

Level SS ST RI

1 -38.57 -38.78 -38.83

2 -38.58 -38.83 -38.64

3 -38.67 -38.54 -38.74

4 -38.68 -38.36 -38.29

Delta 0.11 0.46 0.54

Rank 3 2 1
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6. Conclusion

In this work, stir casting (SC) was used to make several
AMC (Al6082-ZrSio4-TiC) samples. In Taguchi’s design,
the orthogonal array (L16) has been effectively used to opti-
mize the SC variables of stir speed (SS), stir time (ST), and
reinforcements (RI). At L5, the maximum tensile strength

(TS) was achieved (SS:450 rpm, ST:5min, and RI:5wt%).
When it came to hardness, the highest HN was found at
L10 sample (SS-600 rpm, ST-10min, and RI-10wt%). The
lowest TS and HN were reported at L1 and L13, respectively.
According to the ANOVA results, the most important ele-
ment in developing AMC characteristics was SS-65.9%,
followed by RI-23.1% and ST-11%.

Table 5: ANOVA result—TS.

Source DF Sum of square (SOM) Mean sum(MS) F P Contribution (%)

SS 3 9.178 3.0593 4.79 0.049 65.9

ST 3 1.532 0.5106 0.80 0.538 11

RI 3 3.225 1.0751 1.68 0.269 23.1
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Nanobiotechnology is a growing branch of research that combines biology and nanotechnology to study and create unique,
functionalized nanobiosystems. This interdisciplinary study subject has significant promise for improving medical engineering.
Finding the exact blood category is a coercive test for blood transfer and other incalculable health checkups. The pandemic has
accelerated these test frequencies in an exponential fashion. It is usually the job of the practitioners working in the laboratory
to name the types of blood samples. Depending on the blood type and its cross-matching fitness, recommendations are offered
for blood transfer. In many places, this type of testing is done manually, and it is done through a microplate and test tube.
These tests usually take longer, and the chances of errors are high, which can lead to fatalities. Polymer-based paper sample
collection has been shown to be ideal instruments for conducting blood tests in response to this requirement because of their
capacity to do quick and low-cost diagnostics and analyses. In this paper, a novel nanocoated blood polymer sample paper
with unique coding was proposed and investigated for its operational simplicity and effectiveness. A unique coded polymer
sample paper has prevented complications during blood tests and provides expected results without errors.

1. Introduction

Nanotechnology, one of the most fascinating fields of science,
provides scientists with the power to make, manipulate, and
utilize materials on a nanoscale, making it one of the most
exciting research areas. Biotechnology has aided in transmit-
ting information about biological systems to the industrial
sector. The various physicochemical and biological features
of nanoparticles have also led to the use of nanotechnology
in a variety of healthcare settings [1]. Nanobiotechnology is
one of the most recent developing branches of research,
and it is the interface between biology and nanotechnology,
studying and designing unique functionalized nanobiosys-
tems. This interdisciplinary study topic offers tremendous
promise for advancing medical engineering technology [2].

In 1616, the English physician William Harvey discov-
ered the existence of blood circulation in animals. He also
discovered that blood could be transferred from one animal
to another because it circulates here and there in an organ-
ism. In 1665, English physician Richard Lowe examined
blood transfusions in dogs. In the nineteenth century, physi-
cian James proposed that humans donate blood to compen-
sate the blood loss during surgery. During his study,
physician Leonard Landois discovered that when red blood
cells were transfused from one species of animal to another,
they usually clumped and sometimes scattered. Further, he
reported that injecting a person with a different type of red
blood cell would cause his or her urine to turn black.
Through this, he scientifically proved that transferring blood
from one species to another could be harmful. In 1901, an
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American biologist, Karl Landsteiner, discovered the pres-
ence of ABO blood groups in humans by birth in Austria.
He also discovered the existence of antigens and antibodies
in the blood. Further, when one type of blood mixes with
another type of blood, these substances trigger the red blood
cells to appear to merge [3].

A year later, some other researchers diagnosed a fourth
type of AB blood type. Red blood cells combine when trans-
fusing type B blood to a person with type A or transferring
type A blood to a person with type B. The same result can
be seen when injecting AB type blood into a person with
type A or type B blood. Usually, when type O blood is mixed
with other blood types, it does not coalesce and remains
normal. This knowledge of blood types is essential because
if mistakes are made, they can lead to loss of life. Blood
cross-matching can be done to find out if a person’s
blood is suitable for another. Most people in Great Britain
and Northern Ireland routinely donate blood voluntarily
[4]. Moreover, an average of two million units of blood per
year are used for transfusion. The blood should be used in
an appropriate manner as it can be donated in small quanti-
ties by one person at a time. The use of blood transfusions
can be best managed using the Maximum Surgical Blood
Order Schedule (MSBOS) during surgery [5]. The number
of required blood units for each operation is calculated
according to the traditional analysis method. Before surgery,
the quantity of blood units a patient needs can be booked on
a cash basis in real time. It allows us to accurately calculate
the number of blood units needed in an emergency [6].
The British Committee for Standards in Hematology has
given the world the practical guidelines needed to perform
blood transfusions properly [7]. It is necessary to verify that
the blood transfusion is correctly done through a compati-
bility test based on a patient’s past blood transfusion history,
cross-match, ABO, Rh combination, and suitability of anti-
bodies for both the blood giver and the patient. The blood
level similarities and conflicts between the blood giver and
patient can be identified through the cross-match test. Usu-
ally, this type of information is not available through blood
group typing [8]. It was reported that, traditionally, the
anti-IgG tests performed had been done in an unsafe
manner compared to the computerized cross-match test.
Further, all computer-assisted blood test results are stored
on the computer, which reduces the possibility of human
errors, and thus, the cost of the process is also reduced. At
the University of Michigan Medical Center, the most notable
event is the blood transfusion without any errors being
found from the results of one lakh, 38 thousand cross-
match tests conducted with the help of a computer [9].

The blood has the potential to be a window into one’s
health, and as a consequence, it is the human biofluid that
has been researched the most. Blood tests may be used to
diagnose disorders, evaluate the effectiveness of treatment
medications, and gather information about a person’s over-
all health. It is becoming more critical to do rapid reaction
blood tests when following therapy is necessary. Paper-
based devices have been shown to be ideal instruments for
conducting blood tests in response to this requirement
because of their capacity to do quick and low-cost diagnos-

tics and analyses in a nonlaboratory setting. In this perspec-
tive, we discuss recent advancements in paper-based blood
testing, with a particular emphasis on the individual meth-
odologies and assays that have been used in each case. Addi-
tional topics covered in this study include how to increase
the signal intensity of these paper-based devices and leverage
in situ synthesis of nanomaterial to improve the sensitivity,
functionality, and operational simplicity of these devices in
the future. As a result of these developments, paper-based
devices are becoming more viable instruments for perform-
ing point-of-care blood tests in a variety of real-world situa-
tions. The purpose of this article is to look at the issues that
may arise during blood grouping tests and cross-matching
tests and how to deal with such problems effectively. The
proposed method eliminates the complications that occur
during manual blood grouping. In this research, the nano-
particle of titanium oxide- (TiO2-) coated blood sample
polymer paper with unique coding was proposed and inves-
tigated for its operational simplicity and effectiveness on
blood test investigations.

2. Blood Group Investigation

Before transfusing blood from one person to another, one
needs to find out the blood types of the donor and receiver
and then find out the cross-match between the two. Individ-
uals who perform these experiments are certified in this
domain and have experience in training. The practitioner
will decide whether or not to use one’s blood based on the
results of the cross-match test. If the results of the cross-
match test are appropriate, the blood transfusion between
two people will be allowed; otherwise, it can cause the
patient’s immune system to fail to function appropriately
and sometimes even result in loss [10]. This type of test is
usually needed when the hemoglobin level in the blood
is low, when there is a disease in the blood cells, or in cases
where the blood is not stopping or going for tissue trans-
plantation. In medical emergencies, doctors usually choose
O type blood, also known as universal blood type, for blood
transfusion. If it is entirely free of antibodies at the end of the
cross-match test, then it will be selected as the best suitable
blood. In a few cases, a low number of antibodies will be
found at the end of the test, and it will be tested further to
determine its suitability. It is completely eliminated when
antibodies are found that usually cause side effects. Direct
handling of blood samples should be minimized when per-
forming these types of tests because sometimes there is a
chance that some samples may have some pathogens, so
the chances of the pathogen being infected are very, very
high [11].

There are some flaws in the cross-match. There is no
guarantee that the red blood cells that were first transplanted
will enter the patient’s body and live well. This test, per-
formed on a patient’s serum, does not detect unexpected
red blood cell antibodies. An unknown drug injected into a
patient’s body will break down the patient’s red blood cells
and antibodies in the patient’s body, which cannot be pre-
vented by a cross-match test [12]. Furthermore, the test does
not reveal any details about other diseases in the donor’s
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body or the recipient of the blood. Most importantly, these
blood samples must be collected and tested within three
days; otherwise, we will not be able to obtain accurate
patient information. The room temperature of the labora-
tory where this test is being performed should not exceed
37 degrees Celsius so that we can easily see the clumping
antibodies [13].

The donor’s or recipient’s serum is used to determine
if there are any antibodies attached to the cells that are
not appearing as a group. The cross-match test with the
addition of polymerized albumin improves the performance.
The computer-assisted cross-match test is performed on
the serum and the donor’s blood. This test requires only a
small amount of blood [14]. During this test, the patient’s
blood must be in the laboratory [15–17].

Between December 2013 and December 2016, a study
was conducted at the Indus Hospital Blood Centre, Pakistan,
which showed 45,425 donors. Of these, a total of 413
blunders were detected. Here, human errors were spotted
by computer-based blood bank management software that
could run with the help of the website. Looking at the liter-
ature reports mentioned above confirms that the errors that
occur in the laboratory persist. The primary purpose of this
research is to look at how manual tests can be ruled out, such
as naming blood groups, transfusions, and cross-match
testing errors. It will save a great deal of time and human
lives. Observational research was done at the Yazd Blood
Transfusion Center between March 2010 and March 2017
and reported by Napier et al. [18]. The blood types of all
the donors were tested by test tube and were considered
the number of blood transfusions during the eight years
mentioned above which was three lakh twenty two thou-
sand, of which about 130 cases were misdiagnosed. The per-
centage of these errors is approximately 0.04% [18].

3. Existing Methodology

Many types of strategies and observations are employed for
naming blood in general in medical laboratories. However,
many of them are concerned with the appearance of test
results. Here, we look at the pros and cons of the slide
method.

3.1. Slide Method. The slide test has much lower sensitivity
compared to other tests that detect blood types. However,
this test is very effective in emergencies as it gives accurate
results. A glass plate is divided into three regions during
the test; one drop from the donor’s blood and one drop from
the recipient’s blood are mixed with antigens A, B, and C
separately. This test lasts five to ten minutes and can detect
the formation or scattering of blood platelets by which blood
type is determined. However, it is very difficult to diagnose
blood types with blood samples that are less reactive to anti-
gens. Slide tests are beneficial for detecting blood types out-
doors, but blood transfusions based solely on the results
obtained from slide tests may not be safe [6]. Beyond all of
this, all the test results will be taken incorrectly if the
technicians sometimes mistakenly put this glass plate upside
down while performing this test. There are some new ideas

in this article to help with the problems that come up
because of the changes.

3.2. Glass Slides with Colour Code Marking. During a blood
type test, three drops of red blood cells are taken at different
points on a piece of glass. The three antigens, A, B, and anti-
D, will be added separately with the samples taken and
observed in Figure 1. The antigen combined with blood cells
reacts and turns into agglutination; otherwise, it remains the
same. Blood types are classified according to this. Hundreds
of samples of such blood types in laboratories are handled
simultaneously, and laboratory assistants are more likely to
place the plates in an upside down position when handling
them. It will become erroneous when deciding the tests of
the samples thus placed.

3.3. Error Data. Errors that occur when using this existing
method are studied. For this purpose, three blood test labo-
ratories in small towns near Madurai, India, were consid-
ered. The following is the study report taken from January
2019 to December 2019.

Table 1 shows the results of the blood test. The tests are
conducted at three blood test centers. Table 1 covers all the
results of tests conducted in those centers during 2019 that
have been taken into account. Of these, 1348 tests were
performed at Vickram labs (test lab I), 923 tests at the Siva
X-ray Center (test lab II), and 2345 tests at Vaigai Raj Scan
(test lab III). When you look at the results of this table, it
is clear that something went wrong. The results of seven tests
in the test conducted on the Vickram labs were incorrectly
identified. Similarly, three tests were incorrectly reported at
the end of one-year tests conducted at the Siva X-ray Center.
In addition, out of 2345 tests conducted on the Vaigai Raj
Scan, the results of about seven tests were incorrect. In par-
ticular, a test conducted at the Vickram lab misdiagnosed
two people with A-ve blood types as O+ve and five people
with B+ve blood types as AB-ve. In the same way, a test at
the Siva X-ray Center misidentified three people with O+ve
blood types as A-ve and one person with an AB-ve blood
type as B+ve. Similar confusion occurred in the Vaigai Raj
Scan as well, where four people with A-ve blood types were
diagnosed as O+ve and three people with B+ve blood types
were reported as AB-ve.

When examining how errors occurred in the results of
these experiments, it became apparent that technical errors
were the cause. These errors occurred while the test was
being performed with the test microplate upside down. For
example, if the plate with an AB-ve blood type shown in
Figure 1 is turned upside down, it will be B+ve. A new
attempt to fix this problem has been made, and its results
have been successful. Figure 2 compares the error rates of
the three selected blood test canters in 2019.

4. Nanocoated Paper with Colour Code
Marking Method

There are several applications for titanium dioxide nano-
structures, including medical, energy, and biosensing, to
name a few. For biosensor applications, the use of TiO2
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nanostructures has resulted in significant improvements in
target detection. Titanium implants have poor contact with
the surrounding tissues, and TiO2 nanostructures are a good
way to make up for this problem by making nanoporous
surfaces and complex structures. Nanotechnology has pro-
duced a variety of valuable nanostructures for biotechnolog-
ical purposes, the most common of which is nanosized
titanium dioxide. Nanostructured TiO2 can be used in a lot
of different ways because of its low toxicity, good biocompat-
ibility, and own properties [19].

Nanostructured TiO2 seems to be inert and harmless
when exposed to the human body. Biomedical device devel-
opment will be aided by a thorough knowledge of nanoscale
phenomena, which may be used to create antimicrobial sur-
faces, implants, and more. To better understand how TiO2
nanoparticles are being used for biomedical purposes today,
this study will concentrate on the most recent developments

in that field’s utilization and the most critical aspects that
impact TiO2’s biocompatibility and the difficulties that lie
ahead. Traditional disinfection techniques are not as suc-
cessful as photocatalytic procedures. Therefore, TiO2-
coated surfaces with antibacterial qualities might be used
in the healthcare business. Because TiO2-coated catheters
are safe and have the potential for light disinfection for
clinical usage, they are another interesting use of TiO2 in
biomedicine [20].

During a blood type test, three drops of red blood cells
are taken at different points on a piece of glass. The three
antigens (A, B, and anti-D) will be added separately with
the samples taken and observed. The antigen combined
with blood cells reacts and turns into agglutination; other-
wise, it remains the same. Blood types are classified accord-
ing to this. Hundreds of samples of such blood types in
laboratories are handled at one time, and laboratory

Figure 1: Blood test samples for AB negative blood and B positive blood using glass plate.

Table 1: Comparison of blood test results (actual vs. reported) during 2019.

Name of the lab No. of blood tests in 2019
Blood test types (actual) Blood test types (reported)

O- O+ A- A+ B- B+ AB- AB+ O- O+ A- A+ B- B+ AB- AB+

Test lab I 1348 13 535 5 342 3 356 2 92 13 537 3 342 3 351 7 92

Test lab II 923 2 395 1 241 0 202 1 81 2 392 4 241 0 203 0 81

Test lab III 2345 23 905 9 667 9 524 7 201 23 909 5 667 9 521 10 201
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Figure 2: Comparison of error rate.
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assistants are more likely to place the plates in an
upside down position when handling them. It will become
erroneous when deciding the tests of the samples thus
placed [21].

A new colour-coding system has been introduced to
eliminate such mistakes. That is, colour coding similar
to the colours of the antigens is attached to the side of the
nanocoated paper, as shown in Figure 3. This allows labora-
tory assistants to insert the exemplary antigens in the right
place during the test to correctly record the results. A bar
code is attached to the top of the blood sample polymer
paper as shown in Figure 4.

Tests were performed at all three centers again for a
period of six months by attaching colour coding to a micro-
plate that can be used for blood type. The results of this test
are shown in Table 2.

Many researchers [22–26] tried the sampling through
paper-based biological tests and succeeded in their investiga-

tions. The blood paper slide is made of nanocoated paper
with a thickness of 0.28mm and is pasted on the card board
pierced with a circular brim to prevent the blood dot from
escaping sideways. The four coloured dots, as per the
standard provided on the board, are to mix the blood with
various antigens and to see the result. The gelatin-coated
layer on the slide prevents blotting of the blood liquid. After
usage, if the slide is incinerated, there are no harmful chemi-
cals emanating through combustion, thus preventing pollu-
tion in the atmosphere. Each slide card is provided with a
barcode to identify the particulars of the patient. The results
show that errors are reduced with the help of the proposed
colour-coding method. Blood type tests performed during
the study period using the proposed colour-coding scheme
proved that there were no technical errors. There is a small
cost to driving the colour pieces on the microplate that can
be used in a blood classification test using this method, but
significant damage is avoided.

Figure 3: Nanocoated polymer-based sample paper with colour code marking.

AB– B+

Figure 4: Blood samples on nanocoated polymer paper with bar code.
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When supporting materials have adhered to a polymer
paper sheet, nano-TiO2 may be utilized as a retention agent
to keep them in place. Concerning the retention agent, there
are two possible mechanisms: coating with a nano-TiO2
suspension on the sheet surface and wet end addition, in
which nano-TiO2 is deposited onto individual fibers prior
to sheet formation, resulting in an even distribution of
TiO2 loading throughout the sheet [27]. For example, when
nano-TiO2 was combined with hexadecanoic acid, the sur-
face characteristics of the combination revealed a significant
improvement in wetting and dispersion. The polymer paper
containing nano-TiO2 showed a greater dynamic elastic
modulus than the empty papers. There is a new way to make
high-tech polymer paper with a superhydrophobic surface
made by adding modified nano-TiO2 to cellulosic fibers [28].

The absence of an evident agglomeration phenomenon
between the coated particles suggests that the TiO2 particles
may be effectively coated on the blood sample polymer
paper when the blood sample papering process was used.
In this case, irregular morphologies of the coated TiO2
particles might explain the uneven surface structure of the
produced paper. The results of the blood being deposited
on the surfaces of both uncoated blood sample paper and

TiO2-coated polymer paper (Figure 5) for the creation of
spots are remarkable in that a substantial difference was
noticed between the top and rear surfaces of both paper
substrates [29]. The blood sample paper demonstrated that
the applied bovine blood penetrated consistently through
the paper substrate. The diameters of the spots on the top
and rear sides showed a similar value. The minimal variation
between them reveals that the colour of the backside of the
paper substrate inside the spot region was somewhat darker
than the colour of the top surface. As shown in Figure 6,
when blood was deposited on TiO2-coated polymer paper,
the blood sample was utterly blocked on the top side of the
paper substrate, and there was no prominent blood sample
visible on the backside of the paper substrate, which is in
contrast to the performance of the commercially available
polystyrene base paper [30].

To our understanding, the surface characteristics of the
one-sided TiO2-coated polymer paper might be responsible
for this event. After the blood sample was placed on the
coated paper, it would interact directly with the TiO2
particles coated on the top side of the blood sample paper’s
cellulose fibers, therefore enhancing the experiment’s effec-
tiveness. This may be advantageous for the analysis of target

Table 2: Comparison of blood test results (actual vs. reported) during 2021.

Name of the lab No. of blood tests in 2021
Blood test types (actual) Blood test types (reported)

O- O+ A- A+ B- B+ AB- AB+ O- O+ A- A+ B- B+ AB- AB+

Test lab I 533 9 207 5 138 4 127 1 42 9 207 5 138 4 127 1 42

Test lab II 412 3 169 2 111 1 103 1 22 3 169 2 111 1 103 1 22

Test lab III 1107 2 416 1 321 2 287 1 77 2 416 1 321 2 287 1 77

A–

A– A+ AB– AB+ B– B+ O– O+

A+ AB– AB+ B– B+ O– O+

Figure 5: Blood group identification on nanocoated paper.
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chemicals in spots because of the high capacity of the coated
TiO2 particles, which adsorb blood onto the surfaces of these
particles and make it difficult for the blood to pass through
the paper substrate on the other side [31]. At the same time,
higher concentrations of blood samples between the edge
and the center of the spot were observed from the photo-
graphic image of the spot on the TiO2-coated polymer
paper, which could be an issue when a subpunching strategy
is used. A nonwhole spot is analyzed due to the nonuniform
distribution of blood samples on the TiO2-coated polymer
paper.

4.1. Environmental Impact of Bioclinical Waste. Bioclinical
waste is a significant source of hazardous biomedical waste
creation globally. The development and disposal of medical
waste is an essential consideration, particularly in nations
with poor hygiene and a large population. Medical facilities,
such as hospitals, clinics, and other locations where diagno-
sis and treatment are provided, create hazardous trash and
put individuals at risk of contracting life-threatening infec-
tions. Policies should be developed to prevent the spread of
infectious diseases by specifying how waste should be
handled throughout the stages of creation, segregation, col-
lection, storage, transportation, and treatment. It is neces-
sary to raise awareness at all levels of society, using various
communication and educational tools, to reduce the likeli-
hood of the health dangers spreading. Healthcare waste
includes potentially hazardous bacteria that can potentially
infect hospital patients, healthcare employees, and members
of the public at large [32–34].

The most common issues associated with healthcare
waste are a lack of awareness of the health risks associated
with waste generated during medical procedures, insuffi-
cient training in proper waste management, a lack of
waste management and disposal systems, a lack of finan-
cial and human resources, and a lack of priority given to
the issue of waste generated during medical procedures.
Many nations either do not have enough rules or do not
enforce those that exist [35–38].

Safe and sustainable management of biological waste is
the social and legal duty of everyone who participates in,
supports, or provides financial support for healthcare opera-
tions. Effective biomedical waste management is essential for
the health of individuals and the preservation of the environ-
ment. The blood sample paper is biodegradable. Biodegrada-
tion of biomedical waste is a more efficient and cost-effective
procedure than any other traditional method of biowaste
disposal. It is also more environmentally friendly [39, 40].

5. Conclusion

It is the social and legal responsibility of everyone involved
in, supporting, or giving financial support for healthcare
activities to ensure the safe and sustainable treatment of
biomedical waste. This blood type test is essential today as
the population increases and diseases are also on the rise.
Especially in this pandemic period, many people around
the world have been subjected to this blood type test. It is
challenging to do many tests manually, so mistakes are
severe. Laboratory assistants were employed over time in
hospitals, in many laboratories, and in many places. From
the study, it is proved that this novel attempt prevents com-
plications during the blood test. Moreover, this system pro-
vides an accurate result, saves time, and slightly increases the
cost. The next step in this endeavour is to test this nano-
coated polymer paper with the help of a computer system.
Also, by fitting the barcode on this polymer paper, the
details about the patient can be known accurately. Nano-
coated blood sample polymer papers avoid clerical errors
that may occur during blood tests and save valuable human
lives. This polymer-based paper also helps to preserve the
environment by replacing glass slides as biomedical waste.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included in the article. Should further data or information
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Figure 6: Blood identification on nanocoated paper [21].
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Entropy is a useful indicator of information content that has been used in a number of applications. The Log-Logistic (LL)
distribution is a probability distribution that is often employed in survival analysis. This paper addresses the problem of
estimating multiple entropy metrics for an LL distribution using progressive type II censoring. We derive formulas for six
different types of entropy measurements. To obtain the estimators of the proposed entropy measures, the maximum likelihood
approach is applied. Approximate confidence intervals are calculated for the entropy metrics under discussion. A numerical
evaluation is performed using various censoring methods and sample sizes to characterize the behavior of estimator’s measures
using relative biases, related mean squared errors, average interval lengths, and coverage probabilities. Numerical analysis
revealed that the accuracy measures improve with sample size, and the suggested entropy estimates approach the genuine
values as censoring levels decrease. Finally, an actual dataset was evaluated for demonstration purposes.

1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, log-logistic (or Fisk) distribution
(LLD) has been frequently employed, notably in the areas
of survival and reliability. The LLD is a popular alternative
to the log-normal distribution because it has a failure rate
function that grows with time, peaks after a certain period,
and then gradually reduces [1]. Unlike the log-normal, the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of LLD has a closed
form. For some parameter values, this distribution can have
a monotonically declining failure rate function. In econom-
ics, the LLD is used to simulate wealth and income [2], while

in hydrology, the LLD is used to describe stream flow data
[3]. For additional details on the significance and applica-
tions of a LLD, see Bennett [4], Ahmad et al. [5], and Robson
and Reed [6].

A random variable (RVr) X is said to have a LLD with
the scale parameter α and the shape parameter β if its
CDF is provided via

F yð Þ = 1 + y
α

� �−β� �−1
, y > 0, α, β > 0: ð1Þ
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The probability density function (PDF) corresponding
to (1) is then provided via

f yð Þ = β

αβ
yβ−1 1 + y

α

� �β� �−2
, y > 0, α, β > 0: ð2Þ

The hazard function of the LLD is either decreasing or
inverted bath-tub, and the PDF is either reversed J shaped
or unimodal, see Johnson et al. [7].

In reliability studies, researchers want to see how long it
takes for units to fail. However, due to time and expense
restrictions, as well as a variety of other factors, experi-
menters are unable to track the lifetime of all units. As a
result, filtered data is available. The most frequent types
are type I and type II. In the statistical literature, popular
censoring techniques are explored. However, in medical/
engineering survival analysis, units may be removed at inter-
mediate phases for a variety of causes beyond the
experimenter’s control. In this case, progressive censoring
(PC) system is an acceptable censoring strategy since it per-
mits surviving items to be removed before the test ends. PC
has the benefit of quickly terminating the test and including
at least some extreme life periods in the sample data. Pro-
gressive type I censoring (PT1C) happens when the number
of survivors reduces to predefined levels, whereas progres-
sive type II (PT2C) occurs when the number of survivors
drops to specified levels.

The following is how a PT2C sample is carried out: A life
testing experiment with n units and the PC method ri
,i = 1, 2,⋯,m is used. Units are randomly eliminated from
the remaining n – 1 surviving units at the moment of the
first failure y1. Similarly, units from the remaining n − 2 −
r1 units are randomly eliminated after the second failure y2
. The test continues until the mth failure occurs, at which
point all remaining n −m − r1 − r2 −⋯−rm−1 units are
removed. The number of failuresm as well as the progressive
censoring design r1, r2,⋯, rm is preset and fixed. Let Y ð1Þ
≤ Y ð2Þ: ≤⋯≤Y ðmÞ denote such a PT2C sample with ðr1,⋯
, rmÞ being the PC scheme. Balakrishnan and Aggrawala
[8] provided some historical remarks and a good summary
of progressive censoring. It really should be observed that
this censorship is limited to the classical type II censoring
(T2C) when r1 = r2= ⋯ = rm−1 = 0 and rm = n −m; further,
it reduces to a complete sample having no censoring for m
= n and ri = 0, i = 1, 2,⋯, n:

In information theory, entropy is a measure of
uncertainty in a RVr that gauges the anticipated value of
the information embodied in that RVr. Entropies are moti-
vated by how receiving new information decreases uncer-
tainty. Shannon’s entropy is one of the earliest and most
commonly used measurements of entropy. In the study of
communication systems, this measure has proven to be
effective. Let Y be a non-negative RVr with a continuous
CDF; the formal measure of Shannon’s entropy is
characterized by:

S = −
ð∞
−∞

f yð Þ log f yð Þð Þdy: ð3Þ

One of the most significant disadvantages of Shannon’s
measure is that it may be negative for particular probability
distributions, making it useless as a measure of uncertainty.
Rényi [9] developed a new generalized entropy by studying
the concepts of uncertainty and randomness. The Rényi
entropy (Ré) is calculated as follows:

Rγ = 1−γð Þ−1 log
ð∞
−∞

f yð Þγdy
� �

, γ > 0 and γ ≠ 1, ð4Þ

where the constant γ is conditional, leading to a positive
entropy. Different generalizations of entropy were proposed
by Havrda and Charvat [10], Arimoto [11], Awad et al. [12],
and Tsallis [13].

Havrda and Charvat’s (HC) entropy suggested extension
of (3). This extension is called HC entropy of degree γ and is
characterized with

HCγ =
1

21−γ−1

ð∞
−∞

f yð Þγdy − 1
� 	

: ð5Þ

Arimoto’s (Ar) entropy measure (see [11]) is character-
ized with

Aγ =
γ

1−γ

ð∞
−∞

f yð Þγdy
� �1

γ

− 1
" #

: ð6Þ

Awad et al. [12] suggested two types of entropy: an
extension of Réyni entropy and Havrda and Charvat
entropy. The first extension, denoted byA1γ, and the second
extension, denoted byA2γ, are characterized with

A1γ =
1

γ−1 log
ð∞
−∞

f yð Þγ
υ

dy
� 	

, υ = sup
0<y<∞

f yð Þ
" #1−γ

, ð7Þ

A2γ =
1

21−γ−1

ð∞
−∞

f yð Þγ
υ

dy
� �

− 1
� 	

: ð8Þ

Table 1: Removal patterns of units in numerous censoring
schemes.

n,mð Þ Censoring schemes
Scheme I Scheme II Scheme III

(60,10) (0∗9, 50) (5∗10) (50, 0∗9)

(60,20) (0∗19, 40) (2∗20) (40, 0∗19)

(60,30) (0∗29, 30) (1∗30) (30, 0∗29)

(60,60) Complete sample (0∗60)
For contrast, (1∗5, 0) denotes that the censoring scheme used is (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
0).
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Table 2

(a) Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = 0:5, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 10Þ

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

I

Exact value 2.2690 5.0930 8.6696 4.2192 1.1987 -1.0884

Estimate 1.7878 4.3804 9.4136 3.6289 1.9795 -1.2832

Rbias 0.2121 0.1399 0.0858 0.1399 0.6514 0.1790

MSE 1.3496 15.0356 166.7630 10.3188 2.5768 0.6486

AIL 4.1469 14.9484 50.5619 12.3837 5.5007 3.0647

CP (%) 95.20 94.60 94.70 94.60 95.90 94.00

II

Estimate 1.9068 4.4836 8.8110 3.7143 1.7539 -1.2101

Rbias 0.1596 0.1197 0.0163 0.1197 0.4632 0.1118

MSE 0.9131 9.9744 87.5434 6.8453 1.8282 0.5637

AIL 3.4680 12.1534 36.6908 10.0682 4.8351 2.9056

CP (%) 95.30 94.50 94.40 94.50 95.60 94.40

III

Estimate 2.1477 5.0985 9.9041 4.2237 1.3879 -1.0378

Rbias 0.0535 0.0011 0.1424 0.0011 0.1578 0.0465

MSE 0.5120 7.1138 67.2224 4.8822 1.1105 0.5405

AIL 2.7655 10.4604 31.7887 8.6656 4.0658 2.8765

CP (%) 95.90 95.60 94.90 95.60 95.10 95.70

(b) Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = 0:5, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 20Þ

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

I

Exact value 2.2690 5.0930 8.6696 4.2192 1.1987 -1.0884

Estimate 2.0413 4.6608 8.5353 3.8612 1.5384 -1.1417

Rbias 0.1004 0.0849 0.0155 0.0849 0.2834 0.0490

MSE 0.4951 5.7061 42.4241 3.9160 1.1759 0.4370

AIL 2.6111 9.2138 25.5393 7.6329 4.0389 2.5840

CP (%) 95.70 96.30 95.00 96.30 95.40 95.70

II

Estimate 2.1097 4.8192 8.7517 3.9923 1.4324 -1.1062

Rbias 0.0702 0.0538 0.0095 0.0538 0.1950 0.0164

MSE 0.3686 4.5905 35.1121 3.1504 0.8884 0.3822

AIL 2.2978 8.3339 23.2371 6.9040 3.5810 2.4236

CP (%) 95.40 95.70 95.50 95.70 95.40 95.50

III

Estimate 2.1680 4.9539 8.9216 4.1039 1.3719 -1.0937

Rbias 0.0445 0.0273 0.0291 0.0273 0.1445 0.0049

MSE 0.2644 3.5581 27.6580 2.4419 0.6971 0.3048

AIL 1.9773 7.3776 20.6019 6.1118 3.2033 2.1650

CP (%) 95.60 96.20 95.30 96.20 95.70 96.30

(c) Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different Entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = 0:5, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 30Þ

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

I

Exact value 2.2690 5.0930 8.6696 4.2192 1.1987 -1.0884

Estimate 2.1433 4.8692 8.6973 4.0338 1.3889 -1.0901

Rbias 0.0554 0.0439 0.0032 0.0439 0.1587 0.0016
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Tsallis [13] generalized Shanon’s entropy and defined
the measure as

Tγ =
1

γ − 1 1−
ð∞
−∞

f yð Þγdy
� 	

: ð9Þ

Many researchers have worked on entropy estimates for
various life distributions. Cramer and Bagh [14] used pro-
gressive censoring to investigate entropy in the Weibull
distribution. Kang et al. [15] used doubly type II censored
data to construct entropy estimators for a double exponen-
tial distribution. Using record values from the generalized
half-logistic distribution, Seo et al. [16] calculated an entropy
estimate. Cho et al. [17] addressed entropy estimates for
Rayleigh distribution using doubly generalized type II hybrid
censoring. Cho et al. [18] used generalized type II hybrid
censored samples to derive estimators for the entropy func-
tion of a Weibull distribution. Dey et al. [19] studied the loss
of entropy for a truncated Rayleigh distribution using differ-
ent entropy measures. Chacko and Asha [20] investigated
entropy estimation in generalized exponential distribution.
Bantan et al. [21] considered the entropy estimators for
inverse Lomax via the multiple censored scheme. The
dynamic cumulative residual Ré for the Lomax distribution
was estimated using Bayesian and maximum likelihood
(ML) techniques by Al-Babtain et al. [22]. Entropy estimator
of Lindley was prepared by Almarashi et al. [23]. Helmy
et al. [24] investigated Shannon entropy estimation of
Lomax distribution using unified hybrid censored data.
Bayesian and non-Bayesian estimation of the Nadarajah–
Haghighi distribution using progressive Type-1 censoring
scheme studied by Elbatal et al. [25].

In this paper, we are inspired to investigate six possible
entropy estimators for log-logistic distributions in the pres-
ence of T2PC data. We construct analytical formulas for
the entropy measurements proposed. The ML and two-
sided approximate confidence intervals of several entropy

estimators are calculated. Numerical comparisons for vari-
ous sample sizes are presented to identify which entropy
estimator outperforms the others.

The paper is broken down into five sections. Section 2
presents expressions for the recommended entropy mea-
sures based on LLD. PT2C is used in Section 3 to give several
entropy estimators as well as their estimated confidence
intervals. In Section 4, numerical comparisons of different
entropy estimators and data analysis are examined. Finally,
in Section 5, there are some conclusions and a summary of
the study.

2. Expressions of Entropy Measures

Statistical entropy measures the amount of uncertainty or
variability in a RVr. The higher the value of entropy leads
to more variability in the data. This section focuses on
obtaining the expression for various entropy measurements
of LLD.

2.1. Rényi Entropy. The Ré of LLD is obtained by replacing
(1) in (3) as follows:

Rγ = 1 − γð Þ−1 log βγ

αβγ

ð∞
0
yβγ−γ 1 + y

α

� �β� �−2γ
dy

( )
: ð10Þ

Write I = βγ/αβγÐ∞0 yβγ−γð1 + ðy/αÞβÞ−2γdy, and assume

that z = ðy/αÞβ, y = αz1/βdy = ðα/βÞz1/β−1dz, thus the integral
I will be written as

I = βγ−1

αβγ−1

ð∞
0
αβγ−γzγ−

γ
β
+1
β
−1 1 + zð Þ−2γdz

= βγ−1α1−γB γ −
γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� �
,

ð11Þ

Table 2: Continued.

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ
MSE 0.2798 3.5222 25.7945 2.4172 0.7902 0.3600

AIL 2.0151 7.3078 19.9183 6.0540 3.4055 2.3530

CP (%) 95.30 95.50 95.10 95.50 94.99 95.89

II

Estimate 2.1675 4.9167 8.7186 4.0732 1.3572 -1.0943

Rbias 0.0447 0.0346 0.0057 0.0346 0.1322 0.0054

MSE 0.2291 2.9321 21.1112 2.0123 0.6348 0.2711

AIL 1.8345 6.6799 18.0189 5.5338 3.0622 2.0417

CP (%) 95.40 95.40 95.40 95.40 94.40 95.40

III

Estimate 2.2079 5.0444 9.0077 4.1789 1.2861 -1.0521

Rbias 0.0269 0.0095 0.0390 0.0095 0.0729 0.0334

MSE 0.1969 2.7007 20.2460 1.8535 0.5708 0.2822

AIL 1.7238 6.4423 17.5969 5.3370 2.9431 2.0787

CP (%) 94.90 94.80 94.50 94.80 94.90 95.10
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Table 3

(a) Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different Entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = 1:5, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 10Þ

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

I

Exact value 0.5601 0.8339 0.5109 0.4885 2.9076 -11.1963

Estimate 0.3186 0.3469 0.2329 0.2032 3.3739 -17.4037

Rbias 0.4312 0.5840 0.5441 0.5840 0.1604 0.5544

MSE 1.0201 1.0552 0.3681 0.3621 1.5820 16.4038

AIL 3.8461 3.5471 2.1151 2.0778 4.5814 8.7875

CP (%) 99.90 95.30 95.40 95.30 98.00 94.90

II

Estimate 0.3901 0.4935 0.3156 0.2891 3.2303 -15.4706

Rbias 0.3034 0.4082 0.3823 0.4082 0.1110 0.3818

MSE 0.6745 0.6767 0.2438 0.2322 1.1372 9.5542

AIL 3.1511 2.9370 1.7784 1.7205 3.9863 6.8951

CP (%) 99.70 95.20 95.30 95.20 98.30 94.50

III

Estimate 0.4853 0.6819 0.4254 0.3994 3.0255 -12.8624

Rbias 0.1335 0.1823 0.1674 0.1823 0.0406 0.1488

MSE 0.1656 0.3220 0.1247 0.1105 0.4050 3.0465

AIL 1.5689 2.1440 1.3435 1.2559 2.4526 4.1274

CP (%) 95.10 95.10 95.20 95.10 94.80 96.30

(b) Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different Entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = 1:5, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 20Þ

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

I

Exact value 0.5601 0.8339 0.5109 0.4885 2.9076 -11.1963

Estimate 0.4796 0.6946 0.4292 0.4069 3.0801 -13.3805

Rbias 0.1437 0.1671 0.1600 0.1671 0.0593 0.1951

MSE 0.1048 0.2064 0.0801 0.0708 0.4507 3.6689

AIL 1.2295 1.6960 1.0624 0.9935 2.5447 4.4314

CP (%) 95.40 95.60 95.90 95.60 95.00 95.30

II

Estimate 0.4936 0.7208 0.4442 0.4223 3.0513 -12.8807

Rbias 0.1188 0.1356 0.1306 0.1356 0.0494 0.1505

MSE 0.0810 0.1554 0.0609 0.0533 0.3152 2.3936

AIL 1.0853 1.4813 0.9317 0.8677 2.1286 3.6029

CP (%) 95.30 95.30 95.10 95.30 95.20 95.40

III

Estimate 0.4997 0.7270 0.4485 0.4259 3.0106 -12.4840

Rbias 0.1079 0.1282 0.1221 0.1282 0.0354 0.1150

MSE 0.0864 0.1642 0.0645 0.0563 0.2711 1.9416

AIL 1.1280 1.5327 0.9652 0.8978 2.0016 3.3053

CP (%) 94.60 94.70 94.80 94.70 94.30 95.80

(c) Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = 1:5, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 30Þ

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

I

Exact value 0.5601 0.8339 0.5109 0.4885 2.9076 -11.1963

Estimate 0.5081 0.7498 0.4606 0.4392 3.0397 -12.7520

Rbias 0.0928 0.1008 0.0985 0.1008 0.0454 0.1389
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where Bð:, :Þ is the beta function. As a result of inserting (11)
into (10), LLD’s Ré entropy takes the form

Rγ = 1 − γð Þ−1 log βγ−1α1−γB γ −
γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� �� �
,

ð12Þ

Hence, (12) is the necessary formulation of LLD Ré
entropy.

2.2. Havrda and Charvat Entropy. The HC of the LLD is
obtained by replacing (1) in (4) as follows:

HCγ =
1

21−γ − 1
βγ

αβγ

ð∞
0
yβγ−γ 1 + y

α

� �β� �−2γ
dy − 1

" #
: ð13Þ

As a result, we get the HC of LLD by inserting (11) in (4)
as follows

HCγ =
1

21−γ − 1 βγ−1α1−γB γ −
γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� �
− 1

� 	
:

ð14Þ

Hence, (14) is the necessary formulation of LLD HC
entropy.

2.3. Arimoto Entropy. The Ar entropy of LLD is obtained by
replacing (1) in (5) as follows:

Aγ =
γ

1 − γ

βγ

αβγ

ð∞
0
yβγ−γ 1 + y

α

� �β� �−2γ
dy

 !1
γ

− 1

24 35: ð15Þ

Table 3: Continued.

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ
MSE 0.0510 0.0944 0.0375 0.0324 0.2928 2.2382

AIL 0.8622 1.1591 0.7337 0.6790 2.0582 3.5045

CP (%) 95.20 95.40 95.40 95.40 94.90 96.10

II

Estimate 0.5195 0.7656 0.4704 0.4485 2.9842 -12.1793

Rbias 0.0725 0.0819 0.0792 0.0819 0.0263 0.0878

MSE 0.0484 0.0873 0.0350 0.0299 0.2182 1.4672

AIL 0.8479 1.1271 0.7163 0.6602 1.8073 2.9039

CP (%) 95.60 96.50 96.10 96.50 94.60 95.70

III

Estimate 0.5081 0.7498 0.4606 0.4392 3.0397 -12.7520

Rbias 0.0928 0.1008 0.0985 0.1008 0.0454 0.1389

MSE 0.0510 0.0944 0.0375 0.0324 0.2928 2.2382

AIL 0.8622 1.1591 0.7337 0.6790 2.0582 3.5045

CP (%) 95.20 95.40 95.40 95.40 95.00 96.00

Table 4: Rbias, MSE, AIL, and CP of different Entropy estimates under PT2C schemes at γ = ð0:5, 1:5Þ, and ðn,mÞ = ð60, 30Þ.

Scheme
Entropy methods

Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

0.5

Exact value 2.2690 5.0930 8.6696 4.2192 1.1987 -1.0884

Estimate 2.2430 5.0925 8.9237 4.2188 1.2379 -1.0622

Rbias 0.0115 0.0001 0.0293 0.0001 0.0327 0.0240

MSE 0.1039 1.4883 11.0349 1.0214 0.3110 0.1533

AIL 1.2601 4.7846 12.9899 3.9637 2.1816 1.5323

CP (%) 95.50 95.50 95.00 95.50 95.80 94.80

1.5

Exact value 0.5601 0.8339 0.5109 0.4885 2.9076 -11.1963

Estimate 0.5461 0.8069 0.4955 0.4727 2.9603 -11.8045

Rbias 0.0249 0.0324 0.0302 0.0324 0.0181 0.0543

MSE 0.0277 0.0478 0.0195 0.0164 0.1186 0.7083

AIL 0.6510 0.8507 0.5441 0.4983 1.3346 2.0323

CP (%) 95.40 95.50 95.30 95.50 94.90 95.10
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We obtain the Ar entropy of LLD by putting (11) into
(15) as follows

Aγ =
γ

1 − γ
β1−1

γα
1
γ−1 B γ −

γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� �� �1
γ

− 1
" #

:

ð16Þ

Thus, the formula for Ar entropy found in equation (16).

2.4. A-entropies. To get (6) and (7), we must obtain sup
0<y<∞

f
ðyÞ, by getting the maximum value of f ðyÞ as below:

yβ−2 1 + y
α

� �β� �−3
β − 1ð Þ 1 + y

α

� �β� �
− 2 β

αβ
yβ

� �
= 0:

ð17Þ

After simplification, then (17) is written as follows

β + 1
αβ

yβ = β − 1, ð18Þ

which leads to the following

y = α
β − 1
β + 1

� �1
β

: ð19Þ

Using (17), we get sup
0<y<∞

f ðyÞ, as

sup
0<y<∞

f yð Þ = β

αβ
α

β − 1
β + 1

� �1
β

( )β−1

1 + β − 1
β + 1

� �1
β

 !β
0@ 1A−2

= β − 1ð Þ1−1/β β + 1ð Þ1+ 1/βð Þ

4αβ :

ð20Þ

Using (11) and (19), hence the A-entropies can be
expressed as

A1γ =
1

γ − 1 log β − 1ð Þ1−1/β β + 1ð Þ1+ 1/βð Þ

4αβ

" #1−γ
βγ−1α1−γB

"

� γ −
γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� �	
,

ð21Þ

A2γ =
1

21−γ − 1
β − 1ð Þ1−1/β β + 1ð Þ1+ 1/βð Þ

4αβ

" #1−γ
βγ−1α1−γB

("

� γ −
γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� ��
− 1�:

ð22Þ

Thus, (20) and (21) provide essential expressions of A-
entropy.

2.5. Tsallis Entropy. The Tsallis entropy of LLD is obtained
by replacing (1) in (9) as follows:

Tγ =
1

γ − 1 1 − βγ

αβγ

ð∞
0
yβγ−γ 1 + y

α

� �β� �−2γ
dy

" #
: ð23Þ

Thus, using (11) in (23), then the Tsallis entropy of LLD
is obtained as follows

Tγ =
1

γ − 1 1 − βγ−1α1−γB γ −
γ

β
+ 1
β
, γ + γ

β
−
1
β

� �� 	
: ð24Þ

Thus, the formula of Tsallis entropy of LLD is provided
in equation (24).

Table 5: Estimates of different entropy measures under PT2C schemes for the given real data, where γ = ð0:5, 1:5Þ, and ðn,mÞ = ð128,30Þ.

Scheme bα , bβ� � Entropy methods
Rγ HCγ Aγ Tγ A1γ A2γ

γ = 0:5
I bα = 6:9409bβ = 1:4379 4.6318 22.0524 101.7061 18.2688 1.3603 -1.1913

II bα = 6:0531 bβ = 1:6856 4.2481 17.7813 68.9778 14.7305 1.9920 -1.5225

III bα = 6:2489 bβ = 1:5729 4.3961 19.3326 80.1414 16.0157 1.7126 -1.3888

Complete bα = 6:0962 bβ = 1:7160 4.2227 17.5263 67.2218 14.5193 2.0659 -1.5548

γ = 1:5
I bα = 6:9409 bβ = 1:4379 3.2140 2.7297 1.9723 1.5990 2.7781 -10.2809

II bα = 5:3452bβ = 1:6388 2.8755 2.6034 1.8496 1.5251 3.1745 -13.2824

III bα = 4:7569 bβ = 1:6371 2.7595 2.5550 1.8042 1.4967 3.1715 -13.2575

Complete bα = 6:0962bβ = 1:7160 2.9766 2.6434 1.8877 1.5484 3.3120 -14.4713
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3. Estimation of Different Entropies

Using the ML method and T2PC data, we get estimators for
the various entropies metrics provided in the preceding sec-
tion. To construct entropies estimators, we start with the ML
estimator of population parameters. The invariance property
of ML estimators may then be used to determine the ML of
the recommended entropies measurements. Furthermore,
we obtain the approximate confidence intervals of the sug-
gested entropy measures.

Assume that Y ð1Þ ≤ Y ð2Þ≤⋯ ≤ Y ðmÞ be a PT2C sample of
size m from a sample of size n drawn from CDF (1) and
PDF (2) with censoring scheme r1, r2,⋯, rm: The likelihood
(L) function based on the PT2C sample is given by

L α, βð Þ = c
Ym
i=1

f y ið Þ
� �

1 − F y ið Þ
� �h iri = c

Ym
i=1

β

αβ
y ið Þ

β−1

� 1 +
y ið Þ
α

� �β
 !−2

1 − 1 +
y ið Þ
α

� �−β
 !−1" #ri

,

ð25Þ

where c = nðn − r1 − 1Þðn − r1 − r2 − 2Þ⋯ n −m + 1 −∑m−1
i=1

ri: Thus, the constant is the number of ways in which the
m PT2C order statistics may occur if the observed failure
times are Y ð1Þ, Y ð2Þ,⋯, Y ðmÞ: The log-L function of (25),
say ln L•, is then provided via

ln L• ∝m ln β − β ln αð Þ + β − 1ð Þ〠
m

i=1
lnyi − 2〠

m

i=1
ln 1 + zi

β
� �

+ 〠
m

i=1
ri ln 1 − 1 + zi

−β
� �−1� 	

:

ð26Þ

where we write zi = ðyi/αÞ, and zi = zðiÞ for simplified forms.
Form (26), we derive the L equation for α and β as

∂ ln L•

∂α
= −

mβ

α
+ 2β

α
〠
m

i=1

zi
β

1 + zið Þβ
+ αβ〠

m

i=1
ri

1 + zið Þ−β
� �−2

zið Þ−β

1 − 1 + zið Þ−β
� �−1 ,

ð27Þ

∂ ln L•

∂β
= m

β
−m ln α + 〠

m

i=1
lnyi − 2〠

m

i=1

zið Þβ ln zið Þ
1 + zið Þβ

− 〠
m

i=1
ri

1 + zið Þ−β
� �−2

zið Þ−β ln zið Þ

1 − 1 + zið Þ−β
� �−1 :

ð28Þ

The ML estimator of α and β can be obtained using the
numerical method by solving the non-linear Equations (27)
and (28) after setting them with zero. Once the ML estima-

tor of α and β, say bαand bβ , is computed, we can obtain the
ML estimator of entropy measures provided in (12), (14),
(16), (20), (21), and (24). Consequently, the ML estimator

of Ré entropy, denoted by R̂γ, is obtained by inserting bα
and bβ in (11) as follows

R̂γ = 1 − γð Þ−1 log bβγ−1bα1−γB γ −
γbβ + 1bβ , γ + γbβ −

1bβ
 ! !

:

ð29Þ

The other entropy estimators, indicated by HĈγ, Âγ, T̂γ

, Â1γ, and Â2γ, may be obtained in a similar fashion.
The preceding theoretical results may be specialized in

two cases; firstly, ML estimators of α, β, Rγ,HCγ, Aγ, Tγ,A
1γ, and A2γ are produced when r1 = r2 =⋯ = rm−1 = 0 and
rm = n −m, via T2C. Second, for r1 = r2 =⋯ = rm−1 = 0 and
rm = 0, we get the ML estimators of population parameters
as well as the proposed entropy measures.

The asymptotic normality of ML estimation may be used
to determine the asymptotic 100(1-v) confidence intervals
(CIn) for the parameters as

bα ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var bαð Þ

q
, bβ ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var bβ� �r

: ð30Þ

Also, the asymptotic 100(1-v) CIns for entropy measures
are given by

R̂γ ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var R̂γ

� �q
,HĈγ ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var HĈγ

� �q
, Âγ

± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var Âγ

� �q
, T̂γ ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var T̂γ

� �q
,

Â1γ ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var Â1γ
� �q

, Â2γ ± Zv/2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var Â2γ
� �q

, ð31Þ

where ZV/2 is standard normal and (1-v) is the confidence
coefficient.

4. Simulation and Real Data Outcomes

The challenge in this section is to analyze the outcomes of
the numerous entropy estimations stated before. To evaluate
the behavior of the suggested entropy measures and to ana-
lyze the statistical performances of the estimators under
PT2C, a Monte Carlo study is used. An actual data is also
examined for demonstration purposes. For calculations, the
statistical programming language R will be used in this
study.

4.1. Simulation Study. The effectiveness of the approaches
recommended of entropy estimation using Monte Carlo is
compared using a simulated exercise. Six entropy estimates
are calculated using the Monte Carlo process. For the ML
estimates (MLEs), one may generate 1000 data from the
LLD with the following assumptions:

(1) Presume the parameters of the LLD in the coming
situations:α = 0:5, β = 1:5

(2) Assume two values for the constant γ = ð0:5, 1:5Þ
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(3) Sample size is n=60 and number of observed failures
are m=10, 20, 30.

(4) Removed items rj are assume the accompanying:

Scheme I: r1 = r2 −⋯ = rm−1 = 0, rm = n −m:
Scheme II: r1 = r2 −⋯ = rm−1 = rm = n −m/m:
Scheme III: r1 = n −m, r2 −⋯ = rm = 0:
Table 1 shows the patterns that were eliminated for each

suggested schemes. Note that the first scheme (Scheme I) is a
particular instance of PT2C, which is the most common
T2C. Another, particular case is considered when n =m =
60 which leads to a complete sample.

According to the generated data, MLEs are computed
under the above assumptions using PT2C. When getting
MLEs, keep in mind that the initial estimate values are
treated the same as the real parameter values. These values,
MLEs, are then plugged-in to calculate the desired entropy
estimates.

All the average entropy estimates, relative biases (Rbias),
associated mean squared errors (MSEs), corresponding aver-
age interval lengths (AIL), and coverage probabilities (CPs)
for all six entropy methods are reported in Table 2 forγ = 0:5
and in Table 3 forγ = 1:5: Also, the results of the complete
sample case are reported in Table 4 for both values of γ:

From tabulated values, it can be noticed that:

(i) Higher values of m lead to a decrease in Rbias, MSE,
and AIL for all different schemes of removing items
and all different entropy methods.

(ii) All CPs are greater than 93% for all different
schemes of removing items and all different entropy
methods.

(iii) The increase in the constant term γ leads to a
decrease in estimates of all different entropy
methods.

4.2. Real Data Application. A real data set is analyzed for
illustrative purposes as well as to assess the statistical perfor-
mances of the MLEs for different entropy estimates in the
case of the LLD under different PT2C schemes.

The uncensored data set below corresponds to the remis-
sion periods (in months) of a random sample of 128 bladder
cancer patients reported in Lee and Wang [26]. The follow-
ing are the bladder cancer remission times:

0.08, 2.09, 3.48, 4.87, 6.94, 8.66, 13.11, 23.63, 0.20, 2.23,
3.52, 4.98, 6.97, 9.02, 13.29, 0.40, 2.26, 3.57, 5.06, 7.09,
9.22, 13.80, 25.74, 0.50, 2.46, 3.64, 5.09, 7.26, 9.47, 14.24,
25.82, 0.51, 2.54, 3.70, 5.17, 7.28, 9.74, 14.76, 26.31, 0.81,
2.62, 3.82, 5.32, 7.32, 10.06, 14.77, 32.15, 2.64, 3.88, 5.32,
7.39, 10.34, 14.83, 34.26, 0.90, 2.69, 4.18, 5.34, 7.59, 10.66,
15.96, 36.66, 1.05, 2.69, 4.23, 5.41, 7.62, 10.75, 16.62, 43.01,
1.19, 2.75, 4.26, 5.41, 7.63, 17.12, 46.12, 1.26, 2.83, 4.33,
7.66, 11.25, 17.14, 79.05, 1.35, 2.87, 5.62, 7.87, 11.64, 17.36,
1.40, 3.02, 4.34, 5.71, 7.93, 11.79, 18.10, 1.46, 4.40, 5.85,
8.26, 11.98, 19.13, 1.76, 3.25, 4.50, 6.25, 8.37, 12.02, 2.02,
3.31, 4.51, 6.54, 8.53, 12.03, 20.28, 2.02, 3.36, 6.76, 12.07,
21.73, 2.07, 3.36, 6.93, 8.65, 12.63, 22.69, 5.49.

We first check whether the LLD is suitable for analyzing
this data set. We report the MLEs of the parameters and the
value of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test statistic to
judge the goodness of fit. The calculated K-S distance
between the empirical and fitted LLD distribution is 0.0440

and its p-value is 0.9667 where bα = 6:0978 and bβ = 1:7160
which indicate that this distribution can be considered an
adequate model for the given data set.

From the original data, one can generate, e.g., three
PT2C samples with a number of stages m = 30 and removed
items r j are assumed to be as follows:

Scheme I: r1 = r2 −⋯ = rm−1 = 0, rm = n −m:
Scheme II: r1 = r2 −⋯ = rm−1 = rm = n −m + 1/m:
Scheme III: r1 = n −m, r2 −⋯ = rm = 0:
Also, we consider the complete case as n =m = 128. Two

different values of the constant are proposed: 0.5 and 1.5. In
Table 5, the MLEs of the parameters have been calculated
and then plugged into different entropy methods in the
proposed schemes for PT2C samples as in the given real data
set.

5. Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we look at the estimation problem of certain
entropy measures for log-logistic distribution under the
PT2C scheme. Rényi entropy, Havrda and Charvat entropy,
Arimoto entropy, A-entropies, and Tsallis entropy are the
six entropy measures considered. The recommended
entropy measurement expressions are computed. The point
and two-sided approximate confidence intervals for the
recommended entropy measures are obtained using the
maximum likelihood procedure. To describe and compare
the behavior of estimator’s measures, a numerical evaluation
is done in terms of relative biases, associated mean squared
errors, average interval lengths, and coverage probabilities
under different censoring schemes as well as different sample
sizes. The suggested entropy estimates approach the real
values with decreasing censoring levels, as well as the accu-
racy of measurements increases with sample sizes. Finally,
an actual dataset was analyzed for demonstration purposes.
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Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a primary cause of death globally. A few classic and hybrid treatments exist to treat CVDs.
However, they lack in both safety and effectiveness. Thus, innovative nanomaterials for disease diagnosis and treatment are
urgently required. The tiny size of nanomaterials allows them to reach more areas of the heart and arteries, making them ideal
for CVDs. Atherosclerosis causes arterial stenosis and reduced blood flow. The most common treatment is medication and
surgery to stabilize the disease. Nanotechnologies are crucial in treating vascular disease. Nanomaterials may be able to deliver
medications to lesion sites after being infused into the circulation. Newer point-of-care devices have also been considered
together with nanomaterials. For example, this study will look at the use of nanomaterials in imaging, diagnosing, and treating
CVDs.

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading cause of
death worldwide. CVD was responsible for the deaths of

around 18.6 million persons globally in 2019 [1]. Heart dis-
ease and related disorders, such as atherosclerosis, arrhyth-
mia, coronary heart disease, peripheral arterial disease,
rheumatic heart disease, congenital heart disease, deep vein
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thrombosis, and pulmonary embolism, are all caused by
changes in the normal functioning of the heart and its asso-
ciated structures. The major explanation for these reported
ailments is a sedentary lifestyle of living with little or no
physical exercise, which has been identified as the leading
cause of the CVD in humans. Moreover, the lockdown and
work-from-home lifestyle have minimized physical move-
ment, adding more to the sedentary lifestyle. However, vari-
ous options are available for preventing and treating CVDs,
such as regular exercise and physical activity to reduce CVDs
[2]. Other factors aggregating the CVDs include smoking,
hypertension, and hyperlipidemia. However, exercising can
minimize CVD and help reduce the body mass index to nor-
mal [3, 4]. Traditional treatment options include operating
the affected part for thrombosis and placing the artificial
pacemaker for arrhythmia. However, they were adequate to
some extent of the population, but they are associated with
lower patient compliance, including discomfort for a lifetime.
Then, the role of nanotechnology comes into the limelight.
Owing to their small size, they can easily be penetrated inside
the tight junctions. Due to the small size, the surface area of
entities increased, thus providing more comprehensive
options for surface modification and binding. The knowledge
and utilization of innovative technology shall provide a safe
and effective platform for the controlled, targeted delivery
of actives that shall lower the incidences of lipid disorders
and other diseases [5]. Nanomaterials showed the way for-
ward to overcome the limits arising from using conventional
biomaterials [6, 7]. Moreover, new technologies can be
coupled with nanotechnology that will revolutionize the
treatment of CVDs. Many researchers had prepared nano-
materials mimicking the extracellular matrix and accelerat-
ing the healing mechanism [8–10]. The final value of
nanoparticulate imaging media is determined by their phar-
macokinetics and biodistribution. To provide therapeutically
effective tissue imaging, particles must accumulate in target
tissues quickly, with little nonspecific uptake. Importantly,
these pharmacokinetic requirements for image generation
vary by modality. Particles may cause false-positive detection
in ultrasensitive modes. Small changes in nanoparticle (NP)
size, shape, or surface chemistry may often enhance particle
pharmacokinetics, but at a cost. For example, polyethylene
glycol is often added to NP surfaces to enhance circulation
[11]. This speeds up molecule binding and therapeutic deliv-
ery but delays image collecting and bioelimination. Amplifi-
cation of background signals by larger particles with lower
renal clearance [12]. Making nanoparticulate imaging agents
safe and effective may be tricky. Longer circulation times and
slower tissue absorption rates may need longer decay half-
lives, resulting in higher radiation exposure [13–15]. After
imaging for 24 hours, diagnostic NPs must be totally
removed or biodegraded without producing harm or immu-
nogenicity. Renal filtration is the quickest and most direct
way to remove NPs, lowering the danger of biological inter-
actions. Fast renal filtration (4 hours) restricts targeting to
certain organs and NP design [16]. Larger nanoparticles are
retained in MPS organs until broken down into smaller com-
ponents and excreted in bile or urine. This method increases
exposure due to its slowness and inaccuracy. Larger NPs

(250 nm) were cleared quickly in rats, but not in large ani-
mals or humans [17]. Organic or iron nanoparticles that
can be appropriately eliminated or digested have been autho-
rized by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [18].
However, despite their increased extravasation rate, tiny mol-
ecules enter tissues more deeply and wash out more rapidly
than larger molecules. The endothelium of healthy, nonfene-
strated endothelium is often too small to allow considerable
extravasation of intermediate-sized NPs, such as those seen
in the sinusoidal capillaries of the liver and spleen, as well
as those found in tumors and areas of inflammation [19,
20]. For this reason, NPs are more prone to collect in the
perivascular gaps of permeable tissues because of their com-
paratively large size. The enhanced permeability and reten-
tion effect (EPR) describes the passive accumulation of NPs
in tissues with higher vascular permeability, and it has been
used in several medicinal and imaging applications [21, 22].
EPR may be beneficial for detecting pathological tissues,
but it is necessary to keep in mind that the effect often occurs
over longer time periods (hours) that may not be suitable for
clinical diagnostic imaging [20]. Because it generates nonspe-
cific background signals that may obscure or confuse desir-
able signals from molecular binding events, EPR-based NP
accumulation is unfavorable for molecular imaging applica-
tions because it inhibits particle removal [12].

Nanomaterials can help in achieving therapeutic func-
tions that are difficult to achieve with traditional biomate-
rials. Nanomaterials can act as a carrier and can travel
through the endothelium of blood vessels also, and they
can interfere with the internalization step involved in the
delivery of preloaded drugs [23–25]. Developed during the
last two decades, there are several distinct types of nanotech-
nologies for biomedicine with their own distinct features and
benefits. Liposomes, NPs, and the application of nanocoat-
ing techniques are all considered nanomaterials. The treat-
ment of disease with nanotechnology is currently being
concentrated on cancer, specifically on curing and diagnos-
ing cancer. However, it is beginning to move to other treat-
ment areas, specifically to managing CVDs. Current
therapies for CVDs are concentrated on restoring normal
blood flow through or around the damaged vasculature
and the avoidance of repeated cardiovascular shocks. Reduc-
tion in subsequent build up and thickness of atherosclerotic
plaques, as well as impacts on exterior elastic membranes
and fibrous and dense calcium volumes, is obtained by statin
treatment [26]. Dual antiplatelet therapy utilizing cyclooxy-
genase inhibitors such as aspirin and P2Y12 inhibitor such
as clopidogrel is first-line treatments for prevention of
CVDs, which seek to minimize clot formation and platelet
aggregation [27]. There is a necessity for improvement in
these therapies, particularly owing to the hazards involved
with taking antiplatelet medication having considerably
unfavorable side effect profiles, and poor patient compliance
[28]. In addition to this, some patients may not react well to
antiplatelet medication, which has a detrimental influence
on their long-term prognosis. Studies have revealed that
individuals who have experienced an acute myocardial
infarction but have a poor response to clopidogrel are at
greater risk of recurrent cardiovascular events during
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follow-up [29]. This underscores the demand for develop-
ments in technology and a potential for nanomedicine. This
review summarizes the key technologies that are being
explored in this field.

2. Why There Is Need for a Nanocardiovascular
Targeting Approach

Restoring normal blood flow and preventing repeated car-
diovascular shocks are the primary goals of current therapy
for CVDs. Statin treatment reduces the growth and thick-
ness of atherosclerotic plaques and the effects on external
elastic membranes and fibrous and dense calcium volumes
[26]. Aspirin and clopidogrel are first-line antiplatelet med-
ications to prevent cardiovascular disease, which attempt to
minimize clot formation and platelet aggregation [27]. It
has been reported that administration of clopidogrel and
aspirin to minor ischemic stroke patients had a lower risk
of major ischemic events in comparison to patients with
aspirin alone [30]. It has also been reported that ethidium
bromide gets bound to calf thymus DNA signal that indi-
cated clopidogrel bisulphate thus displacing ethidium bro-
mide from its binding site of DNA [31]. Moreover, aspirin,
being weaker acid, depresses the availability of clopidogrel
bisulphate in basic media [32]. Antiplatelet therapy has high
detrimental side effect profiles and low patient compliance,
which necessitates improvement in these therapies [33]. In
addition, some patients fail to react effectively to antiplatelet
medication, which severely impacts their long-term progno-
sis. Following an acute myocardial infarction, individuals
who show limited response to clopidogrel are at greater risk
of recurrent cardiovascular events. This finding is consistent
with previous research [29]. This demonstrates the need for
technological improvements and the potential for
nanomedicine.

3. Nanotechnology-Based Approaches

3.1. Liposomes. Liposomes are the uni or multilamellar lipoid
membrane carriers that can entrap both hydrophilic and
lipophilic drugs for the targeted delivery at distant organs.
The spherical shape of the vesicle closely resembles the
structure of the cell membrane. Liposomes are biocompati-
ble, biodegradable, and lower the toxicity arising after
entrapment [34].

In myocardial infarction, reperfusion is an essential step
in restoring the circulation to the ischemic myocardium. An
improper way may lead to reperfusion injury, decreased car-
diac functioning, and scar formation at last. It is a complex
phenomenon and comprises multiplayers such as inflamma-
tory cells and cardiac fibroblasts. Researchers identified
some specific peptides for infarct and border zone using
the in vivo phage display and optical imaging methods
[35]. The cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, myofibroblasts,
and ckit+ cells were present in border zones of remodeled
infarcts. Researchers prepared site-specific liposomes, i.e.,
cardiomyocyte-specific (I-1) liposomes, for the targeted
delivery of Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 inhibitor after
myocardial reperfusion. With the use of liposomes, the

AZ7379 (PARP-1 (poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1) inhibi-
tor) concentration increased in the border zone at 24 h post-
administration compared to control AZ7379, freely
administered. About a 3-fold increase in inhibitory thera-
peutic efficiency was observed due to entrapment of PARP-
1 inhibitor.

Berberine has also been reported to reduce the negative
impact on cardiac functions after myocardial infarction
[36]. Formulators developed liposomes using ethanol injec-
tion technique using dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, 1,2-
distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino
(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (DSPE-PEG2000), and choles-
terol as lipoids and dissolved them in HEPES [(4-(2-hydro-
xyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid)] buffered saline
and berberine. Macrophages infiltrate into the heart during
and after infarction and cause inflammation [37]. During
this event, the capillary permeability increases. It was
hypothesized that encapsulating the liposomes shall enrich
the berberine. Berberine in the heart tissue shall help to
extravagate by the locally enhanced permeability and thus
improve the local delivery and overall treatment. Practically,
after intravenous administration, the berberine liposomes
got accumulated at infarcted heart tissue after 3 days of myo-
cardial infarction. It was indicating the successful integration
of liposomes for delivery to the target site. Moreover, the
macrophages infiltrated into infarcted heart tissue, suggest-
ing the release of preloaded berberine at the target site by
liposomes and improving the anti-inflammatory response
[38–40].

MicroRNA-21 are short regulatory RNA acting as down-
regulators for gene expression by inhibiting mRNA transla-
tion and promoting mRNA degradation [41]. Many
researchers suggested using microRNA (miRNA) in cardiac
hypertrophy and other associated cardiac disorders [42, 43].
It has been observed that the expression of levels of mir-21
in cardiac cells gets upregulation with oxygen-glucose depri-
vation. Depletion of miR-21 causes the enhancement in
fibroblast activation and promotes the cardiomyocytes
against oxidative stress. Researchers prepared miR-21 lipo-
somes as a promising strategy for treating acute myocardial
infarction [44]. The process of liposomes was chosen owing
to poor stability and insufficient cellular uptake that acted as
a significant hurdle for miR-21. Formulators developed miR-
21 mimics into liposomes modified with the cardiac tropo-
nin T antibody to target the miR-21 to the myocardium.
The liposomes showed enhanced targeting efficiency to hyp-
oxia primary cardiomyocytes. The liposomes were adminis-
tered via the tail vein and got accumulated inside the
ischemic heart. The liposomes improved cardiac functions
and a decrease in infarct size after acute myocardial infarc-
tion and maintained cardiac cells’ viability. Darraji et al. pre-
pared azithromycin’s liposomal preparation to reduce its
cytotoxicity and enhance its immunotherapeutic effi-
cacy [45].

The liposomes were prepared by using the DSPC (dis-
tearoylphosphatidylcholine), DSPG (distearoylphosphati-
dylglycerol), and cholesterol via the thin-film hydration
method. The liposomal formulation showed a reduction in
cytotoxicity and mortality rate by 50% in mice. Also, the
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liposomes decreased the cardiac inflammatory neutrophils
and infiltration of inflammatory monocytes while angiogen-
esis got enhanced. Wei et al. administered Lipo-
prostaglandin E1 (Lipo-PGE1) before primary percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI), and improvement in myocar-
dial microcirculation in reperfusion injury was observed
[46]. During acute myocardial infarction, damage to the
microvascular is observed, limiting the completeness of tis-
sue perfusion [47]. The intravenous administration of
Lipo-PGE1 causes a decrease in cTFC (corrected thromboly-
sis in myocardial infarction frame count) and increased
myocardial blush grade. After 6 months of follow-up, it
was found that the patients with Lipo-PGE1 have fewer
major adverse cardiac events. Atherosclerosis is a disease
characterized by the deposition of plaque inside the blood
vessels. The extravasation of liposomes to plaque can be car-
ried out using the injured endothelium’s enhanced perme-
ability and retention effect in atherosclerosis. The damaged
vessels have been found to overexpress some molecules that
can target the liposomes and thus permit liposomes’ entry.
The molecules such as vascular cell adhesion molecule 1
(VCAM1), intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), P-
selectin, E-selectin, and alpha V beta three integrins are gen-
erally found at luminal endothelium or newly formed endo-
thelium. Even the noncellular components of plaques could
also act as the target for liposomal entry [48].

The clinical trial was conducted with liposomes encapsu-
lating the prednisolone for use in atherosclerosis [49]. The
liposomes were found to increase the plasma half-life to 63
hours. The macrophages isolated from iliofemoral plaques
showed appearance in 75% of macrophages isolated. How-
ever, the liposomes were not able to reduce the arterial wall
permeability in infected patients. Later, it was confirmed
that liposomal prednisolone showed accumulation in low-
density lipoprotein receptor knockout mice. The liposome
enhanced the recruitment of monocytes at plaque posi-
tion [50].

The choice of therapeutic drug for treatment has been
under discussion for many years as angiogenesis also consti-
tutes a potential target for the treatment of atherosclerosis
[51]. Fumagillin has been shown to possess antiangiogenic
effects in tumor therapies [52]. Also, the water-soluble ana-
log of Fumagillin, TNP-470, has been shown to lower plaque
growth in the case of atherosclerosis [53]. Pont et al. pre-
pared liposomes of the antiangiogenic drug Fumagillin
derived from Aspergillus fumigatus [54]. Fumagillin is a
selective inhibitor of endothelium cell proliferation and
migration. The liposomes consisted of 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), 1, 2-dipalmi-
toyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-7-nitro-2-1, 3-
benzoxadiazol-4-yl (DPPE-NBD),1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-gly-
cero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-biotinyl (DPPE-Biotin),
and Tween 80, and the drug was incorporated using the
thin-film hydration method. The liposomes were labile,
and biotin-phospholipid was attached as conjugation
between biotinylated antibodies via Avidin Bridge. An
antibody-targeted macrophage scavenger receptor B (CD-
36) was attached to the liposome, causing an enhancement
in signals from MRI and fluorescence. Also, the CD-36 is

being a glycoprotein and is present in membranes of macro-
phages. Therefore, the anti-CD36 targets the macrophages
scavenger receptor B facilitating the in vivo imagining in
atherosclerosis plaques. The liposomes showed a reduction
in plaque development by 23.7%. The liposome administra-
tion decreased the fatty streaks that started to appear normal
at 8-20 weeks of administration in mice fed with an athero-
genic diet. Fluorescence imaging and histochemical analysis
reported the accumulation of liposomes. To exploit the role
of macrophages, another group prepared liposomes con-
sisted of decoration of phosphatidylserine and DSPE-
PEG2000 onto the surface of liposome encapsulating pioglit-
azone [55]. Pioglitazone is a peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor γ agonist for atherosclerosis macrophages.
The surface decorated liposomes showed more penetration
efficiency towards activated vascular endothelial monolayers
and suppressed the inflammatory cytokines in vitro.

Thrombosis is one of the significant contributors to
CVDs. Many antithrombosis drugs have been effective but
showed lower limited efficacy due to lower shorter half-life
in plasma and associated side effects. The liposomes func-
tionalized with cyclic RGD encapsulating urokinase were
found to be effective in thrombosis [56].

The liposomes could bind to activated platelets, and the
in vitro pattern showed a release plateau in 5 h with 60%
release for urokinase. As a result, the dose of urokinase
decreased by 75%, as evidenced by the mouse mesenteric
thrombosis model. Interleukin-10 (IL10) acts to alleviate
the inflammation arising from atherosclerosis plaque, using
cRGD conjugated liposomes and IL10 [57]. The liposomes
with the size of 180nm and PDI 0.14 were prepared. The
liposome administration in vitro showed sustained release
of IL10 and reduced the ROS and NO. The IL-1β and
TNF-α were downregulated with administration in RAW
264.7 cells apart from drug delivery applications; liposomes
have also been utilized in imaging applications. Liposomal
nanoparticles were utilized in positron emission tomography
(PET) [58]. The liposomal NPs were decorated with
Zirconium-89. After 15 days of administration, the positron
emission tomography/computed tomography and PET/MRI
showed their biodistribution and vessel wall targeting in the
rabbit atherosclerosis model. The liposomes showed biodis-
tribution patterns like long-circulating NPs and accumu-
lated in atherosclerosis lesions confirmed by imaging
techniques. Many other researches have been tabulated in
Table 1.

The main advantage of using liposomes for cardiac
applications includes encapsulating and targeting high pay-
load on lipoidal vesicles. However, liposome components’
interaction with the immune system has contributed to the
difficulties encountered during their translation into thera-
peutic application. Antibodies may be produced against
their different components and/or the enclosed payload
when they are subjected to synthetic changes in order to
improve their usability as drug delivery vehicles. According
to Dams et al. [65], repeated injection of PEGylated lipo-
somes has been related with a loss of their long circulating
characteristics and a subsequent clearance from the circula-
tion. The “accelerated blood clearance” (ABC) phenomenon
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is the term used to describe these phenomena. When it
comes to the therapeutic use of PEGylated formulations that
need numerous dosage regimens, the ABC phenomenon is a
significant source of worry. Also, these systems have inabil-
ity to maintain long-term stability, which results in the
release of drugs at an inopportune time. In addition, greater
excipient-to-drug ratios are often needed, making them cost-
lier and less effective than some of the polymer-based sys-
tems available on the market today.

3.2. Nanoparticles (NPs). NPs are characterized by smaller
sizes and can be surface functionalized with new side chains.
Their smaller size presents a large surface area for interac-
tion and binding. The NPs can permeate easily through the
tight junctions, as they can be prepared both as hydrophilic

and hydrophobic. NPs can be conjugated with d- and f-
block elements and targeted from macrophage scavenger
receptors, thus improving the cardiac magnetic resonance
that can help diagnose atherosclerosis [66].

Natural agents such as curcumin can also be entrapped
inside the NPs and targeted to treat Ehrlich ascites carci-
noma cardiac toxicity. The treatment with NPs resulted in
a reduction in volume and tumor cells with a marked
increase in apoptotic cell numbers in ascites fluid. The treat-
ment also decreased the cardiac markers [67].

Cerium oxide, also known as Ceria, has also been
reported to show cardioprotective effects. Pagliari et al.
reported the use of Ceria NPs (nanoceria) in controlling
the ROS-induced cell damage on the cardiac progenitor cells
(CPCs). CPCs are an autologous source of cells and needed

Table 1: Literature view of liposomal preparation for cardiovascular diseases.

Name of
drug/active

Constituents of liposomes
Animal model/

cell lines
Particle
size

Outcome of study References

Ameliorated
sirolimus

Dioleoyltrimethylammonium
propane (DOTAP),

dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol
(DMPG),

distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine
polyethylene glycol 2000 (DSPE-

PEG)

Balloon injured
rats

100 nm

As with decrease in size of liposomal
vesicles and change in ionic strength
resulted in variation in antirestenosis

efficacy of liposomes

[59]

Human
vascular
endothelial
growth
factor-165

Cholesterol (Chol) + DOTAP
liposome (CD liposome)

Rat heart 50-150 nm

It was observed that the liposomes
caused a reduction in apoptosis and

improvement in angiogenesis. Also, the
study showed gene transfection

efficiency using cyclodextrin liposomes
medicated hVEGF165 gene transfer

[60]

α-Tocopherol
Egg lecithin, cholesterol, sodium

deoxycholate
Sprague Dawley

rats
231:1 ± 6:1

nm

The hydrogels showed a highly porous
structure interconnected throughout
and liposomes distributed uniformly.
The liposomes showed delayed-release

and excellent biocompatibility in
cardiomyocytes. The formulation was
able to resist oxidative stress and

improve the survival of cardiomyocytes

[61]

Indium
Phosphatidylserine and PEG2000;

PEG5000
ddY mice 200 nm

The PEGlyated liposomes showed slow
uptake in comparison to non-PEGylated

liposomes. Also, the in vivo results
showed slower blood clearance in

PEGylated liposomes

[62]

Atorvastatin
calcium and
curcumin

Mal-PEG2000-DSPE and cholesterol
ApoE knockout
(ApoE−/−) mice

190 nm

Targeted liposomes transported
atorvastatin calcium and curcumin to
defective endothelial cells, leading in
synergistic reduction of adhesion

molecules (E-selectin and ICAM-1) and
plasma lipid levels

[63]

Fluocinolone
acetonide

DMPC (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine), DPPC, and

DSPC

Apolipoprotein
E-knockout
(ApoE−/−)

mouse model

100 nm

In vivo studies carried out with an
apolipoprotein E-knockout (ApoE−/−)
mouse model of atherosclerosis show

accumulation of liposomes in
atherosclerotic plaques, colocalization

with plaque macrophages, and
antiatherogenic effect over 3 weeks of

treatment

[64]
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microenvironmental conditions for preparing them in
in vitro conditions. Findings showed that CPCs resident in
the heart were quickly exposed to uptake the nanoceria, as
they were present in the cytosol. Even after 7 days, no evi-
dence of encapsulation and particle translocation was seen
and prevented the progenitor cells from hydrogen
peroxide-induced injury and nanoceria acting as an antioxi-
dant [68].

Similarly, mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles pre-
pared showed detection ability for hydrogen peroxide, the
selective drug released and controlled treatment toward
heart failure. The peroxide sensing probes were functional-
ized on the surface for detection and captopril as the drug
was loaded inside the NP. The hydrogen peroxide present
in tissue could react with the probe causing dissociation of
cyclodextrin present on the surface, causing drug release at
the site. This occurs as a turn-on and turn-off mecha-
nism [69].

Researchers prepared inhalable peptide-based calcium
phosphate NPs for the treatment of CVDs [70]. The particles
of <50 nm size, with excellent biocompatibility and biode-
gradability option, allow rapid translocation of NPs from
pulmonary system to the bloodstream and heart, where pep-
tides are released. The rodent model and porcine with dia-
betic cardiomyopathy showed improvement in myocardial
contraction, resulting in everyday functioning. However, this
approach was based on the pathophysiological conditions of
the lungs. Thus, this may affect the persistence of nanoparti-

cles targeted to the myocardium. It has already been
reported that macrophages’ role in inflammation-related
mutations in patients with myocardial infarction [71]. Dur-
ing ischemia, inflammatory macrophages get accumulated
in the arterial wall and heart muscles, causing tissue destruc-
tion and death. Therefore, there is a need to evaluate the
positioning of macrophages to prevent further destruction.
Keliher et al. described the use of 18F-Macroflor (modified
poly glucose nanoparticles with high avidity for macro-
phages). Owing to its smaller size, the NP can be excreted
renally. Macroflor is enriched in cardiac, and plaque macro-
phages can direct the PET signals as evidenced in mouse and
rabbit atherosclerotic plaques. Positron emission tomogra-
phy (PET) imaging helps detect the macrophage population,
while MRI reports the extent of inflammation [72].

Similarly, Nguyen et al. reported enzyme-responsive
NPs for the increased retention and accumulation in the
myocardial infarcted heart via IV injection. The NPs were
designed to respond to enzymatic stimuli (matrix metallo-
proteinases), causing the morphological changes in the dis-
crete NPs into network-like scaffolds (Figure 1). The IV
administration causes enzyme-responsive NPs to circulate
in the bloodstream and reaches the infarcted point in vas-
culature. At the injured site, NPs were found to remain for
about 28 days’ postadministration. Reducing the degree of
polymerization of hydrophilic block and degree of conju-
gation of hydrophilic peptides increased the responsiveness
of NPs [73].
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Figure 1: (a) Representation of enzyme responsive nanoparticles for use in myocardial infarction. (b) Representation of nanoparticles freely
in the bloodstream and later getting settled at the infarcted vessel. (c) In vitro: responsive and nonresponsive nanoparticles. (d) Responsive
and nonresponsive behavior of nanoparticles on activation. (e) Images of nanoparticle solution after activation. (f) DLS pattern of
nanoparticles after and before activation. Reproduced with permission from reference [73].
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Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) chemically is
a proangiogenic cytokine that promotes neovascularization
in patients’ hearts with ischemic heart. However, VEGF
has a shorter half-life and rapid renal clearance rate. Oduk
et al. [74] prepared VEGF-based nanoparticles (average size
113nm diameter) for repairing the heart after myocardial
infarction. The VEGF was encapsulated in the PLGA NPs,
and increased the exposure time for VEGF (31 days expo-
sure time), improved cardiac functions (after exposure of 4
weeks), protected the heart against the left ventricular
remodeling were its pharmacological actions.

Simdax (levosimendan) is the most common and effec-
tive inotropic agent reported for improvement in myocardial
contractility in heart failure patients [75]. Spivak et al. con-
jugated gold nanoparticles with the Simdax to evaluate the
targeted delivery of the drug and the effect of sonoporation
on nanoparticles [76]. The nanoparticles conjugated with
the Simdax were administered to Wistar rats (chosen as a
model for heart failure with doxorubicin-induced failure).
However, the administration does not induce any changes
in the liver, and no ascites were observed. However, the con-
jugated formulation showed higher hydrothorax reduction,
but no significant difference was observed in recovery. Sono-
poration enhanced the transfer of gold nanoparticles into the
cell, and significant localization was observed in the mito-

chondria region. The work done by other researchers has
been tabulated in Table 2.

A platform for inflammatory macrophage theranostics
was developed by Qin et al. using gold nanorods (Au-NRs)
[82]. Micro-CT (computed tomography) imaging of macro-
phages showed that the signal intensity increased with
increasing concentration. Au-NRs intravenously injected
into Apo E mutant mice elicited a little increase in CT inten-
sity in the inflamed femoral artery. Laser therapy also
increased the temperature of the irritated femoral artery by
up to 50.5°C (808nm). In the femoral artery restonosis,
CD68-stained histology data demonstrated that macro-
phages had been damaged. As a novel theranostic platform
treating atherosclerosis, this nanosystem seems to be non-
toxic and promising. Detection of atherosclerosis might be
improved by using computed tomography agents, such as
gold. CNR (contrast-to-noise ratio) of Au-NPs is greater
than the commercially available iodinated agent Visipa-
queTM [83]. However, CT imaging equipment itself entails
radiation exposure, and numerous scans in a short period
of time are unlikely to be therapeutically feasible.
Radiation-related harm may be reduced in the future by
using more sensitive CT agents. Phosphatidylserine and oxi-
dized cholesterol ester derivative cholesterol-9-
carboxynonanoate nanoparticles were synthesized by

Table 2: Literature overview of nanoparticle-based study done by other researchers, where n.m. is not mentioned.

Active
ingredient

Disease
targeted

Type of nanoparticle
Particle
size

Outcome of study References

Atrial
natriuretic
peptide (ANP)

Ischemic heart
disease

Biodegradable porous silicon (PSi)
nanoparticle

168-
230 nm

ANP-PSi nanoparticles loaded with a
unique cardioprotective small molecule
attenuate hypertrophic signaling in the

endocardium, signifying their
cardioprotective potential

[77]

Vascular
endothelial
growth factor

Ischemic heart
disease

Pluronic F-127 (poly(ethylene oxide)-
poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene
oxide) triblock copolymer-based

nanoparticles

n.m.

The VEGF-loaded nanoparticles and
their gel formulation improved heart
functions such as improved ejection

fraction and cardiac output

[78]

Exosomes
Ischemic heart

disease
Fe3O4 core and a silica shell 200 nm

The introduction of a magnetic field
resulted in the accumulation and

cleavage of hydrazone bonds between
acidic pH of injured cardiac tissue,

causing exosomes to release, leading to
a reduction in infarct size and
improved ejection fraction and

angiogenesis

[79]

Atorvastatin
and
rapamycin

Valvular heart
disease

PLGA nanoparticles
99-

103 nm

The modified valves showed a
reduction in levels of TNF-α levels and

increased IL-10. Further results
showed resistance of valves to the

calcification after implantation due to
the release of drugs

[80]

Atrial
natriuretic
peptide (ANP)
and linTT1

Atherosclerotic
plaques

Acetylated dextran
100-

200 nm

The results demonstrated that the
nanosystem has the potential to exploit

the “hitchhike” effect on M2-like
macrophages and thereby improving
the ability of the ANP peptide to target

infarcted hear in a dual-targeting
strategy

[81]
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Bagalkot et al. to target macrophages of the M1 inflamma-
tory phenotype [84].

This nanosystem also includes gadolinium (Gd) and
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) for MRI detection and
optical screening. Noninvasive MR imaging of atherosclero-
tic plaques in ApoE-/- mice was made possible by combining
nanoparticles Gd-FITC-LiLa. Inflammatory adipose tissue
macrophages might potentially be used as a medicine carrier
for them. In order to give a therapeutic anti-inflammatory
effect, this nanocarrier was loaded with rosiglitazone (Rosi).
Atherosclerosis imaging and treatment might benefit from
LiLa NPs, according to the study’s findings. A polyacrylic
acid-coated magnetic nanoparticle conjugated with rtPA
was developed by Ma et al. for use in thrombolysis and
thrombosis diagnosis (PAA-MNP-rtPA). While free rtPA
demonstrated no appreciable thrombolysis in rat right iliac
arteries after 25 minutes of PAA-MNP-rtPA treatment, the
0.2mg/kg dose of PAA-MNP-rtPA could efficiently dissolve
the thrombus [85]. There was no MRI in this trial. MRI con-
trast agents PAA-MNP-rtPA might be tested in follow-up
investigations because of the nanosystem’s iron core. When
Yang and colleagues synthesized core-shell NPs with
Fe3O4 magnetic NPs for thrombolysis, they created a com-
parable NP [86]. For the breaking of blood clots, the NPs
had 276 g of active rtPA per milligram. Magnetic guiding
lowered clot disintegration time from 39:2 ± 3:2 to 10:8 ±
4:2 minutes. In rats, this nanosystem’s biodistribution was
studied using SPECT/computed tomography techniques
(CT). The Fe3O4-PLGA-rtPA/CS-cRGD NP (Fe3O4-PLGA-
rtPA/CS-cRGD) was synthesized by Zhou et al. in another
study, which included the development of the Fe3O4-
PLGA-rtPA nanoparticle with a core of rtPA and an outer
shell of Fe3O4 and poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) [87].
Fe3O4-PLGA-rtPA/CS-cRGD NPs dissolved clots three
times faster than free rtPA did after 60 minutes of adminis-
tration. Researchers found that CS-cRGD coating did not
alter the MRI signal, and the NPs displayed a significant
T2 signal in the rats’ abdomens with thrombus. The precise
targeting function of Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptides was crit-
ical to the success of therapy and imaging. RGD might bind
to active platelets at thrombus sites as a receptor antagonist
of platelet membrane glycoprotein GP IIb/IIIa [88].

Using tagged mitochondria, Cowan et al. devised a
method of cardioprotection [89]. Iron oxide NPs were used
to identify mitochondria such that they could be detected
by PET, fluorescence imaging, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), and micro-CT. As predicted, fluorescence pictures
of iron oxide NPs and Fluorine-18-rhodamine 6G are
attached to mitochondrial amine groups through transmis-
sion electron microscopy. In order to lessen the extent of
the infarct, mitochondrial transplantation was employed in
the ischemic regions to enhance ATP content in the tissues.
The infarct size of the rabbit ischemic hearts was signifi-
cantly reduced following treatment with these tagged mito-
chondria. T2-weighted images of the ischemic left ventricle
showed a strong signal from 18F-R6G-labeled mitochondria.
Signals from the MRI and PET scanners were absent from
the typical right ventricle. Infarct size could be reduced,
and cell loss could be minimized using this method [90,

91]. This strategy might be used to safeguard the heart.
Mitochondria-transplanted hearts exhibited a substantial
decrease in infarct size compared to the control group of
normal hearts. Iron oxide NPs are the most extensively uti-
lized image contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), which is used to diagnose a variety of CVDs. For
MRI and CT, perfluorocarbon and gadolinium NPs, as well
as gold nanoparticles, have been developed for the detection
of vascular damage and atherosclerosis. Atherosclerosis may
also be seen with photoacoustic imaging agents such as cop-
per sulphide, which provide a strong photoacoustic signal.
Fluorescent dye and polymer are used in another theranostic
device to monitor and evaluate treatment effects in the
ex vivo environment. Because the human body has a far
greater level of fluorescence than cells or mice, fluorescent
drugs are unlikely to be used in clinical studies. Polymeric
NPs can change and resorb in the body, making them prom-
inent in cardiovascular nanomedicine. Oral, cutaneous,
mucosal, or transdermal delivery of these NPs is possi-
ble [92].

PEG, PGA, and PLA are the most often utilized biode-
gradable polymeric nanocarriers (PLA). They are biodegrad-
able because they are readily excreted as CO2. PLGA has
been widely explored as a CVD medication carrier [93].
Both SB431542 and CHIR99021 (model drugs) were given
as dextrancoated nanoparticles to convert fibroblasts into
cardiomyocytes. To administer the medicines, AcDX (aceta-
lated dextran) nanoparticles functionalized with spermine
were used. It is always attractive to reprogramme myofibro-
blasts and fibroblasts into healthy myocytes to replace lost
cardiac cells [94]. The polymeric NPs containing quercetin
increased water solubility and stability. This halted athero-
sclerosis and to boost medication effectiveness and minimize
ROS generation; this antioxidant was encapsulated on PLGA
nanoparticles [95]. Polymeric nanocarriers deliver antipro-
liferative drugs to injured vasculature [96].

ROS plainly damage heart cells and induce thrombosis
(e.g., hydrogen peroxide). They have delayed medication
release and fast blood circulation. As a consequence,
thrombo-occluded vein clots disintegrate faster. These NPs
include antioxidant (glutathione) and anticoagulant (hepa-
rin) properties. Controlled and targeted medication admin-
istration proved efficient in treating vascular disorders in
two hours [97].

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals
with a 10 nm average diameter. They have varying lumines-
cence qualities depending on their size, as well as different
energy levels. There have been recent efforts to create heavy
metal-free QDs that are less toxic since QDs have clinical
safety restrictions due to the usage of heavy metals that
may produce toxicity or other adverse effects [98]. Immuno-
sensors for detecting cardiac myoglobin (cMyo), a signifi-
cant biomarker for the diagnosis of MI, have been
developed by Tuteja and colleagues. An immobilized tem-
plate of GQDs was created by hydrothermally synthesizing
and implanting them on screen-printed electrodes (SPEs).
Finally, SPEs were treated with anti-cMyo antibodies to
detect cMyo more precisely. Compared to the usual
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) tests,
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modified SPEs showed a broad range of 0.01–100ng mL–1

and a detection limit of 0.01 ng mL–1 (i.e., more than 400-
fold in comparison) [99].

Silica NPs were recently employed to transport adeno-
sine, a prototype cardioprotective drug, into I/R heart tissue
[100]. Silica NPs can generate ROS, which can cause cyto-
kine release and apoptosis [101]. IT injection of silica NPs
raises hs-CRP levels in rats in a size-dependent way, as well
as TNF-a, IL-6, and IL-1 levels. These particles promote
inflammation in the cardiovascular system. After being
exposed to silica nanoparticles, the levels of ET-1, D-dimer,
LDH, and CK-MB rose. Following exposure to these parti-
cles, there was an increase in vascular permeability [102].
Another investigation found a small alteration in cell viabil-
ity and genetic content [103, 104]. When BALB/c mice were
given 10mg/kg polyacrylic acid coated-Fe2O3 NPs, their
heart rate was reduced acutely [104]. Sun et al. investigated
the effect of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 NPs (0.001–100 g/mL) on
endothelial cells of the heart microvascular. Their findings
demonstrated that these particles had no significant effect
on plasma membrane permeability or inflammatory
markers [102].

Superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs were found in the
heart, lung, kidney, liver, and spleen after subcutaneous
administration [105]. Iron oxide NPs cause oxidative dam-
age due to ROS production. As a result, cytoskeletal disrup-
tion, decreased proliferation, and cell death ensued [106].
On the contrary, using confocal microscopy, it was also
observed that negatively charged superparamagnetic iron
oxide NPs had no significant effect on the actin cytoskeleton
of heart cells while dramatically disrupting the actin cyto-
skeleton of kidney cells.

3.3. Nanofibers. Nanofibers can be defined as fibers with a
small diameter of range 1-1000 nm. The nanofibers can be
employed for cardiac tissue engineering and regeneration
purpose. Many researchers have combined nanofibers with
drug elution or embedded cells for regenerative engineering
and treatment of dilated cardiomyopathy. The human
inducible pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes
(hiPSC-CMs) were cultured on the cardiac patch using
PLGA-based nanofiber scaffolds [107]. The patch showed
>90% parallel alignment with ECM of the animal model
myocardium and showed more calcium cycling. The high
calcium cycling enables the cells to get contracted at a higher
frequency. The presence of actinin and connexin-43 con-
firmed the maturity and terminal differentiation of cardio-
myocytes. Another study also confirmed the use of PLGA
in seeding embryonic stem cell-derived ventricular cardio-
myocytes for regular electrical stimulation and was resistant
to arrhythmogenesis [108].

Wu et al. prepared a 3D cellular anisotropic cardiac
structure for tissue regeneration. The nanofiber yarn is made
of polycaprolactone, silk fibroin, and carbon nanotubes. The
yarn enhanced the cardiomyocyte’s maturation. The three-
dimensional hydrogel provided an environment for endo-
thelialization and shown their potential to be used in 3D car-
diac anisotropy [109].

Ischemia causes gradual loss to ECM, after MI causing
the heart failure later. To combat this, Lakshamanan et al.
prepared a nanofibrous scaffold using poly (l-lactide-co-
caprolactone) (PLCL) and poly (2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
(PEOz) via electrospinning technique with a diameter of size
500 nm [110]. Due to the presence of both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic polymers, both types of drugs/growth factors
can be entrapped inside the scaffold. The scaffold fiber was
loaded with VEGF and bFGF as the matrix, and their bioac-
tivity towards the human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVECs) was evaluated. The scaffolds showed the release
of growth factors from the matrix activating the signal mol-
ecules for HUVECs. In vivo results showed the initiation of
angiogenesis and mimicked the ECM. Microscopic results
confirmed the structural changes in cell morphology, such
as the formation of lamellipodia and filopodia. Similarly,
for heart failure, cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs), which
can differentiate themselves into various other cell types
such as cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, and smooth cells,
were immobilized on the 3D culture conjugated with nano-
fiber scaffolds. Scaffold showed environment mimicking the
ECM and improved the differentiation of iPSC-CPCs form-
ing the cardiomyocytes and increased number of cardiac tro-
ponin R positive cells [111].

Congenital heart disease is by birth type of defect causing
failure in the right ventricular of the heart. Researchers
reported the preparation of cardiac patches containing child
c-Kit+ progenitor cells in polycaprolactone nanofibers [112].
The presence of gelatin caused the increase in the metabo-
lism of neonatal and child CPC. The extract collected from
the patch showed a reduction of fibrotic gene expression in
rat cardiac fibroblasts. Also, the extract showed a positive
effect of tube formation of HUVECs, showing the angiogen-
esis nature of the patch. Similarly, Kang et al. reported
immobilization of umbilical cord blood-derived mesenchy-
mal stem cells seeding fibronectin on the polycaprolactone
nanofibers and coating with poly (glycidyl methacrylate)
[113]. The nanofibers stabilized cardiac function and inhib-
ited left ventricle modeling in an animal model with MI. The
scaffold promoted cell elongation and adhesion efficiency
while angiogenesis and mesenchymal differentiation activi-
ties were also reported. The electrocardiogram (ECG)
showed an increase in LV ejection fraction in the animal
group treated. Also, the reduction in the size of MI and
fibrosis was reported with an increase in scar thickness.
PCL-based nanoscaffolds with thymosin β4 coating func-
tionalized with murine-derived cardiomyocytes to improve
cardiac functions were also reported [114].

Silk is one of the older biopolymers and has been exten-
sively used in various medical applications. Researchers
exploited silk fibroin to prepare a PVA/silk fibroin-based
nanofibrous heart patch using an electrospinning technique
with the size of 228nm [115]. The fiber was cross-linked
via glutaraldehyde and prevented its degradation. Due to
the presence of silk fibroin, the mechanical properties got
enhanced with a minimal rate of degradation. The patch
acted as excellent homing material for human cardiac fibro-
blast cells showing good cellular proliferation. Another
group of researchers reported the trilayered patch consisting
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of silk fibroin and PVA forming the middle layer as hydro-
philic while the top and bottom layers were made from
PCL and polylactic acid (PLA) using layer-by-layer technol-
ogy. The patch showed biocompatibility against the human
endothelial cells. SEM results confirmed the property of
endothelial cells to get dispersed and get themselves adhere
to the surface of patch forming endothelial cell layer [116].

Rufaihah et al. reported a nanofiber scaffold made of gly-
cosaminoglycan mimetic peptide, capable of inducing angio-
genesis after MI without any stem cells. Injecting
nanofibrous gels increased VEGF-A expression and deploy-
ment of vascular cells for better cardiac performance [117].
Survival of cardiac performance could be accounted for by
the overexpression of Ang-1 that activates the prosurvival
pathway via interaction with integrin receptors of muscle cells
and promotes survival [118]. Also, the presence of Ang-1 pre-
vented the loss of cardiac myocytes. Overexpression of VEGF
might be a reason for the activation and migration of the car-
diac stem cell population for repairing MI [119].

Shojaie et al. prepared an on-demand drug release-based
patch of gelatin and oligoaniline/PVA via electrospinning
technique [120]. Owing to the hydrophobic nature of aniline
oligomer, the increasing concentration decreased the diame-
ter from 300 to 150 nm. Also, the increase in aniline oligo-
mer increased conductivity, controlled thermal properties,
and sustained drug released with a low degradation rate.
The lower diameter of fibers exposed a high surface area to
surroundings, and degradation is enhanced. However, due
to the presence of oligoaniline, the penetration of media is
restricted and repels the aqueous media, thus lowering the
degradation rate. Work done by other researchers has been
cited in Table 3.

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/chitosan nanofibers electro-
spun using MWCNT-incorporated polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) were made by Liao et al. Microwave carbon nano-
tubes (MWCNTs) were introduced into PVA and chitosan
fiber blends (160 nm diameter) [126]. MWCNTs (7-15 nm
in diameter) were attached to hydrophobic polycaprolactone
(PCL) sheets and nanofiber meshes by Wickham and col-
leagues using thiophene. Mechanical strength might be
increased without altering mesh shape in this group.
Increased cardiac progenitor cell (CPC) proliferation was
also seen when thiophene-conjugated CNTs were added to
PCL polymers [127].

The alignment, mechanical toughness, and electrical
conductivity of fibers were significantly improved when
CNTs were incorporated into other materials, including gel-
atin nanofibers and poly (glycerol sebacate) (PGS). The car-
diomyocytes were able to beat strongly and synchronized
because to the improved substance. An increase in Cx43
expression and a decrease in the excitation threshold were
achieved by adding CNTs. Aside from that, CNTs enhance
the scaffold’s ability to imitate the left ventricle’s anisotropic
structure [128]. PLGA and CNF composites were studied by
Stout et al. for cardiomyocyte function. They found that
CNFs improved the conductivity and cytocompatibility of
PLGA, which in turn boosted the adhesion and proliferation
of cardiomyocytes. CNFs also boosted the density of cardio-
myocytes (up to 25 : 75 wt percent PLGA:CNFs). The addi-
tion of CNFs of any diameter improved the electrical
conductivity of PLGA/CNF composites [129]. A new inject-
able scaffold for cardiac tissue engineering was developed by
Meng et al. [130] by combining CNFs, self-assembling
rosette nanotubes (RNTs), and poly (2-hydroxyethyl

Table 3: Nanofiber-based approaches for cardiovascular disease treatment.

Name of polymers used Cells/drug entrapped
Diameter
of fiber

Outcome of study References

Molybdenum disulfide,
reduced graphene oxide,
and silk fibroin

TBX18-hiPSCs 450 nm
Scaffolds were able to induce cardiac differentiation and

controlled self-renewal potency
[121]

Silk-fibroin,
superparamagnetic iron
oxide nanoparticles

Mouse embryonic cardiac
cells

250 nm

The presence of silk fibroin supported cardiac
differentiation; upregulation of cardiac genes such as
GATA-4, cardiac troponin T, Nkx 2.5, and alpha-

myosin heavy chain

[122]

Polyethylene
terephthalate/graphene
oxide

Human umbilical vein
endothelial cells

147 ± 38
and 253 ±
67 nm

Improvement in cardiac electroconductivity, the
substrate could support HUVECs; improved cardiac cell

attachment and proliferation
[123]

Poly(l-lactic acid) and
polyurethane

Rat cardiomyoblasts
(H9C2 line), human and

rat cardiomyocytes

178 ± 32
nm to 367
± 66 nm

Prepared nanofibrous mats using solution blow spinning
method; mats showed proliferation activity for reported

cells
[123]

Peptide amphiphile Fractalkine n.m.
Targeted the fractalkine in carotid artery balloon injured
model and showed 4.2-fold enhancement in fluorescence

and increased dose-dependent manner
[124]

Poly(L-lactide-
cocaprolactone)

Fibroblast-derived ECM
500 to
900 nm

Improvement in cell viability, molecular diffusion, and
cell maturation

[124]

Polyvinyl alcohol,
methylacrylate grafted
lignin

Betulinic acid ~1μm
Formulation proved to be noncytotoxic on normal
endothelial cells, inhibited cytokine levels, increased
vasodilators, and prevented myocardial cells from

degeneration

[125]
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methacrylate) (pHEMA) hydrogel. The density of cardio-
myocytes in the pHEMA hydrogel rose when more CNFs
and RNTs were introduced into the matrix. CNFs enhanced
conductivity and surface roughness but decreased tensile
modulus and contact angle when added to composites. Pat-
terns of aligned CNFs (100 nm in diameter) were produced
on the surface of PLGA by Asiri et al. to replicate the anisot-
ropy of the myocardium (50 : 50 PGA:PLA weight ratio).
According to the findings, CNF alignment enhanced the
scaffold’s cardiomyocyte density. Comparing a vertical
(0.1 S/m) and horizontal (0.0025 S/m) conductivity of the
PLGA scaffold with that of genuine heart tissue revealed that
aligning the CNFs improved both the vertical and horizontal
(0.0025 S/m) conductivities.

To imitate the ECM, various synthetic biomaterials were
designed with a nanoscale level of detail. Cardiac tissue may
be formed by using the 3D growth and differentiation of car-
diomyocytes in the NF poly (L-lactic acid) matrix [131].
Structures with varied PCL/PGA proportions in the PCL
and poly glycolic acid NF scaffolds maintained live cells that
expressed the major cell marker proteins of cardiomyocytes,
smooth muscle cells, and endothelial cells (ECs) inside the
subcutaneous tissue of mice [132]. It is generally accepted
that synthetic or biological polymeric biomaterials, like car-
diac patches, may aid cell organization but, owing to their
inherent weak conductivity, restrict the patch’s capacity to
contract, in general. In order to do this, a polymeric patch
must be strengthened or implanted with conductive nano-
particles utilizing several ways [133]. Cardiac tissue engi-
neering scaffolds and patches may be made from electro-
active materials, including polypyrrole, polyaniline, and
polythiophene, which have been shown to be effective. Bio-
compatibility and biodegradability are two of the most
pressing issues that need to be addressed, but the ability of
biomaterials to be changed is also a concern. Since electri-
cally conductive nanostructured materials may be used in
cardiac tissue engineering, additional research is needed to
understand their potential usage [134]. Polymeric nanopar-
ticles may be used to change cardiac patches, but their use-
fulness as drug delivery methods to treat myocardial
infarction must not be overlooked. NPs made from deblock
copolymers of poly (ethylene glycol) and poly (propylene
sulphide) (PPS), loaded with ginsenoside Rg3, have been
shown in a rat ischemia-reperfusion model to enhance heart
function and decrease infarct size by decreasing oxidative
stress, inflammation, and fibrosis [135].

Myocardial ischemia-reperfusion may be treated effec-
tively and efficiently by infusing appropriate dosages of
anti-inflammatory medication (adenosine) into multilayered
scaffolds with cardio-inductive effects on stem cells [136].
There is an improved therapy for reperfusion damage using
polymeric core shell polymeric nucleic acids with adenosine-
core shell polymeric NPs [137]. To improve cardiac scaffolds
after an AMI, polymeric nanoparticles capable of recogniz-
ing particular ECM metalloproteinase have also been
tested [138].

3.4. Carbon Nanomaterials. Carbon being the eternal ele-
ment has shown its good nature in the medical field also.

Carbon not only forms strong bonds but is also nontoxic
to normal cells. Due to its nanoscaling, high thermal con-
ductivity, and high affinity towards interaction with pro-
teins, carbon nanomaterials (CNMs) prepare a 3D
environment for the growth of cardiac cells [125]. CNMs
have also been reported as proliferation, differentiation,
and maturation medium for various cardiac cells [139–142].

Based on novel properties of CNMs, Tashakori et al. pre-
pared CNM-based collagen scaffold for repairing the
myocardial-based injury [143]. The collagen-CNM scaffolds
impregnated into damaged heart tissue were able to improve
the repair of the heart, and no toxic response was visible.
The material also induced neovascularization. Stout et al.
[129] prepared PLGA and carbon nanofiber-based material
for cardiac application. The presence of CNM caused the
increase in conductivity, and cytocompatibility in a dose-
dependent manner also promoted the adhesion and prolifer-
ation of cardiomyocytes.

Ataei et al. [144] used CNMs in the preparation of heart
valves. The researchers functionalized a carbon nanotube
with heparin and combined heparin functionalized carbon
nanotube (HCNT) with plasma-treated polyurethane using
the solvent casting method. The presence of heparin resulted
in surpassing the dispersal and calcification resistance for
CNMs. Also, the addition of CNT to the matrix caused
enhancement in modulus. The initial results with L929 cells
showed no cytotoxicity and were more blood compatible.
The contact angle increased remarkably with the introduc-
tion of OVS. Also, the adhesion increased towards the
L929 fibroblast cells. Similar results were reported for the
platelet adhesion test. Pyrolytic carbon is a common mate-
rial used for biomedical engineering but is prone to micro-
bial attack. Silver nanoparticle (Ag-NP) deposition used
the pulsed laser deposition technique. Ag-NPs have proven
activity against gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria;
thus, the microbial load can be reduced [145].

Ahadian et al. [146] reported the use of CNMs for car-
diac tissue engineering. Researchers combined CNTs with
poly (octamethylene maleate (anhydride) 1,2,4-butanetricar-
boxylate) using UV light as a crosslinker for preparing elas-
tomeric scaffold. With the increase in CNT content, surface
moduli of scaffold increased while bulk moduli decreased.
The decrease in CNT content resulted in a significant reduc-
tion in tissue maturity. The scaffolds also showed coordi-
nated beating with the cardiomyocyte cells. Chitosan is one
of the most reported biopolymers for biomedical applica-
tions. Chitosan has been coupled with carbon nanomaterial
for cardiac tissue engineering. Martins et al. reported the for-
mation of composite scaffolds with carbon nanofibers dis-
persed in chitosan solution. The scaffolds showed a seeding
nature for neonatal rat heart cells; after 2 weeks, the pores
of scaffolds were filled with cells. The presence of carbon
nanofibers caused enhancement in the expression of
cardiac-specific genes required for contraction and electrical
coupling [147].

Hybrid hydrogels of reduced graphene oxide and gelatin
methacryloyl were reported for cardiac tissue engineering
[148]. The hydrogel thus formed has enhanced electrical
conductivity and mechanical properties. The hydrogel
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supported cellular differentiation and proliferation of NIH-
3T3 cells. Also, the cardiomyocytes showed contractility
and a faster heartbeat. The scaffold has a mechanism for
electrical current flow, thus reducing charge distribution
and potential propagation impedance. Work done by other
researchers has been cited in Table 4.

Research by Kaya et al. used an electroconductive hydro-
gel created by reinforcing reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
into an acid-gelatin-poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) hydrogel
in order to evaluate the kinetics of irbesartan’s drug release.
Angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) are used to treat
excessive blood pressure in individuals with CVD. Irbesartan
belongs to this family. Models of irbesartan kinetics from
electroconductive hydrogel are used in this work to mimic
and analyze release kinetics. According to the study, the
hydrogel that contained 20% rGO successfully released irbe-
sartan over the course of 10 days. As a medication carrier for
treating CVDs, this composite demonstrates the effective-
ness of rGO in hydrogel [157]. The release kinetics of diltia-
zem were studied in a work by Sarkar et al. using a drug
carrier membrane made from GO and methylcellulose
(MC). Diltiazem, a calcium channel blocker, is used to treat
arrhythmias and high blood pressure. To ensure effective

and regulated drug release, the researchers in this work used
a GO/MC composite matrix [158].

CNTs functionalized with PEI/polyamidoamine dendri-
mer (PAMAM) were used to deliver miR-503 oligonucleo-
tides to increase angiogenesis during CVD in another
investigation. CNTs have been shown to be effective in deliv-
ering miR-503 and promoting angiogenesis [159]. The use of
CNTs in stent coating has also been shown to inhibit in-
stent restenosis by delivering angiogenic chemicals. Endo-
thelial dysfunction and enhanced smooth muscle cell prolif-
eration surrounding the stent may develop after stent
implantation in the coronary artery. There is an increased
risk of heart attacks and other symptoms as a consequence
of this fast reocclusion of the coronary artery, which may
be connected with recurring heart attacks. Polyacrylic acid
(PAA) coated SWCNT in a fibrin hydrogel containing
angiopoietin-1 and VEGF was designed by Paul et al. to
address this issue. A canine model was used to evaluate the
effectiveness of this mixture. Biohybrid stents like this one
increased reendothelialization, reduced necrosis develop-
ment, and avoided stenosis in the wounded arterial segment
[160]. It has been shown that MWCNTs, GO, and carbon
black can be used as drug transporters in research by

Table 4: Tabulated literature citing carbon nanomaterials for cardiovascular diseases, where n.m. is not mentioned.

Type of carbon
nanomaterial

Name of
polymer

In vivo studies Electrical interpretation Size
Biological

interpretation
References

Carbon quantum
dots (CQD)

Poly glycerol
sebacate;

polycaprolactone
n.m.

The presence of QD, increased
electrical conductivity

376:82 ± 150
nm

1% CQD, decreased
cell viability;

0.5%CQD, persisted
cell viability

[149]

Carbon nanotubes
(CNT)

Polyurethane,
chitosan

H9C2 cells
Increase in electrical

conductivity
n.m.

Biocompatible with
H9C2 cells

[150]

p-
Phenylenediamine
surface-
functionalized
CQD

Silk fibroin/
polylactic acid

Rat
cardiomyocytes

Improved electrical
conductivity among
cardiomyocytes

n.m.
Increased cardiac
marker gene
expression

[151]

Carbon nanotubes
(CNT)

Polyvinyl
alcohol, chitosan

Rat
mesenchymal
stem cells

The presence of large quantities
of CNT, decreased electrical

conductivity

255 ± 3:5 to
307 ± 5:9

nm

Expression of
Nkx2.5, Troponin I,
and β–MHC cardiac
marker increased

significantly

[152]

Carbon nanotubes
(CNT)

Gelatin with
methacrylate
anhydride

Neonatal rat
ventricular
myocytes

Showed apparent spontaneous
electrical conductivity; Beta1-
integrin pathway was involved
in modulation of electrical

impulses

n.m.

Increase in
expression of p-FAK
and RhoA in cardiac

constructs

[153]

SWCNTs Gelatin Rat H9c2 cells n.m. n.m.
Increased expression,
proliferation, and
differentiation

[154]

MWCNTs
functionalized with
carbodihydrazide

n.m.
HL-1

cardiomyocytes
The electrical conductivity of
the scaffold was 0.015 S/cm

166 nm
Improved heartbeat
and cellular viability

[155]

MWCNTs PCL Rat H9c2 cells
Conductivity increased with

PCL content
n.m.

Myoblast cells
showed adherence

for 4 days
[156]
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Renyun et al. According to this research, GO had the largest
loading capacity among the CNMs studied (i.e., there are
additional parameters, such pH and functionalization, that
have a role in the release profile of medication, according
to this research) [161].

Graphene’s toxicity in biological systems is mediated by
its planar dimensions, particle concentration, and surface
characteristics [162, 163]. Long-term graphene exposure
and buildup in cells produces inflammation, lasting genetic
damage, and cell death [164]. The size and dispersion of gra-
phene nanosheets are key challenges that must be addressed
in order to reduce toxicity in a biological system. GO and
hydrophobic graphene generated oxidative stress in the
lungs, while hydrophobic graphene dispersed in pluronic
was biocompatible and evoked no toxicity in vivo, according
to Duch et al. This work emphasised the significance of sur-
face functionalization and dispersion in improving graphene
biocompatibility [165]. Chen et al. used different diameters
of GO (50–200nm, 500nm, and >500nm) at varied doses
(0.1, 1, 10, and 100mg/L) to evaluate their impact on embry-
onic zebrafish development. According to this study, GO at
100mg/L concentration resulted in a longer hatching time
for zebrafish embryos, shorter body length, changes in heart
rate and blood flow, and an increase in apoptotic gene
expression. When the concentration of GO exceeded
10mg/L, the toxicity was not dependent on the size of the
GO [166]. As a result, selecting the size and dosage of CNMs
is critical for their safety and effectiveness in therapeutic
applications.

Conjugating harmless chemical groups or eliminating
reactive functional groups on the surface of graphene-
based composites is commonly used to make them biocom-
patible. The toxicity of SWCNTs and acid functionalized
SWCNTs was assessed in mice using oropharyngeal aspira-
tion in one research. Acid functionalized SWCNTs were
found to promote neutrophil and edoema production in
the lungs in a dose-dependent manner [167]. Because of its
bulky and massive size, CNTs tend to cluster in aqueous
solutions compared to smaller CNMs that can be readily dis-
persed. This is the primary cause of CNM-mediated cell tox-
icity [168].

3.5. Dendrimers. An adequate description of dendrimers’
structure may be found in the Greek word for “tree,” den-
dron, which translates to “branch” [169]. With their multi-
branched, three-dimensional structure, and low
polydispersity, dendrimers are really unusual [170]. Dendri-
mers, as nonviral vectors for therapeutic applications, seem
to have numerous benefits over other nanotechnologies.
They are superior to other viral and nonviral equivalents
because of their high solubility, higher stability, low immu-
nogenicity, and capacity to support the successful transport
of therapeutic molecules, DNA, and RNAs [171]. Due to
the nanoscale environment provided by considerable
branching, the focal core of a dendrimer has been used to
host chemical species. The perimeter of dendrimers may
show a variety of functional groups, enabling them to inter-
act with the surrounding molecular environment and with
other dendrimers. Additionally, the dendrimer’s repeating

units enable the modification and encapsulation of pharma-
cological molecules inside the dendrimer [172].

To prevent atherosclerosis, it has these properties; thus,
it may be crucial [173]. For injured tissue, NO encapsulation
inside dendrimers has been found to be an effective treat-
ment option. Poly (propylene imine) dendrimers have been
shown to successfully release NO, suggesting that they might
be used as drug delivery systems in the future [174].
Attempts have been made to regulate the elevation of
inflammation at specific areas inside injured vasculature
using dendrimers with promise as gene delivery vehicles
for treating CVDs. Dendrimers containing DNA plasmids
have been demonstrated to boost the gene’s survival, stabil-
ity, and vitality in the nucleus indicating that they might
be used as potential therapeutic agents [175].

Overstimulating, the heart and blood vessels may lead to
fibrosis and vascular and cardiac hypotrophy. Overexpres-
sion of angiotensin II, a peptide implicated in the RAAS,
may lead to heart disease and cardiac remodeling. Cardio-
vascular disease may be prevented and treated by the reduc-
tion of its activation. The angiotensin II receptor type 1 is
responsible for the majority of angiotensin II’s harmful
effects (AT1R). To lower AT1R expression in an ischemia-
reperfusion paradigm, PAMAM dendrimers were utilized
as siRNA carriers [176]. Nifedipine has a limited bioavail-
ability in the human body because of its low water solubility
throughout a pH range of 4–13. A pH of 7 improved the
water solubility of nifedipine in amine or ester-
functionalized PAMAM dendrimers G0 to G3. It was found
that the ester functional groups were more effective than the
amine ones on the surface. PAMAM dendrimers may solu-
bilize nifedipine in order to enhance its therapeutic proper-
ties [176].

To combat CVD, researchers have turned to gene ther-
apy, and as a result, several have investigated ways to better
deliver genetic material to the desired locations, as well as
ways to control the upregulation of inflammatory genes
using nanocarriers such as cationic liposomes. Cationic lipo-
somes, like dendrimers, bind polyanionic DNA and deliver it
to cells. Gene transfer into mouse cardiac grafts was studied
using a G5 dendrimer with an ethylenediamine core. X-Gal
labeling revealed a 1000-fold increase in G5 dendrimer
expression in both myocytes and graft filtering cells over
the course of seven to 28 days. Dendrimers were found to
improve plasmid survival rates [177–180].

In the nucleus, dendrimer improved gene stability and
viability. Higher transfection and viability may be achieved
by lowering the charge ratio of DNA to dendrimer [181].
The same was done by Turunen et al., who compared the
transfection efficiency of different lipids and fractured
PAMAM and poly ethylenimine (PEI) dendrimer in vitro
against smooth muscle cells (SMC) as well as endothelial
cells (ECV 304) and chose fractured G6 PAMAM dendrimer
and PEI dendrimer with 25 kDa and 800 kDa for in vivo
studies. They stated that transfection was dependent on
charge ratio and observed that the highest transfection effi-
ciency was shown by fractured dendrimer at charge ratio 6,
and as the charge ratio increased, cell survival rate decreased
for fractured dendrimer as well as PEI dendrimer, but the
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survival rate was higher in fractured dendrimer between
both dendrimers. In vivo experiments indicated that β-
galactosidase activity with a broken dendrimer at a charge
ratio of 3 was the most effective transfection method. It
was shown that the transfection effectiveness of PEI and
fragmented dendrimer was greater than that of liposomes
and cationic-plasmid liposomes [182]. Gene transfer and
expression in the mouse vascularized transplant model
may be improved using the G5 EDA core dendrimer. β-
Galactose expression was monitored for 7 to 14 days after
the plasmid pMP6A β-gal expressing β-galactose was com-
bined with dendrimer and perfused into coronary arteries.
They also found a charge ratio of 1 : 20, and serotonin incu-
bation for two hours increased the expression [183]. The
electroporation and DNA/dendrimer combination
improved gene transfer in a mouse heart transplant study
by Wang et al. Electroporation of β-galactosidase reporter
gene and starbust PAMAM dendrimer into live human
myocardium resulted in a 10- to 45-fold increase in gene
expression [184]. By connecting mAb to PAMAM dendri-
mer in tissue that expresses overexpressed adhesion mole-
cule P- and E-selectin on activated endothelial cells, it is
possible to increase the effectiveness of transfection. They
employed avidin and biotin to cross-link anti-E/P selectin
antibody to a premade superfect DNA complex, which was
then used to transfect a reporter gene into the E-selectin-
expressing cells of CHO cells [185].

One disadvantage of dendrimers is that they frequently
have highly charged exteriors due to their high number of
branches at their surface, each with their own surface charge;
this can often result in either a highly cationic or highly
anionic nature, which can lead to toxicity issues if not fully
addressed [186].

3.6. Cell Membrane Coated Particles. As an alternative to
PEGylation, cell membrane coating technology relies on nat-
ural cell membranes to protect manufactured NPs. Coating
NPs with functional membrane proteins on their surface
helps them escape the body’s immune system and prolong
their circulation (better biocompatibility), but it also pro-
vides them with numerous cell-like biofunctions because of
their ability to mimic cell membrane proteins (cell-mimick-
ing properties). Hu et al. were the first to cover PLGA nano-
particles with an erythrocyte membrane [187]. Their work
employed hypotonic medium hemolysis to remove the
RBC membrane, which was then fused with PLGA NPs to
produce RBC membrane camouflaged NPs (RBC-NPs). In
addition, they demonstrated that the RBC membrane pro-
teins were transferred onto PLGA NPs effectively. As a fur-
ther bonus, the RBC membrane-coated NPs remained
stable even after six hours of coculture with HeLa cells. Con-
sequently, a nanoplatform has an exceptional potential to
evade immune clearance, allowing it to remain in the body
for an extended period of time. This nanostructure might
be used as a generally effective medication delivery platform
against CVD if small-molecule medicines are placed into the
inner PLGA core. PLGA NPs encased in RBC membranes
(RBC/RAP@PLGA) have been described by Wang et al.
After treatment with this nanoplatform, the average area

ratio of plaque to vascular lumen dropped from 47.95 per-
cent to 31.34 percent, which was superior to the free medica-
tion group in terms of advancement of atherosclerosis (from
47.95 percent to 42.42 percent) [188].

Platelet membrane-coated PLGA NPs produced by Hu
et al. were the first to show preferential attachment to
injured human and rodent vascular tissue and MRSA252
[189]. With the right loading agents, these platelet
membrane-coated nanoformulations might be used to treat
thrombosis, arterial damage, and sepsis. Platelet
membrane-coated PLGA nanoparticles (PNPs/LBK) were
manufactured by Wang et al. in order to combat the forma-
tion of thrombus [190]. Consequently, PNP/LBK has a
greater potential to target thrombuses while reducing the
danger of hemorrhagic complications.

In the event of a thrombus, a hypoxic environment
increases the formation of ROS and tissue destruction in
the affected area. Platelet membrane-encased argatroban-
loaded polymeric nanoparticles (PNPArg) were recently
produced by Zhao et al. to treat thrombus. An anticoagulant
medication known as argatroban has been shown to have
excellent therapeutic benefits on many thrombotic illnesses,
and the inner core of their method is poly (vanillyl alco-
hol-cooxalate) (PVAX), an H2O2 degradable polymer that
is capable of scavenging excess ROS [191].

Virus-like particles (VLPs) are naturally occurring viral
genome encapsulators. To a growing degree, theranostic
platforms using VLPs are becoming more popular due to
their many advantages over traditional theranostic plat-
forms. Examples of VLP cargo molecules include chemo-
therapeutic medicines, small interfering RNAs (siRNAs),
RNA aptamers, proteins, and other peptides and proteins,
among others [192–194]. A targeting function may be added
to VLPs by genetic engineering. Insertions or extensions of
peptides and proteins may be directly inserted into the main
amino acid sequences of the coat proteins (CPs), allowing
their presentation on either the interior or outer surface of
the VLP [195–197].

Trifunctional SV40-based NPs were produced by Sun
and colleagues to transport Hirulog peptide. Near-infrared
quantum dots (CGNKRTRGC) and cyclic peptides
(CGNKRTRGC) were put into the nanosystem for targeting
the p32 protein on macrophages. NPs that were specifically
targeted by ApoE(-/-) mice produced a fluorescent signal
in the plaques that was three times brighter than that of
untargeted particles. In ApoE knockout mice, SV40 NPs
delivered Hirulog to atherosclerotic plaques. Mice injected
with SV40 NPs had more antithrombin activity in their aor-
tae than those injected with SV40 NPs that were not treated.
Atherosclerosis medication delivery and molecular targeting
will both benefit from this novel kind of NP [198].

4. Challenges for Nanomedicines for CVD

It is impossible to tell how long a nanomaterial has been
present in a biological cell. There is insufficient long-term
evidence to provide an accurate approximation of a defini-
tive response. The possible negative consequences of a for-
eign body inside a live cell are also up in the air at this
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point. The negative impacts of nanomedicines at the cellular
level may express themselves as symptoms at the level of the
patient’s body. However, there is no consistent evidence
available on the biological safety of NPs at the current time.
Although safety guidelines and tests have been created, haz-
ard and risk identification is now done on a case-by-case
basis, rather than in bulk. The chemical composition of the
nanoparticle has the potential to produce direct toxicity
inside a live cell. The chemical structure of the particles
determines the toxicity of nanoparticles. For example, the
toxicity of carbon nanotubes is a direct result of the mechan-
ical structure, size, kind of carbon isotope employed, surface
coating, and relative carbon concentrations of the nanotubes
in question.

The protein corona formation is a major issue in focused
nanomedicine. Once in the bloodstream, the nanocarriers
are opsonized, meaning they are phagocytized by MPS and
subsequently expelled. The protein in question has been
widely investigated for a decade and is called protein corona
[199]. In interaction with biological fluids, proteins create
protein coronas on NPs. The protein corona may influence
the biological destiny of nanocarriers by enhancing mono-
nuclear phagocyte system absorption [200, 201]. Protein
corona has been found to be deleterious to active targeting
techniques as well as MPS absorption [202]. The biological
corona coating reduces the selectivity of the targeted ligand
[203]. For example, following incubation with plasma,
transferrin-modified silica NPs lost their targeting capacity
[204]. Despite considerable attempts, few viable solutions
have been developed to reduce corona-induced mistargeting.
One method involves coating NPs with zwitterionic chemi-
cals. For example, zwitterionic coatings have produced
corona-free Au-NPs [205].

Recent research has demonstrated that iron compounds
may cause ferroptosis, a novel kind of programmed cell
death linked to I/R damage [206]. The Fenton reaction/iron
metabolism leads to excessive ROS generation, resulting in
regulatory cell death [207]. These results question the usage
of iron-based NPs and advice professionals to choose NP
composition carefully. Long-term usage of nondegradable
inorganic NPs requires evaluation of their biological destiny
and safety. The liver proteolytic enzymes may destroy
polymeric-coated Au-NPs. This shows that the NP physico-
chemical qualities may change in vivo, causing unwanted
toxicity, aggregation, or immunological activation. The
altered physical and chemical features of NPs complicate
the inflammatory response of the human immune system,
causing greater unfavorable consequences on the heart fail-
ure process. Thus, additional research on NP biological des-
tiny is required [208].

The nanobiointeraction is one of the primary hurdles in
translating theranostic nanomedicine to clinics. When nano-
medicine interacts with biological material, it may cause
immune reactions, inflammation, or other illnesses. The
hazardous impact of nanoformulations is highly dependent
on size, zeta-potential, and solubility [209]. When nanopar-
ticles enter a biological system, they interact with proteins,
forming a surface “corona.” It also changes their size, stabil-
ity, dispersibility, pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, and

toxicity [210]. Also, several nanoplatforms elicit an immedi-
ate adverse immunological response called complement
activation-related pseudo allergy [211, 212]. Thus, studying
nanomedicines’ physicochemical properties in relation to
pathophysiology and disease heterogeneity is vital. Further-
more, theranostic nanomedicine is not a one-size-fits-all
notion, since therapy differs from person to person [213].
Theranostic nanomedicines are also challenging to synthe-
size in a controlled and repeatable manner. Large-scale
nanoparticle production has poor batch-to-batch repeatabil-
ity, variable physical and chemical properties, and low yield.
Due to the difficulty imposed to pharmaceutical firms, nano-
platforms with arduous and sophisticated production proce-
dures seldom make it into the clinic [213, 214]. Since
theranostic nanoparticles are multifunctional units, more
accurate chemistry, manufacture, and control are required,
coupled with excellent manufacturing practice.

A third key problem is the large gulf between scientists
and regulatory bodies. Many government rules regulate the
commercialization of nanomedicine based on quality con-
trol, manufacturing methods, safety profile, and patent pro-
tection. The lack of clear regulatory and safety requirements
hinders timely and successful theranostics market transla-
tion [215].

Determining the relationship between patient biology
and disease heterogeneity and nanomedicine can help over-
come the biological limitations of nanotheranostics. Before
starting clinical trials, nanoformulations must be thoroughly
tested in several preclinical animal model systems. For treat-
ing and imaging human patient groups, preclinical investi-
gations in animal models are often beneficial [216]. The
early phases of clinical development need the use of nano-
toxicology profiles consisting of standardised laboratory
procedures for assessing patient risk [211, 217]. Noncancer
disorders have normal vascular architecture; thus, develop-
ing nanotheranostics for them is important. Making biomi-
metic NPs that mimic natural cell functions (such as
secretory chemicals, cell surface markers, and extracellular
matrix) has a lot of promise for theranostic use. Using
stimuli-based smart nanoparticles to deliver therapeutic
loads selectively at the site of action may enhance theranos-
tics’ real-world effectiveness. Personalized treatment plans
for illnesses with heterogeneity, malignancy, and adaptabil-
ity may benefit from real-time monitoring and provision of
this kind. Academia is the source of nanoparticle-based
medicinal delivery methods. They often understand the
technological problems encountered by industry in commer-
cializing techniques. To close this gap, increased coordina-
tion between labs and drug firms is needed. GMP
modifications for large-scale theranostic NP production are
required.

5. Future Perspective

The status of nanomaterials is midway. Though nanomateri-
als had been exploited to some extent, some groundbreaking
research is still on its way. The use of three-dimensional
printing is not new in the pharmaceutical world. It has been
used in various applications, such as dosage form
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preparation to complex tissue recreation. It consisted of
bioink (material containing active or cells), printer, and sub-
strate [218]. Ho et al. reported the fabrication of cardiac tis-
sue scaffolds using PCL and CNTs supported the
proliferation of H9C2 cells [156]. Kanawati et al. reported
the fabrication of a heartbeat synchronization device for a
76-year-old patient with congenitally corrected transposi-
tion of the great arteries (ccTGA) [219]. A precise 3D model
with anatomic specification, same as that of the patient body,
was printed. 3D printed heart models can also help under-
stand the patient’s status better and help find the solution
for surgery procedures [220].

Apart from 3D printing, now sensors are also conjugated
as point-of-care devices. Rezaei et al. reported the fabrication
of sandwich-type immunosensor-based carboxylated multi-
walled carbon nanotube for detecting the cardiac Troponin

I. These nanofibers were fabricated in carbon electrode and
utilizer enzyme-labeled amperometric immunoassay and
immobilized horseradish peroxidase enzyme. The detection
limit ranged from 0.5 to 2 ng mL−1 in the case of the average
person, while in the case of an infarcted patient, > 20 ng
mL−1 was the limit [221].

Su et al. reported a wearable device measuring CNT and
polydimethylsiloxane’s electrical impulses based on piezo-
resistance and voltage sensing phenomenon [222]. The
device measured wrist pulse pressure and cardiac electrical
signal based on the change in resistance and pressure with
device sensitivity of 0.01Pa-1. The device can be worn on
the wrist, and ECG signals after physical activity are trans-
mitted using Bluetooth, and data is captured on a mobile
phone and analyzed as an early warning (Figure 2). Due to
regular movement of the heart and associated parts,

ECG electrode
suspended membrane
CNT-PDMS strain sensor
ECG substrate

Cross-section View

Assembled flexible device

Device attached on the wrist

Hypodermis

Blood vessel

Dermis
Epidermis

Flexible device

Figure 2: Schematic of the CNT-PDMS wearable device structure for measurement of wrist pulse pressure and ECG. Here, the ECG signal
was captured by the flexible CNTPDMS ECG electrodes. The shape change of blood vessels during a wrist pulse induced the resistance
change of the CNT-PDMS strain sensor. Reproduced with permission from reference [222].

self-healing

POG hydrogel ECP ECP transplatation ECP for 4 weeks

cardiac repair

revascularization

compress

stretch

Figure 3: Schematic illustration about the tunable self-healing POG1 hydrogel fabrication and its application in myocardial infarction
repair. Reproduced with permission from reference [223].
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extensive wear and tear are observed; these polymer patches
and scaffolds have lower life. To solve this problem, Song
et al. prepared self-healing ionic hydrogel made of poly-
acrylic acid and oxidized alginate (OA)/gelatin (POG) (as
shown in Figure 3) [223]. The hydrogel showed super
stretchability (>500% strain) and compressive strength
(>85% strain). The hydrogel showed more oriented sarco-
meres than the control group after in vivo results showed
robust left ventricular remodeling and restoring heart
functionality.

Initially, percutaneous coronary lumen enlargement was
treated with balloon angioplasty, also known as plain old
balloon angioplasty. Though this technique persisted in the
market for many decades, the risk of abrupt closure and
nondurability and restenosis decreased its trend [224–226].
Later, the metallic stents took their place and shown remark-
able results in improving procedural success, but they were
costly [227–229]. However, they were considered as stan-
dards in their use and rule market for many years. Plastic
stents and metallic stents had similar output; no significant
difference was observed [230]. Later, drug-eluting stents
come into play. A clinical trial comparing metal stents and
drug-eluting stents on patients with antiplatelet therapy
showed drug-eluting stents better with low mortality, MI,
and stroke [231]. In a clinical trial conducted on biodegrad-
able drug-eluting stent containing sirolimus and everolimus,
a total of 1300 patients participated [232]. The stent with
sirolimus elution showed better results due to lower lesions
of the ischemic heart observed. Three-dimensional printing
can also be hyphenated with the stent preparation [233].
Thus, there is still a way ahead in terms of clinical trials
and its usefulness in regular day life.

6. Conclusions

As theranostic agents, nanotechnology and nanomedicine
may be utilized to detect and treat cardiovascular problems.
To distribute drugs to injured regions, small particles act as
nanodevices or nanotransporters. Nanocarriers offer prom-
ise for effective, tailored medicine, and gene delivery that
overcomes challenges of solubility, bioavailability, and other
pharmacokinetic aspects. Many CVDs, treatment choices,
and current medical breakthroughs are discussed in this
paper. It highlights the progress made in the administration
of drugs to cardiovascular tissues with greater precision.
Studies in the lab and in the animal model of several cardio-
vascular nanoformulations have yet to be translated into the
clinic. It handles pharmaceutical scale-up, release efficiency,
important regulatory constraints, and Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP). In vivo and clinical studies are required to
determine the full effect of nanoparticles on the human body
and cardiac tissues. Future CVD nanocarrier designs and
advancements will require additional investigation. Cardio-
protective characteristics of a number of natural substances
are awaiting further research and clinical translation. Several
challenges hinder the practical application of nanomedicine
in CVDs. Institutional and industrial interests, lack of suffi-
cient infrastructure and skills to prepare patients for treat-
ment, efficient monitoring of patient outcomes, registration

of patients in clinical trials, and country-specific remunera-
tion and cost are among the difficulties. Thus, nanoparticle
translational medicine in CVDs should encompass bioengi-
neers, pharmacists, chemists, biologists, and clinicians.
Future investigation will leverage peptides and antibodies
to detect CVD markers and build personalized nanodelivery
systems. Future nanocardio medicine will research novel
nanosystem clinical implications to promote quality of life.
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